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PREFACE Copies of the Final Statement ~ay be ins?ected at:

Public Library Regional Branches:

Los Angeles County Law Library
301 W. First St.

Los Angeles Public Library
Main Branch
630 West 5th Street
Los Angeles, California

Arroyo Seco
6145 N. Figueroa

City of Los Angeles
Municipal Reference Library
Room 530
Los Angeles City Hall

West Los Angeles
11360 Santa Monica Blvd.

West Valley
19036 Vanowen St.

San Pedro
931 S. Gaffee St.

North Hollywood
5211 Tujun~a Ave.

Exposition Park
3665 S. vermont Ave.

Hollywood
1623 Ivar Ave.

This Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was prepared by the

Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) in cooperation

with the City of Los Angeles to document the environmental

impacts of a proposed Downtown People Mover ?roject (DPM) in

the central business district of the City of Los Angeles.

The Draft EIS was circulated to various Federal, state, and

local agencies and to interested organizations and individuals

in accordance with applicable guidelines and regulations.

UMTA received comments on this draft for sixty (60) days after

the official start of circulation on Friday, July 20, 1979.

The City of Los Angeles held a public hearing on the EIS for

the proposed project on Tuesday, August 28, 1979, in Los

Angeles, California. UMTA and the City of Los Angeles have

addressed all substantive comments received on social, eco

nomic, and environmental issues in this Final EIS. Changes

from the Draft EIS are indicated by vertical margin lines in

this final tex~.

Copies of the Final Statement may be obtained, as

. supplies permit, or inspected at:

Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of
Los Angeles
727 West 7th Street, Suite 300
Los Angeles, California 90017

Soutnern California Association of Governments
600 South Commonwealth Avenue, Suite 1000
Los Angeles, California 90005

Urban Mass Transportation Administration
Region IX
2 Embarcadero Center, Suite 620
San Francisco, California 94111

university of California, Los Angeles
University Research Library
Public Affairs Service

University of Southern California
Van Kleinschmidt Center
University Park

California State University, Los Angeles
Kennedy Memorial Library
5151 State College Drive

California State University, Northridge
Main Library
18111 Nordhoff St.

This statement can be purchased from:

The Environmental Law Institute
1346 Connecticut Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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SUMMARY

FI~AL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEME~T

Department of Transportation

Urban Mass Transportation Administration

1. Name of Action: Administrative Action

2. Description'of Proposed Action:

ii

and installation of an automated transit system con

sisting of 1.9 miles of dual lane elevated guideway,

1.3 miles of single lane elevated guideway, and 0.4

miles of single lane guideway in tunnel through Bunker

Hill; 60 transit vehicles together with necessary con

trol, surveillance and maintenance systems; and a stor

age and amintenance facility to be constructed at

Union Station.

C. UMTA Project No: CA-06-0012 and CA-03-0131

Summary of Effects:

A. Long-Term Beneficial Effects

B. The project will require capital assistance under

the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, as amended.

The estimated total project cost, escalated to the

mid-point of construction (approximately mid-1982) is

$175 million. The expected funding for this project

is:

A. The City of Los Angeles proposes to construc~ with

federal capital grant assistance a Downtown People

Mover transit project in the central business district

of the City of Los Angeles. The Downtown People

Mover (DPM) would be a completely automated, grade

separated circulation/distribution system of approxi

mately 3 miles in length, linking 13 stations in down

town Los Angeles, including car and bus transfer sta

tions at Union Station and the Convention Center. It

would follow an alignment from the Convention Center

to Union Station via Figueroa Street, Fifth Street,

3rd Place, Hill Street, First Street, Los Angeles

Street, and Arcadia Street, through the western and

northern portions of the central business district.

Total trip time from one end to the other is estimated

at 15 minutes. At the Convention Center, a 1750-space

parking garage is proposed to be constructed. At the

Union Station end there is proposed a 2000-car parking

garage and a three-level bus station to connect the

people mover with the planned extension of the El Monte

Busway and AMTRAK rail service. The City of Los Angeles

projects approximately 72,400 trips per day for the

DPM in 1990.

3.

UMTA Section 3

Federal Aid. Interstate (FAI)

State Proposition 5

State Senate Bill 1879
(Funding for Multimodal centers)

Local Land Contributions

Local Cash Contributions

TOTAL

*!1illions of inflated dollars

$118.1

25.0

15.9

2.3

12.0

1.7

$175.0*

(

Implementation of the project would require the pur

chase of necessary rights-of-way, and the purchase

1. The proposed Downtown People Mover project would

i~crease transportation service in the CBD, re

sulting in a reduced need for automobile travel

and bus service within the affected corridor, in-
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creased transit ridership, reduced need for ad

ditional CBO automobile parking, reduced travel

time f?r circulation/distribution trips, in

creased access to CBO activity centers, and im

proved .connections to regional transportation

services. The OPM will be in conformance with

and will reinforce locally adopted transportation

plans, including the Four Part Regional Trans

portation Development Program, redevelopment and

citywide plans, and the local parking management

plan.

2. The proposed project would result in a number of

beneficial land use and economic changes within

the CBD, as follows:

a. Reinforcement of adopted land use plans.

b. Accelerated development of planned projects

within the CBD, invblving increases in

office space, hotel rooms, retail sales,

and housing stock.

c. Significant tax base and revenue increases

resulting from increased land and improve

ment values, increased payrolls, and in

creased per capita expenditures.

3. The proposed project would provide improved

accessibility for the elderly and handicapped
because of its barrier-free design and direct

connection to a proposed elderly housing project.

.4. Air quality, as measured in terms of daily

emissions, would be slightly improved in the

DPM corridor. The DPM is a tactic in the South

Coast Air Quality Management Plan and is thus

in conformance with that plan.

5. Traffic congestion would be partially relieved

on certain streets in the DPM corridor.

6. New views of the downtown area would be made

possible for users of the proposed project.

7. Operation of the DPM would result in daily VMT

savings of 17,400 auto VMT, 1,055 bus VMT, and

2,189 minibus VMT or 213.3 x 10 6 BTU. Correcting

for the daily induced VMT because of OPM develop

ment yields a daily savings of 171.2 x 10 6 BTU of

petroleum fuels with the DPM in operation.

B. Long-Term Adverse Effects

1. Depending upon the observer's location, the ele

vated portions of the DPM will create some view

obstructions and visual incompatibilities. View

obstructions will be most pronounced where the

massing is largest, for example at stations with

mezzanines. Visual incompatibilities are likely

to occur where the surrounding cityscape is older

and less densely developed, for example along

Figueroa Street south of Seventh Street.

2. The proposed project would provide 3750 auto park

ing spaces at two intercept garages. This addition

would result in a slight increase of carbon monoxide

concentrations at the two intercept locations.

3. Sections of the alignment pass in close proximity

to some buildings. Noise analysis conducted for

the proposed project shows that, in certain cases,

increases in local noise levels would result. The

noise levels will depend, in part, on the guideway

and vehicle technology selected. However, these

increases are not considered significant.

4. The proposed project would require the acquisition

of right-of-way at some historic and park sites.

1
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C. Short-Term Beneficial Effects During Construction

D. Short-Term Adverse Effects During Construction

1. The relocation of three existing businesses will

cause short-term inconveniences until new business

facilities can be found.

1. Construction of the proposed project will result

in increased employment of construction workers

in the region. The resulting increased construc

tion workers' payroll, some portion of which will

be spent in the region, will increase regional

economic activity.

Increased noise, vibration, and air pollutant

emissions can be anticipated. Both businesses

and residences are likely to be affected for short

periods of time.

the OPM will consume approximately
9(361 x 10 BTU) of energy for both

and installation of system components.

Temporary traffic congestion and pedestrian in

conveniences will occur along the route. The

exposure of pedestrians and motorists to potential

accidents will be increased. In addition, the

presence of construction equipment and traffic

diversions could impede access by emergency vehicles

to certain locations.

The visual environment would be adversely affected

by construction equipment, haul vehicles and exca

vation at selected sites. The visual impacts will

be present for relat~vely short periods of time at

varying locations.

Construction of

106 million Kim

the manufacture

3.

2.

5.

4.

In addition, there will be partial obstruction

of the views of some historic buildings. Some

open spaces will also experience partial view

obstruction.

5. The placement of the guideway could limit, to

some degree, emergency access to c~rtain buildings.

6. Vehicles, stations, and parking areas in the pro

posed system will provide some opportunities for

crime. These opportunities will be minimized to

the greatest extent possible through surveillance,

communications, and specific design measures.

7. Placement of the columns at intersections or in

street medians could create visual obstructions

to motorists ma~ing turns.

8. The portions of the guideway that will be in a

median will create capacity restrictions at cer

tain intersections on Figueroa Street until the

street is widened to major highway standards.

9. If the three businesses to be displaced do not

relocate in the immediate vicinity, employees

and patrons of these businesses could have access

problems.

10. Operation of the DPM would result in a daily energy

consumption of 64,485 KWH of electrical energy (220 x

10
6

BTU). Subtracting the energy saved because of re

duced auto, bus, and minibus VMT of 171.2 x 10 6 BTU,

yields a daily energy loss of 48.8 x 10 6 BTU with the

OPM in operation. This represents only 1.9% of the

daily energy used for auto and public transit in the

CBO in 1990. The energy savings due to reduced VMT

would occur entirely in petroleum fuels. The energy

used by the DPM could be obtained from a variety of

fuel sources depending on the mix of fuels used for

generating the power stations. Thus, the DPM would

provide greater energy source flexibility.

•
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6. Vegetation removal will result in unsightly con

ditions until such time as construction is com

pleted and new landscaping is in place. Some

mature trees will be permanently removed and

other trees will be relocated or pruned.

7. Construction of the proposed project will neces

sarily result in some disruption, with attendant

sales losses, to businesses adjacent to the route.

8. Construction of the proposed project presents

the potential for disturbing some archaeological

remains, if such are present.

without the DPM.

B. Other Alternatives

In addition to the system alternatives, alternative

corridors, route alignments, and terminal locations

were evaluated during planning and preliminary engin

eering studies, and are summarized in this document.

5. Comments on the Draft EISwere received from the following

Parties:

Federal Agencies

• General Services Administration (GSA)

California State Agencies

4. Alternatives Considered

A. System Alternatives

1. Null (no project) - The Null alternative consists

of the currently operating transit system, main

tained at a constant level of service through 1990.

2. Bus - The Bus alternative is an expanded bus sys

tem, designed to meet the demands of a 1990 esti

mated workforce of 230,000.

•

•
•
•
•
•

u.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation
Service (Agriculture)

u.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUO)

U.S. Department of the Interior, (Interior)

U.S. Department of Transportati~n, Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA)

U.S. Department of Transportation, Office of the
Secretary (DOT)

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

3. People Mover - The Peopl~ Mover alternative con

sists of an automated guideway transit system

supplemented by bus and minibus service.

4. People Mover/Rail - The People Mover/Rail alter

native consists of the People Mover interfacing

a rail system, supplemented by the regular down

town bus system.

• Air Resources Board (ARB)

• California Department of Transportation (CALTRANs)

• California Transportation Commission (CTC)

• Governor's Office, Office of Planning and. Research (OPR)

• State Lands Commission (State Lands)

Regional Agencies

5. Rail - The Rail alternative consists of rail ser

vice, supplemented by bus and minibus service,

•
•

Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)

South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD)
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C""nti Agencies

City Agencies/Departments

Organizations

• Los Angeles

• Los Angeles
Engineering

• Los Angeles

• Los Angeles

Los Angeles County Flood Control District (LACFCD)

Los Angeles County Transportation Commission (LACTC)

Ronn S. Pickard

Joy Picus, Los Angeles City Councilwoman, Third District

Ray Remy, Deputy Mayor, City of Los Angeles

Pat Russell, Los Angeles City Councilwoman, Sixth
District;member, Los Angeles County Transportation
Commission

Robert Sarnoff

Samuel Schiffer

David Seidman

Gregory Goldin

Johnathan Hartman

Natalyn Levin

Richard ~ar"in

Rodney E. Nelson

T. A. ~elson

Vince ?etito

This Final Environmental Impact Statement is being made

available in June, 1980.

Review and Findings

•
•

This Final Environmental Impact Statement represents a

detailed statement, as required by Section 14 of the

Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 and Section 102(2)

(c) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as

amended, on:

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Richard A. Stromme

• Everett Welmers, Board Member, Community Redevelopment
Agency

• Michael Winn

• Julian Wolinsky

6.

7.

(City Planning)

Bureau of

Department of City Planning

Department of Public Works,
(City Engineering)

Fire Department (LAFD)

Police Department (LAPD)

California Mart (California Mart)

California Paralyzed veterans Association (Paralyzed
Veterans)

Coalition for Rapid Transit (CRT)

Jonathan Club (John R. Shiner, Counsel)

League of Women Voters, Los Angeles Chapter (LWV)

Los Angeles Central City Association (CCA)

Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce (Chamber)

Los Angeles City Council for the Handicapped (Handicapped·
Council)

Los Angeles Conservancy (Conservancy)

Los Angeles County Federation of Labor (Labor Federa
tion)

Los Angeles Visitors and Convention Bureau (Visitors
Bureau)

National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP)

Scenic Shoreline Preservation Conference (Shoreline)

Sierra Club Los Angeles Chapter (Sierra)

Society for California Archaeology (SCA)

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(1) the environmental impact of the proposed project;
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(2) an~ adverse en1ri~onmental ~ffects which ca~~ot be

(3) alternatives to the proposed project;

(4) the relationship between local short-term uses of

man's environment and the maintenance and enhancement

of long-term productivity; and

(5) any irreversible and irretrievable impact on the

environment which may be involved in the proposed

project should it be implemented.

Based on the information contained in this Final Environmental

Impact Statement and on consideration of the written and oral

comments offered on the document, the Urban Mass Transportation

Administration has determined, in accordance with Section 14

of the Urban Mass Transportation Act, that:

(1) adequate opportunity was afforded for the presentation

of views by all parties with a significant economic,

social, or environmental interest, and fair considera

tion has been given to the preservation and enhancement

of the environment and to the interest of the community

in which the project is located; and

(2) all reasonable steps have been taken to minimize adverse

environmental effects of the proposed project and where

adverse environmental effects remain, there exists no

feasible and prudent alternative to avoid or mitigate

such effects •..
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The lO-county Southern California region had a 1976 population

of 12.6 million, and a civilian employment of 5 million (ex

cluding Inyo County). The 10-county region is the second

largest center of b~siness and trade in the nation (next to

I the New York-New Jersey area). The Los .~geles urbanized area,

shown in Figure l-OOA, had a 1970 population of 8,356,000.

The Los Angeles Central Business District (CBD) is the regional

business, financial, and government center for the Los Angeles!

Long Beach metropolitan area~ The current 200,000 employment

level is proje~ted to increase to 230,000 by 1990. Over halt

of the employees reside outside of the City of Los Angeles,

and median travel distance for work trips is 7.5 miles. The

CBD is served by eight freeways, all of which experience severe

congestion during commute hours. Many surface streets near

and within the CBD also operate above capacity.

The County of Los Angeles is bordered on the east by Orange

and San Bernardino counties, on the north by Kern County, on

the west by Ventura County, and on the south by the Pacific

ocean. About one-half of the county is mountainous. The re

mainder is made up of the Los Angeles basin and the Mojave

Desert. The basin is the largest coastal low-land in the state,;

and it contains about one-third of the state's population, in

cluding the City of Los Angeles, the nations's third largest

city, with a 1970 population of 2.8 million.
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REGIONAL OVERVIEW AND INT:aODUCTION TO THE STUDY AREA1-000

• j

1-100 REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE

The Los Angeles region is an area of immense cultural and

ethnic diversity where more than ten million people work and

live. Of a total population of 7,032,075 persons in Los

·Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce
Bureau of the Census
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Angeles county in 1970, 85.4% were white, including 17.5%

Spanish-American, 10.8% were Black, and the remaining 3.7%
were American-Indians, Japanese, Chinese, Koreans, Filipinos,
Hawaiians and others. By 1990 the population of the county
is anticipated to reach 7.5 million people in a land area
of 4083 square miles.

Although residential development is spread throughou~ the

r~g~~n, it is primarily concentrated in the basin and inland
valleys. Large scale development of single family detached
units with varying lot sizes has contributed to urban sprawl.
High rise apartments or condominiums are foUnd along a corri
dor between. the Central City and Santa Monica, Marina del Rey,
Long Beach, Pasadena, and portions of the San Fernando Valley.

Physical conditions, particularly terrain, have influenced
the development of the urban form of the region. This urban
form consists of residential, commercial, industrial, and
institutional land uses, generally characterized by low pro
file communities and low intensity uses. Intense resident±al
and commercial uses are concentrated in more established
communities: high rise structures are generally located in
the Los Angeles Central Business District, Wilshire Corridor,
Hollywood, Century City, and the south central portion of
the San Fernando Valley.

has been broad diversification of the area's industry in the
last ten years.

Regional TranSportation Network1-130

The Los Angeles region is characterized by a vast highway!
freeway system for the movement of people by automobiles
and buses. Los Angeles County's 19,284 miles of roadway
of which 493 miles are freeways and expressways - serve more
than 95 percent of tile daily people movement.

As an indicator of where this diversified industry is locat
ed, most of the region 'os employmen~ is concentrated in the
Central Los Angeles area. Also, the single greatest employ
ment concentration is the Los Angeles Central Business Dis
trict-Wilshire Corridor, which is estimated to contain 20

percent of the region's jobs. Besides the Central Business
District and the Wilshire Corridor, other major economic
activity centers in the region are Hollywood, Century City,
Beverly Hills, Westwood, Pasadena, and the south central
portion of the San Fernando Valley.

The region's transportation system consists of five major
-modes: roadways (automobiles, buses, trucks), rail, water,
air ,and pipelines. All of these- modes- are important movers
of freight, while only two - roadways and air - are major
movers of people.

Major Land Use Patterns and TrendsI-HO

The region's economic output represents 10 percent of the
Gross National Product. (Security Pacific, 1972.) T~ere

Industrial growth has occurred along major transportation
routes. Concentrations exist around Los Angeles Internation
al Airport, the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor area, south
central Los Angeles, and along railroad routes through
pOrtions- of the5aICGclbriel--an<CSan"" Fernando VaHeys:"

1-120 Centers of Economic Activity and Trends

Los Angeles County also contains the largest airport in the
region - Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). In 1976,

this facility served 24.5 million passengers and handled
1485 million pounds of cargo. The area is also""s·erved by·

major rail lines of the SOuthern Pacific, Union Pacific, and
Santa Fe railways. Union Station, located in the downtown
area, is the major regional rail passenger terminal. Primary
interregional bus service is provided by Greyhound' and Con
tinental Trailways.



Downtown Los Angeles was the regional business center up to

the beginning of the Depression in 1929. By the turn of the

century, Bunker Hill was the most prestigious residential
area in the City. The business district shifted gradually

from its origins to Main Street, and then to Spring Street

and Broadway. The post-World II period became one of con
tinuous decline, exacerbated by the development of suburban

regional shopping centers and construction of a regional

freeway system {servicing suburban sprawl). Skid Row
surrounded the Core on three sides and many business firms

moved out, first along Wilshire Boulevard and, subsequently,

to other regional sub-centers.

1-200 DEVELOPMENT OF THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
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experienced a social and economi~ resurgence and continues

to serve as an important center. The east side today con
tains a viable retail center including shopping facilities

for residents and tourists. On the south side, apparel,

textile, and produce industries continue to flourish.

The economic activities of downtown are reflected by its

major employment categories. The 126,000 professional
office and governmental employees represent 63% of downtown

total employment. However, the 74,000 retail, service, and

manufacturing employees also represent a significant propor
tion of the employment (37% of the ~otal) and therefore, a

significant portion of the economic activity of downtown.

Downtown presently has about 15,000 residents, concentrated

primarily in the Skid Row area on the east side. However,

recent redevelopment efforts have resulted in construction
of the high rise Bunker Hill Towers (714 units) which ,con

stitutes the major single residential development in the

downtown area.

In addition to its regional significance as a major employ
ment center, downtown Los Angeles provides a wide range of

cultural, commercial, and social service functions. These
services and opportunities exist not only for downtown resi

dents and workers but also for communities near downtown.
Nearby residential communities had a total population in

1970 of over 200,000. These communities, primarily north
east Los Angeles, have looked to downtown for shopping and
recreational needs. Many of these residents have low in
comes and are transit dependent. Approximately 40% of daily

bus trips are taken by residents from surrounding communi
ties and are largely nonwork trips. As such, the residents
of these surrounding communities depend upon downtown to
provide a necessary localized, nonregional function.

Critical decisions that were instrumental in accelerating

a revitalization trend included the decision to build a
government center which was to become the largest of its

kind outside of Washington, D.C.; implementation of the

133-acre Bunker Hill Redevelopment Project; construction of
the regional Music Center, the Los Angeles Convention Center,

and many public buildings; development of the regional free

way system from the downto~n out in a radiai pattern to

subUrba~~growth areas; and removal of the historical 13-story
-height limitation in the 1950's~

Private action{s) ~e with a series, of bank decisions to
remain in the Downtown. The 1969 decision of Bank of America
to relocate to the twin 52-story Atlantic Richfield Plaza

on the west side of the CBO firmly re-established downtown
as the regional financial center, supported by a captive

tenant base of law, accounting, and international business
firms.

Although the west side has been the area of major office,
hotel and retail construction, the east side has also

1-210 Role of the Central Business District in the Region





2-000 STUDY AREA SETTING

The study area is the Los Angeles Central Business District,

defined as the 4 square mile area bounded by the Santa Ana/

Hollywood Freeway on the north, Alameda Street on the east,

the Santa Monica Freeway on the south, and the Harbor Free

way on the west (see Figure 2-00A). The following sections

present a brief profile of the setting for this study area.

Data have been drawn from many sources and from program analy

sis, particularly task reports prepared in previous phases

(see Phase 2 and 3 task reports listings in the Technical

Appendix) •

2-100 NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

The aspects of the natural environment of the CBD that are

affected by the proposed project include: vegetation and wild

life; air quality: noise and vibration: and energy. Other

aspects of the natural environment which are not directly

affected by the proposed project but were analyzed during the

environmental study include: topography, geology, and soils

characteristics: seismicity; flood plains; water quality; and

meteorology and climate. Analysis of these aspects are doc

umented in Task Termination Reports.

2-110 Topography, Geology, And Soil Characteristics

The Los Angeles central business district comprises some 2240

acres, with the lowest elevation(about 220 feet above sea

level) along the southern edge. Proceeding north, elevation

climbs first gradually and then abruptly to the Elysian Park

Hills, at 400 feet above sea level. (See Figure 2-11A)

Pleistocene to Recent age alluvium covers most of the CBD

over continental terrace deposits in the northeast and south

west segments of the proposed DPM system. However, over most

2-1

of the area, alluvium overlies marine strata of Pleiocene and

Miocene ages, consisting of layers of sand, gravel, silt and

clay. The Pliocene and Miocene formations consist of sand

stone, siltstone, shale, diatomaceous shale (locally) and,

in some areas, oil-bearing sediments. However, no producing

oil field is within the boundaries of the proposed project.

(Bureau of Engineering, 1976).

Bedrock strata in the eastern half of the CBD strike east

west and dip south at angles from 100 to 830 • The western

half of the CBD contains structures whose axes trend from east

west to northwest-southeast. (Bureau of Engineering, 1976).

Surface soils along the proposed DPM route have been classified

as several types of loam by the Department of Agriculture.

These classifications hav~ similar engineering properties and

are considered silty sand or sandy silt for the purpose of

foundation design. Soil studies done for other project8 in

the area have generally shown the presence of silty sand and

sandy silt, with some poorly graded sands and gravels. These

soils would be rated "moderate" as to "Degree of Soil Limit

ation" (1967 Soil Conservation Service). Other limitations

such as soil swelling, shrinkage, or excessive settlement would

not be encountered in the project area. (Bureau of Engineer

ing, 1976).

Extensive grading has been done throughout the area in the

past; therefore, man-made fill of unknown extent and quality

could be encountered almost anywhere along the proposed route.

The general geologic conditions in downtown Los Angeles are

shown in Figure 2-11A and soils are shown in Figure 2-11B.

2-120 Seismic Conditions In Downtown Los Angeles

California is located in the volcanic belt that coincides with

the circum-Pacific seismic belt along which 80% of the world's

earthquakes occur. This belt occurs in the basin occupied by
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Figure 2-00A

LOS ANGELES CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
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Figure 2-11A
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the Pacific Ocean from the coast of Chile to the West Coast

of the United States, and from Alaska to Japan and south to tae

islands of New Zealand.

about six miles south. Other nearby potentially active faults

include the Raymond Hill Fault (from the San Gabrie1 Mountains

to within five miles of the CBD) and the Sierra Madre Fault

along the base of the San Gabriel Mountains.

There are no major earthquake faults in the Central Business

District. However, the San Andreas Fault is located about

30 miles northeast and the Newport-Inglewood fault is located

Although it contains no major faults, the CBD is subject to

many of the damaging effects of earthquakes. Subsoil cond-

&.22. a .motaM; ¥.• $Qxe .._~, - g 5I4tt¥ $., UQ. , ,$ "au. P,-A MX. ,.sa ,
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itions easily transmit ground shaking, potentially damaging

existing structures. The Department of Building and Safety
has estimated that about 70 percent of existing structures

in the CBD were built prior to the 1933 earthquake building
code revisions. Therefore, if a major earthquake were to

occur on a nearby fault system, significant damage could result.

Although there is no generally agreed upon method of earth
quake prediction, it is reasonable to expect a moderate earth

quake (Richter Magnitude 6.0 - 6.9) every ten years, a major
earthquake (Magnitude 7.0 - 7.7) every 25 years, and a great

earthquake (greater than 7.7) about every 100 years. (South
ern California Association of Governments, 1974.)

If a magnitude 7.5 earthquake were to occur on the Raymond

Hill Fault, bedrock acceleration of 0.53 g could be expected

in the central business district. A magnitude 7.0 earthquake

on the Newport-Inglewood Fault could result in an acceleration

of 0.48 g. If a quake were to occur on the San Andreas Fault,

a magnitude of 8.25 might result, which could produce bedrock

acceleration of 0.34 g in the CBD. At magnitudes of 7.0 or

greater, ground shaking could last up to 35 seconds. (Bureau
of Engineering, 1976).

2-130 Flood Plains

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the' Los Angeles County Flood

Control District, and the City's Department of Public Works

share responsibility for drainage and flood control in Los
Angeles.

The Corps of Engineers is responsible for the improvement of

the larger streams in the metropolitian area. Its projects

are designed to protect against severe storms that occur

on an average of once every 100 years. The Los Angeles County

Flood Control District's channels are built to accommodate

50-year storms. The CBD is interlaced with storm drains under

the jurisdiction of either the City's Department of Public

Works or the Los Angeles County Flood Control District (LACFCD).

The area has an extensive storm drain system separate
from the sanita~I sewer s~stem, capable of carrying runoff
from five to ten-year storms, which conforms to standard de
sign capacity. The capacity of the street surface increases

this capacity to above 10-year frequency.

r,he Drainage (1968) and Conservation (1973) elements of

the City General Plan indicate no major inundation areas or
potential heavy flooding areas within the CBD.

2-140 Water Quality

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972

and the California Water Quality Control Act of 1970 established

a comprehensive water quality planning and control program

for local, state, and federal governments, implemented through

state and regional agencies. Quality objectives for inland

surface water include standards for color, taste, odor, float

ing and suspended materials, bacteria, toxicity, and oil and
grease. Groundwater quality objectives relate to taste, odor,

bacteria, chemical constituents, pesticides, radioactivity and

toxicity, and others.

The San Gabriel River and the Los Angeles River cross and

drain the Los Angeles Basin. The Los Angeles River is the
major water course within the city of Los Angeles providing
flood control channels to transport stormwater and other run
off to the Pacific Ocean. Water quality in the upper reaches

of the Los Angeles River is in basic conformance with water
quality objectives.

The most important groundwater basin for the CBD is the Cen

tral Hydrographic Subarea (Central Basin), which contains

most of the Coastal Plain, includinq the Los Anqeles CBD.



Groundwater enters the Central Basin through subsurface flow

at the Los Angeles and Whittier narrows. Replenishment of

this groundwater is by percolation or precipitation, streamflow,

and artificial spreading. Extraction of water from the

central Basin has been limited ty law, to 217,367 acre-feet

per year. Since the limits have been set, groundwater levels

have been gradually rising (SWRCB, 1975).

Upper limits of groundwater in the CBD are from 21 feet to 33

feet below the surface. This water is probably "perched"

(i.e. a small quantity held above the general groundwater

table by an impervious stratum). Potable drinking water has

been tapped by wells averaging 120 feet in depth, and as such,

represents the general water table level (City of Los Angeles

Bureau of Engineering, 1976).

Generally, the quality of -groundwater in the Central Basin

is good.

2-150 Vegetation And Wildlife
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There are no known rare or endangered species of animal life

associated with the CBD, although the Ring Neck Dove is a rel

atively rare inhabitant of the Los Angeles area.

2-160 ~leteorology and Climate

The Los Angeles climate is normally pleasant and mild, moderated

by the Pacific Ocean, buffered from interim extremes by breezes,

and balanced by hot and cold interim winds resulting in some

weather variations.

2-170 Air Quality

The South Coast Air Basin (see figure 2-l7A) is an ideal en

vironment for producing maximum concentrations of air pollutants.

The basin is a natural air trap that is made even more effective

by the presence of thermal inversions on an average of 300

days per year (Hines, 1973).

Intensive urban development and a dearth of native vegetation

have resulted in an essentiai absence of wildlife. The CBD,

however, is inhabited by small rodents and birds which are

normally found in urban areas and include :

The central business district isa well-established urban

area, and therefore, little or no native vegetation remains.

Existing vegetation consists of shade trees, shrubs, and some

ground cover associated with the established developments

in the area. There are no known rare or endangered species

of plant material located within the CBD.

Crow
Domestic Dog
Feral Cat
Gopher
House Finch
House Mice

House Sparrow
Mockingbird
Pigeon
Ring Neck Dove
Scrub Jay
Starling

Through the efforts of control agencies and since the adoption

of federal and state standards, significant progress has been

made towards controlling sources of air pollution. However,

air quality standards are frequently violated, although the

level of emissions is steadily decreasing. For example, in

Los Angeles County, by 1965-66, total emissions from both

stationary and mobile sources had reached a level of 14,000

tons per day. In 1976, this figure had been-reduced to 7,600

tons per day. Yet in 1975, the state standard for ozone had

been violated on more than 200 days (Cobeil and Chass~ 1977).

2-171 Characteristics Of Air Pollution

The South Coast Air Basin has two types of air pollution:

(1) primary air pollutants, wbich include sulfur oxides, nitro

gen oxides, carbon monoxide, organic gases, and particulates;
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and (2) photochemical smog which results when hydrocarbons
and nitrogen oxides mix in the presence of sunlight. Because
of the complexity of the photochemical process that produces
smog, primary pollutants are typically used to measure a.Lr
pollution. The prbn~ry pollutants which are most direct.y
associated with transportation are: hydrocarbons (HC), ~itro

qen oxides (NOx)' sulfur oxides (SOx), carbon monoxide (~(»,

and particulates. These pollutants are used as a basis
for air pollution analysis in this document. Ground trans
portation modes (primarily autos and buses) account for 82%
of the hydrocarbons, 72% of the nitrogen oxides, and 98% of
the carbon monoxide produced in the South Coast Air Basin.
These same modes account for 39% of particulate matter ar.u

13% of sulfur oxide production.

2-172 Air Quality Standards

Federal and state air quality standards have been established

based on the effects of the pollutants on public health. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards are statutory

requirements to be achi~ved and maintained as required by th~

Clean Air Act of 1970~ State of California standards are man

agement objectives that represent goals of existing and planned
air pollution control programs.

State air quality standards have been set for visibility, as
well as in terms of contaminants having various bases of con

centration and duration. National air quality standards were
established in two categories: Primary standards to protect
the public health and secondary standards to protect both the
public welfare and the environment from known or anticipated
adverse effects. Table 2-l7A summarizes both the state and
federal air quality standards currently in effect.

FIGURE 2-l7A'

SOUTH COAST AIR BASIN,-'1-._-,..,.
I

I.
San Bernardino

Los Angeles C B 0

2-173 Regional And Local Emissions

.
Although ambient air quality in the South Coast Air Basin has

been ste~dily improving since 1967, both federal and state
standards were violated on a number of days in 1976 (see Table

2-17B). The most frequently violated standards are those re
lating" to oxidants and carbon monoxide. Recent violations

in the downtown area have also been frequent. (see Table

2-17C) Violations in downtown Los Angeles, however, appear
to be somewhat less frequent than for the air basin as a

whole. This,is partly accounted for by meterology which pro
duces greater concentrations in the inland valleys.

Figure 2-178 shows the air quality monitoring stations which
have been established within the South Coast Air Quality Man

agement District.

I
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Table 2-l7A
AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

National Stds.(b)

(d)
d

Ie)(a \StdC 1° f11Po utant Averaq~nq T~me a ~ orn~a' s. Pr~mary Secon ary

Oxidant .10 ppm
3
(e) 160 ug/m3 same as

(Ozone) 1 hour (200 ug/m )(t) (.08 ppm) primary

Carbon 10 ppm ( )
Nonoxide 12 hours (11 mg/m3 ) 9 --- ---

8 hours 10 mg/m3---
(9 ppm) same as

3 primary
1 hour 40 ppm3 40 mg/m

(46 mg/m ) (35 ppm)

~itrogen 100 ug/m3

Dioxide Annual average --- <'05 ppm) same as
primary

1 hour .25 ppm 3 ---
(470 ug/m )

sulfur 80 ug/m3

Dioxide Annual average --- (.03 ppm) ---

24 hours .05 365 ug/m3
ppm (h) ---

(131 ug/m 3) ( .14 ppm)

3 hours 1300 mg/m3--- ---
( • 5 flpm)

1 hour .5 ppm 3 --- ---
(1310 ug/m )

Suspended Annual geometric 3 3 )
Particulate mean 60 ug/m 75 ug/m 60 ug/m
Matter

24 hours 100 ug/m3 260 ug/m3 150 ug/m 3

Sulfates 24 hours 25 ug/m3 --- ---
Lead 30 day average 1.5 ug/m3 --- ---
iydrogen 1 hour .03 ppm) --- ---
Sulfide (42 ug/m )
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(d)

National Stds.(b)

'c)(a \Pollutant Averaging T1me Ca 1 orn1a Stds. Pr1mary Secondary

Hydrocarbons 3 hours lbO_us/m.) same as
(6-9 am) -- (.24 ppm) primary

Ethylene 8 hours 0.1 ppm --- ---
I hour 0.5 ppm

Visibility I Observation Insufficient amount --- ---
Reducing to reduce prevailing
Particles visibility to less

than 10 miles when
relat~ve humidity is
less than 75% (1)

NOTES:

(a) California standards are not to be equaled or exceeded.

(b) National standards, other than those based on annual averages or annual geometric means,
are not to be exceeded more than once per year.

(c)

(d)

National Primary Standards: The levels of air quality necessary, with an adequate margin of
safety, to protect the public health. Each state must meet the primary standards no later
than three years after that state's implementation plan is approved by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). Preparation of California's implementation plan is underway;
ErA approval is expected in July 1979; .

National Secondary Standards: The levels of air quality necessary to protect the public
welfare from any known or anticipated adverse effects of a pollutant. Each state must meet
the secondary standards within a "reasonable time" after its implementation plan is
approved by the EPA;

,

(e) ppm= parts per million.

(f) ug/m 3= micrograms per cubic meter

(g) mg/m3= milligrams per cubic meter

(h) -At locations where the state standards for oxidant and/or suspended particulate matter are
violated. Federal standards apply elsewhere.

• (i) Prevailing visibili~y is defined as the greatest visibility which is attained or surpassed
around at 'least half of the horizon circle, but not necessarily in continuous sectors.

Source: California Air Resourse Board Fact Sheet
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San Bernardino

Table__2-17B
VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL AND STATE AIR QUALITY STANDARDS IN
THE SOUTH COAST AIR BASIN--l976

Pollutant
Days

(Standard)
Averaging Exceeding Maximum

Time Standards Concentration

Oxidant

Federal (.08 ppm) 1 hour 252 0.38 ppm
State (.10 ppm! 1 hour 238 0.38 ppm

Carbon Monoxide

Federal (9 ppm) 8 hours 118 26.0 ppm
State (10 ppm) 12 hours 119 25.0 ppm

Nitrogen Dioxide

State {.25 ppm] 1 hour 50 0.53 ppm

Sulfur Dioxide

Federal (0.5 ppm) a 1 hour 0 .25 ppm
State (.05 ppm)b 24 hours 45 .138 ppm

Sulfates

State (25 ug/m 3) 24 hours 52 48 ug/m3

Particulates

State (60 ugm/m3 ) Annual avg N/A 166 ug/m3

Lead--
State (l. 5 ug/m 3) Monthly mean 12 mo. 10.04 ug/m3

.BANNING

.TEMECUl.A

.VICTORVILlE

_._-~

I

\

Fig~re 2 -17B
AIR QUALITY MONITORING STATIONS
IN THE SOUTH COAST AIR QUALITY
MANAGEMENT DISTRICT

r-"'1--
I

I.

(a) The California Air Resources Board has determined that
only the Los Angeles County portion of the SCAB is pro
jected to violate the S02 standard more than once per
year.

(bI This standard is considered violated when either the
state's 24-hour particulate matter and/or the one-hour
oxidant standard is violated.

Source: Southern California Association of Governments, 1978.
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Table 2-17C
VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL AND STl\'rE AIR OUALITY STANDARDS

IN DO\\'NTOWN LOS j\NGELES--l975

Pollutant
(Standard)

Averaging
Time

Days
Exceeding
Standards

Maximum
Concen
trat.ions

Annual
Average

Concentrations

Oxident-----
Federal (.08 ppm) 1 hour 157 .25 ppm .030 ppm
State ( .10 ppm) 1 hour 129 .25 ppm .030 ppm

Carbon Monoxide

Fp.dera1 (9 ppm) 8 hour 42" 21. 9 ppm 4.64 ppm
state (10 ppm) 12 hour 15* 20 ppm* 4.64 ppm

Nitrogen Dioxide

State (.25 ppm) 1 hour 26" .42 ppm* .067 ppm
.

Sulfur Dioxide

Federal ( .14 ppm) 24 hour 0 .061 ppm .020 ppm
State (.05 ppm) 24 hour 0 .038 ppm* .020 ppm

Sulfates

State (25 ug/m3 ) 24 hour 4* 45.0 3 12.3 3
ug/m * ug/m

Particulates

(l00 3
ug/m3* 3State ug/m ) 24 hour 26* 197 100 ug/m

Lead--

ug/m3 ) 2.71 ug/m3 *. 3State (1. 5 30 day 5 months* 2.44 ug/m

Hydrocarbons

Federal (.24 ppm) 3 hour 271 2.6 ppm .41 ppm

Hydrogen Sulfide

State (.03 ppm) 1 hour 0 .001 ppm .002'ppm

Visibility

State --- 185 N/A N/A

Source: L.A. County Preliminary General Plan, Draft ErR, January 1979.

*1978 data. Source: South Coast Air Quality Management District
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2-180 Noise And Vibration
Table 2-18A
A-WEIGHTED SOUND LEVELS AND HUMAN RESPONSES

f1earlnt.J
EffectsResponse

verI ;.nnoyinq

Pawfully l.ou:1

Intrusi.ve
Nonnal <.:onversation Level

Iiearinq Dam>qe (8 hours)

Wmit I'<tt>lified Spaech

~Iaxirnlln Vc.cal Effort

'"§
':;
'"

Anooyl.Ilg ~
----Tele"oone Use Di~ticult-- ,1 _

-80 -

-100-

-110-

-120-

-130 -

Jet Tak<.",ff (200 feet)

Discotheque
Auto Hom (J feet)

Riveting r-1achine
Jet T;k<off (2,000 feet:

Garbage TrUck
New '{or), Subway Station

Hea".rl Tru;:k (~O f"et) -90
!'neumatic Orlll '(SO feet)

Alann Clock

Freight. Traw (SO feet)

-Freeway Trafflc (SO feet) --70-

Noise
Level
dBlII)

---------lSO---t-----------+----

carrier c.eck Job cperation
-140 -

In most urban areas, the major source of noise and vibration

is the transportation system. There are two basic kinds of

noise which increase outdoor noise levels. Steady or quasi

steady-state noise (ambient or background noise) and inter

mittent single-event noise (specific source noise). A good

example of constant level ambient noise is the noise produced

in a busy city like Los Angeles. High daytime ambient noise

levels often make it difficult to have a face-to-face conver

sation at normal voice levels on many streets. This noise

typically results from nearby freeways, street traffic, in

dustrial activity, and air-conditioning units. Intermittent

single-event noises such as a bus pulling away from the curb,

an aircraft flying overhead, or a car passing raise the peak

noise level of an area, causing interference with speech and

other activities for brief periods of time (U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency, 1971a).-,
I

Light Auto Traffic {lOO -50- Quict
f.;etl

More than 95% of California's energy comes from oil and natural

gas. Most natural gas goes directly into final uses, but oil

is processed into a number of fuels and other materials (SCAG,

1978). The transportation sector is dependent exclusively

upon petroleum products with 65% of its energy in the form of

gasoline and 35% in the form of jet and diesel fuel •

- 0-

!lroadcasting Studio - 20-

Just Audible

Veri C,<.u.et

1hreshold of IIO>ArlnrJ

-40-

- 30-

L1ving lb:tn
Bedrcan

Librarl

Sof t Whispar (15 feet)

2-190 Energy

Because the major source of noise is typically the transportation

system, the Council of Environmental Quality has developed

a standard in which the noise levels emitted by transportation

systems can be compared to subjective human responses (see

Table 2-18A). As this comparison indicates, freeway traffic

noise (70 dbA at 50 feet) can make telephone use difficult.

At levels higher than this over continuous periods, loss of

hearing can result. Generally, actual noise levels produced

in a CBO are somewhat higher because of a "tunnel" effect

created by high-rise buildings. In June 1978, the City of

Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering conducted an ambient noise

survey with readings at various locations in the central bus

iness district. The results of the survey are discussed in

section 5-218.

•
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In 1973, crude oil production in Southern California amounted
to 51% of the state total. Crude oil for refining included

34% imports from overseas sources and 8% from Alaska. Regional
gas production was 25% of the state total, but only 12% of the
regional total. Production of oil and gas are both'decreasing
in the region, as well as in the rest of the state (SCAG, 1978).

2-191 Transportation Energy

Transportation is the region's largest energy consuming sector,

accounting for 47% of total energy use in 1975. In 1976,

total transportation fuel used in Los Angeles County was approxi

mately 4,900 million gallons. Of this, 71% was consumed in the

highway sector, primarily by automobiles. Table 2-l9A shows

1976 consumption of transportation fuel in the county.

TABLE 2 - 19A

2-192 Electrical Energy

The City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LAOWP)
supplies the electricity ~sed within the City of Los Angeles.

The LADWP served a total population of 2.8 million, had a

peak system load of 3594 megawatts and total sales of 16.0

billion kilowatt hours in 1975. The net generating capacity

of the LADWP (in megawatts) is summarized in Table 2-l9B.

TABLE 2-19B

LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER

EXISTING NET GENERATING CAPACITY - 1978'(a)

1976 TRANSPORTATION FUEL USAGE -- LOS ANGELES COUNTY

(Diesel Fuel)

Type of Use

Automobiles

Transit buses

COmmercial trucks

Aircraft

(Jet & Aviation Fuel)

Harbors

(Bunker Fuel)

Railroads

Millions of Percentage of
Gallons Transportation

Consumed Energy Usage

3,218 65%

26 .5%

259 5%

761 15%

545 11%

160 3%

NO. OF
GENERATING NET

TYPE UNITS CAPABILITY (MW) LOCATIONS

COAL 5 866(b) NEVADA AND ARIZONA

DISTILLATE 4 76 L.A. HARBOR

HYDRO ELECTRIC 28 1229 VARIOUS LOCATIONS,
INCLUDING NEVADA
AND PACIFIC NORTHWEST

OIL/GAS 18 3l55(c) LOS ANGELES AND
SEAL BEACH

PUMPED STORAGE 7 1247 NORTHEAST L.A.
COUNTY

(a) Represents total capacity which would be available with
all generating units operating.

(b) Includes DWP share of Mojave generating unit (20% of 1580 row)
and Navajo generating unit (21.2% of 2250 mw), plus 73 mwof
Bureau of Reclamation layoff.)

(c) Includes Scattergood generating unit 3, for which 284 row
are available only if gas fuel is available.

Source: L.A. County Preliminary General Plan, Draft EIR,
January 1978.



2-200 LAND USE AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

2-210 Development Trends

Downtown Los Angeles was the regional business center until

the Depression in 1929. The business district shifted from

its origins to Main Street, and then to Spring and Broadway.

The post-World War II period was one of continuous decline,

exacerbated by the development of suburban regional shopping

centers and construction of a regional freeway system. A

skid row surrounded the office core on three sides and many

business firms moved out, first along Wilshire Boulevard, then

to other regional sub-centers.

Several critical decisions accelerated a revitalization trend,

including: the decision to build a government center (the

largest of its kind outside of Washington); implementation of

the Bunker Hill Redevelopment Project; construction of the

Music Center'and the Convention Center; development of the

regional freeway system; and removal of the historical l3-story

height limitation in the 1950s. As shown in Figure 2-21A,

more recent'development has concentrated in the west side CBD.

Although the west side has seen the major office, hotel, and

retail construction, the east side has also experienced a

social and economic resurgence and continues to serve as an

important center, which today contains a viable retail center

for residents and tourists. Broadway, Olvera Street, and

Little Tokyo are major shopping ann cultural centers for resi~

dentia1 communities adjacent to downtown. On the south side,

apparel, textile, and produce industries continue to flourish,

although the area has many obsolete and inefficient structures

on uneconomica11y subdivided land.

2-211 Current Land Use Patterns

Land use in the CBD is dominated by governmental, private

office, retail, commercial, and industrial sectors. This is

2-13

in sharp contrast to the rest of the city, where commercial

and industrial uses occupy a minor position and residential

uses predominate. In order to describe current land uses in

the CBD, the following classifications have been made: office;

government; retail; service/hotel/institutional; manufacturing/

wholesale; residential. Figu~e 2-2lB shows the distribution

of land use for 1978 based on these classifications; Table

2-2lA provides a breakdown of 1975 land use by gross floor area

and residential units. A major land use not identified in the

table is the street system which covers over 100 miles in the

CBD.

Manufacturing and wholesale activities are concentrated in

the southeastern portion of the CBD. (See Figure 2-21B.)

The produce center, garment manufacturing, and printing business

es are located in this area. Government uses are concentrated

in the Civic Center area north of First Street, with local,

state, and federal agencies employing approximately 35,000

employees (Wilbur Smith and Associates, 1978). Office activity

is concentrated in the "new downtown" area west of Hill Street

to the Harbor Freeway. Between Hill and Figueroa Streets the

highest densities occur between 5th and 7th Streets: along

Figueroa Street they are concentrated between 3rd and 6th

Streets. 1975 estimates indicate that approximately 10.5

million square feet of office space were concentrated in the

west CBD (Wilbur Smith and Associates, 1978).

The highest concentrations of businesses are along 7th Street

between Figueroa Street and Broadway, in Little Tokyo, and along

Broadway from 3rd to 7th Streets. Historically, Broadway has

been a retail center of the CBD and continues as such, serving
as an important, shopping and entertainment resource for the

Latino Community. Another strong retail area has been developed

on the west side of downtown, north of 8th Street. Located

here are the Broadway Plaza, ARCO plaza, Barker Bros., J.W.

Robinsons, and many specialty shops and restaurants. To the

east of Los Angeles Street, between 7th and 9th Streets, is a

concentrated retail crarment sales area.
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11
35
22

3-5
4
2

2-5
22
Units
Units
Units
48
16

17
12
13

8
9

NA
12
26
10
15
30.
42
42
Units
52
13

2
16
17

9
17
15
32
13
15
12
13
63
55
NA
Units

STORIES/
UNITS

22
8

NA
9

13
22
15
32

BUILDING

United California Bank
County Hall of Administration
El Pueblo de Los Angeles (Olvera St.)
State Office Building
California Mart I
Tishman Building
County Hall of Records
Occidental Center
Music Center Complex
City Department of Water & Power
Bank of California
California Mart II
Peck-Norman Building
Federal Office Building
County West Mall and Underground
State Mutual Building
City National Bank
Coldwell Banker
Kajima International
One Wilshire Building
Union Bank Square
Crocker Bank Plaza
Bunker Hill Towers 714
ARCa/Bank of America Towers & Plaza
County Health Services
Los Angeles c?nvention Center·
800 Wilshire Building
Pacific Financial Center
Wells Fargo Bank
Security Financial Center
Linder Plaza
Broadway Pla~a & Hyatt Regency Hotel Complex
California Mart III
County Criminal Courts Building
City Hall East
Los Angeles World Trade Center
United California Bank Headquarters
Security Pacific Nat'l Bank Headquarters
Los' Angeles Mall
Little Tokyo Towers 301
Union Church
Higashi Hongwanji Buddhist Temple
Biltmore Hotel (refurbishing)
Bonaventure Hotel
New'Otani Hotel
Central Area Police Station & Parking Structure
Plaza Technical Center
Japanese Village Plaza
The Park
911 Wilshire (under construction)
Market-rate Condominiums (under construction) 140
Angelus Plaza (under construction) 761
Little Tokyo Gardens (under construction) 100
wells Fargo Building (under construction)
Wilshire/Grand Building (under construction)

YEAR

1960
1960
1960
1961
1962
1962
1962

1963-65
1963-65

1964
1965
1965
1965
1965
1965
1966
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1968
1969
1971
1971
1971
1972
197-2
1973
1973
1973
1973
1973
1973

1973-74
1974
1974

1974-75
1975
1975
1976
1976

1976-77
1977
1977
1977
1978
1978
1979
.1980
1980
1980
1980
1981
1981

MAP
NO.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
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1~~~~~ OFFICE

.IIim RESIDENTIAL

ESTIMATED 1975 LAND USE IN THE CBD BY GROSS
FLOOR AREA/UNITS

Amount

27,189,000 sq. ft.

9,550,000 sq. ft.

5,305,000 sq. ft.

5,365,000 sq. ft.

18,485,000 sq. ft.

9,400 units

Figure 2-2lB

1978 COMPOSITE LAND USE
(Zones Greater Than 50% by Type)

1:IlllIliil!llllllllil GOVERNMENT

~ RETAIL
iiiiiiii.e;;;:

ii!jiliilliii SERVICE, HOTEL, INST'L.

Land Use Categories

Source: Wilbur Smith ann Associate$ Environmental
Baseline Data Update, May 15, 1978

Private Office

Government Office

Retail/Commercial

Service, Hotel, Inst'l.

Manufacturing/Wholesale

Residential

Table 2-2lA
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Parcels devoted to service, hotel, and institutional uses are

scattered throughout the CBD. However, some areas of con

centration are the larger hotels such as the Biltmore, Bon

aventure, Hilton on Figueroa, the Clark Hotel on Hill Street,

and the New Otani Hotel in Little Tokyo. Lesser service con

centrations are the Main Library and several private clubs.

Residential units are also scattered throughout the CBD, with

upper middle income concentrations in the Bunker Hill area,

and lower income concentrations in the area north of the Con

vention Center, between Figueroa and the Harbor Freeway. The

eastern central city (skid row), between Main, Central, 3rd

and 7th, also has large concentrations of low-income residents.

CBD land use patterns have resulted in concentrated activities

in specific areas. Where functional interdependencies exist

among these activity areas, transportation systems become a

critical factor for providing appropriate linkages.

2-212 Goals, Plans, Policies, and Responsible Agencies

Major development decisions and land use changes in the CBD

are guided by the long range goals and objectives of the City
wide Plan, the intermediate policies and objectives of the

central City Community Plan, and the shor~-term plans of the

City Council-approved redevelopment plans. All are elements

of the City of Los Angeles General Plan. The Citywide Plan

was adopted by the City Council on April 3, 1974: the Central

City Community Plan, on May 2, 1974: the Bunker Hill Urban
Renewal Project Redevelopment Plan, in 1959 and revised in

1973: the Little Tokyo Redevelopment Project: The Redevelop

ment Plan, in 1970: and the Central Business District Redevelop

ment Project, in 1975. All proposed changes in land use that

require City Council approval are reviewed for conformance

with the above plans and the various elements of the General

Plan. A complete description of each plan is contained in

Figure 2-21C

PLANNING AREAS OF THE CENTRAL
CITY COMMUNITY PLAN

~ /1

~~/l

SOURCE: City of Los Angeles, 1974 Central r.it-' ':<'IT'munity Plan

Task Termination Report # 4.15. Planning areas for the

Central City Community Plan are shown in Figure 2-21C.
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"

Source: Community Redevelopment Agency, 1977

~'

'"

Redevelopment
Area Boundaries

'"

Figure 2-21D

REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
IN THE STUDY AREA

In Bunker Hill and Little Tokyo, where the ~gency own~ land,

these controls are fully exercised. In the Central Business

District Redevelopment Project, where the Agency owns none of

the land, these powers are limited at present to establishing

goals, policies, and general land use criteria; establishing

general controls and limitations; and financing specific pro

jects. A complete description of these three redevelopment

projects is contained in Task Termination Report * 4.15.

Based on planned developments, economic trends and adopted

plans, projections of 1990 CBD floor area by land use type

were made. These projections indicate major changes in office,

retail/commercial, institutional/hotel/service and residential

uses (see Table 2-2lB).

Figure 5-2lE shows the location of projected land use changes

in the CBD.

2-213 Projected Land Use In The CBD

Redevelopment Areas in the CBD

Most of the central business district lies within three rede

Velopment projects: Bunker Hill, Little Tokyo and the Central

Business District (see Figure 2-21D). The Community Redevel

opment Agency of the City of Los Angeles has broad powers to

implement City Council-approved redevelopment plans for these

areas, including: (1) specifying study boundaries and general

uses; (2) property acquisition; (3) relocating displaced property

and/or persons; (4) demolition, clearance, public improvements,

and site preparation; (5) property disposition and development;

(6) establishment of general controls and limitations such as

floor area ratios and specific parcel uses; (7) providing

public improvements such as streets, bridges, parks, trans

portation systems, etc.; and (8) financing projects with city,

state, and federal assistance; property tax increments; interest

income; agency boards; and other sources.
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Table 2-21B

COMPARATIVE 1975 AND PROJECTED 1990 LAND USE IN THE CBD BY GROSS FLOOR AREA/UNITS

Land Use Categories 1975 Amount 1990 Amount Difference % Chanqe

(Sq.Ft.) (Sq.Ft. ) (Sq. Ft. )

...

Private Office 27,189,000 32,824,000 +5,626,000 21.0

Government Office 9,550,000 10,260,000 +710,000 7.4

Retail/Commercial 5,305,000 6,410,000 +1,105,000 21.0

Service, Hotel, Inst'l 5,365,000 7,893,000 +2,528,000 47.0

Manufacturing/Wholesale 18,485,000 19,300,000 +815,000 4.4

Residential 9,400 units 13,700 units 4,300 unit~ 46.0

Source: Wilbur Smith and Associates, Environmental Baseline Data Update, May 15, 1978.

Office use is expected to intensify west of Olive Street be-..
tween 3rd and 8th streets. Major renovation is anticipated

in the Olive/Hill Street area between 5th and 8th Streets;

new office space will be concentrated primarily in Bunker Hill.

Hotel/Service/Institutional uses will increase in the west

CBD, particularly along Figueroa and Flower Streets. This

concentration of office and hotel/tourist oriented development

will be reflected in modernized and concentrated major retail

activities. Major residential land use changes are also expected,

particularly in Little Tokyo, Bunker Hill and South Park. Few

changes in government and manufacturing uses are anticipated.

2-19
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2-220 Community Services

There are many community services in the study area, in two

major categories: municipal services and social services.
Municipal services include law enforcement and fire.protect

ion. Water supply, waste water, and solid waste information

was collected and documented in Task Termination Report 4.24.
The social services focus on public assistance programs avail
able to residents of the central city east and skid row areas.

Figure 2-22A lists the community services and their location
within the CBD.

Key to Figure 2-22A

Convention Center

Fire Station #9
Municipal Court

1st Methodist Church
Univ. of Calif. Exten.

Police Station (Georgia)
California Hospital
Fire Station #10

California High School
State Employment Office

Fire Station #30
Police Station (Newton)

Metro Post Office

20 State Office Building

21 Fire Station #3

22 St. Vibiana's Cathedral

23 St. Paul's Cathedral

24 Post Office (Arco)

25 Central Library

26 Central Police Facil.
27

28
29
30
31

32

33
34
35

36
37

38

39

Terminal Annex (P.O.)

Union Station

County Hall of Admin.
County Court House
County Hall of Records
Law .Library

County Criminal Courts

Future State Building
City Hall
City Hall East

City Hall South
Parker Center (Police)

1

-2

3 Board of Education
4 County Hall of Justice

5 Federal Court
6 Federal Building and P.O.

7 County Health Center

8 Dept. of Water and Power
9 Music Center

10

11

12

13

14

15
16

17
18

19

Source: Community Redevelopment Agency, 1978.



2-221 Law Enforcement

Police protection in the study area is provided by both the

Central and Newton Divisions, with the Central Division re

sponsible for most of the CBD. In 1977, Central Division had

939 reports of and 463 arrests for homicide, rape and aggra

vated assault. In 1978, these figures increased to 1,112 and

471, respectively. Crimes against property in 1977 numbered
~

10,638, with thefts (6,215) and auto thefts (1,708) dominating.

2-222 Fire Protection

Six fire engine companies consider the CBD as part of their

service area, although engine companies number 4 and 17 are

located at 800 North Main Street and 719 South Santa Fe Street,

respectively. (See Figure 2-22A) All of them are task force

companies except one, which is a single engine company.

All of the fire companies supporting the CBD have accessibility

problems due to rush hour traffic, parked cars, and traffic

functions such as trucks blocking alleys.

Downtown has a higher structure fire rate than the city norm.

Many fires occur in residence hotels, caused by careless use

of matches and cigarettes. There are few effective preventive

measures for reducing the incidences of this kind of fire.

Non-structure fires are largely rubbish and auto fires. The

numbers of malicious false alarms is high; increases have been

experienced in low income, high unemployment, and blighted

CBD areas.

2-223 Social Services

Los Angeles provides many traditional social services within

the CBD. This section, however, focuses on three nontradi

tional programs available to residents of the central city

east and skid row areas, many of whom are low-income or un

employed.
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There are at least 20 rescue missions in the central city

east area with most of their support corning from private in

dividuals. The rescue missions provide housing and meals for

men and serve as employment centers.

Several of the missions also provide alchoholic rehabilita

tion programs, providing work opportunities, and religious

instruction. Others are anxious to broaden their programs

to include less traditional assistance and vocational rehabili

tation. Although the number of missions is large, only 10%

of the area's residents use their services.

The Los Angeles County Department of Public Social Services

operates an Unattached Men's Center located just east of

Alameda on East Fourth Place. Services are generally short

term in nature, offered while a man is actively seeking em

ployment. Approximatley 10,000 to 15,000 requests for aid

are received annually. Eighty percent of these are for meals

and lodging. Payment is provided by the center directly to

the vendor, and applicants receive meal and lodging tickets.

Other services include job referral, transportation, clothing,

and subsidized medical care under the Medi-Cal program.

Treatment and rehabilitation services for skid row alcho

holies are provided by the L.A. County Health Department,

the L.A. County Department of Hospitals, and some rescue

missions. Proposals for improving the delivery of social

services in the east side area are part of the CBD redevelop

ment plan.

2-230 Parks And Open Spaces

The CBD has been a highly urbanized area for quite some time.

Consequently, open space is very limited.

There are four main open space sites in the CBD with several
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additional areas of lesser size. These four are: Olvera

Street--Pueblo de Los Angeles Cultural site; Pershing Square;

Los Angeles Civic Center Mall; and the City Hall Mall.

Olvera Street--Pueblo de Los Angeles is located just west of

Alameda and north of the Hollywood Freeway. This is the site

of the original settlement and has been preserved as a historical

and cultural monument by the State of California. The his

torical park contains some early buildings which are being

restored, the site of the original Plaza, and Olvera Street,

which contains small shops and restaurants commemorating the

Mexican heritage of the early Pueblo.

Pershing Square, bounded by 5th, 6th, Hill, and Olive Streets,

is one of the oldest and presently the largest park site

within the CBD. Pedestrian walkways criss-cross the park

among beds of low evergreen shrubs and flowers, and benches

provide seating for tourists, employees, and residents of the

area. Underground parking is provided beneath the park it

self.

The,Los Angeles Civic Center Mall is the largest open space

within the CBD. Large areas of well manicured lawns are

interrupted by several large fountain displays and pedestrian

walkways lined with park benches. Its boundaries extend

north/south between 1st and Temple Streets and east/west

between Spring Street and Grand A·renue. Underground parking

is provided beneath this site also.

The fourth major open space site is the City Hall Mall,

bounded by 1st, Main, Temple, and Los Angeles Streets. The

mall has a triforium, park-like setting with pedestrian

walkways and benches at street level. Below street level

are several shops, restaurants, and parking facilities.

2-240 Aesthetic And Visual Setting

The visual and aesthetic setting of downtown Los Angeles can

be broken down into six general areas; South Park, Wilshire,

Bunker Hill, Old Downtown, Civic Center, and Union Station.

Figure 2-24A

ERIAL VIEW OF DOWNTOWN



South Park

The visual aspect of this area is broad, low, flat, and

frequently sunbaked, with mixed uses and older buildings.

Retail and automotive shops, motels, small manufacturing

companies and older reside~ces are mixed throughout the area

without apparent plan or purpose. The Convention Center,

with its identifiable form and wide surrounding open space

buffer provides a point of orientation; and linear definition

is provided by the Harbor Freeway, ane, to some extent, by

Figueroa Street.

Convention Center
FIGURE 2-24B
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viilshire

This is the new high-rise area of downtown. The United

california Bank (the tallest building) and the Arco/Bank of

America (the most massive complex) stand out among the many

other new and interesting medium and high-rise buildings that

have come to predominate in this section of Los Angeles during

the last decade. Several older and stately structures in

cluding the Central Library, the California Club, the Jonathan

Club, and St. Paul's Cathedral provide architectural interest

and a contrast in scale to the towers rising around them.

Pedestrian traffic is brisk and a cosmopolitan ambience char

acterize~ the area.

West Side Financial District
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Bunker Hill

Like the Wilshire area, Bunker Hill is developed with very

new structures, with more to come on the still vacant parcels,

but at a somewhat lower density and a lesser level of urban

activity than the Wilshire core. The present pattern of medium

and high-rise buildings with corisiderable open space will

continue to guide future developments.

Bunker Hill Towers
FIGURE 2-24D

Old Downtown

This section, from 1st Street to 8th Street and along Spring,

Broadway, and Hill Streets comprises the old downtown and is

characterized by low, multi-story structures of varying ages

and predominantly commercial uses. The upper floors of older,

formerly prestigious office structures are often vacant. At

street level, small inexpensive shops attract large crowds of

pedestrians on weekdays and weekends. Many of the signs are

in Spanish and snatches of overheard conversation are most

likely to be in that language. The ambiance is reminiscent of

a paseo, despite the heavy use of the street by cars, trucks

and buses. There is a significant population of elderly in

this area. At the Grand Central Market and Pershing Square

the poor, elderly, and occasional citizens from the east

side skid row area are seen mingling with office workers and

professionals. Pershing Square is the demarcation between

this older mixed area and the newer crisp urbanity of the west

side, with the elegant Biltmore Hotel standing vigil on the

edge. Despite its decline, old downtown remains one of the

most interesting and diverse sections of the city.

Grand Central Market
FIGURE 2-24E
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Civic Center

This is the largest goverr~ental center outside of Washington,

D.C. Grids of windows punctuate the white granite walls of

soaring monoliths, rising above manicured lawns and broad

sidewalks. There are no signs; the trees and shrubs are all

carefully pruned. First Street marks the southern edge of

the Civic Center, dividing it from the corrmercial district to

the south. The Hollywood/Santa Ana Freeway seperates it from

Chinatown and Union Station to the north.

FIGURE 2-24F

Civic Center Mall
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Union Station

The area of the freeway i~ generally wide and low. The

~nteresting old structures of Union Station and Terminal

Annex rise above the surrounding palms and undifferentiated

lower buildings against a backdrop of the San Gabriel Moun

tains to the north. The historic Plaza and Olvera Street

provide the primary social and visual focus in the area.

Except for the Plaza, where automobiles were recently ex

cluded, the area tends to be auto dominated, whether due to

freeway and ramp traffic, surface street movements, or the

numerous parking lots which dot the area.

FIGURE 2-24G

Union Station
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2-250 Historic Sites and Cultural Facilities

A number of historic sites exist within th£ CBD; Figure 2-25A

-illustrates many of them and identifies those designated

on National, State, and local registers. In addition to

these recognized monuments and historical sites, the Music

Center Complex, located within the Civic Center Mall, is a

cultural resource which is unique to southern California.

There are no known archeological sites within the CBD. How

ever, a Chinese dump was excavated by Dr. Clement Meighan of

UCLA during construction of the Hollywood Freeway in the

early 1950's. The site was recorded as being near the inter

section of Alameda Street and the Santa Ana/Hollywood Free

way across from Alameda Street from Union Station (Archeo

logical Survey, 1978, p. 136).

Historic sites within the transit corridor are further re

viewed in Chapter 6.

Figure 2-25A

HISTORIC AND CULTURAL
SITES WITHIN THE C B D

II,~ ff

, '" "&'<!.fI .
<iJ" /I!

.y oJ l p

DOWNTOWN
STREET
SYSTEM

See following page for listing of site in this figure.

Source: Community Redevelopment Agency, 1978.
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Key to FIGURE 2-25A
HISTORIC AND CULTURAL
RESOURCES WITHIN THE CBD

+ 2. El Pueblo de Los Angeles 0 14.
State Park•

+0 1. Plaza Church 0 13L
Sunset Blvd. & North Main

Cole's P.E. Buffet
118 E. Sixth Street

Garfield Building Lby.
403 W. Eigth Street

25.

26 •

Jonathan Club Bldg.
545 S. Figueroa Street

Million Dollar Theater
307 S. Broadway

36.

37.

Edison Building
601 W. Fifth Street

Albert L. Bath Bldg.
500 S. Hill Street

o 3. St. Vibiana's Cathedral 0 15.
114 E. Second Street

*0 4. Bradbury Building
304 S. Broadway

o 16. st. Joseph's Church
218 E. Twelfth Street

o 39. Subway Terminal Bldg.
417-425 S. Hill St.

Pershing Square Bldg.
448 S. Hill Street.

Homer Laughlin Bldg.
(Grand Central Market)
315 S. Broadway

The Myrick Hotel
(The Aldine)
324~ S. Hill Street

The Markham Hotel
(The Whipple)
326~ S. Hill Street

41.

38.

42.

40.Los Angeles ·Plaza
Historic· District
Spring/Sunset/Alameda/
Arcadia/Los Angeles

The Los Angeles Star Site
N. Main & Commercial Sts.

Butterfield Station Site
(Mirror Building)
145 S. Spring Street

Variety Arts Center Bldg./
Friday Morning Club
940 S. Figueroa

* 29.

+ 30.

o 31.

+ 27.

+ 28. Bella Union Hotel Site
314 N. Main Street

Cast Iron Comm. Bldg.
San Pedro and Agatha

Cohn-Goldwater Bldg.
Eleventh & San Julian

Union Station & Grounds
800 S. Alameda

Coca-Cola Building
1334 S. Central Avenue

Central Library & Grnds.
630 W. Fifth Street

*0 20.

o 19.

o 18.

o 17."Angel's Flight" Site
Third and Hill Streets

St. Paul's Cathedral
615 S. Figueroa

California Club
538 S. Flower

Global Marine Building
811 W. Seventh Street

6.

5.

8.

7.

o

o

o

o

o 10. Alexandria Hotel(Palm Ct.)o22. Biltmore Hotel
501 South Spring Street 515 S. Olive Street

33. Engine Company No. 28
644 S. Figueroa Street

o 43.o 9. Philharmonic AuditoriQ~

427 W. Fifth Street
o 21. Wolfer Printing Co.

416 Wall Street
32. Barker Bros. Building

818 W. Seventh Street
Herald Examiner Bldg.
1111 S. Broadway

o 44. Oviatt Building
617 S. Olive Street

o 11. Finney's Cafeteria
217 W. Sixth Street

o 12. Fire Station No. 23
225 E. Fifth Street

o 23. Los Angeles Athletic Cl.
431 W. Seventh Street

o 24. Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street

34. Japanese Union Church
120 N. San Pedro St.

35. First Methodist Church
813 S. Hope Street

o 45. Los Angeles Stock
Exchange Building
618 S. Spring Street

46. Music Center
First and Grand Sts.

Source: * National Register Sites
+ State of California Historic Sites
o Locallv Designated Historic Sites

(as designated by the City of Los
Angeles Cultural Heritage Board)
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2-300 SOCIAL-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

Z-310 Social Characteristics of Resident Population

The total resident population in the CBD in 1970 was approx
imately 18,400. By 1975, it was estimated that this had
decreased to 17,800 (City Planning Dept. 1975 Population

Estimate and Housing Inventory).

In 1970, the CBD's population was ethnically diverse with
48% white, 29% Spanish, 12% black, 6% Chinese, 2.4% Japanese,

and 1% American Indian. City Planning Department estimates
for 1975 indicate that the CBD is becoming even more diverse.

Over two thirds of downtown residents in 1970 were men; 45%

of those between the ages of 25 and 54. Downtown also had a

substantial elderly population in 1970 with slightly over 20%

of the residents aged 60 years or older; almost twice the

city average.

Estimates of the number of handicapped persons are difficult
to make because of varying definitions. The Urban Mass
Transportation Administration Regulations on Transportation

for Elderly and Handicapped Persons define elderly and handi
capped persons as:

••• those individuals who, by reason of illness,
injury, age, congenital malfunction, including
those who-are nonambulatory wheelchair-bound and
those with semi-ambulatory capabilities, are
unable without special facilities or special
planning or design to utilize mass transportation
facilities and services as effectively as persons
who are not so affected.

From a SCRTD survey, it has been estimated that 300-400

handicapped were probably ~owntown residents. (SCRTD, 1978,
Paratransit in Los Angeles County, p. 39).

Generally, CBD residents incomes were quite low in 1970, with

28% being at the federally defined poverty level; in some
4reas the percentage ranged as high as 67%. Approximately
13% of all families and unrelated individuals received

public assistance in 1970. Median annual income for families
and unrelated individuals who resided in the CBD was $4,127.

E-or families the highest income was found in the high rise
Bunker Hill residential development, where the median family

income in 1970 was over $24,000. The lowest median income
levels for individuals occurred on the east side of downtown,

east of Los Angeles Street, with the skid row area around 3rd
and San Pedro Streets recording the lowest income of $1,984.

Aceurate information on CBO income- levels for more recent

years is not available, although at least one surve~ has

confirmed the continued high income levels in the Bunker Hill

area.

In 1970 there were 7600 CBO residents in the labor force,

although how many worked in downtown is unclear. Of the

7600 residents, almost 5900 were men. The unemployment
rate among CBO residents was 12.9% compared to a city-wide
unemployment rate of 7% in 1970. Unemployment among male
CBO residents was 14.4%, over twice as high as the city

wide average. The occupation of CBO residents was pre

dominantly blue - rather than white-collar by two-thirds
to one-third ratio. Employed women residents (almost 60% in
1970) were more likely in white collar occupations.

The 1970 census reported journey to work information for
_employed CBD residents. Mode of transportation appears to
have been fairly evenly divided among automobiles, bus,

and walking. (U.S. Census, 1970, Census of Population and
Housing) •

Since 1960, the 714-unit Bunker Hill Towers has been the

only major residential complex constructed in downtown Los

Angeles. A smaller 30l-unit high-rise complex for the

elderly was completed in Little Tokyo in 1975. The remaining

CBO housing stock consists of older residence hotels, some

single family and duplex housing units, and a few deteriorating
apartment buildings. In 1970, there were 10,200 housing

units in the CaD; this number declined slightly to 9,900 in
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1975. Although most units were scattered throughout the CBO,

major clusters occur in Central City East, Convention Center/
South Park, and Bunker Hill.

The Central City East (skid row) comprises an area from
Third Street to Seventh Street between Main and Central

Streets. There are an estimated 9,000 residents here
(5,00-7,000 single men), many living in modified commercial
buildings, hotels, apartment buildings, and rescue missions.
The second major housing cluster-Convention Center/South

Park--is north of the Convention Center and west of Figueroa

Street. In 1975, an estimated 1400 low income residents

lived in this area, primarily in deteriorating single family

and duplex units and hotel/apartment buildings.

In contrast with other housing areas within the central city,

Bunker Hill Towers offers the only high quality housing in

the CBO for middle and upper income groups.

A 1974 survey of the socioeconomic characteristics of the

1040 Bunker Hill residents indicated that 70% of the house-

~olds had incomes ranging from $20,000 to $35,000 per year,

with a small percent ranging from $60,000 to $100,000. The
majority of the residents were in professional occupations,
primarily law and business management. 90% of the Towers'

residents worked in downtown Los Angeles. The average house
hold size was approximately 1.7 persons. Nearly 75% of the

residents were over 35 years of age and 50% were single

(Property Evaluation Services, 1977).

Source: Community Redevelopment Agency, 1978.
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Unrelated
IndividualsFamiliesNon-Governmental Employees:

Government Center $18,419 $ 9,606
West CBD 20,325 10,414
East CBD--Little Tokyo 19,665 10,000
South Park 18,754 9,673
East Side Industrial 18,964 9,838

Government Employees $19,300 $15,285a

(a) The mean income of single persons working in government
is higher than for private indUStry in the LACBD due
to greater concentration of incomes in lower ranges
and the almost total absence of incomes below $6,000.

Source: Property Evaluation Services, 1977, pp.ll-~.

Table 2-32A

SUMMARY OF MEAN PERSONAL INCOMES
J'RIMARY MARKET AREA SECTORS

2-320 Social Characteristics of the Employed Population
Most of the information that follows is drawn from four

Jiowntown employee studies. The first two studies were
prepared by Wilbur Smith Associates (WSA) for the Southern

California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD) in 1975 and 1976.
The third, which refined employment estimates, was also pre
pared by WSA in 1978 for the DPM program. The fourth study was

prepared by Property Evaluation Services in 1977 for the

Community Redevelopment Agency. Although the studies were

prepared at different times and covered slightly different
study areas, they give the best summary of downtown employee

social characteristics.

Table 2-32B
OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF CBD EMPLOYEES, 1977

Number Percent

Source: Property Evaluation Services, 1977, Tables 9 and 12,
Market Analysis Reuse Appraisal of Parcels A, E-3,
E-4, Land M; CRA staff

all Percentages do not equal 100 because of rounding

-inclusion of an area west of the Harbor Freeway to Lucas

Street, between 3rd and 7th Streets in the- PES study area.
Even if this area is subtracted from the total, over 65% of

downtown employees would be in white collar occupational
categories.

15.9
21.1
30.9
7.2
8.2
0.8

12.3
3.5

33,858
44,995
65,824
15,325
17,569
1,772

26,290
7,417

213,050

Managers, Administrators
Professional, Technical, Sales
Stenographic, Clerical, Sa~es Clerks
Craft and Kindred Workers
Manufacturing Equipment Operators
Transportation Equipment Operators
Service Workers
Non-Farm Laborers
Other
TOTAL

The most current information about the residences of CBD

employees is contained in the 1976 WSA study. Based on 1975
employee surveys, the San Gabriel Valley accounted for the

highest percentage of employee residences. 'The Wilshire
Hollywood area was second, while Glendale/Burbank and East/

Northeast Los Angeles ranked third and fourth respectively.

In 1975, over half (53.7%) of CBD employees were women. The
majority of downtown employees (52.2%) were between the ages

of 25 and 44, and less than one percent were over age 65.
The average working woman was 35 years while the average male

was almost 40 (WSA, 1975, p. 119). The ethnic distribution
of downtown employees is not available, nor are any specific

estimates of the number of handicapped.

The income levels of downtown employees are generally higher

than downtown residents. Table 2-32A is a summary of average

income of CBD employees in 1977. Average income for residents

was based on the 1970 census and the average income for em
ployees is based on 1977 surveys.

In 1975 there were approximately 203,000 employees in the

downtown study area (Task Termination Report 4.01). This
represented a slight increase over a 1971 estimate of 185,000

for a slightly different study area (PES, 1977, pp. 11-12,
11-13). Changes in the number of employees in the last 10

years have been less significant than changes in their

location.

The occupational distribution of CBD is predominantly "white

collar" (Table 2-32B). In 1977, white collar jobs accounted
for 67.9% of all downtown employees surveyed in the PES

report. This may be overstated slightly because of the
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Together, the areas east and northeast of the CBD accounted

for over 37% of downtown employee residences. The central

city area accounted for fewer employees than did other

counties in the Los Angeles region. The most important

limitation of the WSA study is that the study area excluded

large manufacturing areas in the southeastern CBD, east of

San Pedro Street.

the distribution of those employees per acre. In terms of

primary economic sectors, office employment dominates the

center of the CBD, flanked by manufacturing and wholesale

activities to the southeast, and service, hotel and insti

tutional activities to the southwest. Major retail areas

dot the center of the CBD surrounded by office employees.

Government is the major employer to the north.

Table 2-32C

RESIDENCES OF CBD EMPLOYEES, 1975

8,375 4.1

%

42,340 20.8

10,770 5.2

84,410 41.4

43,140 21.2

%

38,486 19.3

80,882 40.6

52,586 26.4

12,201 6.1

15,050 7.5

19712
%

21,310 12.2

51,883 29.6

67,159 38.3

Table 2-33A shows the actual distribution of jobs by major

economic sector for the years 1966, 1971 and 1975. In 1975

Table 2-33A

COMPARISON OF CBD EMPLOYMENT BY MAJOR ECONOMIC SECTOR

Retail/Commercial 10,241 5.8

Economic Sector

Hotels/Service

Private Office

Government Office/ 24,683 14.1
Institutional

Industrial/
Wholesale

NumberPercent

17.6 31,699
14.0 25,131
10.2 18,435

9.5 17,107
9.1 16,445
8.7 15,585
8.6 15,523
5.5 9,899
4.9 16,445
4.8 8,724
3.8 6,907
3.2 5,802.

~ 180,052

Wilbur Smith Associates, Feb., 1976, Los Angeles
Central Business District Transit Plan, Table 14,
p. 40.

Area of Residence

San Gabriel Valley
Wil~hire/Hollywood

Glendale/Burbank
East/Northeast
South Bay
West Central L.A.
San Fernando Valley
South Central L.A.
Mid-Cities
West L.A.
Other Counties
Central City

Source:

Isource: Development Research Associates, Market ~~alysis
Upper Bunker Hill, Table 5. Estimated Employment
Los Angeles CEO 1966 (1971).

2Estimated: Wallace, McHarg, Roberts and Todd, LA/CBD
General Development Plan Study, Table
Square Footage and Employee Summary by
Land Use (1971).

3Wilbur Smith and Associates Task 4.01 CRA, 1978

4Data for the area sou~~ of Pico Boulevard is included in the
economic sector distribution for 1966 and 1971.

175,276

In 1975, the average downtown employee commuted about 7.5

miles to work, with over 70% commuting less than 10 miles.

The automobile was used for about 62% of the home to work

trips. Almost 32% of downtown employees used buses and the

remainder (about 6%) used some other form of transportation

(WSA, 1975, Table 24, P. 93).

2-330 Economic Base

The downtown economic base discussed in this section focuses

-on CBD employment, retail activity and tax base.

2-331 Employment Distribution, Growth Rates and Unemployment
Levels

Latest estimates by Wilbur Smith and Associates (May 1978)

show the 1975 work force at 203,180. Figure 2-33A shows

Area south of Pico
Boulevard

TOTAL

4n/a

199,205

14,700

203,735

7.2
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Employees per Acre
0-200

'·"·..r·.,..··" 200 500t~~~}~~~;j~~f -

Figure 2-33A

. 1975 EMPLOYMENT
DENSITIES IN THE C B D

mSource, Wilbur Smith & Associates, 1978.



private office employment dominated the downtown area with

84,410 employees, while government and industrial-wholesale

were second with 42,340 and 43,140 respectively. Comparing

the three years in the table, private office employment has

increased slightly in its share of the market. More not~

worthy, however, has been the increase in government office/

institutional employment and the decline in industrial/whole

sale employment.

There has been a geographic shift in the location of employees

in the CBO along with the change in the nature of that em

ployment. As private office employment has increased and

manufacturing and wholesaling have decreased, there has been

a shift in CBO employment westward from Spring Street to

Flower Street. This shift is documented by the increase in

office structures over eight stories in height built in

downtown since 1965 (Western Economic Research Co).

Table 2-33B shows current and 1990 projected employment for

the CBD. The trend of increasing office employment on the

~est side is expected to continue, manufacturing and whole

saling are expected to remain stable, and goverr.ment employ

ment should increase slightly.

TABLE 2-33B

1975-1990 EMPLOYMENT
% Change

Study Area 1975 1990 1975-1990

Private Office 84,410 106,895 26.6

Retail 10,770 11,707 8.7

Institutional/Service/ 8,375 11,520 37.6
Hotel

Government 42,340 46,670 10.2

Industrial/Wholesale 43,140 46,060 6.8

South of Pico 14,700 14,060 (4.4 )
TOTALS 203,735 236,912 16.3

Source: Wilbur Smith & Associates, 1978 (Task 4.01).

2-33

Figure 2-33B shows 1990 employment densities based on the

anticipated land use changes discussed in Section 2-213.

The California Department of Employment Development reported

that the Los Angeles--Long Beach area had a seasonally ad

justed unemployment rate of 7.5% for May 1978.

It was estimated by the Community Redevelopment Agency that

the 1977 CBD annual payroll approached $3 billion, with the

West CBD leading all other parts of downtown by almost a two

to one margin for both family and single person income.

Table 2 -33C illustrates the average family and single person

income earned in the various areas of downtown for 1977 as

well as total earnings in those areas.

TABLE 2-33C

ESTIMATED ANNUAL PAYROLL LOS ANGELES CBO, 1977

CBO No. Family Average Total Payrol
Sub-Area Pavrolls Payroll in OOO's

Government Center 30,151 $14,168 $ 427,179

West CBO 54,610 $15,634 $ 853,773

East CBO 28,487 $15,125 $ 430,894

South Park 17,060 $14,425 $ 246,091

East Side Industrial 25,755 $14,587 $ 375,688
$2,333,625

CBO No. Single A.verage Total payroll
Sub-Area Payrolls Payroll in OOO's
Government Center 11,649 $ 9,149 $106,577

West CBO 19,690 $ 9,917 $195,266

East CBO 10,263 $ 9,523 $ 97,735

South Park 6,140 $ 9,212 $ 56,562

East Side Industrial 9,245 $ 9,369 $ 86,617
$542,757

Total CBO 1977 Payroll in OOO's $2,876,382

Notes: Average incomes calculated from Table 13 and meth
odology outlined in Appendix A-2 as found in the PES
report of 1977. Government Center salaries calculated
on basis of non-governmental salaries.
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Figure 2-33E

1990 EMPLOYMENT
DENSITIES IN THE C B D

Employees per Acre
0-200

~,i~f~ffj~1 200 -500

~ 500-1,000

,.. over 2,000

mSource, IVilbur Smith. Associates, 1978.

r
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TABLE 2-330 DOWNTOWN RETAIL EXPENDITURES
1972-1977 (THOUSANDS)

1972-77
Estimated

'rott1 Percentage Local 2 Other 3Type of Retail Outlet 1972 Growth Total Employees Visitors Residents Residents

General Merchandise $127,605 35% $172,267 $ 20,376 $ - $ 563 $ 151,328
Apparel 75,543 35 101,983 9,938 1,104 238 90,703
Specialty 43,938 65 72,498 10,563 4,416 404 57,115
Furniture/Appliance 28,864 40 40,410 4,053 - 181 36,176
Drug 10,919 45 14,777 3,522 1,104 100 10,051
Grocery/Packaged Liquor 25,396 45 36,824 3,736 1,104 985 30,999
Eating/Drinking 46,456 120 102,203 72,154 16,560 489 13,000

TOTAL Primary Outlets ~375,993 51% $540,962 $124,342 $ 24,288 $2,960 $ 389,372
•Percentage Distribution 100% 22.9% 4.5% 0.6% 72.0%

1 Data from 1972 U.S. Census of Retail Trade

2 Bunker Hill Towers residents

3 Living outside the downtown area

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census
Taylor Dark and Company

2-332 Retail Sales

Although downtown employees, business visitors, and tourists

-are the primary patrons for retail activity, considerable

support also comes from surrounding residents. Table 2-330

shows that estimated downtown retail expenditures for 1977

total almost $540 million, a 51% increase over the 1972 sales

volume. These of the seven expenditure categories shown have

increased more than 40% and one (restaurants) increased 120%.

A 1975 CBO survey showed that employees are expected to spend

about $825 per capita in the-CBO, 55% of which for food and

drink. Hotel guest spending is estimated at $22 per day in

the downtown area, mostly for food. Resident spending based

on California state average per capita levels, adjusted for

differences in income yielded spending of almost $2,600 for

residents of Bunker Hill Towers and other upper-middle income

housing residents: and about $1,344 for residents of the

proposed retirement housing units.

2-333 Tax.Base

The CBO base includes·property, sales and hotel taxes. While

other taxes are collected directly and indirectly because

of activities in the downtown, this discussion will focus

on property, sales and hotel taxes, because of their import

ance to city and county revenues.

2-333.1 Property Taxes

Property taxes are based on the market value of land and

improvements on a given parcel. The assessor is required by

law to assess property at 25% of the market value. Changes

in market value have a direct effect on the changes in assess

ed value. This effect will be emphasized with the passage of

Proposition 13 because changes in market value through trans

fer or development of property will be reflected Lmmediately

on the assessor's roll. In the absence of the development or

land transfers, the market value of a parcel can only be in

creased 2% a year.
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The 1977/78 tax rate applicable to the CBD was $13.7861 per

$1000 of assessed valuation. This is composed of the following:

Excluding Bunker Hill and Little Tokyo, the assessed valuation

of secured CBD land and improvements for FY, 1977/78 is 376

million. with the addition of unsecured improvements and

personal property (valued at $115 million) the total 1977/78

assessed value for the CBD is $490 million (including pUblic

utility properties of $40 million).

Table 2-33E
Property Tax Rates, 1977

'!'axing Agency Rate % of the Rate

levy as stipulated in Proposition 13, compounded over the

three year period. The 1978-79 property tax levy for the CBD

thus becomes $20.4 million. This is equivalent to only 30%

of the previous year's property tax revenues. Applying this

factor to the city share of such revenues and allowing for a

7% increase in sales and hotel tax revenues (primarily as a
result of inflation), the anticipated 1978/79 City tax revenues

derived from the CBD would total $13.34 million (56% of the

previous year's total). In addition, the Community Re

development Agency anticipates the loss of $10-11 million in

~x increment revenue between 1977/78 abd 1978/79 as a result

of the changes in property tax levies.

Source: Los Angeles County Assessor's Office, Robert J.
Harmon Associates.

The 1978-79 property tax levy translates to 1.0612 of this

market value: i.e. the basic levy of one percent of market

value plus the two percent annual rate of increase in that

For 1977/78, the City's share of net general revenue from CBD

property taxes (including the $6 million from redevelopment

projects) thus amounted to $15.4 million.

Applying this rate to assessed valuation yields CBD property

tax revenues of $67.55 million. In addition, the Bunker Hill

and ~ittle Tokyo Redevelopment Districts provide $6 million

annually in tax revenue which is apportioned in the manner
shown above, and $15.2 million (in 1977/78) in tax increment
revenues. This latter revenue reverts to the Community Re

development Agency of the City of Los Angeles and is used to

finance its redevelopment and revitalization activities.

'>:0_

$15.4 million
5.0 million
3.3 million

.3 million

$23.9 million

2-333.2 Sales and Hotel Taxes

Table 2-33F
Distribution of Tax Revenues from the CBD

1977

The City's tax revenues from the CBD also include: a share of

sales tax revenues (one percent of taxable sales): proceeds

of the six percent tax on hotel room charges: and miscellaneous

business taxes and fees. Based on estimated 1977 taxable re

tail sales in the CBD ($500 million), the City's share of CBD

retail sales tax in 1977 was $5 million~ The County's portion

of CBD retail sales tax was $1.25 million and the state's $23.75

million (Robert J. Harmon & Associates estimate, 1978).

The ,total of 1977/78 general tax revenues directly accruing

to the city from the CBD thus is estimated to be $23.9 million.

This consists of the following:

City Revenues from CBD property taxes:
City share of CBD retail sales taxes:
City Revenues from CBD hotel room sales tax:
City Revenues from CBD-generated misc. business

taxes and fees Total 1977/78
Source~ Robert J. Harmon & Associates, 1978

20.90
30.86
39.41
8.84

$2.8807
4.2544
5.4325
1. 2185

$13.7861

Los Angeles City
Los Angeles County
L.A. Unified School Dist.
Other (including community
colleges, flood control &
Water Dist., etc.



2-400 TRANSPORTATION

This section describes regional and study area transportation

facilities and the basic travel demand characteristics affect

ing downtown.

2-410 Transportation Facilities in the Region

Southern California has one of the most extensive highway

networks in the nation, with over 1,400 miles of freeway and

nearly 2,300 miles of state highway. The freeway mileage in

Los Angeles County amounts to nearly 34% of the regional total.

Within the six-county SCAG region, there are over 39,000 miles

of county roads and city streets. Los Angeles County accounts

for 47% of this total. Figure 2-41A illustrates the extent

of the freeway system in Los Angeles County. This freeway

system surrounds the downtown area providing good regional

access to the central city.

Transit service in the region is also quite extensive. There

are more than thirty transit operators in the SCAG region pro

viding 132 million revenue bus-miles per year. Los Angeles

County's share of this total is 110 million revenue bus-miles.

Most of this service is provided by the Southern California

Rapid Transit District.

Southern California also offers a variety of supplemental

"paratransit" services, including taxis, Dial-a-Ride, Van-pools,

and subscription buses. In most cases, paratransit services

are privately operated.

2-420 Regional Travel Demands

On an average weekday, over one million riders use the region's

transit systems, with the Southern California Rapid Transit

Oistrict accounting for approximately 850,000 of this total.

Transit trips are still a small percentage of person trips
(approximately 3.36%). The goal of the Southern California
Association of Governments, however, is to increase the

transit share to 6% by 1990 (SCAG, 1978a, pp.4-6).
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On a regional basis, there are currently more than 370 million

transit passengers per year. The transit systems in Los Angeles

County alone account for slightly more than 90% of the regiona~

total. Paratransit services in the region attract approximatley

4,000 passengers per day and about 1.1 million per year.

2-430 Transportation in the Study Area

2-431 volume of Travel to Downtown

Of particular concern to the study area is the number of regional

travelers who enter or leave the central business district.

A total of 630,000 persons enter the cordon area during the

l6-hour period from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. on an average

weekday (1976 Department of Traffic Cordon Counts).

This results in over 1.2 million daily cordon crossings.

(Department of Traffic's cordon area is bordered by Figueroa,

Pico, Los Angeles, and Temple Streets). Of the total persons

entering the downtown area, 64% arrive in automobiles, 26% in

buses, 4% in commercial vehicles. and 6% on foot (see Figure

2-43A). It has been estimated that 20% of the transit cross

ings and 58% of the automobile cordon crossings are through

trips, i.e., trips which neither end nor begin within the

downtown area (CRA, Internal CBD Travel Demand Modeling,

February, 1976. Excluding through trips, transit person

crossings represent approximately 52% of the total during

the p.m. peak hour.

The number of bus passengers entering and leaving the down

town is shown in Table 2-43A. Approximately 256,000 passen

gers use local buses and about 33,000 ride interurban express

buses.

Between 1976 and 1977 there was a 4.6% reduction in transit

ridership to and from the central business district.

Travelers approach the CBD from nine major corridors, as

shown in Table 2-43B. Some shifts in the travel patterns are

expected between now and 1990. It is estimated that the
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TABLE 2-43A
NUMBER OF BUS PASSENGERS PER DAY
ENTERING AND LEAVING DOWNTOWN
-1976 AND 1977

Percent
1977 1976 Change

Park-n-Ride Passengers 6,089 7,182 - 15.2%

Subscription Passengers 784 1,000 - 21. 6%

Interurban Passengers 33,079 33,100 - 0.2%

Airport Service Passengers 918 -- +100.0%

oca1 Passenqers 256,151 270,172 - 5.2%

TOTALS 297,021 311,454 - 4.6%

Source: SCRTD, 1977 Summary Report of Los Angeles Central
Business District Cordon Check.

TABLE 2-43B

&~TERNAL DIRECTIONS OF APPROACH TO CaD

ICorridor
1967 O-D 1990 LARTS

Survey Forecasts

ao11ywood Freeway 16.0 13.0

Wilshire/Olympic 12.5 17.3

Santa Monica Freeway 13.5 10.5

aarbor Freeway 12.5 14.5

San Pedro/Alameda 5.5 2.8

San Ana Freeway 12.5 14.1

San Bernardino Freeway 8.0 13.1

Pasadena Freeway 8.0 7.1

Golden State Freewav 11.5 7.6

TOTALS 100.0% 100.0%

number of trips to the central city along the Wilshire,

Harbor, Santa Ana, and San Bernardino Freeway corridors will

increase, and those along the other corridors will decrease.

Figure 2-43A

CLASSIFICATION OF VEHICLES
AND MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ENTERING CORDON AREA

Automobile 89.5%

MAY 1976

Source: Los Angeles City Department of Traffic.
Cordon Counts, 1976.

-- ,



2-432 Bus Service

The Southern California Rapid Transit District provides most

of the bus transit service in the downtown area. With 91

different routes serving downtown Los Angeles, RTD provides

a total of 628 outbound buses to all corridors during the p.m.

peak hour (4:30-5:30l. As shown in Table 2-43C, 207 of these

are express buses operating on the regional frGeway system.

Three municipal bus operators (Torrance, Gardena, and Santa

Monica) also serve the downtown area with a total of 12 ex

press buses outbound in the p.m. peak hour.

Figures 2-43B show estimated bus volumes on the downtown

streets during the afternoon peak hour (based on 1975 counts).

The highest volumes are on Hill Street, northbound between

8th and 5th Street. This segment of Hill has 147 buses per

hour. Other high volume locations within downtown include

Broadway southbound between First and 8th Streets--90 buses

per hour; Spring Street northbound, north of First Street-

117 buses per hour; Temple Street, westbound between Hill

and Grand--110 buses per hour.

2-433 Minibus Service

Downtown minibus service was established in October 1971.

The minibus route is shown in Figure 2-43C. This service

was made possible with subsidies provided by the City of

Los Angeles, the County of Los Angeles, and the Los Angeles

Community Redevelopment Agency. During the past few years,

there have been numerous fare changes; the current fare is

15 cents. The service operates from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.,

Monday through Friday, and from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on

Saturday. Weekday headways are 8 minutes in the p.m. peak

hour and 5 minutes during the midday. As shown in Table 2-43D,

the minibus attracts approximately 6,000 riders per day, with

a peak of about 1,100 riders during the noon hour. Patronage

in May 1978 reached 6,142 persons, a doubling of ridership

since January 1977.
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TABLE 2-43C

TRANSIT SERVICE FROM CBD
--TO REGIONAL CORRIDORS
auses Per Hour, Outbound,
P.M. Peak Hour

RTD Service
(Dec. 1977)

Corridor Local Express

1- Hollywood Freeway 57 40

2. Wilshire/Olympic 83

3. Santa Monica Freeway 51 19a

4. Harbor Freeway 42 25b

5. San Pedro/Alameda 43

6. Santa Ana Freeway 22 39
., San Bernardino Freeway 58 52, .
8. Pasadena Freeway 36 15

9. Golden State Freeway 29 17

TOTAL 421 207

a Does not include 6 buses per hour provided by Santa Monica
Municipal Bus Lines.

b Does not include 4 buses per hour provided by the City
of Gardena and 2 by the City of Torrance.

Source: Community Redevelopment Agency and Southern
California Rapid Transit District,· June, 1978.

2-434 Other Tr~nsit Into and Within Downtown

Other forms of transit operate both to and within downtown.

In addition to the bus and minibus operations, downtown

transportation service is also provided by taxis.
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Figure 2-43B
BUS VOLUMES, 1975
Local Bus/Freeway Bus

Buses/ Peak Hell PM

- 2-25

- 26-50

- 51-75

- 76-100

- 101-125 ~
- 126-150
.. SCRTD Tenmal

Source:

BUS VOLUMES, 1975
Local Bus/Freeway Bus

Buses/Peak Hour PM

- 2-25

- 26-50

- 51-75

- 76-100

- 101-125

.. SCRlD Teminal

Community Redevelopment Agency, 1976.
Moving People in Los Angeles.

4th

- 6th
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Figure 2-43C

MINIBUS ROUTE
(Line 202)

---

Source: Southern California Rapid Transit District, 1978.

TABLE 2-43D
TRENDS IN lUNIBUS
RIDERSHIP (LINE 202)

Average Daily
Ridership During:

Weekday Saturdav
1977 January-June 3,024 584

July-December 4,806 1,052

1978 January 4,782 1,044

February 4,821 827

March 5,418 1,012

April 5,764 819

May 6,142 1,.321

Source: SCRTD Planning Department, 1978 Downtown
Minibus Passenger summary.

Greyhound and Continental Trailways provide intercity bus

service to downtown Los Angeles. Greyhound operates from

a terminal located on Los Angeles Street between 6th and 7th
Streets. The Continental terminal is located at Main and 6th
Streets.

Intercity rail service is provided by Amtrak, which operates

6 round-trip trains per day between San Diego and Union Station.

Approximately 700,000 trips per year, or about 2,700 trips

per weekday, are made on the San Diego line alone.

Amtrak also offers daily service to San Francisco, Seattle,
and Chicago. Service to New Orleans operates three times

~ week. About 450~000 trips are made each year o~ the Seattle

-Los Angeles line. The San Francisco-Los Angeles line carries
about 90,000 passengers annually.

The locations of terminals for these services are shown in
Figure 2-43D.

-
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Figure 2-43D

INTERCITY TRANSIT
TERMINALS

2-435 The Automobile in the CBD

The automobile has a major impact o~ the downtown area, as

shown in part by the amount of land devoted to the automobile

(see Figure 2-43E). The shaded portions of the chart include

parking lots and structures, city streets, freeways, and

service stations. During an average'workday, 570,000 auto

mobiles cross the CBD cordon, representing 90% of the total

vehicular traffic. The peak accumulation of automobiles

reaches nearly 60,000 cars during the day, approximately

6,000 more than in 1972 (Department of Traffic, City of Los

Angeles, 1976.

Peak hour traffic congestion is partly due to the downtown

~treet network. Downtown streets form a grid pattern, how

ever, this grid is obstructed on the west side by several

dead ends and steep hills, making through bus service difficult.

The elevation of Bunker Hill requires two major east-west

through streets to be in tunnels, while north-south access

is severely restricted.

Many downtown streets already experience congestion during

peak hour operations. The Department of Traffic haS fore-

casted an increase of 15 to 20% in vehicular volumes from 1975 to

1990 within the Los Angeles CBD (Department of Traffic, City

of Los Angeles, 1977). Obviously, any increase in an already

congested street system will result in more congestion if other
improvements are not made.
2-436 Pedestrian Systems

Downtown has an extensive network of sidewalks, and grade-sep

arated pedways. There are currently eight aerial pedways and

four pedestrian tunnels. Forty-six additional locations for

pedways have been proposed (see Figure 2-43F). As measured

in 1973, the heaviest downtown pedestrian traffic occurs along

Broadway between 6th and 7th Streets (2,610 pedestrians during

the noon hour). Traffic on the west side is relatively low.

For example, the number of walkers on Figueroa Street reaches

a maximum of 430 per hour at lunch time (Department of Traffic,

City of Los Angeles, 1973).
CENTRAL CITY LOS ANGELES
1 9 72 {I 990, APRIL, 1 9 72 •

Figure 2-43E

AUTO RELATED LAND
IN THE CENTRAL CITY

1- Airport Bus

~_ Amtrack

3- RTD/Greyhound
Bus Terminal .

4- Continental Trailways
Bus Terminal
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Source: Los Angeles City
Department of_Engin~rin~!

1978.

2-440 Transportation Goals, Policies, And Plans

2-441 Regional Policies

Regional transportation plans and policies are developed by
the Southern California Association of Governments. The pol

icies are updated periodically and published in the Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP). Five broad goals for transporta-

tion have been adopted:

• To develop a transportation system which will
support the comprehensive goals of the region,
taking into account the effect of mode selection,
location, and time upon the physical, social,
economic, and organizational environment

• To create a balanced transportation system in
tegrated with planned land use to provide effective
mobility for all people and efficient and economic
movement of qoods

• To m~n~~ze the need for long distance intra
regional travel, particularly work trips, by
guiding the development of the region to create
self-sufficient metros having balanced service
facilities, employment, and housing

• To develop for the region a transportation system
compatible with the environment, using the available
resources wisely, promoting the aesthetic beauty of
the region, and avoiding undesirable environmental
changes

• To develop a transportation system that is financially,
legally, and politically feasible, has broad public
support, and has a commitment to its implementation
by elected officials and those providing transportation
services

(SCAG, 1978. Draft Regional Transportation Plan, p. 4-3).

In addition to these overall goals, the 1978 RTP establishes
four major objectives for the regional transportation system:



• Increase transit ridership, currently 3.36%, to 6% of
persons trips in the region by 1990.

• Reduce fuel consumption by the transportation system
equivalent to a reduction of vehicle miles traveled
of 5% in each five-year period from 1980 to 1990.

• Reduce emissions attributable to the transportation
system equivalent to a reduction of vehicle miles
traveled of 5% in each five-year period from 1980 to 1995.

The City of Los Angeles General Plan includes major policies

and objectives for transportation improvements in the City.

The City of Los Angeles General Plan, the Central City Comm

unity Plan and redevelopment plans for the downtown area are

discussed in detail in section 2-212. The following section

discusses only the transportation goals and policies of those
plans.

These policies are generally reflected in the Central City

Community Plan, the portion of the General Plan which focuses

on downtown Los Angeles. The Central City Community Plan

is concerned with all facets of transportation in the down

town area, including parking, carpooling, public transit,

The "Circulation Element" of the Citywide Plan (a portion of

the General Plan, adopted April 3, 1974) emphasizes the in

terrelationship of land use and transportation. The first

major objective in the Circulation Element is "to provide an

integrated transportation system coordinated with land use

which adequately accomodates the total travel needs of the

community." The Citywide Plan calls for a primary rapid

transit system which supports the centers concept of land

use as discussed in section 2-111.

The rapid transit system shall be in the form of a net

work connecting Centers with other Centers. It is to

operate on its own grade separated right of way, either

above or below ground depending upon local conditions.

"Park-and-ride" stations are to be located outside Centers

and include facilities for the parking of automobiles

and bicycles and facilities for transfer between local

and rapid transit.

(Department of City Planning, 1974. Citywide Plan, p. 17).

The Citywide Plan's support of auxiliary transit and peri

pheral parking facilities is of particular relevance to tran

sportation planning for downtown Los k~geles:

• Auxiliary transit systems, compatible with the primary
system should be developed on unobstructed rights-of
way within the principal Centers. Where there is

. sufficient demand, the auxiliary systems should be
built before the primary system, otherwise the two
systems should be built simultaneously.

• Additional parking in centers for automobiles and bi
cycles should be located at the periphery of the
most intensively developed areas convenient to freeway
access and interconnected with such areas by auxiliary
transit or other public transportation facilities.

(Department of City Planning, 1974. Citywide Plan, pp.17,18)

The Los Angeles Downtown.People Mover which is docu
mented in this report.

Re~ional Freeway Transit includes ramp metering, the
ad Lng of exclusive bus/carpool lanes when necessary
to achieve free flow on freeways, and construction
of bus stations adjacent to ·the freeway.

Fixed Guideway Rapid Transit is proposed for the Wil
shire corridor connecting downtown with the San Fernan
do Valley.

Local Policies

•

•

•

• Increase the number of multi-occupant light-duty
vehicles (i.e., carpools, vanpools, etc.) currently
2 million, to 3.0 million by 1990, for. both work
and non-work trips.

(SCAG, 1978. Draft Regional Transportation Plan, p. 4-3).

One of the major components of the RTP is the Regional Transit

Development Program--a four-part program of transit service

improvements:

• Regional Transportation System Management, or TSM,
is an ongoing program which calls for further
refinement of the existing bus system including improv
ed parking, scheduling and maintenance. More local
buses, freeway flyers and fringe park:j.ng lots would
also be added over the next four years to provide
region-wide service improvements. Carpooling will be
encouraged.
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pedways, and highways. Challenging the problems of air pol
lution and energy consumption, the plan calls for a reduction

in vehicle-miles of travel. The following four policies
illustrate the Plan's concern for environmental quality:

• While the proportion of trips to the central city
carried by public transportation is expected to increase,
demand for parking in the central city will also con
tinue to increase as employment and other activities
grow. Street system capcity, air quality, and land
utilization considerations indicate that a continually
greater proportion of the longer term parking, chiefly
for employees, should be located on the periphery of
the more intensively developed areas. Parking within
the intensively developed areas is intended for use by
residents and short time use by business patrons.

• Parking facilities should be encouraged to provide
reduced rated and preferential locations to higher
occupancy private automobiles.

• A vastly improved public transportation system, in
cluding rapid transit between central city and other
centers as well as better bus service between central
city and other areas, must be provided to reduce the
environmental impact of the present transportation
system which is based chiefly on the private automobile.

• People movers (auxiliary grade separated transit systems)
shall be constructed to connect major central nodes with
each other, with rapid transit stations, and with peri
pheral parking facilities. People movers must be
aesthetically and functionally integrated with development
and are generally proposed where this can occur. They
also must be phased to accomodate new concentrations of
development as they take place.

(Department of City Planning, 1974. Los Angeles Central City
Community Plan, p. 6).

Transportation decisions in downtown Los Angeles are also
guided by City Council-approved redevelopment plans, in-

-eluding the Central Business District Redevelopment Project

(CRA, 1971) (see section 2-212). Both of these plans support

the peripheral parking facilities, pedways, and coordinated
rapid transit/people mover systems. For example, the Bunker
Hill Plan includes the followincr statement on transit:

The existing bus route system will be significantly
modified to provide maximum service to the Project.
The plans for the Project and the Southern California
Rapid Transit District mass transit system proposes a
station within the hilltop to directly serve the high
population concentration of Bunker Hill. A secondary
.transit network or "People Mover" will be developed to
connect the Project with the peripheral parking facil
ities and designed for ultimate integration into a
downtown system.

(CRA, 1971. Design for Development, Bunker Hill. p.3)

Section 424 of the RedevelOpment Plan for the Central Bus
iness District Redevelopment project offers additional sup
port to people mover systems, rapid transit, and associated
facili ties:

It is proposed that the Project area be developed with
in central city rapid transit facilities as part of a
metropolitan-wide transit system. It is also proposed
that the People Mover system planned to serve the Bunker
Hill Urban Renewal Project be expanded throughout the
Central City area as feasible. It is further proposed
that as feas~le pedways, including pedestrian bridges,
be developed 1n the Central City.

(CRA, 1975, p. 33)

The Plan also reiterates the importance of reducing vehicle
miles of travel:

The Agency shall seek to accomplish a reduction in ve
hicle miles traveled by encouraging an immediate and a
long-term increase in the proportion of Project area
employees, shoppers, and visitors who utilize public
transportation. The Agency shall prepare a transportation
plan as part of the development plan for the Project
area. This plan shall explore more effective utilization
of the existing transportation system, using techniques
like carpooling, subscription buses and park-and-ride
buses, as well as new and/or additional transportation
systems.

(CRA, 1975, p. 33).



3-000 IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

3-100 OVERVIEW

A number of alternatives to the proposed action have been

studied by local transportation agencies. The community

Redevelopment Agency (CRA) has studied various means of

meeting the goals of improving the circulation/distribution

system in downtown. Additionally the Southern California

Rapid Transit District (SCRTD) has assessed alternative

regional services to and from downtown.

This Chapter presents a range of system level alternatives

that address downtown's transportation needs. Five alter

natives are presented. They include: (1) the Null Alter

native; (2) the Bus Alternative; (3) the Downtown People

Mover Alternative; (4) the Rail Alternative, and (5) the

People Mover/Rail Alternative. The Null and Bus Alternatives

were designed and analyzed by the CRA as part of a downtown

circulation/distribution study. The People Mover Alternative

was also designed as part of that study but was refined dur

ing subsequent preliminary engineering studies conducted by

CRA. A more detailed treatment of the Null, Bus, and DPM

alternatives is provided in Moving People in Los Angeles (CRA,

June 1977). The Rail Alternative was designed and analyzed

by the SCRTD as part of a study of regional transit alter

natives. This alternative, along with other regional rail

and bus alternatives, is treated in detail in the Alternatives

Analysis/Environmental Impact Statement on Transit System

Improvements in the Los Angeles Regional Core (UMTA and SCRTD;

May 1979). Additionally, the bus plan that complements guide

way transit in downtown was designed by the SCRTD for the

Downtown People Mover Program.
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The Chapter has three main sections: Section 3-200 summarizes

system level alternatives, Section 3-300 summarizes their opera

ting characteristics and impacts, and Section 3-400 presents

the reasons for proposing the project.

3-200 SYSTEM LEVEL ALTERNATIVES

3-210 THE NULL ALTERNATIVE

The Null Alternative is the option of not making any transit

improvements· in downtown Los Angeles. This section describes

the No Project Alternative and in addition describes the im

plications of postponing the project.

3-211 No Project

The No Project Alternative is defined as the option of not

making any transit improvements in downtown Los Angeles.

This implies a continuation of current levels of bus and mini

bus service through at least 1990. Approximately 1400 free

way and local buses would continue to provide services to

downtown from surrounding areas. The buses would distribute

passengers throughout the downtown area, just as in today's

system. Approximately 1400 regional and local buses are

routed so that a portion of their service area is within

downtown. Ninety-one routes enter the downtown area and

about 630 outbound buses provide service to outlying areas

during the PM peak hour. About 200 of these buses are free

way express services. Most of this transit service is pro

vided by the Southern California Rapid Transit District al

though three municipal bus operators (Torrance, Gardena, and

Santa Monica) also serve the downtown area with a total of

12 express buses outbound in the PM peak hour.
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TABLE 3-21A

1990 OPERATING INFORMATION

FOR THE NO-PROJECT ALTERNATIVE.

The routing of these buses in downtown is concentrated on

selected streets. The highest volumes are on Hill Street,

northbound between 8th and 5th Street. This segment of

Hill Street has 147 buses per hour. Other high volume

locations within downtown include ~roadway southbound;

Spring Street northbound; and Temple Street westbound.

Number of Vehicles

Buses 1415

Minibuses 37

Average P.M. Headway

Buses 1.6

Minibuses 4.0

Daily Vehicle Miles

Buses 9,525

Minibuses 2,703

Annual Vehicle Miles (10 6 )

Buses 2.95

Minibuses • 79

Under this alternative almost all of the buses would

operate in mixed traffic without added traffic improvements.

The only downtown preferential treatment for bus service is

the Spring Street contraflow lane which has been operating

since 1975. The SCRTD downtown terminal at 7th and Grand

Streets would remain the main point of transfer for those

travelling through the downtown area •

P.M. Peak Hour Outbound

Local

Express

Total

421

207

628

TABLE 3-21B

1990 COST INFORMATION

FOR THE NO-PROJECT ALTERNATIVE.

Today's minibus fleet would continue to supplement normal

bus operations by providing additional distribution/circula

tion service. The existing minibus route is shown in Figure

3-21A.

Tables 3-21A, 3-21B, 3-21C and 3-21D contain summary operating

and cost information for the No-Project Alternative.

Annual operatin§ Costs
(thousands of 1 78$)

~ital Costs
Ttliousands of 1978$)

Buses

Minibuses

7,028

2,614

Buses

Minibuses



Figure 3-21A.

MINIBUS ROUTE FOR THE
NULL ALTERNATIVE

TABLE 3-21C

3-3
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1990 PATRONAGE ESTIMATES FOR

THE NO-PROJECT ALTERNATIVE

DISTRIBUTION TRIPS CIRCULATION TRIPS

Regional Bus/Walk 244,000 Minibus 13,000

Regional Auto/Walk 503,000 Bus 18,000

Transfers to minibus 9,000 Walk 321,000

Transfers to bus 7,000 Auto 198,000

TOTAL 763,000 TOTAL 763,000

TABLE 3-21D

PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE USING VARIOUS MODES FOR

1990 DISTRIBUTION AND CIRCULATION TRIPS

DISTRIBUTION TRIPS CIRCULATION TRIPS

Regional bus/walk 32.0 Minibus 2.4

Regional Auto/walk 65.9 Bus 3.3

Transfers to minibus 1.2 Walk 58.3

Transfers to bus 0.9 Auto 36.0

TOTAL 100.0 TOTAL 100.0
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3-212 Postponing the Project

Postponing the project has implications for capital costs,
project funding for both capital and operating cost, con

struction feasibility and other parts of the Regional Transit
Development Program.

Capital Costs/Funding

One of the most important impacts of postponing the project

is increasing costs of construction. At current rates of

inflation, it is estimated that the cost of the DPM would
increase 0.6 percent per month or-about $1,000,000 a month.

Another major impact in capital costs resulting from post
poning the project would be the possible loss of federal

funds to build the project. If the project were to be post

poned indefinitely, it is possible that federal discretionary

Downtown People Mover funds now earmarked for Los Angeles
could be shifted to another candidate city.

Operating Revenues

It is not clear what effect postponing the project would have
on developer intentions. The moment~ of developer commitments
could slow, or even stop in some cases, if the DPM were post

poned. The discussion of induced development in Chapter 5

(Operational Impacts) assumes that the system would be opera

tional in early 1983. Postponing the project indefinitely

could seriously reduce developer interest at some sites and
could slow down rehabilitation efforts at others.

The effects of postponing the project on developer parti

cipation directly affects operating revenues. If service

contracts were used to establish developer contributions to

operating costs, opportunities for negotiating such contracts
with developers of proposed near-term office and retail space

would be jeopardized. Parking substitution arrangements are

also tied to the timing of development construction and the

refurbishing of older structures. Postponing the DPM could

affect these negotiations and consequently the operating

revenues available to the system from this source.

Construction Feasibility

vacant parcels that are currently planned for a DPM station

at 9th Street and the parking garage at the Convention Center

could be developed in the interim for other uses if the pro

ject were postponed indefinitely. This could foreclose the
opportunity of using those sites for the DPM, and therefore

force consideration of other sites and/or routes.

Easements through the World Trade Center in Bunker Hill will

expire in 1983. If they are not used by then they will either

have to be renegotiated or allowed to lapse.

Postponing the project will increase the probability of

construction problems with new buildings adjacent to the route.

This is most likely in the underground guideway section where

developer plans for Parcel N are well advanced. The proPQsed
mixed use parcel at 7th and Figueroa, the planned Wells Fargo
building on 5th and Flower, and the proposed State Office

Building on 1st Street could also present some difficulties
in coordinating design and construction if the DPM project

were postponed. These problems could result in further cap
ital cost increases.

--



Impacts on Related Projects

Other elements of the Regional Transit Development Program

would probably be adversely affected by postponing the project.

The Regional Core Starter Line, the Freeway Bus Program and

"TSM·program could continue without the DPM, but supporting

circulation/distribution service for major activity centers

in downtown would be lost.

The Downtown Parking Management Program (which is part of a

regional program to encourage ride sharing) will be adversely

affected insofar as carpool spaces at the intercepts would

not be available and the DPM's circulation/distribution ser

vices would not be in place enabling carpools to meet quickly

and conveniently.

3-220 The Improved Bus Alternative

An Improved Bus Alternative could be implemented to meet the

transportation capacity needs of downtown. Strong public

commitment to this improved regional access would reinforce

downtown's growth trends, enabling a projected 230,000

employment level for 1990 to be realized. Additionally,

the downtown bus improvements could be coordinated with

regionwide improvements, thereby providing more service

for travel to, and from, and within the study area. Service

would be throughout the downtown area, providing to the extent

possible a distribution of service proportional to volumes of

activity. However the Bunker. Hill area may not be fully served

by bus service due to topographical constraints and street

design limitations.
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Design of the Improved Bus Alternative drew from experiences in

other U.S. cities. This Alternative incorporates transit

marketing polic~es and bus-related design improvements along

Broadway, Flower, First, and Seventh Str~ets. Recent opposition

of the Broadway merchants to a proposal designating portions

of Broadway for only buses and pedestrians reconfirm strong

public opposition to restricting auto travel on major down-

town streets. Consequently, bus improvements designed for

downtown concentrate primarily on sidewalk amenities related

to bus operations.

The Improved Bus Alternative was designed according to numerous

criteria including: minimize bus turning movements; minimize

passenger access time; minimize transfer and waiting times;

optimize use of existing facilities; avoid excessive bus volumes

on streets; support regional and local bus movements; improve

circulation to and within the Bunker Hill area. The Improved

Bus Alternative requires an additional 385 buses resulting

in approximately 1,800 regular freeway and local buses pro

viding service to downtown from surrounding areas.

In the near-term, bus service increases would be allocated to

Broadway, Seventh, First, and Flower Streets, reinforcing

these streets as major downtown bus streets. Subsequently,

service would be increased along Spring, Hill, Figueroa, and

Sixth Streets. The regional and local bus system would be

sapplemented by mini bus service in the downtown area. The

size of the existing minibus fleet would be increased by

about 35 percent. Figure 3-22A illustrates the minibus

route assumed for the Improved Bus Alternative.

Analysis 9f this alternative provided an estimate of the fleet

characteristics, performance characteristics, daily ridership

and costs of this system alternative. The following tables

summarize these estimates.
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TABLE 3-22A

1990 OPERATING INFORMATION,

FOR THE IMPROVED BUS ALTERNATIVE

TABLE 3-22C

1990 DAILY PATRONAGE ESTIMATES

14,000

18,000

321,000

198,000

Circulation Trips

Minibus

Bus

Walk

Auto

281,000

457,000

17,000

9,000

Regional bus/walk

Regional auto/walk

Transfers to minibus

Transfers to bus

pistribution Trips

Local 473

Express 273

Total 746

Number Buses Outbound

1,800

50
Buses

Minibuses

1-------------------------,
INumber of Vehicles

Average PM Headway (minutes)

Buses

Minibus

1.3

3.0

Daily Vehicle Miles

Buses 10,925

Minibuses 3,425

TOTAL 764,000 TOTAL 551,000

nual Operating Cost Capital Cost
(thousands of 1978$) (thousands of 1978$) TOTAL

Buses 8,060 Buses 50,050

Minibus 3,312 Minibus 624

1990 COST INFORMATION*

Annual Vehicle Miles

(10 6 ) PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE USING VARIOUS MODES FOR 1990

DISTRIBUTION AND CIRCULATION TRIPS

TABLE 3-220

Circulation Trips

36.8 Minibus 2.5
59.8 Bus 3.3
2.2 Walk 58.3

1.2 Auto 35.9

100.0 TOTAL 100.0

Regional bus/walk

Regional auto/walk

Transfers to minibus

Transfers to bus

istribution Tri s

3.387

1.004

Buses

Minibus

TABLE 3-22B

*These costs are for service teyond that which currently eXistsl



3-230 The PeoDle ~over Alternative
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FIGURE 3-22A

MINIBUS ROUTE FOR THE
BUS ALTERNATIVE

---

The People Mover Alternative consists of an automated guide

way transit system ,supplemented by bus and minibus service.

The guideway portion will run approximately three miles through

the north and west sides of downtown. between Union Station

in the north and the Convention Center in the south. The

people mover will be a grade separated facility witb automated

vehicles providing service to thirteen stations along the pro

posed route. The vehicles, operating singly or in trains,

will operate over an elevated guideway except for a short

underground segment through Bunker Hill. Twelve of the thir

teen stations will be aerial with two of these connected to

bus intercept and parking structures, and one station located

underground.

Additional improvements relaced to t~e people mover will pro

vide 2000 parking spaces at Union Station and 1750 at Con

vention Center. These parking structures will also be used

as major points of bus transfer. Direct bus access and

preferential access for carpools will be provided at both

locations.

The SCRTD has designed a downtown bus system to operate

with the people mover. This bus system is a modification

of today's downtown service. For example bus routes that

operate adjacent to DP~1 service will be modified to enable

direct transfer between the people mover and buses.

Additionally some bus trips to downtown will be te~inated

at the Convention Center and Union Station facilicies.

Passengers will use the people mover to complete their trip.

Table 3-23A illustrates the number of buses. transfer o?por

t~nities. and intercepted service that will occur if t~e ?eople

mover service and a Transportation Syst~ill Manag~~ent (TSM)

regional bus plan is implemented.
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Tables 3-31A, 3-31B, 3-31C, and 3-310 contain summary oper

ating, cost and patronage information for the People Mover

Alternative.

TABLE 3-23A

1990 TRANSIT SERVICE FROM CBD TO REGIONAL CORRIDORS: DPM/TSM

BUS PLAN: PM PEAK HOUR

Total l Interi Per Inter- 3 Per
Corridor Buses face cent cept cent

Harbor Free'Nay 78 68 87.2 6 18.0

Santa Monica Freeway 83 70 84.3 5 20.0

Wilshire/Olympic 97 66 68.0 a a
Hollywood Freeway 115 99 86.1 C Q

Golden State Freeway 57 46 80.7 a 0

Pasadena Free'N'?y 60 60 100.0 a a
San Bernadino Freeway 133 95 71. 4 32 46.3

Santa Ana Freeway 75 14 18.7 0 0

South Central 48 24 50.0 0 a

TOTAL 746 542 72.7 43 15.8

~otal n~~ber of express and local buses serving the corridor.

2Number of buses which "interface" at least one of the follow
ing DPM stations: Union Station, Civic Center, 7th and
Figueroa, Convention Center.

3Intercept buses as % of express buses.

Note: PM Peak Hour is 4:30 - 5:30

Source: Community Redevelopment Agency and southern
California Rapid Transit District, June 1978.

FIGURE 3-23A

,MINIBUS ROUTE FOR THE
PEOPLE MOVER ALTERNATIVE
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3-240 The Rail Alternative

The Rail Alternative consists of regional rail service in

~owntown supplemented by bus and minibus service. The rail
portion will operate through the downtown with stations lo
cated at 7th Street, 5th and Broadway, Civic Center and Union

Station. (see Figure 3-24A) Several regional rail transit
alternatives are currently under consideration by the South
ern California Rapid Transit District, ranging in length from
8 to 18 miles. However, the downtown portion remains the

sarne in all cases.

FIGURE 3-24A

RAIL
ALTERNATIVE
eO-Starter Line Stations

Additional downtown transit services will be provided by

buses and minibuses. The downtown bus system designed by
SCRTD to operate with the people mover approximates the type

of service that would function with a regional rail system.

to provide supplemental cir
midday. Figure 3-24B illustrates

this alternative.

Tables 3-24A, 3-24B, 3-24C, and 3-240 contain operating, cost
and patronage data for the Rail Alternative. Station location
and rail capital and operating cost information were developed

as part of the Alternatives Analysis/Environmental Impact
Statement on Transit System Improvements in the Los Angeles

Regional Core (UMTA and SCRTD, May 1979).

Minibus service will be used
culation services during the

the minibus route assumed in
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1990 COST INFORMATION FOR THE RAIL ALTERNATIVE*

Annual Vehicle Miles(106)

Daily Vehicle Miles

7,900

12,610

6,413

363

1,232,000

1,259,286

4,100

2.79

.79

9,000

2,703

1. 27

36,900

11. 43

Buses

Minibus

Rail (total
systems)

CBD portion
of rail

Buses

Minibuses

Rail (total
systems)

CBD portion
of rail

Capital Costs
(thousands of 1978$)

Buses

Bus Maintenance
Facility

Urban Design Street
Improvements

Traffic Improvements

Rail (total system)

Total

6,640

2,614

25,300

34,554

1.5

3.0

4.0

120

1,512

37

TABLE 3-24A

1990 OPERATING INFO~~TION

FOR THE RAIL ALTERNATIVE

Bus

Minibus

Rail (total system)

Total

Buses

Minibuses

Rail

Buses

Minibuses

Rail Cars
(total systems)

Number of Vehicles

Annual Operating Costs
(thousands of 1978$)

Averaae P.M. Headway
(minutes)

PM Peak Hour Outbound Buses

Local 380

Express 281

Total 661

Buses Intercepted 24

TABLE 3-24B

*These costs are for service in addition to that which currently
exists.



TABLE 3-24C

1990 DAILY PATRONAGE ESTIMATES

~istribution Trips Circulation Trips

Regional bus/walk 208,000 Minibus 12,000

Regional auto/walk 431,000 Bus 17,000

Regional rail/walk 98,000 Walk 320,000

Transfers to minibus. 8,000 Auto 194,000

Transfers to bus 8,000 Rail 7,000

Transfers to rail 12,000

TOTAL 765,000 TOTAL 550,000

TABLE 3-24D

PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE USING VARIOUS MODES FOR 1990

DISTRIBUTION AND CIRCULATION TRIPS: RAIL ALTERNATIVE

Distribution Trips Circulation Trips

Regional bus/walk 27.2 ~1inibus 2.2

Regional auto/walk 56.3 Bus 3.1

Regional rail/walk 12.8 Walk 58.1

Transfers to minibus 1.0 Auto 35.3

Transfers to bus 1.0 DPM

T!:"ansfers to DPM Rail 1.3

Transfers to rail 1.7

TOTAL 100.0 TOTAL 100.0
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3~250 The People Mover/Rail Alternative

The People Mover/Rail Alternative consists of people mover

and rail service supplemented by the regular downtown bus

and minibus system. The Alternative includes the same People

Mover system detailed in Chapter 4, i.e. grade-separated

providing service to thirteen stations. As in the case of the

proposed project, 3700 parking spaces would be provided at

Union Station and Convention Center, making these facilities·

major transfer points for auto as well as bus trips. Operating

with the People Mover is a regional rail system, designed by

the SCRTD. The rail alternatives being studied by SCRTD range

from eight to eighteen miles in length. However the downtown

portion is assumed to be the same regardless of which regional

system is finally approved. The rail system would enter down

town from the Wilshire corridor and proceed to Union Station

where the rail yard would be located. The downtown rail sta

tions would be located at 7th Street, 5th and Broadway, Civic

Center, and Union Station. Figure 3-25Aillustrates the

locations of both the people mover and rail stations through

out downtown.

The bus system designed by the SCRTD to operate with the

People Mover service approximates the type of bus service that

is assumed for the People Mover/Rail Alternative. Table 3-25A

summarizes characteristics of the bus service that would occur

if the People Mover/Rail Alternative is implemented. Within

the downtown, Hill Street, Broadway, and Spring Street would

be major bus streets. Minibus service would supplement mid

day circulation services. Figure 3-25B illustrates minibus

route that would complement people mover/rail operations in

downtown.

Table. 3-25B, 3-25C, 3-250 and 3-25E contain operating, cost
and patronage estimates for the People Mover/Rail Alternative.
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FIGURE 3-25A

PEOPLE MOVER - RAIL
ALTERNATIVE

/II-

PEOPLE MOVER _

RAIL •••••••••••••••

FIGURE 3-25B

MINIBUS ROUTE FOR THE
PEOPLE MOVER - RAIL ALTERNATIVE



TABLE 3-25A

TRANSIT SERVICE FROM CSD TO REGIONAL CORRIDORS: PEOPLE MOVER/
RAIL ALTERNATIVE

TABLE 3-258

SUM,MARY 1990 OPERATING INFORMATION FOR

THE PEOPLE MOVER/RAIL ALTERNATIVE

3-13

Tota11 2 Per
Intercept3 Per .Corridor Buses Interface ~ Cent Number of Vehicles Daily Vehicle Miles--- --

!iarbor Freeway 91 77 84.6 10 20.4 Buses 1,500 Bus 8,745
Santa Monica Minibuses 26 Minibus 1,236

Freeway 89 74 83.0 8 18.6 DPM 60 DPM 8,321
~i1shire/01ympic 70 60 85.7 0 0 Rail 120 Total Rail System 36,900
lHollywood

CBD Portion ofFreeway 60 50 83.3 0 0
Average PM Headway Rail 4,100Golden State

(minutes)Freeway 53 34 64.2 0 0
Pasadena Buses 1.5
Freeway 54 54 100.0 0 0 Minibuses 3.0

San Bernadino
DPM 1.8Freeway 129 75 58.1 24 31. 6
Rail 4.0Santa Ana

Miles (10 6 )
Freeway 70 12 17.1 0 0

Annual VehicleIsouth Central 45 23 51.1 0 0 PM Peak Hour Outbound Buses
-- -- --- - -- Bus 2.711trOTAL 661 459 69.4 42 13.5 Local 380

Minibus .362Express 281
DPM 2.4381 Total 661
Total Rail System 11. 439

Total number of express and local buses serving the corridor

2Number of buses which "interface" CBD Portion ofat least one of the fo1low- Buses Intercepted 42 Rail 1.271ing DPM stations: Union Station, civic Center, 7th and
Figueroa, Convention Center.

3
Intercept buses as % of express buses.

Note: PM Peak Hour is 4:30 - 5:30

Source: Community Redevelopment and Southern California
Rapid Transit District, June 1978.
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TABLE 3.-25C

1990 COST INFORMATION FOR THE
PEOPLE MOVER/RAIL ALTE~ATIVE*

TABLE 3-25D

1990 PATRONAGE ESTIMATES
FOR THE PEOPLE MOVER/RAIL ALTERNATIVE

1,232,000

1,405,198

Annual operatin~ Costs
(thousands of 1 78$)

Bus
Minibus
DPM
Rail (total system)
Total

6,452

1,195

4,450

25,300

37,397

~ital Costs
Ttliousands of 1978$)

Buses
Minibuses
Bus Maintenance
Facility

Urban Design Street
Improvements

Traffic Improvements
DPM System
Rail (total

system)
Total

11,505

(528)

7,900

6,413

363

148,000

Distribution Trips Circulation Trips

Regional bus/walk 187,000 Minibus 6,000

Regional auto/walk 421,000 Bus 12,000

Regional rail/walk 95,000 Walk 318,000

Transfers to minibus 5,000 Auto 184,000

Transfers to bus 5,000 DPM 26,000 •
Transfers to DPM 46,000 Rail 4,000

Transfers to rail 6,000

TOTAL 765,000 TOTAL 550,000,

*These costs are for service beyond that which currently exists. TABLE 3-25E

PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE USING VARIOUS MODES FOR DISTRIBUTION
AND CIRCULATION TRIPS: PEOPLE MOVER/RAIL ALTERNATIVE

Distribution Trips Circulation Trips

Regional bus/walk 24.4 Minibus 1.1

Regional auto/walk 55.0 Bus 2.2

Regional rail/walk 12.4 Walk 57.8

Transfers to minibus 0.7 Auto 33.5

Transfers to bus 0.7 DPM 4.7

Transfers to DPM 6.0 Rail 0.7

Transfers to rail 0.8

TOTAL 100.0 TOTAL 100.0
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3-310 Summary of Operating Statistics

Table 3-31A estimates the fleet composition and operating

information for system level alternatives to the proposed

project. This Table contains a range of information about

service to and within downtown. The fleet size of the bus

system is an estimate of the number of buses required to pro

vide regional transit service to downtown. Only a portion

of that bus service operates within downtown. The minibuses

operate only within downtown, as does the DPM. The rail

alternative is a regional service similar to buses and the

number of vehicles shown in Table 3-31A is an estimate of the

vehicles needed for a regional starter line. SCRTO provided

the data for the rail system. Table 3-31A also shows average

PM headway in downtown for all transit modes. The bus head
way is for service along major bus streets. Additionally an

estimate o~ the number of buses to be intercepted is shown

in Table 3-3IA. This estimate reflects a preliminary bus

plan designed to operate with the people mover and/or rail

systems. It is likely that this estimate will be revised

once more detailed bus plans are prepared._

Table 3-31B contains preliminary.cost information for system

level alternatives to the proposed project. Costs are esti

mated in 1978 dollars so that they are consistent with esti

mates of preliminary engineering studies. With respect to

the rail system, total capital and operating costs are shown.

These cost estimates were prepared by SCRTO for their environ
mental studies and are preliminary. A three mile rail system

operating just in downtown is not feasible from an operating

or cost perspective, therefore total costs were included in

Table 3-31B recognizing that only a portion of these costs

are directly attributable to the downtown area.
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Tables 3-31C and 3-310 provide patronage estimates for each

of the alternatives to the proposed project. These patronage

forecasts were obtained by using a model designed to estimate

circulation and distribution trips in activity centers. The

model is designed to address mode shift within downtown and

cannot address the effect of improvements internal to down

town on the regional system. Thus induced regional trips

cannot be estimated. Consistency between regional and local

forecasting studies was achieved by designating a control

total of trips entering and leaving downtown. Once this total

was established, subsequent analyses focused on changes in

circulation/distribution mode share.
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TABLE 3-31B

1990 COST INFORMATION FOR SYSTE!-t ALTERNATIVES*RAILDPM/RAILDPMBUSNULL

SUMMARY 1990 OPEPATING INFOID4ATI0N FOR SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES
TABLE 3-31A

Footnotes to Tables 3-31A, B, C.:

(1) Buses required for regional service
to downtown •

NULL BUS DPM DPM/RAIL RAIL

Annual Operating Cost~

(thousands of 1978 $)

Bus 7028 8060 7282 6452 6640
Minibus 2614 3312 1195 1195 2614
DPM 4450 4450
Rail (total system) (2) 25300 25300
Total 9642 11372 12927 37397 34554

Capital Costs
(thousands of 1978 $)

Buses 50050 46930 11505 12610
Minibuses 624 (528) (528)
Urban Design Street

Improvements 9075 6413 6413 6413
Traffic Improvements 363 363 363 363
DPM System 148000 148000
Rail(total system) (3) 1232000 1232000
Total 75912 216978 1405198 1259286

*These costs are for service above that outlined in the Null Case.

(2) Total system costs are included because
the CBD portion of the rail system would
not be implemented by itself.

(3) Preliminary estimates.

J.4l5 1800 1776 1500 1512

37 50 26 26 37

-- -- 60 60 --
-- -- -- 120 120

.
) 1.6 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.5

4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

1.8 1.8

4.0 4.0

421 473 473 380 380

207 273 273 281 281

628 746 746 661 661

-0- -0- 43 42 24

9525 10925 9870 8745 9000

2703 3425 1236 1236 2703

-- -- 8321 8321 --
-- -- -- 36900 36900

-- -- -- 4100 4100
,-----_.._--------_.__._---_._-_.-

NULL BUS DPM DPM/3AIL RAIL

2.953 3.387 3.060 2.711 2.790

.792 1.004 . 362 .362 .792

-- -- 2.438 2.438 --
-- -- -- 11.439 11.439

-- -- -- 1.271 1.271

Total
Rail (System)

CBD portion

DPM

Bus
Minibus

DPM
Rail (total system)

CBn portion

Average P.M. Headway

B"IlS (major bus streets

Minibus

DPM

Rail

Bus

Minibus

Number of Vehicles

Buses (1)

Minibuses

DPM Cars
Rail Cars (total

system)

Annual Vehicle Miles (10 6 )

P.M. Peak Hour Outbound
Buses

Local

Express

Total

Buses Intercepted
(preliminary plan)

Daily Vehicle Miles



TABLE 3-31C

SUMMARY 1990 PATRONAGE ESTIMATES FOR SYST&~ ALTERNATIVES

1990
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DAILY PATRONAGE

DISTRIBUTION TRIPS

Regional bus/walk

Regional auto/walk

Regional rail/walk

Transfers to minibus

Transfers to bus

Transfers to DPM

Transfers to rail

TOTAL (4)

CIRCur,A'rION TRIPS

Minibus

Bus

Walk

Auto

DPM

Rail

TOTAL (4)

~ULL BUS DPM DPM/RAIL RAIL

~244,OQO 281,000 255,000 187,000 208,000

503,000 457,000 447,000 421,000 431, 000

--- --- --- 95,000 98,000

9,000 17,000 8,000 5,000 8,000

7,000 9,000 8,000 5,000 8,000

--- --- 46,000 46,000' ---
--- --- --- 6,000 12,000

763,000 764,000 764,000 765,000 765,000

13,000 14,000 7,000 6,000 12,000

18,000 18,000 13,000 12,000 17,000

321,000 321,000 318,000 318,000 320,000

198,000 198,000 186,000 184,000 194,000

--- --- 26,000 26,000 ---
--- --- --- 4,000 7,000

550,000 551,000 550,000 550,000 550,000

(4) For the purpose of CBD patronage analysis,
control totals were used. Consequently,
induced regional and internal trips are
not included in these figures.
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TABLE 3-310

PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE USING VARIOUS MODES FOR 1990 DISTRIBUTION
AND CIRCULATION TRIPS

1990

DAILY PATRONAGE

DISTRIBUTION TRIPS

Regional bus/walk

Regional auto/walk

Regional rail/walk

Transfers to minibus

Trcmsfers to bus

Transfers to DPM

Transfers to rail

TOTAL

CIRCULATION TRIPS

Minibus

Bus

Walk

Auto

DPM

Rail

TOTAL

NULL BUS DPM DPM/RAIL RAIL

32.0 36.8 33.4 24.4 27.2

65.9 59 8 58.5 . 55.0 56.3

-- -- -- 12.4 12.8

1.2 2.2 1.0 0.7 1.0

0.9 1.2 1.0 0.7 1.0

-- -- 6.0 6.0 --
-- -- -- 0.8 1.7

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2.4 2.5 1.3 1.1 2.2

3.3 3.3 2.4 2.2 3.1

58.3 58.3 57.8 57.8 58.1

36.0 '. 35.9 33.8 33.5 35.3

-- -- 4.7 4.7 -- ,

-- -- -- 0.7 1.3

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0



3-320 Summary of Impacts

The following pages summarize analyses of the system alter

natives. Information on displacement, economic, energy, noise,

visual and air quality impacts of various elements are described.

3-321 Displacement Due to Construction

Neither the Null Alternative nor the Bus Alternative would

have displacement impacts due to construction. The People
Mover Alternative would require displacement of three businesses

at the 1200 block of South Figueroa Street. Displacements

due to the Rail Alternative would be associated with parking
at various stations.

3-322 Economic Impacts: Development

Implementation of each alternative would result in a range
of economic impacts. The Null Alternative would negatively

effect downtown's competitiveness in attracting new develop

ment to the extent that new developments are slowed, so too
the beneficial filtering effects on revitilization of older
office buildings would be negatively affected. Collectively

a slowing of new development and refurbishing older office
buildings will negatively affect local taxes including prop

erty taxes, sales taxes and hotel room taxes.

The Improved Bus Alternative would enable downtown to reach
a 230,000 employment without major negative traffic impacts.

However this alternative would not contribute significantly

toward reinforcing downtown growth trends.

The People Mover Alternative would be a key variable in re

inforcing downtown growth trends in two respects: (I) In
the past few years, the private sector has shown a strong
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interest in downtown sites, pending indications that there

would be a strong and substantial commitment of public funds
in downtown Los Angeles. {2} The people mover system would

be located in the center of near-term prime development

opportunities in downtown. Specific development opportunities

exist at Convention Center, South Park, 7th Street, Bunker

Hill, Hill Street, and Union Station. About 1.5 million sq.
ft. of new office development would result from implementation
of the people mover. Additionally about 100,000 sq. ft.

of new retail space would be provided in downtown.

The People Mover/Rail Alternative would reinforce develop-

ment trends along the Wilshire Corridor as well as within

downtown. With respect to the rail portion of that alternative,

the SCRTD analysis focused on joint development opportunities.

That analysis indicates that $164 million of possible joint

development could occur in downtown and an additional $415

million of possible joint development could occur along the
remaining portions of an eighteen mile route. That analysis

qualifies these estimates insofar as new development will not

occur automatically as a result of system implementation.
Other forces must also be present, including supportive land use

policy and zoning~ a healthy economy, and advance planning.

This SCRTD economic analysis of joint development opportunities

applies to both the People Mover/Rail Alternative and the Rail

Alternative.

3-323 Economic Impact: Retail Sales

The negative effects on development outlined in the Null Alter
native will have resulting negative impacts on retail sales.
Declining regional and downtown accessibility coupled with
continuing increases in downtown parking costs will restrict

the ability of downtown retailers to compete with other shopping

areas.
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With respect to the Bus Alternative,- analysis indicates that
the most significant economic benefit of this alternative would

result from a long-term commitment of the City to improving

transit services. Economic benefits in terms of added sales

throughout the day due to convenient transit access are not
likely to occur within the downtown area, given this alternative.
Instead added sales in downtown would most likely be due to
purchases by new employees, rather than increased sales to the
existing labor force. The impact of transit and pedestrian

related improvements on streets and sidewalks would have a
generally favorable environmental impact but only a limited

economic impact. A small net increase in retail employment
might be expected.

The People Mover Alternative would result in significant

increased in retail sales primarily due to trips to retail places

and restaurants. It is estimated that $90 million annually

~n retail sales will occur by 1990 if this Alternative is im

plemented. This is attributable to two factors: (1) The

density and composition of activities that are connected by
thirteen people mover stations and (2) the very high midday

and PM peak frequency of people mover service.

The People Mover/Rail Alternative would result in even greater

downtown retail sales since the rail system would improve
regional accessibility to downtown.

The SCRTD did not estimate retail sales increases due to
implementation of the Rail Alternative. However about 70 per

cent of all sales in downtown are generated by residents of
·the surrounding metropolitan area, day trip visitors to down-

town, guests at non-CBD hotels and others in the CBD/market

area (as opposed to the downtown labor force). It seems

reasonable to expect that significant increases in regional
accessibility will have a favorable impact on these retail sales.

3-324 Energy

Only the people mover and rail elements of the systems will
consume energy for construction. The people mover will re

quire 0.106747 x 109 KWH for construction. The rail system
(the entire eighteen mile system) would require 3.6072 x 109

KWH for construction.

Estimates were made for daily propulsion energy requirements.
These requirements for each alternative are shown in. Table 3-44A.



TABLE 3-32A

STUDY AREA DAILY PROPULSION ENERGY ESTIMATES, 1990

ALTERNATIVE MODE VMT (Xl0 3 ) BTU txl06}

NULL: AUTO: 345,984 2314.633 678,187

BUS: 9,525 312.859 91,667

MINI: 2,703 76.885 22,527

TOTAL 792,381

BUS: AUTO: 318,437 2130.344 624,191

BUS: 10,925 349.828 102,499

MINI: 3,425 97.736 28,637

TOTAL 755,327

DPM: AUTO: 301,037 2013.937 590,083

BUS: 9,870 315.505 92,442

MINI: 1,236 35.128 10,292

DPM: 8,321 --- 64,485

TOTAL 757,302

DPM/RAIL: AUTO: 291,780 1952.008 571,938

BUS: 8,745 280.966 82,323

MINI: 1,236 35.128 10,292

DPM: 8,321 --- 64,485

RAIL: 4,100 --- 108,116

TOTAL: 837,154

RAIL: AUTO: 300,196 2008.311 588,435

BUS: 9,000 295.615 86,615

MINI: 2,703 76.821 22,508

RAIL: 4,100 --- 108,116

TOTAL: 805,674
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3-325 Noise Impacts

Most of the noise generated by all the alternatives is asso

ciated with the supplemental bus service. Because the Bus

Alternative provides the greatest increase in downtown bus

operations, it would produce' the most noise affecting down

town users. The People Mover would have a less negative noise

impact to the extent that it replaces bus service along the

corridor. The people mover technology generates less noise

than a regular bus. Since the rail system operates under

ground, it would not result in increases ,in noise levels.

3-326 Visual Impact

The five alternatives have a range of visual impacts. For

the Null Alternative, the visual appearance of the bus system

would be essentially the same as that of today's system.

The Bus Alternative would require an increased number of buses

on the street, and this would intensify the presence of

bulky vehicles. The People Mover Alternative would result in

some adverse visual impacts. This factor was taken into ac- 1

count in selection of the corridor. The modern architecture

dominating the west corridor and the open spaces at the Civic

Center provide the most amenable man-made setting in downtown

for the technology. The rail portion of the People Mover/Rail

and Rail Alternative would not have visual impacts in downtown

since that portion of the system is tunnelled.
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3-327 Air Quality

Air quality impacts were proposed based on the modal distri

bution and vehicle miles travelled for each alternative in

the downtown. As shown in Table 3-32B, there is a slight

improvement as transit travel increases.

TABLE 3-32B

TOTAL DAILY EMISSIONS FOR SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES (TONS PER DAY)

TOTAL CARBON NITROGEN SULFUR
ALTERNATIVE HYDROCARBONS MONOXIDE OXIDES OXIDES PARTICULATES

NULL 2.713 27.192 1.905 0.186 0.325

BUS 2.479 24.875 1. 800' 0.179 0.303

PEOPLE MOVER 2.352 23.448 1. 757 0.318 0.297

PEOPLE MOVER/RAIL 2.273 22.622 1.817 0.598 0.309

RAIL 2.334 23.315 1. 798 0.451 0.304
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3-400 SUMMARY OF REASONS FOR PROPOSING THE PEOPLE MOVER
PROJECT

This section summarizes reasons for proposing the project.

Included in this section is the rationale for selecting the

People Mover, the bus intercept/auto park locations, the re

commended people mover corridor and the alignment within that

corridor.

3-410 Selection of the People Mover Alternative

The Improved Bus Alternative meets downtown's basic transpor

tation needs. However, that system does little to reinforce

downtown growth. People mover service would reinforce down
town's growth trends. It would attract new development to

downtown without adding significantly to congestion on down

town streets. Because the People Mover is a fixed facility
which provides stations located in activity centers, it pro

vides ti- sense of permanence necessary to attract major new

developm-.:n:s. Also the bus system cannot function effectively

with fringe parking facilities (such as the 3700 parking spaces
provided in the people mover alternative). Recent experiments

connecting Con~ention Center parking with downtown. employment

centers via buses were not successful. Discussions with private
sector representatives indicate that developers' willingness

to locate parking at the fringe of downtown and/or contribute
to funding operating costs of transit in downtown is dependent

upon a provision of a permanent facility, such as the People
Mover. Whereas, developers were once reluctant to consider

locating parking at the fringe of downtown, they expressed

interest and support for the People Mover's peripheral park

facilities and agreed to assist in financing the Peqple Mover

service connecting their project with this fringe parking.

The bus service does not provide an opportunity to automate

at least some of the downtown service. The people mover pro-
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vides these opportunities and offers fast, highly reliable

midd~y service directly connecting the major centers of employ

ment with shopping, restaurant, and other facilities. The
type of service off~red by a grade separated people mover can
not be matched by a bus system, because it must compete with

other vehicles and pedestrians on the city streets, and there

fore is subject to traffic delays.

The People Mover and the Improved Bus Alternatives impact
downtown's site specific economic activity in different ways.

The Convention Center is a good example of a facility whose

activity is sensitive to transportation service. The People

Mover would enable the Convention Center to be connected

directly with over 5000 hotel rooms in 1980 and 6,500 hotel

rooms in 1990. Convention Center officials feel this will

increase the Center's bookings. Such increased bookings
would not result from improved bus service. A second example

is the number of people that can reach a department store
during the noonday hours. Within a ten-minute time period,

33,000 people could walk to the Broadway Plaza. Using the

minibus, 61,000 people could reach the site within ten min
utes. If the People Mover were operating, over 100,000

people could reach the site in the same time. By increasing
the market "draw" area, the People Mover contributes to in

creases in retail sale, the value of commercial leases, and
hotel usage.

A transportation system such as the People Mover is clearly
identified in the Central City Community Plan (adopted in 1974)
as a system which would reinforce planned land use in the

downtown area. Unlike the bus system, the People Mover rein
forces approved plans by providing a fixed facility, with

stations located in activity centers.
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Selection of the People Mover in lieu of rail service in

volves a wider set of issues than in the case of the Improved

Bus Alternative. The regional rail starter line, as other

regional transit service (such as the El Monte Busway and
the bus on freeway programs) will improve access to downtown

and facilitate future growth plans. In this respect, the

rail service provides significant transportation and economic
benefits since it would upgrade line-haul service in an area
not well-served by the freeway system.

However, implementation of the rail system, unlike the DPM,
will be decided on the basis of larger regional issues, in
cluding service to many different communities throughout the

region, and not solely the downtown. Furthermore, from a
design perspective, the rail system cannot be adapted to ful
fill the smaller scale circulation/distribution needs of the

downtown without negatively affecting its overall performance
and cost. The station spacing required for effective line

haul operation is such that four stations have been proposed
for the downtown. In order to approach the scale of service

needed for the downtown, the rail station spacing would have
to be reduced quite dramatically, which would prevent it from

achieving the travel speeds which make it efficient from a
line haul perspective.

Length of construction time is another factor which relates
to the choice of the DPM. As currently planned, the length
of time required for completion of the entire DPM system is

39 months, including testing. Because the rail system involves

a much greater area, and because of the increased complexity
of the rail system, including additional testing requirements,

a much greater period of time would be required to achieve

an operational status. Thus, service of the scale best fit

ting the needs of downtown could be more quickly provided by
implementation of the DPM system.

Combined DPM and line haul regional r~ii is an effective
means of providing public transportation service. Further

more, their effectiveness is enhanced by placing the function
of each system in its appropriate geographic context. This

means that to obtain the best possible service for both line
haul and circulation distribution, the two systems should be

designed in a complementary, rather than competitive,
manner. Consequently, rather than rejecting rail service,
local and federa~ efforts have focused on designing People
Mover service that could function effectively with a future

rail system. This approach would provide local circulation
service within a near time frame, and at the same time would

not preclude the implementation of rail servi~e. By recog

nizing the merits of both types of systems, and making

accommodation for their integration, overall transportation
service can be"greatly improved both in the region, and in

its largest activity center.

Another reason for proposing implementation of the People

Mover is that it would allow the demonstration of a new trans
portation technology in a highly developed urban area. A

national Downtown People Mover Demonstration Program was ini
tiated in April 1976, to achieve the following purposes: (1)
to test the reliability, level of service, and costs of oper
ating people mover service in urban environments~ (2) to com
pare the costs and performance of systems operating in urban

settings with those operating in more controlled environments
such as airports~ and (3) to assess the impacts of people
mover systems on an urban settinq. Los Anqeles, alonq with

thirty-eight other cities, competed in this national demon

stration program. On December 22, 1976, the City was selected
as a demonstration city pending successful completion of pre

liminary engineering and environmental studies. Los Angeles

was selected as a demonstration city because of the size and

density of the urban area, the potential to reinforce an ex
isting eso growth trend, its coordinated regional transporta

tion planning efforts, and the opportunities for private sec

tor participation.

-.
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3-420 Selection of the Intercept Locations

From a set of 25 candidate sites, (see Figures 3-42A and 3-42B)

the Convention Center and Union Station were selected as the

best locations for auto/bus intercept facilities. The major

reasons for their selection are as follows:

• These sites offer convenient access to the freeway.

• These locations maximize connections with regional
transit.

• Intercepts at these sites would cause no significant
impacts on residential areas.

• Parking facilities can be located here without serious
impacts on traffic congestion.

FIGURE 3-42A

POTENTIAL PERIPHERAL AUTO
INTERCEPT LOCATIONS

•

• Sites that could be further considered if a
peripheral parking policy were pursued

o Sites elimatad because of poor service
characteristics and/or negative impacts on
surrounding communities

Source: eRA, 1977. Moving People in Los Angeles.

POTENTIAL FRINGE AUTO
INTERCEPT LOCATIONS
FIGURE 3-42B

• Sites recommended for further
consideration

@ Sites recomended for near term
implementation

Source:' eRA, 1977. Moving People in Los Angeles.
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Figures 3-42C and 3-42D illustrate site specific intercept

options that were evaluated at a site specific level. Judging

only on the basis of the types of impact considered, sites

A and B were considered to the the best locations for the

intercept DPM station at Union Station. (see Figure 3-42C)

Site C is the least desirable. Site D has the sarne rating

as site A. However, it is preferable to utilize vacant in

dustrial land as in sites A and B than to convert or demolish

existing industrial buildings which would be required at site

D, even though the existing building may be underutilized or

presently vacant. Taking the additional factor into account

results in a lower rating for site D.

At the Convention Center, site B was considered to be the

best location. Again, site C has the sarne rating as site B,

but the land use benefits of B are stronger than for C, and

whether design relationship is more important than commuter

visibility is a matter of judgment. Sites A, D, and E appear

less desirable than either B or C for the station.

FIGURE 3-42C
SITE ALTERNATIVES

EVALUATED AT EACH
INTERCEPT LOCATION

Union Station - Possible Sites

-
t
!

--.

FIGURE 3-42D Conventon Center- Possible Sites
'~~~~llou· <-..J u~ tL,U::J __ 9 Ia C;:l 15 ~, nr1"'·:::J -.J

-J <:::~_'TI ~< '- ij,lY It.
. -/'~,81

~

Source: eRA, 1978.
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3-430 Selection of the West Side Corridor for People Mover

Service

Three alternative corridors were considered for the DPM: A

west-side corridor, an east-side corridor, and the central

corridor. (see Figure 3-43A) Corridor A is preferable be

cause it would:

• provide service to more transit users, particulary
during the peak hour;

• offer the greatest potential for maintaining the
economic vitality of the downtown;

• require no residential relocation;

• have the least negative economic impacts during
construction;

• generate more substantial economic benefits, thus
creating greater potential for private sector
participation.

From an environmental impact standpoint, there is little

difference among the three corridors. The potential for

joint development offered in Corridor A was a more critical

factor in its selection that the predicted environmental

impacts.
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3-440 Selection of Recommended Alignment During Route
Ref1nement Phase

Five route refinement options shown in Figure 3-44A were eval

uated during the route refinement phase of preliminary Engi

neering to determine the alignment to be used for detailed

engineering and environmental studies.

The following is a summary of the reasons for recommending

a hybrid of alignments A,F,C and E in the early Spring of

1978. A full discussion of the analysis to that date can be

found in Route Refinement Analysis (CRA, April, 1978).

From a service perspective:
• The recommeded route alignment connects more employ

ment, retail, and tourism activity centers than any
of the other alignments. Service is further maximized
with the addit~on of a station between Flower and Hope
on 5th and the deletion of the station at the side of
Union Station •

• The recommended route alignment offers greater opera
tional flexibility in terms of scheduling due to the
split guideway configuration.

• Since many of the activity centers such as Olvera
Street, the Olive/Hill Street and Broadway areas
are used on weekends, service along this recommended
route alignment is likely to be used on weekends as
well ~s weekdays.

• The 3700 parking spaces at the Convention Center and
Union Station intercepts would be a direct benefit
to merchants operating in the Olive/Hill Street area
and would help contribute to stabilization of economic
activity in this area.

• Routing the system in front of the Federal Building
provides better access to those working and shopping
.in the Los Angeles City Mall area and offers the best
access to historic Olvera Street without actually
locating a station in the historic district •

From a Cost perspective:

• The recommended route alignment offers cost savings
over the baseline alignment developed during the
previous stage of analysis. Compared to the baseline,
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FIGURE 3-43A

ALTERNATIVE PEOPLE MOVER ALIGNMENTS EVALUATED IN PHASE II

Alternative A
THIS ALTERNATIVE USES STRATE
GICALLY LOCATED REGIONAL BUS
INTERCEPTS TO EMPHASIZE COOR
DINATION WITH REGIONAL TRANSIT
PLANS. WITHIN DOWNTOWN THE
GUIDEWAY ROUTE REINFORCES
EXISTING DEVELOPMENT TRENDS.

Alternative B
THIS ALTERNATIVE USES THE SAME
STRATEGICALLY LOCATED BUS IN
TERCEPTS AS ALTERNATIVE A. WITH
IN DOWNTOWN, IT PLACES EMPHASIS
ON USING THE TRANSIT GUIDEWAY
TO PROMOTE DEVELOPMENT IN
DETERIORATING SECTIONS OF
DOWNTOWN.

Alternative C
THIS ALTERNATIVE EMPHASIZES
STRENGTHENING OF NOOI\! HOUR
ACTIVITY WITHIN THE CENTRAL
CORE OF DOWNTOWN. MAJOR CO
ORDINATION WITH REGIONAL SER
VICES VIA BUS INTERCEPTS IS NOT
A CONSIDERATION IN THIS ALTER
NATIVE. IN THIS RESPECT, IT IS

.MORE LOCALIZED IN TERMS OF
DESIGN AND EFFECT THAN THE
OTHER TWO ALTERNATIVES.

.. ·
Source: eRA, 1977. Moving People in Los Angeles.



Option 0
GRAND AVENUE
(Connects Bunker Hill with
the Civic Center Mall)

FIGURE 3-44A

ROUTE ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Baseline A Option B Option C
ALIGNMENT PROPOSED FLOWER STREET (5 tho 5 TH. AND 3 RD. ONE WAY
AT COMPLETION OF Street to the Convention SPLIT ALIGNMENT
PHASE II ALTERNATIVE Center via Flower Street) (Integrates Olive/Hill
ANALYSIS Streets and Bunker Hili)

3-29

Source: eRA, Route Refinement Analysis, April, 1978. ~ was designed to mitigate
environmental impacts of A
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there is no significant difference in the level of
funds required to operate the system.

• Joint development analysis indicates that the
recommended route alignment has the greatest
opportunities for sharing of syst~m operation
and maintenance costs.

From an Impact Perspective:

• Direct linkage of more commercial, hotel and retail
establishments afforded by the recommended route
alignment is expected to yield relatively greater
economic benefits.

• The recommended route alignment provides direct
services (1 minute walk time) to 3770 hotel rooms
as compared to 2850 rooms in the baseline alignment.
It also serves 4.8 million sq. ft. of projected
retail/commercial space compared to 3.75 million
sq. ft. served in the baseline alignment.

• Significant visual and noise impacts would be mitigated
in this recommended route alignment by routing the
system either behind St. Paul's Cathedral or in the
center of Figueroa. (see Option F in figure 3-44A)
Of the two, behind St. Paul's would be less intrusive.

• Impacts on major historical sites are mitigated by
routing the system either behind St. Paul's Cathedral
or in the center of Figueroa. Of the two, behind St.
Paul's would be less intrusive, Impacts in El Pueblo
de Los Angeles could be mitigated by providing a
more aesthetically sensitive design solution to the
station serving the El Pueblo State Historic Park.
(Olvera Street)

With Respect to Other Regional Transportation Services:

• The recommended route alignment serves the regional
bus system more eff~ctively by providing distribution
service to more activity centers within downtown.

The Southern California Rapid Transit District is
designing ~ bus plan to complement downtown people
mover serv~ce. Current estimates of the number of
buses using each intercept point are: 84 buses in
the DPM peak hour would be routed to Convention Center;
135 buses in the PM peak hour would be routed to Union
Station. Other major points of interface between the

DPM and bus service (both freeway and local) are:
Seventh and Figueroa Streets and Hill and First Streets.

In addition to the factors summarized already, design solutions

to visual, noiseJ and historical site impacts were developed

during the route refinement analysis. Routing the system either

behind St. Paul's Cathedral or in the middle of Figueroa were

solutions to the visual, noise, and historic impacts at that

site. ~roviding a station at the Federal Building in a manner

whereby El Pueblo de Los Angeles could be accessed would mini

mize impacts on that site while maintaining relatively good

access. There are more local historic sites and parks along

Option C. Table 3-44A is a summary of the comparative assess

ment of route alternatives.

3-441 Additional Route Analysis

Subsequent analysis during preliminary engineering indicated

substantially increased costs and engineering dificulties

with route segment F. As a consequence, additional analysis

of placing the guideway in the center of Figueroa Street be

tween Fifth and Seventh Streets was performed. Because of the

increased costs, increased travel times, unacceptable station

locations, and engineering dificulties of several small radius

turns with segment F, it was eliminated from consideration

and replaced with the center of Figueroa alternative.
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TABLE 3-44A

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE ROUTE ALIGNMENTS

SignificanceRoute optionsRecomMended Baseline -
HEASURE A.lignment A I3 C D E F'

Service Measures -
Patronage estimates - dally 811,200 18,300 19,500 8/1,700 81,000 Fl, 300 ttl,30n ~
total

TYPical Trip times - minutes 0
a) City Hall to Broadway 13.6 12.5 10.6 13.6 12.11 12.5 12.1

Plaza

b) Convention Genter to 8.2 11.1 11.5 8.2 11.1 11.1 11.3
BlltRDre Hotel

.
-

c) Convention Center to 12.6 9.9 10.3 12.6 9.3 9.9 10.1
Security Plaza

Street traffic loads

. NUI'I1Jer of locatirns wi th 3 11 2 6 3 11 4 ~
ViC greater than .8

Activity centers served •Max1nun service 26 llJ 111 25 19 18 18

Less than 3 minute walk 9 9 9 7 9 9

3 mlnute walk 10 10 3 11 10 10

Guideway curves and grades

tlonna.lized factor 125 100 106 99 89 96 125 0

Refinement Findings as a Determinance: • Significant ~lioderat1y Significanto Not Significant

Source: eRA, Route Refi~ement Analysis, April, 1978.
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TABLE 3-44A (continued)

Recommended Baseline Route Options Significance '.....~
HEASURE Alignment A 13 C D E F

Impact Measures

Minimize construction impacts

Utility relocations -
normalized factor NA 100 65 143 109 113 90 0

Construction ,
di if iculties-

~Onormalized factor NA 100 102 123 112 93 109

Business disruption during
construction number of
business parcels NA 315 267 317 284 315 310 0

Environmental Areas

Number of visually sensitive
Qareas 1 2 1 3 2 1 0

Number of/noise sensitive use
2 0 0 0 0 0 Qdreas 0

Historic Sites and parks
Federal register 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

~Local 5 .; 3 7 4 4 3

Conformance to adopted plans Yes Yes Yes Yes Yel;i- Yeti Y~s

better

Expansion Flexibil i ty Yes Yes Yes- Yes- Yes Yes Yes 0better

N. A. Not available hut approximately equal to C



TABLE 3-44A (continued)
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Recnmrnended Baseline Route Options Significance-
7\.lignment A B c D E F.

/o'hlitllCIill ~asUl't:s

~'·iiL1Jl~ & Matllt. Costs - Nil
noI'1I1U11zed factor

Pd vitle Sector Hevenue 104
potentlal nonnallzed factor

PaIic.Jng sub:stltutlon 122
potenl1al

f'otenl1al Dcvelopnentzs Served

Hd.lll!Cnr,lll'I'clal Hl11100 sq. ft .11. 8
:.ute1 unIts 371(\
New Residentlal (kIlt:! 1100

utlt.:l·i1l lilt!: Hc:venue to Cost ratIos 108

Mux1nU11 [..>cal Sha''t: Jo\ul1ng
SaVe,.

100 101 105 101 99 101 0

100 57.5 104 99 100 94.4 •
100 82 101 100 100 100 •

•J.75 2.25 J.55 3.75 J.75 4.e
2351 1305 3170 2851 27ljo 2851
1100 1800 1100 256 1100 1100

100 101 108 103 100 100 ~
100 99 95 8'[ 99 101 •

Cily
COlully
Slate

Source: eRA. 1978. Route aefinement Analysis.
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4-000 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

4-100 INTRODUCTION

Preliminary studies, conducted between January and August 1978,

resulted in a system description in sufficient detail to deter

mine reasonably certain costs and identify reasonably complete

impacts. However, because a system manufacturer will not be

selected until the enviro~~ental process is complete, the system

finally selected may differ in some respects from the description

in this chapter. Changes may occur during the final design phase

of the program. To understand this potential for change, it is

useful to outline the studies of Phase II of the program through

the completion of preliminary engineering.

Phase II transportation analysis estimated system ridership.

This figure, refined in preliminary engineering, provided

the basis for the development of certain operational criteria

(such as station on and off volumes, maximum link volumes,

desired service frequency, operating speeds, and headways).

Any candidate system, to be considered, would have to meet

these criteria.

A technology assessment, also conducted during Phase II,

imposed the criterion that a candidate system must be present-

ly operating with demonstrated reliability. A design envelope

was defined using the characteristics of all the systems that

met the criteria. The design envelope defined station size

(including width and length of platformsl, guideway width, allow

able grades and curves, required guideway support systems,

allowable turning radii, and other parameters.

Data from additional transportation studies resulted in re~ined

patronage analysis and parking requirements. The preliminary

engineering phase used these data to establish a reference

system design.

4-1

The result of these activities is a system design of suffi

cient detail to allow reasonably close estimates of the

system's alignment, physical and operating characteristics,

and capital and operating costs. Although the reference system

is representative of final design and configuration, certain

minor changes could occur which may affect guideway and

station sizing, numbers of. vehicles required, and other aspects.

The system description that follows is a reasonable one based

on currently available technologies and Phase II study results.

4-110 General Description Of The System

The Los Angeles Downtown People Mover has been planned as a

completely automated circulation/distribution .system for the

central business district. It will run approximately three

miles through the north and west sides of the CBO, between

Union Station on the north and the Convention Center on the

south (see.Figure 4-21A). Total trip time between Union Sta

tion and the Convention Center will be less than 15 minutes.

The DPM will be grade-separated with automated vehicles pro

viding service to 13 stations along the proposed route:

Vehicles will operate singly or in trains over an elevated

guideway except for a short underground segment under Bunker

Hill.

Of the 13 stations twelve will be aerial, with two (Union

Station and Convention Center) directly connected

to intercept and parking structures, and one (Bunker Hill)

will be underground. Additional improvements will provide

2000 parking spaces at the Union Station and 1750 at the

Convention Center intercepts. Preferential access and park

ing will be afforded to carpools in both locations. It will

be possible to transfer to and from regional and local buses

at the two intercepts and at some intermediate stations.



The DPM system will cross the route of the proposed Regional
Core Rapid Transit (Starter) Line at several locations, thus
providing additional transfer points for circulation/distri
bution.

Operation of the DPM vehicles will be fully automatic. Equip

ment with fail-safe mechanisms will assure operation of trains
within safe limits, maintain proper speeds and train separation,

as well as safe switch and interlocked door operation. The
system will be continuously supervised by control personnel.

Assistance to passengers will come primarily from the control
center, using closed circuit television, public address, and
passenger intercom systems.

4-120 Local A.,d Regional Buses

Local and regional buses from the Southern California Rapid Transit

District (SCRTD) and other municipal and regional systems will
continue to provide service to and within downtown. Some bus
routes may be modified to complement the DPM system, particular
ly the minibus route that currently provides service to the west
side of downtown. Curbside bus transfers will be possible at
other stations along the system, to minimize duplication of
bus routes.

Buses from east and southeast areas of the region will be able
to use Union Station as either a terminus or transfer point.
The Union Station intercept will be linked with the planned El
Monte busway extension, allowing both inbound and outbound buses
to be routed through the intercept for passenger transfer to
the DPM. Regional buses not terminating at the intercept coul~

distribute passengers within the CBD and continue beyond. Local
buses could also use the intercept as either a transfer or

terminal point. The Union Station intercept will also provide
connections to intercity buses and Amtrak serrice.

..

Buses from the west and southwest will be able to use the Con
vention Center as either a terminus or transfer point. The
Convention Center intercept will include facilities for curb
side unloading of local and regional buses.

4-200 DESCRIPTION O~ THE DPM

The Los Angeles Downtown People Mover is an automated, grade

separated circulation/distribution system. The system will
consist of approximately 1.9 miles of dual-lane aerial guide
way, 1.8 miles of single-lane aerial guideway, and 0.4 mile

of single guideway in a tunnel along the alignment shown in
Figure 4-21A. All but three of the 13 stations will have side
platforms. The center platform station will be located at the

intercepts (Union Station and the Convention Center) and at
the transfer station for the Bunker Hill loop (the Hill Street

station) .

The system will operate on a schedule with service frequency
ranging from 1.5 to 5 minutes, depending on time of day. Operat
ing hours are planned to be from 6 am to 12 am on weekdays and
8 am to 12 am on weekends. Vehicles would operate in train con
sists during peak periods to provide a capacity of about 3500
passengers per hour.

4-210 Alignment

The guideway alignment that has been recommended for final design
is shown in detail on plan and profile drawings Figures 4-21A
through 4-21H. A one-way loop system operates through the Bunker

Hill area. The drawings show the recommended alignment, elevation
above the ground, and approximate column locations. Both direct

ions of the loop terminate at transfer stations to be located
at 5th/Figueroa and Hill Streets. The west-to-southbound portion
of the loop uses a cut-and-cover tunnel west of Hill Street, an
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Los Angeles Downtown People Mover Project
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The proposed route alignment takes advantage of public rights

of way along city streets and sidewalks wherever possible.

Existing easements through Bunker Hill are also utilized and

additional redevelopment easements will have to be negotiated.

The platforms, mezzanines, fare gates, and elevator areas will

be under closed circuit television surveillance for patron

security. Special consideration will be given to station

layout and lighting to avoid dark areas. The stations will

be closed by security gates at the fare barriers when the

system is closed fOr the night. Only the intercept build

ings will have public restrooms and water fountains. Each

DPM stations will provide safe and convenient access from

city streets, pedways, and adjacent buildings. Although

station configurations vary, sizes are similar because they

are based on peak hour passenger volumes and maximum train

length. Station platforms will be approximately 100 feet

long. Single guideway stations will be approximately 20

feet wide and double guideway stations will be about 54 feet

wide.

Every station will be equipped with elevators, escalators,

and stairs. Each station will also be equipped with informatioT

about the DPM route, bus routes, and other operating informa

tion. Special phones will be provided at each level of each

station to report emergencies and to obtatn information.

Aerial stations will probably be of open design with protect

ive canopies above and balustrades on the sides. The plat

form edge will be separated from the ~uideway by protective

screens, with doors that automatically open when the vehicle

is ready for boarding.

.....

existing tunnel beneath Hope Street, and an existing easement

through the Security Pacific Plaza Building. Stations are

provided across from tpe Central Library and at Pershing Square.

All other portions of the guideway are aerial l ranging in height

above street level from 17 to 57 feet, but generally at 28 feet

to clear the city's existing and planned pedway system.

Between 7th and 3rd Streets, columns will be placed in a median

in the middle of the street. This will require that sidewalk

widths will be reduced, on both sides of the street. Final

sidewalk widths will vary, between 7th Place and 6th Street,

but in no case will they be reduced to less than 8 feet. These

reductions are necessary to ensure adequate vehicle traffic

capacity on Figueroa.

Along Figueroa Street, south of 7th Street, columns will be

placed on the western edge of existing sidewalks and the

guideway will use airspace over existing property lines at

several locations. Existing ordinances require dedication of

a ten-foot frontage for street widening when any new building

takes place. When and if the street is widened, the guideway

colua~s will be l~ feet from new curb lines.

Because of the shift of the Convention Center station from

the west sidewalk to the center of the street, it is possible

that the entire alignment south of 7th Street could be shifted

to a center median. If such a shift were to be made, the

guideway would be supported by a combination of columns or

bents in order to maintain tr:affic capacity on the street and

to maintain sidewalk widths of at least 8 feet.

4-211
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station will have a small nonpublic area for operation and

maintenance supplies and equipment. All stations will have

full accessibility to the handicapped and informational aids

for both the visually and hearing impaired.

There are three general types of aerial stations; side plat

form stations with a platform on each side of the double

guideway, a center platform station where the guideway is

separated and passes on each side of the platform, and a

single platform station used on the one way sections of the

system. Each of the three station categories may have a

mezzanine level below the platform or may have direct access

to the ground level.

Side platform stations with a mezzanine below the platforms

are used at 9th, 7th, 5th, Little Tokyo, and Federal Center.

The mezzanine provides a means of escalator and elevator

access to each platform. Where one or both of the platfo~s

are over the street, the mezzanine also provides an area for

fare collection as well as direct pedway connections to

adjacent buildings.

A side platform, single level station with direct access to

the platforms from ground level will be located at the Civic

Center. The station is located over state land and out of

the sidewalk, allowing direct access to groundlevel without

a mezzanine.

At Pershing Square, the Library, and the World Trade Center,

there are single platform stations on the one way portion of

the guideway. At Pershing Square, fare collection is accom

plished at the ground level. The Library station is tied

into the planned Wells Fargo building and fare collection

will be at the adjacent building terrace level. Similarly

the roof area of the World Trade Center is used as the fare

collection, area for that station. The Bunker Hill station

is a single side platform type located underground. Center

platform stations are used ~t each end of the system to allow

vehicle turn back switches to be used rather than a large

loop. The Union Station terminus is located in conjunction

with the intercept building providing easy interconnection

between the DPM and SCRTD Buses, Amtrak trains, intercity

buses as well as the parking structure. At the Convention

Center, a pedway provides direct access from the parking

structure to the DPM station. BuS benches are provided at

curbside for transfers between buses and the DPM.

A center platform station is used at Hill Street to provide

a direct transfer across the platform from one direction to

the other. Transfers at the 5th and Figueroa Station will

be via the mezzanine since the over-street location for this

station precludes a center platform station.

Representative site plans for each station are shown in

Figures 4-22A through 4-22K. Typical station plans for aerial

stations are shown in Figure4-22L~ The site plans are pre

liminary. Final dimensions and locations of items such as

vertical circulation elements and transformer substations

will be determined during final design in coordination with

the adjacent development. An artists conception of the station

at 5th and Figueroa is shown in Figure 4-22M.



FIGURE 4-22A

PROPOSED SITE PLAN:
FEDERAL BUILDING DPM STATION
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FIGURE 4-22B

PROPOSED SITE PLAN:
LITTLE TOKYO DPM STATION
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FIGURE 4-22C

PROPOSED SITE PLAN:
CIVIC CENTER D P M STATION
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FIGURE 4-22D

PROPOSED ,HILL STREET DPM STATION
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FIGURE 4-22E

PROPOSED BUNKER HILL DPM STATION
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FIGURE 4-22F

PROPOSED WORLD TRADE CENTER D PM STATION
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FIGURE 4-22G

PROPOSED SITE PLAN:
PERSHING SQUARE DPM STATION
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FIGURE 4-22H

PROPOSED SITE PLAN:
LIBRARY DPM STATION
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FIGURE 4-221

PROPOSED SITE PLAN:
FIFTH AND FIGUEROA DPM STATION
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FIGURE 4-22J

PROPOSED SITE PLAN:
SEVENTH AND FIGUEROA DPM STATION
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FIGURE 4-22K

PROPOSED SITE PLAN:
NINTH AND FIGUEROA DPM STATION
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FIGURE 4-22L

PROPOSED TYPICAL AERIAL STATION FIFTH AND FIGUEROA
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FIGURE 4-22"1

FIGUEROA STREET, LOOKING NORTH AT FIFTH STREET
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4-230 Guideway

Guideway designs for the OPM system may be categorized by the

manner in which they support the vehicle. These guideway options

are: bottom-supported roadway, bottom-supported monorail beam,

and top-supported monorail beam. Of the candidate systems which

are presently available, only one uses a top-supported mono-

rail beam. This system does not meet the study criterion of

being currently in revenue service and the design presents

further difficulties for emergency evacuation. For these reasons,

the bottom-supported roadway and bottom-supported monorail beam

are the most likely candidates for use in the Los Angeles OPM

system. Figures 4-23A-C show typical guideway cross sections

for single-and double-lane bottom supported roadway configur

ations. The dimensions shown are approximate and may vary,

depending upon vehicle systems and length of the span between

columns. Figure 4-230 shows a typical guideway cross section

for a monorail beam.

If a roadway surface guideway is used, both sidewall and

center guidance are possible. Figure 4-23B shows a typical

arrangement for a center guidance system and Figures 4-23 A

and C show a typical sidewall guidance arrangement. On a mono

rail beam system, guidance is achieved by guide wheels bearing

against the sides of the beam.

The shape and finish of the guideway can vary to some extent,

within the limits of vehicle operating requirements, to pro

vide improvements in appearance. Large guideway shapes can be

visually enhanced by emphasizing the linear quality of the

guideway. This can be done in several ways:

FIGURE 4-23A

FIGURE 4-23B



•
FIGURE 4-23C
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FIGURE 4-23D FIGURE 4-23E
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The span length between columns will be determined in final

design but will generally vary between 70 and 100 feet. Some

street crossings will have spans on the order of 120 feet to

minimize traffic disruption. Local building code seismic de

sign requirements could result in a column cross section that

could appear heavy. Consequently, some form of optical re

finement may be used to improve the column appearance. As

illustrated in the figures, various column shapes can be used

varying from simple cylinder and rectangular cross sections

to more complex geometric shapes, such as coupled columns.

Concrete is the preferred material for the DPM guideway and

columns because of its cost advantage over steel. (A typical

steel guideway section is shown in Figure 4-23E) Either pre

stressed or post-tensioned concrete sections will be used. A

steel structure with a concrete running surface has some eco

nomic advantages over all concrete, especially for long, straight,

and curved spans. However, the use of steel generally requires

additional visual treatment that increases cost. For a mono-

rail beam guideway, a box cross section is normally used and

can be made from either concrete or steel.

4-28
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Careful structural design to produce a guideway which
is not larger than necessary.

Breaking large surfaces into a number of smaller ones.

Providing accent to structural lines which parallel the
length of the guideway by means of optical devices such
as color.

The use of longer spans reduces the number of columns re-

quired, but would also increase column size. While fewer

columns lessen visual impact, the increased size of the column

requires more sidewalk space. Conversely, increasing the num

ber of columns to achieve a lighter cross section and more

graceful slenderness ratio increases both the foundation and

column costs and also tends to produce a "picket fence" appear

ance. The structural cross section of the column can be arranged

so that the column would be narrower in one dimension to take

less sidewalk width. With this approach, a reduction in width

can be achieved by dividing the width into two coupled columns.

Column sizes can vary. For square columns they may vary from

3 feet 3 inches to 4 feet 6 inches on a side. For coupled

rectangular columns size may vary from 3 feet by 7 feet 6

inches to 3 feet 9 inches by 9 feet. Larger-sized columns

would be used where either the guideway is offset to one

side or where very long spans would be required.

An item of major importance in the design of the guideway

structure is the juncture of the top of the column with the

vehicle guideway. A careful marriage of form is required in

order to enhance the linear quality of the guideway. In the

final design of the guideway structure, sensitive design of

the column capital will be used to achieve the most beneficial

optical effect possible.
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Section 4-231 Aesthetic Considerations During Final sngineerlng

Because the DP~ is a demonstration project that must use one

of several existing system technologies, the system supplier

~,ill not ~e chosen until after environmental clearances and

a federal capital grant have oeen obtained. Consequentl~' it

is not possible to describe precisely what the system will

loo~ like at this time. ?he system described in this chapter

is a composite of the systems currently available and likely

to ~e candidates for implementation in Los Angeles. During

Final Engineering, once the system supplier has ~een selected,

architectural design of the guideway, stations and in.tercepts

will proceed. A number of institutional and functional pro

cedures have been identified to assure high quality of design

for the system.

During Final Engineering, the aesthetic design and urban inte

gration responsibility will rest with the System Architect re

tained by the City of Los Angeles DPN Project. The System

Architect will define the form, finish, and urban integration

criteria for the LADPM and conduct necessary coordination with

developers, building owners, and the various City agencies to

achieve a satisfactory aesthetic design. The Architect will

work in conjunction with the System Contractor's architects

and engineers, who will prepare the final designs and construc

tion bid packages for guideway, stations, and related fixed

facilities. The system Architect will also have responsibility

for concept design through final design and construction docu

ments for the bus/auto intercepts, and for system-wide graphics,

fine art work, color schemes, finishes, landscaping, and fur

nishings for the LADP~ stations and guideway.

Design reviews will be held at designated milestones during

the final design process. Participants at these design re

views will include the Municipal Arts Commission, the State

~istoric Preservation Office, CMTA, and other agencies from
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the city and state directly involved in the project. These

design reviews will be part of the overall project schedule

and will be arranged to allow timely input by the participants

into the design process without causing project delays. Parti

cipants will be notified well ahead of time; they will be

furnished with preparatory material to assist their partici

pation; their comments will be noted during the review sessions;

and the issues discussed and their resolutions will be the

subject of action memoranda circulated to all participants

after the design review meetings. Al~hough final design de

cisions will rest with the City of Los Angeles, comments and

suggestions of the design review participants will be care

fully noted and taken into consideration during the decision

making process.

Some of the design review participants have statutory re

sponsibilities over certain design elements of the system.

For example, the Los &~geles Municipal Arts Commission must

approve both preliminary and final designs of any project

built on public property in Los Angeles. The Arts Commission

will exercise this control over the DPM Program, and all de

signs must meet their approval before they are constructed.

Some of the issues that will be addressed during final design

of the system have already been the subject of preliminary

analysis. The System Architect will be responsible for de

veloping a set of aesthetic guidelines that will inform and

guide the final design process from preliminary design to

final construction drawings. These guidelines will set the

general theme of the system and establish criteria regarding

shapes, finishes, textures and color of the system. These

guidelines will expand and elaborate on aesthetic considera

tions such as the ones listed below.

• The DPM guideway should be designed to achieve a linear,
unifying quality, and ye~ not be dominant in its surround
ings. The guideway should be designed to convey a feeling
of openness and transparency, and shadows should be ~in~mized.
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• Guideway and station surfaces should be rounded or taoered,
and large planes should be broken up into several smailer
ones.

• The bulky appearance of support columns can be improved by
using coupled columns or some other similar treatment.

• DPM stations should be designed for viewing from below as
well as from above.

• DPM station lighting used for safety reasons should also be
used to give the station nighttime identity.

• Design of escalators, elevators, and stairs should communi
cate safety, ease of use, and the absence of barriers to
the handicapped. Access to ramps, escalators, and elevators
should be well-defined and uncluttered. Those sometimes
bulky structures can be lightened by the use of glass.

• The environment created by DPM stations should convey
sense of security, direction, order, and cleanliness.
vators and escalators should be arranged so as to not
conflict in traffic.

a
Ele
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• Design of station mezzanine levels should be managed so as
to diminish the tunneling effect created at street level,
without reducing the mezzanine area to the extent where
pedestrian traffic is restricted.

• The overall design of the DPM system should use materials,
textures and colors to achieve coherence and to direct the
proper entry and use of the system, as well as a sense of
lightness.

• Signing should not be relied upon to explain the architectural
environment, but should rather be used as a supplementary
visual aid.

• Graphic design for signage should be consistent, use modern
type faces, and should incorporate easily identifiable logos
and symbals. A rule of thumb for directional sign letter
size is for letters to be two (2) inches high with an in
crease of one inch for every 25 feet of viewing distance.

• Materials used throughout the system should be durable,
resistant to the elements and physical abuses, maintenance
free, easy to clean, fireproof, and capable of being formed
into various aesthetic shapes .

• The selection of walking surface materials must be given
careful attention, as they must be non-slippery, wear-

. resistant, and easy to clean. Potential materials include
terrazzo, quarry tile, and cement. The use of colors in
the walking surfaces is appropriate to carry out the general
color scheme.



4-240 Maintenance And Storage Facilities

Maintenance activities for the DPM include both periodic and

unscheduled servicing of vehicles and equipment. A mainten

ance and storage facility is proposed to be located in the

vicinity of the Union Station intercept station. A general

site plan of the maintenance and intercept facilities at

Union Station is shown in Figure 4-24A. This area, compris

ing approximately 0.35 acre, is adequate for maintenance of

the vehicle fleet currently projected for 1990, with room for
expansion, if necessary.

The maintenance and storage facility would consist of a
maintenance shop building, vehicle storage tracks (approxi
mately 1300 feet in length), yard tracks, car washer, dis
patch area, access roads, and miscellaneous yard facilities.

Daily inspection and interior cleaning of vehicles would be

performed in the storage area and paved aisles would be

provided along both sides of the storage tracks to facili

tate these activities. Exterior car washing would be per

formed in a car wash facility adjacent to the storage area.
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4-250 vehicle Description

Los Angeles Downtown People Mover vehicles will operate

during peak periods as trains, capable of carrying approxi

mately 50 seated passengers and up to 120 standees. Trains
will be approximately 100 feet in length and, depending upon
the manufacturer selected, may consist of as few as two or
as many as six vehicles during peak periods of operation.

There is a wide range of currently available vehicle sizes.
People Mover vehicles are as long as 39 feet and as short as
18 feet. The smaller vehicles require longer consists to provide

the same line capacity. Those most suitable for use in Los
Angeles range from 24 to 39 feet long, in height from 8 feet

3 inches to 11 feet 3 inches and in width from 6-1/2 feet to

just over 9 feet.

Most of the candidate OPM Vehicles are supported by rubber

tires on concrete guideways, such as those pictured in Fig

ures 4-25A & B. Another system uses a vehicle suspended on

an air cushion and uses a linear-induction motor (Figure 4-25C)

still another vehicle operates on a monorail guideway beam
(Figure 4-250). Figures on following page are placed counter

clockwise starting with A in upper left hand corner.

All of the vehicle systems being considered are electrically
powered. Regenerative braking can be used as an energy con
servation measure, which means that some portion of the energy

generated by the vehicle braking system will be retained. Doors
will be located on either side of the vehicle. The doors

adjacent to the platform will be automatically opened and syn
chronized with platform door opening.
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SOME TYPES OF PEOPLE MOVER VEHICLES UNDER CONSIDERATION
FIGURE 4-25A FIGURE 4-25D

, :

FIGURE 4-258 FIGURE 4-25C
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The vehicle will have a bright, highly visible interior to

assure the security of both passengers and equipment. The

interior of the vehicle will be designed to provide a comfort

able ride, while minimizing the effects of both normal wear and

tear and vandalism.

Each vehicle will be equipped with a public-address system

and a two-way intercom system. The public-address system will

allow announcements to the passengers, including identification

of stations and instructions during an emergency. The intercom

system will allow a passenger to communicate with the control

center, if necessary.

Special consideration has been and will be given to the needs

of the elderly and the handicapped in vehicle and station

design. The vehicle floor will be at the same height as the

station platform. Each car will accommodate wheelchairs.

4-260 Related Facilities

4-261 Power Supply System

The Los Angeles Downtown People Mover will receive power from

the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, distributed

to secondary substations, located in the passenger stations.

Here the power will be transformed to required service levels

and fed to station service panels and guideway power rails.

Power transformers and distribution equipment will be housed

in special vaults, located in the passenger stations. This

equipment w111 control the traction power and the 120 volt

single-phase power used for equipment and lighting.

The power distribution system will be designed so that sub

stations can be fed from either of two sources, providing

required safety of redundancy in the event of failure of one

of the sources.

The power distribution system will be monitored and con

trolled from the control center. Special safety switches will

be located along the system to remove guideway power in an

emergency.

4-262 Other Utilities

The two intercept stations, at the Convention Center and at

Union Station, will have rest rooms and drinking fountains.

Water service will, t~erefore, be required at these stations,

as well as a minimal amount of gas service for water heaters.

The remaining stations will require water only at the janitor

closets for station maintenance.



The maintenance facilities will require both gas and water

service for rest rooms, locker rooms, water fountains, vehicle

wash facilities, and water and environmental heating.

4-263 Operations Control Center

Management and superv~s~on of the Los Angeles DPM will be
accomplished from an operations control center located at the

Union Station intercept. Display and control equipment will

enable operating personnel to monitor and control the opera
tion of the system. In addition, closed circuit television
monitors will allow visual observation of stations.

The control center will be the focal point for response to
emergency conditions. Fire, police, ambulance, or maintenance

personnel will be contacted by operating personnel in response
to alarms and communications located in the control center.
Radio, public address, closed circuit television, and intercoms
will be used as required, to coordinate evacuation and to re
assure patrons.
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4-264 Fare Collection System

Riders will be able to enter the DPM system by using exact

change or tokens for single rides, by using a free transfer

from an SCRTD or other pUblic bus (subject to agreement with

the bus operating agencies), or by using a pass. Passes will

be valid for an unlimited number of rides during a stated
period (typically one month). Both tokens and passes will be

available at numerous outlets and the intercept parking areas.

Reduced fare passes or tokens will be available at these out
lets for the elderly and handicapped.

Access to the station paid area will be through standard fare

gates capable of accepting exact change, tokens, passes, or
transfers. Swing gates will be provided for the handicapped.

4-300 OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM

4-310 Service

A DPM operating plan has been prepared based on 1990 patron

age estimates and a baseline system which has a capacity of

42 passengers per vehicle. This operating plan is shown on
Table 4-3lA. Table 4-31B shows typical travel times between

DPM stations. A trip from Union Station to Convention Center

would require about 15 minutes. Average station dwell times
would be about 25 seconds.

4-320 Patronage

An estimated 72,400 trips would be made on the DPM during an
average workday in 1990.

DPM tri~s can be divided into two major categories:
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• Distribution trips are trips which have one end in the
downtown, either an origin or destination; for example,
a peak-haur trip from office to home.

• Circulation trips are trips which begin and end in the
downtown; for example, a noon-hour trip from office to
restaurant.

Table 4-32A shows the split of daily trips among regional

bus transfers, auto transfers, and circulation trips through

out the operating day.

TABLE 4-3lA

1990 DPM OPERATING PLAN

Weekday

6:00 AM- 9:00 AM

9:00 AM- 3:30 PM

3:30 PM - 6:30 PM

6:30 PM - 12:00 AM

Nominal Headway

1.5 min.
3.0 min.

1.5 min.

4.5 min.

Consist

4-car train

4-car train
4-car train
2-car train

Figure 4-32A shows the estimated DPM ridership by hour of
the day and by major category. Two prominent peaks are ex

pected in the morning and early evening, reflecting rush hour
demand. Another modest peak occurs during the midday period,

when circulation trips reach their maximum.

Demand for the DPM is expected to be greatest during the

afternoon peak hour (4:30 - 5:30 p.m.) with a total of 9,221

trips.

Saturday

6:00 AM- 8:30 AM 4.5 min. 2-car train

8:30 AM- 6:00 PM 3.0 min. 2-car train

6:00 PM - 12:00 AM. 4.5 min. 2-car train

Figure 4-32B shows estimated station volumes and link volumes

for the afternoon peak hour. Station volumes refer to total

ONS and OFFS in both the northbound and so~thbound directions.
The four stations .with the heaviest peak-hour usage would be
Union Station, Convention Center, Civi~ Center, and 7th and
Figueroa Streets.

Link volumes represent the total number of passengers riding

the DPM between. adjacent stations. The maximum one-way link
volume would occur between Pershing Square and Hill Street

(3509 passengers/hour).

Sundays & Holidays

8:00 AM - 12:00 AM 4.5 min. 2-car train



TABLE 4-31B

APPROXIMATE STATION-TO-STATION RUN TIMES
(in minutes)

Station Southbound Northbound
Union Station
Federal Building 1.0 1.4

Little Tokyo 0.6 0.6

Civic Center 0.8 0.8

Hill Street 0.9 0.9

Bunker Hill 0.6 0.8pershing Square
World Trade Center 0.8 0.7Library

5th & Figueroa 1.0 0.7

7th & Figueroa 0.9 0.8

9th & Figueroa 1.0 1.0

Convention Center 1.1 1.0

TOTAL ROUND-TRIP TIME about 27 minutes

AVERAGE STATION DWELL TIME = 25 seconds
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DAILY DPM RIDERSHIP, 1990
TABLE 4-32A

AFTERNOON PEAK-ijOUR RIDERSHIP, 1990

Distribution Trips

Trips to/from transit stops

Trips to/from parking lots

Circulation Trips

TOTAL DPM RIDERSHIP

34,159

12,529

25,720

72,408

Distribution Trips

Trips to/from transit stops

Trips to/from parking lots

Circulation Trips

TOTAL PEAK-HOUR RIDERSHIP

5,062

2,382

1,777

9,221

FIGURE 4-32A

ESTIMATED DPM RIDERSHIP BY
HOUR OF THE DAY, 1990
Distribution and Circulation Trips
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4-330 Associated Transportation Improvements

Proposed improvements that would be constructed in conjunc

tion with the DPM include:

• A 2,000-car parking garage and bus loading/unloading
facility as part of an auto/bus intercept near Union
Station.

• A 1,750-car ?arking garage and bus loading/unloading
areas as part of an auto/bus intercept near the Con
vention Center.

• Ramp modifications and a new off-ramp from eastbound
Santa Monica Freeway to the auto/bus intercept.

4-331 Proposed Extension of the El Monte Busway

Cal trans is preparing final design plans for the El Monte Bus

way extension. A Caltrans milestone schedule dated October

17, 1979 projects a design public hearing in February, 1980

and beginning of construction in June, 1982. Construction is

scheduled to be completed in June, 1984. The Busway design

has been coordinated with the design of the People Mover and

multi-modal center at Union Station. These projects have also

been coordinated with longer range plans for Union Station

which call for the addition of rapid transit and increased

inter-city rail service. All interested agencies have parti

cipated in the planning of these facilities through a formal

ized interagency coordinating committee.

The preferred· alternative for the Busway extension provides

for a grade-separated roadway beginning just east of Mission

Road and ending at Alameda Street. The roadway will bridge

over Mission Road. the Los Angeles River, Center Street, and

Vignes on and off ramps to the Santa Ana Freeway. The road

way is aligned generally adjacent to the north side of the

Santa Ana Freeway. The design allows for extension of rail

road tracks across the Santa Ana Freeway to permit run-through

train service at Union Station. A loading-unloading platform

is provided at the People Mover intercept to enable direct
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vertical transfer to the DPM. Direct access ramps between

the busway and intercept parking are also provided for car

pools and vanpools.

Caltrans has published a report which indicates an intent to

purchase Union Station, including property required for the

Busway extension and the People Mover project. Appraisal of

the.property· for the purpose of acquisition has been initiated

and is being coordinated with the appraisals being performed

under the People Mover program. Steps to acquire the property

will also be coordinated.

4-332 DPM Improvements at Union Station

Assuming that the San Bernardino Busway will be extended to

Alameda Street, the Caltrans desiqn will accommodate connec

tions with the Union Station bus/auto intercept proposed as

part of the People Mover project. This intercept would be

located adjacent to and north of the Busway/Santa Ana Freeway

and adjacent t~ and east of the Union Station platform area.

It would be bounded on the north by Macy Street and on the

east by Vignes Street. The intercept facility wou~d consist

of a six-level structure. It would include 2,000 parking

spaces; people mover station; bus loading/unloading platforms;

Amtrak ticketing/baggage facilities; intercity, tour, and

airport bus facilities; and limited retail facilities.

The connectio~ of the intercept to the Busway is designed to

provide direct access to the carpool parking and bus/loading/

unloading areas. Inbound traffic from the Busway would be able

to continue to Alameda Street or turn into the intercept.

Buses and carpools have separate access to the building. Out

bound traffic from the intercept would merge with other out

bound traffic entering the Busway at Aliso Street and Alameda

Street.

I
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• 4-333 DPM Improvements at the Convention Center

I
The Convention Center Station would be located in front of

the Convention Center, either on the west side of Figueroa

or in the center of the street. Car-pool and auto parking

would be provided for 1,750 vehicles on a parcel which is

now private property on the east side of Figueroa Street,

between ?~co Blvd. and 12th Street.

Proposed Freeway Ramp Improvements at the Convention
Center

Additional improvements call for reconstructing the ramp

connections from the Santa Monica Freeway to the northbound

Harbor Freeway and to Pico Boulevard. A new ramp would be

constructed from the existing eastbound Santa Monica Freeway

to the northbound Harbor Freeway to Pico Boulevard off-ramp.

This ramp would enable direct access to the Convention Center

area for eastbound Santa Monica Traffic. A new ramp would

"be constructed from the westbound Santa Monica Freeway; it

would bridge over the exit ramps to Pico Boulevard and join

the northbound Harbor Freeway. These ramp modifications will

not significantly change existing traffic patterns. For the

most part, the construction will require acquisition of very

little right-of-way. The surrounding area is residential.

No relocation would be involved.

Caltrans has determined that it is feasible to provide improved

access from the Santa Monica Freeway to the Convention Center.

Cal trans has also indicated that implementation of projects

to improve access to the Convention Center from both the Santa

Monica and Harbor Freeways can be best handled as part of the

Freeway Transit project on the Harbor Freeway. Preliminary

engineering on that project has been initiated.

4-335 DPM Parking Management

The peripheral parking facilities to be constructed at the Con

vention Center and Union Station are in conformance with the

City of Los Anqeles' Parking Management Plan, which has as its

primary aim the voluntary reduction in the supply of off

street parking spaces in major activity centers, including

downtown. Among the strategies included in the plan is the

substitution of parking spaces at remote locations for required

on-site spaces associated with new development. T~e DPM in

tercept facilities, with their 3750 remote parking spaces,

provide a means to implement this parking substitution concept.

Coupled with the provision of peripheral parking for DPM users,

each of the intercept facilities will also contain reserved

spaces for carpools and vanpools, in an effort to encourage

increased vehicle occupancy for downtown commuters.

4-340 Interface With Other Modes

To achieve a well-integrated circulation/distribution system

for downtown Los Angeles, a number of decisions and coopera

tive agreements will be required of participating agencies,

including CRA, SCRTD, and Caltrans. Progress has already

been made to this end, in terms of integrating plans for the

El Monte Busway extension with plans for the Union Station

bus/DPM terminal, as well as providing for direct passenger

transfer to or from a future rapid rail starter line. Similar

progress has been made in terms of anticipating the types of

service changes that would be required. Continued efforts

will be required in planning the location and frequency of

downtown bus service.

CRA, Cal trans, and the SCRTD have developed plans for co

ordinating DPM, bus, and rail service under three alternative

1990 scenarios:
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FIGURE 4-34A
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FIGURE 4-34B

PROPOSED UNION STATION INTERCEPT
FOURTH FLOOR PLAN
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FIGURE 4-34C

PROPOSED UNION STATION INTERCEPT
ROOF PLAN
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FIGURE 4-34D

PROPOSED CONVENTION CENTER
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FIGUHE 4-34E

CONVENTION CENTER INTERCEPT SITE
AS SEEN FROM CONVENTION CENTER MAIN ENTRANCE

SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN FINAL DESIGN
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• Transportation Systems Management (TSM) consists of an
11% increase in local bus frequency, together with a
30% increase in express bus frequency.

• Freewav Transi~ ass~~es implementation of the Cal trans
freeway transit program. Five-minute, peak-hour head
ways would be provided on each of ten different free
way routes. Local bus frequencies would be the same
as in the TSM case.

• Starter Line includes the Wilshire/La Brea alignment
of the rapid transit starter line, and the freeway
transit program, with the exception of the Hollywood
busway. Local and express bus frequencies would be
reduced.

except that served by the Santa Ana Freeway will interface

heavily with the DPM. A total of from 459 to 586 buses per

peak hour would thus have a transfer capability to the DPM.

In the freeway transit case, although there would be consider

ably more express bus service, new freeway transit routes

operate on a "through routing" basis, and therefore the level

of intercept is not increased. Both the star~er line and Freeway

Transit programs, however, would increase the level of transit

"interface" with the DPM.

The DPM system will connect other modes of transit for each

of the three scenarios in one of two ways. First, some bus

routes would be "intercepted" at the Convention Center and

Union Station. (Illustrations of proposed intercept facilities

Downtown rapid transit stations located at 7th and Flower,

5th and Broadway, 1st and Broadway, and Union Station would

allow transfer to the DPM. Headways are expected to be four

minutes in the peak hour and six minutes during the noon hour.

are shown in Figures 4-34A thru 4-34E.) The alternative is

a bus that continues on downtown after stopping at the DPM

station. These buses that stop near DPM stations are des

ignated as interface buses.

An example of an intercepted bus would be an inbound El Monte

freeway flyer that would terminate its route at the Union

Station Bus/DPM terminal. This is in contrast to an interface

bus that would continue on downtown after stopping at Union

Station. Similarly, an outbound freeway bus which begins its

route at Union Station can also be called "intercepted."

In both the freeway transit and starter line cases, a total

of 42 outbound buses would be intercepted in the peak hour.

In the TSM case, 43 buses per hour would be intercepted. The

primary source of intercepted buses would be the Harbor,

Santa Monica, and San Bernardino Freeway corridors. In terms

of interface, between 69 percent and 73 percent of all region

al buses would have a DPM transfer capability to at least one

of four major DPM stations: Union Station, Civic Center, 7th

and Figueroa, and the Convention Center. All approach corridors

Interface with the minibus system is also made possible under

an alternative 1990 routing which wo~ld provide DPM transfer

capability at Union Station, Little Tokyo, and the Convention

Center.

Interface of the DPM system with the automobile is possible

at both Union Station and the Convention Center. At Union

Station a total of 2,000 auto parking spaces will be provided,

of which 750 will be allocated to carpools. At the Convention

Center, 1,750 parking spaces will be provided, of which 750

will be reserved for carpools.

The DPM station at Union Station also provides for a connec

tion to Amtrak service. Currently, Amtrak operates six round

trip trains to San Diego per day, one ou~bound and one in

bound to Chicago, the same to Seattle, and a three-times

weekly train to New Orleans.



4-350 Provisions For Elderly ~~d Handicapped

DPM policies and concepts have been developed to ensure th~t

DPM vehicles and facilities will be fully accessible to

elderly and handicapped persons. These policies and concepts

are in compliance with American National Standards Institute

standards and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

During final system design, these policies and concepts will

be fully implemented.

Stations and intercept facilities, as well as DPM vehicles,

will be clean, attrac~ive, and well-lighted, and will be

planned so that, as much as possible, elderly and physically

handicapped patrons can move unassisted through them with a

minimum of crowding and a maximum of safety. Stations, inter

cept facilities, operations control center, and yard and shop

areas will also be planned to enable physically handicapped

persons full access to wor~ing areas so th~y may beg~ven

nondiscri~inatoryconsideration for employment. DPM facili

ties will incorporate suitable signing and use of color, sound,

and light to enable elderly and physically handicapped patrons

to know where they are and where they are going. A public add

ress system will function in the stations and on the trains.

Graphics will be bilingual (English and Spanish). International

symbols will be used wherever appropriate.

Preferential parking spaces will be provided to handicapped

patrons at the intercepts. Where provided, public rest-rooms,

drinking fountains, and telephones will be accessible to phy

sically disabled people.

At the stations, elevators will be provided for the physically

handicapped. Special fare gates will be provided. Platform

screens will be used to prevent guideway access unless a

vehicle is present. ~ergency and assistance phones will be

available to patrons, as well as a public address system for

announcements, and closed circuit television monitoring.
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In the vehicles, a specific area will be set as~de for indivi

duals in wheelchairs. The height of the vehicle floor and the

station platform will be the same, with a horizontal gap not

-to exceed 1.5 inches.

In both the operations control center and the yards and shops,

complete access will be provided to the physically handicapped

employees, includi~g of=ice areas, rest rooms, drinking

fountains and telephones.

4-360 Safety And Security

Both the general public and federal and local transportation

regulatory bodies require levels of safety and security in

new transportation systems which are sufficiently high as to

permit virtually no incidents. The following is a su~ary

of these requirements and considerations.

The DPM system will be designed and operated in such a way as

to equal or e:{ceed the safety of currently operating systems

in the United States, using existing and currently acceptable

practices and procedures. Safety system design will be

achieved by eliminating all single points of potential hazard

and controlling combinations of events which could result in

L~juries, fatalities, major system damage, or system loss.

A primary criterion in designing the DPM safety system is

to anticipate every possibility of failure of a system

element or combination of elements or events that could

result in injuries, fatalities, or system damage. System

dynamic elements will be designed to fail in a safe manner.

The supplier selected to implement the system will be required

to develop a safety program which addresses safety, fire pro

tection, security, and human factors. This program will:

(1) establish appropriate goals and criteria and implement them

early in the design phase; (2) continually review bhe design
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against the goals and criteria; (3) identify and assess hazards

early in the design phase; (4) take appropriate action to

eliminate or minimize these hazards; and (5) verify the syst~ms

to be safe before opening for service. All of these aspects

will be addressed and documented in a Systems Safety Progra~

Plan.

traction power and power ·to operate various subsystems.

Traction power required by the DPM system i~ based on an

assumed unit consumption of 4.6 kwh/vehicle mile, which rep

resents current operational experience. Table 4-38A shows

total 1990 annual DPM system power ,consumption.

TABLE 4-38A

1990 ANNUAL DPM POWER CONSUMPTION
(in kwh)

(4)Based on a consumption rate of 60 kwh/hour.

(5)Based on a consumption rate of 12 kwh/hour.

(6) Includes subway ventilation requirements.

(1) Based on vehicle consumption rate of 4.6 kwh/vehicle mile.

Includes 8% line losses.

(2)Based on 58 escalators, operating at a ra~e of 7.5 kwh per

hour.

(3)Based on power consumption ranging from 5-11 kWh/hour for

a total of 13 stations.

In terms of· fire protection, the DPM system will be designed

and implemented so as to achieve a level of protection at

least equivalent to that which is currently being provided

through the local building code. Requirements will include:

noncombustible station designs, fire and smoke retardant ve

hicle interiors, emergency exits, and emergency alarm systems.

A Patron Personal Security plan has been developed in conjunc

tion with, the Los Angeles Police department. Personal Securi

~y will involve the use of closed circuit television, securi

ty communication systems, public address systems, remote as

sistance devices (such as warning lights), intrusion detection

alarms, and special assistance' techniques for handicapped pa

trons. Some or ~ll of these techniques and methods will be

employed throughout the system to maintain security for both

patrons and DPM personnel. Although the operating vehicles

and stations are unattended, the system will have highly vi

sible and well lighted areas and vehicles, ~ogether with re

mote visual and audio monitoring, and roving patrols to main

tain security.

4-370 Operating Employees

The DPM system would employ a staff of about 80 people distri

buted among three shifts. Operation of the system would re

quire 11 managers/administrators, 25 operations personnel and

44 maintenance personnel.

4-380 Projected Eneray Require~ents

The DPM system will consume operating energy in terms of both

Traction power{l)

Escal~tors(2)
Station Lighting(3)

Maintenance Building(4)

Control Center(5)

Miscellaneous (6)

SUBTOTAL

10% Contingency

TOTAL

12,249,600

2,811,800

1,483,500

525,600

91,800

14,300

17,176,600

1,717,600

18,894,200



4-390 Projected Operating Costs

Table 4-39A presents operating costs for initial system opera

tion in 1983 and 1990. These projected costs are based on the

reference system design and the operating plan of Section

4-300.

Table 4-39B lists proposed sources of operating funds.

TABLE 4-39A

ESTIMATED OPERATING COSTS
(All costs in 1978 dollars)

Costs Elements:
1983 1990

Labor (including overhead) $2,626,000 $2,626,000

Power 536,000 568,000

Materials and spare parts 255,000 269,000

Contract services 323,000 323,000

lLiability fund 240,000 269,000

Intercepts 385,000 385,000

TOTAL $4,365,000 $4,440,000 •
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TABLE 4-39B

RECOMMENDED

SOURCES OF OPERATING FUNDS
FISCAL YEAR FISCAL YEAR 1

(Millions of 1978 Dollars) (Millions of Inflated Dollars )

1983-84 1984-85 1989-90 1994-95 1983-84 1984-85 1989-90 1994-95
DPM Passenger Revenues $0.93 $2.10 $2.10 $2.10 $1.40 $3.37 $ 4.73 $ 6.63
(10 Cents equivalent 2
fare in 1976 dollars)

Parking Gross Revenues 3 0.71 0.71 0.75 0.75 1.07 1.14 1. 70 2.37

Bus Terminal Lease 0.0 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.0 0.16 0.23 0.32

Private Sector Revenues

Ads and Concession Rentals 0.14 0.20 0.27 0.27 0.21 0.32 0.61 0.85
Station Retail Leases 0.0 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.00 0.21 0.29 0.41
Air Rights Leases 0.0 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.00 0.21 0.29 0.41
Value Capture Revenues 0.0 1. 20 1. 29 1. 29 0.00 1. 93 2.91 4.07

Subtotal Private sector $0.14 $1.66 $1.82 $1. 82 $0.21 $2.67 $ 4.10 $ 5.74

UMTA Section 6 Demonstration
Funds 2.59 0 0 0 3.87 0 0 0

Total Operating Funds
DPM and Intercepts $4.37 $4.57 $4.77 $4.77 $6.55 $7.34 $10.71 $15.06

'-.

Less Operating Costs for
DPM and Intercepts 4.37 4.37 4.44 4.44 6.55 7.00 10.00 14.03

Net Operating Contingency $0.0 $0.20 $0.33 $0.33 $0.00 $0.34 $0.71 $1. 03
Net Contingency Percentage 0% 5% 7% 7% 0% 5% 7% 7%

1) Based on an inf~ation rate of 7% compounded annually.

2) A ten cent equivalent fare in 1976 dollars, when inflated
to 1983, represents an average fare of 18 cents, or a 25
cent base fare with Elderly and Handicapped and monthly
pass discounts.

3) Covers the operating cost of intercept parking and the
operating cost of transporting parkers on the DPM.



4-400 CONSTRUCTION

4-410 Design And Construction Schedule

It is estimated that a 39-month time period would be required

to complete design, construction, and testing of the DPM

system and all of its major components. An estimated

schedule has been prepared of events which would take place

during this time period. Figure 4-41A represents a reasonable

estimate of task duration and sequencing, based on current

information. The duration indicated for each task represents

the total time required to complete that phase of construction

activity. The time at anyone location will be considerably

shorter than the time indicated.

Construction of the D?M system is concerned with four major

areas: aerial guideway, cut and cover subterranean guideway/

station, aerial stations, and intercept/maintenance facili

ties. Construction of the aerial guideway and aerial station

portions of the system will constitute the major construction

effort. In order to complete construction of the aerial

guideway within a 39-month schedule, it will be necessary for

work to begin in a number of locations at the same time.

This means that a number of locations along the route will be

in various stages of completion at the same time. This approach

is designed to minimize disruption. Table 4-41A shows a

typical construction cycle for a section.

Construction of the aerial stations will require the same

type of c~nstruction activit~es as for the aerial guideway.

In station locations, construction of both the station and

guideway sections will occur at the same time, to minimize

disruption and increase construction efficiency. Stations

will require additional intericr equipment finishing work
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that the guideway will not. Most of this work will take place

after the station structure ~as been completed and, therefore

will produce minimal disruption to businesses or surface

traffic.

For the cut-and-cover guideway and station in Bunker Hill,

the work differs from other areas in that excavation and

heavy equipment employed will be much greater. These areas

are. currently. undeveloped and therefore disruption will be

minimal. The site of the maintenance facility will be clear-

ed early in the overall construction process to provide for

storage and security of construction equipment. The ~aintenance

facility itself will be partially completed before the arrival

of the vehicles, in order to conduct tests and check-out

and to provide storage space.
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FIGURE 4-41A

ESTIMATED DPM DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
MONTHS 1 2345678 9 101112131415161718192021222324252627282930313233343536373839
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TABLE 4-4lA

Typical Construction Sequence And Duration

4-420 General Construction Methods

PHASE 1 - FOUNDATIONS
Construction Steps

1. Restripe street
2. Close curb lane
3. Excavate footings
4. Drill piles and pour footing
5. Temporary cover excavation
Construction Steps (Figueroa, center

Time

2 weeks

2 weeks

median segments)

The following section describes typical DPM construction

practices. The source of this information is Task 3.29, Con

struction Process Memorandum, Kaiser Engineers/DMJM, February

13, 1978.

4-421 Aerial Guideway

1. Close curb lane
2. Cut sidewalk and install new curbing*
3. Breakout old curb and install new base*
4. Restripe street
5. Close centerlanes
6. Excavate footings
7. Drill piles, pour footings, and install

temporary covers
8. Complete center median curbing

2-4 weeks

2 weeks

2 weeks

2 weeks

(2-4 week gap)

WOrking intermittently throughout the construction process,

crews of surveyors locate ~~d mark foundation, column support,

and guidewa~ section locations. At all foundation sites,

existing utilities must be located and some possibly relocated.

At this same time, areas will be excavated for column found

ations. Street alignment modifications may also begin at

this time.

TOTAL PERIOD: 14-18 weeks
TOTAL PERIOD (Figueroa, between 7th & 3rd Sts): 18-24 weeks

Once the foundations are in place, concrete footings or

pile caps are placed on top, to which the guideway column

supports are attached. The guideway column supports may be

steel, precast concrete, or poured in place. Some locations

will require bents (two single columns joined by a horizontal

beam). Where precast or steel columns are used, they are

Depending upon the geology or subsurface conditions at each

foundation site, individual decisions will be made to use

either caissons or piles to support the column foundations.

caissons are large cross section concrete columns that ex

tend to the depth of bedrock or clay. Holes would be drilled

with an auger, lined with steel, concrete poured, and the

liner removed. Piles are clusters of smaller cross section

columns which extend to a depth less than bedrock. The pile

drilling procedure is the same as for caissons, except that

a smaller diameter auger is used.

1 week
2 weeks

2 weeks

(2-4 week gap)

PHASE 3 - GUIDEWAY 1 week
Street and Sidewalk Disruption

Phase I Approximately 10-15 feet from curb and
access restricted duririg entire phase,
at each column site. Temporary side
walk disruption and detour.

Phase 2 Lane I and curb access restricted
during entire phase. (Significantly
reduced, if precast).

Phase 3 complete sidewalk closure during
guideway erection and complete or
partial street closure, depending
upon particular street involved.

PHASE 2 - GUIDEWAY SUPPORTS
Construction Steps

1. Set Steel
2. Construct forms and pour
3. Strip forms
4. Restore sidewalk

* These steps apply only to the segment between 6th & 7th Streets.
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brought to the site by truck, lifted onto the foundation with
cranes, and bolted in place. "Tn heads (top section upon

which the guideway will rest) are then bolted to the columns.

Where poured concrete columns are used, vertical steel re

inforcing will be attached to the foundation, wooden form
work will be constructed, and the concrete will be poured.

As soon as guideway supports are in pl~ce, streets and side

walks will be restored with temporary paving. Final restor
ation will occur after all street-level activity is completed.

The next step in the process is installation of guideway sections.
which may be made of steel, precast concrete, or poured con

crete, and the selection of which will be dependent upon

difficulty of fabrication, ease of installation, and degree of

disruption anticipated. For both precast and steel sections,

it is assumed that installation will take place during late

night hours to minimize disruption. These sections would be

brought in by truck, hoisted into place with cranes, and

secured to the T-heads. Where poured-in-place sections are

used, forms would be constructed, reinforcing steel installed,
and concrete poured. Longer construction time and more dis

ruption are anticipated where poured sections are used.

A series of steps then take place after the guideway sections
are installed. Depending upon the technology chosen, a run
ning surface may be poured on top of the guideway. Vehicle
guidance is then added. This is done by using guide beams
guide rails, or metal plates, which would be hoisted up to
the guideway, aligned, and bolted down. The power rail, which

supplies power to the vehicles, would be installed on the guide
way and connected to electrical substations. Then the connect

ions for train control and communications are installed, either

as brackets or embedded in the concrete guideway.

After the guideway is in place, street access is no longer

needed and streets and sidewalks can be permanently improved.

New curbs, gutters, sidewalks and paving will be installed,
and traffic and street lights can be moved or installed.

Other activities will complete the guideway construction pro
cess, including landscaping, guideway lighting, and other fin
ish work.

4-422 Aerial Stations

Construction of aerial stations involves many of the same
activities as guideway construction. However, once the col

umns have been installed, station construction then requires
the following activities.

After the station supports have been installed, either steel

or precast concrete plates are placed on top to form the station

platform, and the joints between sections filled. If a plat

form must be poured, temporary shoring and forms will be put
up, reinforcing added, and the concrete poured.

Other work which will then take place consists of installing

stairs (precast concrete units or poured in place) and escalators

and elevators, which would be assembled, installed, and tested
on each site.

Once the station structure is completed, station systems would
be installed, including the electrical system, lighting and
communications, fare collection equipment, train control, heat

ing and air conditioning, and plumbing. After the system

connections are made, interior finishing takes place, such as
panelling and painting. Finally to be installed are station

graphics and equipment such as change machines, turnstiles,
water fountains, and light fixtures.



4-423 Cut-and-Cover Guideway and Station

After survey and utility work are completed, and before extensive

excavation begins, the site would be enclosed by a temporary

earth support structure and braced to withstand lateral pressure.

Shoring is installed, consisting of horizontal or inclined

steel beams, running from wall to wall or from floor to wall.

Because the site for the Bunker Hill station is expected to

be vacant at the time of construction, traffic may be detoured

to one side of the site. If, however, street decking is required,

steel beams would be slung across the top of the retaining

wall and a temporary street surface would be formed from timber.

After the earth retaining system is in place, earth would be

excavated and removed from the site. Then the floor, walls

and roof would be poured, using standard concrete construction

techniques.

A ventilation system would then be installed, consisting of

a vertical lined shaft at each end of the station, and fans

would be installed. The outside of the tunnel or station would

then be waterproofed.

At this point in the process, the same activities would take

place as for aerial guideway and stations. These activities

consist of installation of guidance, power rails, control and

communication, stairs, elevators, and interior finish work.

After the tunnel is waterproofed and while guideway and station
finish work is going on, the space between the walls and the

inside of the tunnel is filled with compacted soil and gravel.

Utilities would also be relocated to their new positions.

When backfilling reaches street level, temporary decking (if

used) would be removed, at which time the street surface would

be restored.
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4-424 Maintenance/Storage Facility, Intercepts

COnstruction activities required for the maintenance facility,

as well as the intercepts, include the general tasks of site

clearance, grading, general structure work, and interior

finishing. No unusual construction practices would be re

quired. What does distinguish the maintenance facility from

other aspects of system construction would be the installation

of storage guideway and system repair facilities. Also to

be constructed at the intercepts would be access ramps, park

ing facilities, and control devices for both automobiles and

buses.

4-430 Energy Requirements For Construction

Table 4-43A shows the estimated consumption of energy required

for the construction of the DPM system. The estimate is ex

pressed in thermal units and is derived from information pre

sented in a report prepared by the United States Cong.essional

Budget Office. The unit energy consumption figures used,

both for guideway and vehicles, reflect fabrication, assembly,

transportation, and installation of these system components.
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TABLE 4 - 43A
ESTIMATED ENERGY REQUIRED FOR CONSTRUCTION

OF THE DPM SYSTEM

GUIDEWAY

TOTAL ONE-WAY GUIDEWAY LENGTH = 33,900 feet

PORTION ELEVATED = 32,600 feet

PORTION IN SUBWAY = 1,300 feet

4-500 CAPITAL COSTS AND PROPOSED SOURCE OF FUNDS

Table 4-50A summarizes capital cost estimates for the people

mover and expected funding sources.

2.3

12.0

1.7

S175.0*

S1l8.l

25.0

15.9

TOTAL

*~Ullions of inflated dollars

UMTA Section 3

Federal Aid Interstate (FAI)

State Proposition 5

State Senate Bill 1879
(Funding for Multimodal centers)

Local Land Contributions

Local Cash ContributionsGUIDEWAY:

70.416 x 106KWH

6.331 x 106KWH

76.747 x 106KWH

ENERGY UNITS: (1)

ELEVATED 2160 KWH/ft.

SUBWAY = 4870 KWH/ft.

ENERGY REQUIRED TO CONSTRUCT

ELEVATED 2160 x 32,600

SUBWAY = 4870 x 1,300

TOTAL

VEHICLE MANUFACTURE

TOTAL VEHICLES REQUIRED - 15 TRAINS at 4 CARS 60 VEHICLES

ENERGY UNIT: 500,000 KWH/VEHICLE. (2)

VEHICLE MANUFACTURE ENERGY = 500,000 x 60 = 30 x 10 6 KWH

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION ENERGY REQUIRED = 106.747 x 10 6 KWH

(1) Source: "URBAN TRANSPORTATION AND ENERGY: THE POTENTIAL
SAVINGS OF DIFFERENT MODES," prepared by the
Congressional Budget Office, September 1977.

(2) Source: "INDIRECT ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR TRANSPORTATION
PROJECTS," prepared for California Department of
Transportation, Division of Transportation
Planning, by DeLeuw, Cather and Company,
October 1975.

Vehicle manufacture energy reported in this
document is for a group rapid transit vehicle
of 12,000 pounds in weight, and has a value of
180,000 KWH/VEHICLE. The baseline vehicle for
the analysis has weight of 20,000 pounds.
Using a simple factoring yields a per vehicle
manufacture energy of approximately 500,000 KWH.



TABLE 4-50A

DPM SYSTEM ELEMENTS - CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES

(All Costs in Millions of Inflated Dollars at 7% per Annum)
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People Mover System

Vehicles

System Equipment

Guideway

Stations

Right-of-Way

System Testing

Project Management

Contingency Reserves

TOTAL - PEOPLE MOVER CAPITAL COSTS (1982)

(Millions of Dollars)

$ 23.6

24.1

31.6

20.2

13.2

1.8

5.2

---.lQ.:L

$129.8

•

••
Regional Bus/Auto Intercepts

Convention Center Intercept Facility

Design and Construction

Right-of-Way

Project Management

Contingency Reserves

TOTAL - CONVENTION CENTER INTERCEPT (1982)

12.0

3.6

0.7

1.6

17.9

union Station Intercept Facility

Design and Construction

Right-of-Way

Project Management

Contingency Reserves

TOTAL - UNION STATION INTERCEPT (1982)

21. 3
2.6

1.0

2 ...

•
••

TOTAL DPM SYSTEM*

*(Includes $29.2 Million Escalation)

$175.0





5-100 CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS AND MITIGATION / 5-110

'5-3

Impacts Of Construction On The Natural Environment

5-113 Flood Plains

Constructing the proposed DPM system will require excavating

for foundation, for both the intercept facilities and for

guideway column footings throughout the length of the route.

Consultation with the City Bureau of Engineering indicated

that the soil characteristics and geology in the project area

are such that these construction activities should present no

difficulty. (Bureau of Engineering, 1976~

As discussed in section 2-120, Southern California is a

seismically hazardous area, and therefore the potential for

seismically produced damage to structures must be explicitly

considered in their design. The potential risk is present
both during the construction of the DPM and after it is opera

tional. However, during the construction period, the response

to this risk can be only to provide adequate construction

safety barriers and other such precautions, so as to minimize

the potential for personal injury, should an earthquake take

place as the system is being constructed. The long term re

sponse to seismic risk is to explicitly incorporate it into

the design of the system's structural components. This re

sponse is discussed in section 5-212.

I

It is estimated that 39 months would be required to complete

construction of the DPM system, including utility relocation,

street improvements, guideway and supports, stations, inter

cept facilities, installation of operating components and

vehicles, and system testing. For a complete description of

the construction schedule, see Section 4-400.

Utility relocations would take place early, after project

start and well ahead of actual guideway construction. The

only two areas of significant utility relocation are along

5th Street and portions of Figueroa where the guideway is

located over the sidewalk.

For a typical city block, construction tasks are expected to

take approximatel~14 to 18 weeks, with construction taking

place in three phases: preparing for and installing founda

tions: installing guideway supports: and installing guideway

sections. The first two of these phases would require about

five weeks and the third would take about one w~ek. There

would be gaps in time between the phases of about two-four

weeks each. Thus, the disruptive effects are expected to be

of moderate duration and temporary, as construction moves

from one location to the next. For those sections of the

route in the center of Figueroa, blocks along Figueroa would

experience an increase in Phase I work, due to street widen

ing activities. The total time frame for one block would be

increased to about 18-24 weeks.

5-111

5-112

Topography, Geology, and Soil Characteristics

Seismicity

Impacts and discussions are organized in the following

categories:

• Impacts on the Natural Environment

• Impacts on Land Use and Urban Development

• Impacts on Socio-Economic Environment

• Impacts on Transportation

- ....

Construction of the DPM would have an insignificant impact

on the runoff and storm drain systems in the area, and there

fore construction activity is expected to have no detrimental

impact from a flood hazard perspective. (Bureau of Engineer
ing, May 1978)

$.
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I
Because the amounts of excavated material will not be great,

and further because this material will be expeditiously ~e

moved, there will be no significant erosion or runoff problems

during storm periods.

Perched ground water may be found in some areas of the CBD

at a depth of from 21 to 33 feet below the surface. This

perched water is of limited quantity and pressure, not truly

representing the water table, which is found probably 120 feet

below the surface. Footings for the DPM on the tunnel section

will be well above the water table. Should perched water be

encountered, drainage might occur into the tunnel if the

bottom of the water zone is above the invert of the tunnel.

The drainage would occur until the water zone is sufficiently

drained so that a hydraulic head no longer exists between

the tunnel opening and the water zone. The resulting minimal

quantities of perched water can be easily pumped out of the

tunnel. Soil settlement resulting from this pumping of perched

water, is not expected to be excessive, and therefore will not

be a difficulty. (Bureau of Engi::eering, 1976)

Construction of the DP~ system will have no detrL~ental effect

on meteorology and climate.

8. At Parker Center, three small Laurel Fig trees must be
boxed or transplanted and a Littleleaf Fig must be
trimmed to clear.

Meteorology and Climate5-116

6. At Civic Center Station (1st Street and Broadway), two
large Magnolias will have to be destroyed or relocated
on State Property.

7. On City Hall lawn, a large Jacaranda must be relocated
and a Littleleaf Fig tree may have to be removed.

9. At the Federal Building, several shrubs and young trees
may be damaged during construction of the station and
pedway to the mall.

10. On Aliso Street at Union Station seven Littleleaf Fig
trees will need pruning, and several could be lost,
depending on final column placement.

The animal life present along the route consists primarily of

common birds and rodents. These animals are expected to

migrate to other areas during construction when existing

vegetation would be removed. Similar species are expected to

populate the site upon completion of construction and install

ation of new vegetation.

Vegetation and Wildlife

Wa1:er Quality

5-115

5-114

The vegetation within the Centra~ Business District that will

be impa=ted during the construction phase of the DP~ will be

mainly trees and bushes along the alignment. Existing street

trees that will be affected during the" construction are as

follows:

2.

1.

Dust will also be generated at each of the station locations.

Of these, the most dust production will occur at Union Station

IConstruction Dust and Air Quality Impacts5-117

Dust Impacts. Dust will be produced during most all phases

of Construction. Street excavation and restoration earth

hauling, cut-and-cover operations in the Bunker Hill area,

erection of the aerial guideway, and construction of aerial

stations and the intercepts will all subject adjacent areas

to increased dust levels. Of these construction activities,

the cut-and-cover operations in the Bunker Hill area will

result in the most severe dust impacts. Dust will also be

Produced where guideway columns will be installed, "although"

the amounts of dust produced are expected to be small, be

cause of the smaller excavations required for this purpose.

At the Convention Center, four Ficus Retusa along
Figueroa will be transplanted if in way of station.

Along Figueroa Street, trees will clear guideway
with some pruning, or can be transplanted for street
widening.

3. At Pershing Square station, two hollies require
boxing for replanting in the park.

4. On Hill Street, between 4th and 5th Streets, several
Ficus Retusa can remain with pruning, depending upon
final column placement.

5. At corner of Hill Street and 1st Street, a large Ficus
Nitida may be saved by pruning to clear guideway.

I



• and the Convention Center, primarily because the area of con
struction at each of these sites is greater than at any
of the aerial station sites. Because both of these locations

currently have far less pedestrian and automotive traffic than
is the case in the areas of the aerial stations, the impacts

are expected to be minimal.

Expected adverse dust impacts during construction are addressed
in the following municipal code and city ordinance references:
Los Angeles Muncipal Code Chapter IV, Section 41.40 and Chapter
XL, and City Ordinance Nos. 144, 331 and 148,595. The require

ments of these references will be made part of all construction
contracts.
Although dust abatement measures will be required of all con-

tractors, construction activities will still produce some

quantity of dust. Therefore, some toleruncc will be required

from affected residents, business owners, pedestrians, and

motorists during the construction phase.
Air Quality Impacts. Air quality impacts during the con

struction phase would result from both the operation of

construction equipment and from construction workers' auto
mobiles, going to and from.the construction site. These impacts

are generally expected to be minor and of short duration.

5-5

vehicle trips, the daily contribution to emissions from con
struction workers' vehicles wo~ld be on the order of 0.1
percent and, thus, can be considered insignificant.

Daily emissions resulting from the operation of construction

equipment have been estimated using recent emission factors

for heavy duty diesel-powered vehicles. The factors shown

on Table 5-1lA were derived using emissions factors for

1976 and 1990 (EPA, 1978), interpolated for 1980, and an
assumed speed of 10 miles per hour.

Applying these emissions factors to estimated fuel consump

tion by construction equipment yields the estimates of

emissions shown on Table 5-1IB. Reference to this table

demonstrates that emissions produced by construction equip

ment is a very small proportion of regional estimates and,
therefore, may be considered negligible.

The effects of emissions on a project scale (immediately

surrounding the construction site) would be somewhat greater
than those effects experienced at either the CBD or regional

level. However, existing traffic volumes in this area are
such that these effects would also be minimal.

Table 5-llA
1980 EMISSIONS FACTORS FOR DIESEL-POWERED VEHICLES (1)

(1) Source: Mobile Source Emissions Factors, Environmental
Protection Agency, Office of Transportation and Land
Use Policy, January 1978.

2) Calculated by assuming a fuel consumption rate of 5 miles
per gallon.

Emissions due to construction workers' automobiles can be

described as follows. An estimated 1700 person-years of

labor will be expended during the 39 months of construction.

This translates into an average monthly labor force (during

peak construction activity) of approximately 530 persons.

The actual daily labor force, may vary, but 530 is a reason

able daily figure.

Assuming that construction workers have a typical auto
occupancy of 1.38 persons per auto, applying this figure

to construction'employment yields an additional 475 autos

both entering and leaving the CBD each day during the peak

construction period, or a daily increas~ of 950 vehicle trips.

Comparing this with a daily total for the CBD of about 633,000

Pollutant Type

Carbon monoxide

Total hydrocarbons
Nitrogen oxides

Sulfur oxides

Particulates

Emissions Factor
(grams/mile)

42.17

6.11
25.26

2.80

1.96

Emissions Factor (2)
(pounds/gallon)

0.46

0.07

0.28

0.09

0.02
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TABLE 5-118

1980 DAILY EMISSIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMEN'l'( 1 )

CO THC NOX SOX Particulates

Construction Emis- 2944.00 488.00 1792.00 576.00 128.00
sions in pounds per
day

Regional emis8ion~2) 6273.40 692.90 625.30 39.10 86.30
in tons per day

Construction emis- 0.02 0.03 0.14 0.74 00.07
sions as a percent-
age of regional
emissions

(1)
Estimates of fuel consumption for construction equipment are about 6400
gallons per day

(2)
Interpolated from 1976 and 1990 estimates for the South Coast Air Basin
(SCAG, 1978), for mobile sources.

Source: CRA, 1978

•



Methodology. Noise impacts resulting from DPM construction

were evaluated using the following methodology:

5-118 Noise and Vibration

5-'1

Considering activity duration and noise levels, it can generally

be stated that unless mitigation measures are enforced, construe

tion LID noise levels of 100dB{A) will be emitted for an average

of 6 weeks at each point along the DPM route.

• The Task 3.29 Construction Process Memorandum,
KE/DMJM, Feb. 13, 1978, ~dent~f~ed s4veral activity
categories expected to produce significant adverse
construction noise.

• Each category was analyzed with respect to the numbers
and types of equipment involved and the length of time
required to complete the activity for an average block
long segment of the DPM system. Typically, the con
struction sequence will involve a block-by-block approach.

• Equipment noise sources were viewed as essentially
stationary points, since the equipment will. be used in
the immediate vicinity of a given activity, such as
utility relocation, column foundation preparation, and
street/sidewalk modification.

• Noise level ranges for the various equipment types
were used to estimate composite LID and Leq noise
levels anticipated during construction. The composite
noise levels were calculated by super-imposing noise
source contributions, a method discussed in detail in
Chapter 1 of the FHWA report "Fundamentals and Abate
ment of Highway Traffic Noise," June 1973.

Construction Noise Analysis. The seven construction activity

categories which may produce significant adverse noise impacts

are listed in Table 5-11C together with equipment used, the

LIO and Leq noise levels measured 50 feet"from the source, and

the estimated time needed to complete an activity along a

standard 660-foot city block.

On the basis of the composite noise levels given in Table 5-IIC

utility work, foundation preparation, and street restoration

activities will all have about the same noise impacts, and all

could be significant. These three activities will be conducted

along the entire DPM route during various phases of aerial

guideway construction. Activities 4 and 5 will occur only at

the Union Station and Convention Center Intercept sites.

Particular attention must be given to the noise sensitive land

uses along the DPM route listed in Table 5-l3A and Task 4.20.

Site-specific attenuation measures may be required to reduce

interior noise to allowable maximums. The most severe impacts

will be experienced at those sensitive land uses directly

fronting the DPM route, including: The Hotel Figueroa, the Inn

TO~le Motel, The Hilton Hotel, St. Paul's Cathedral, the Jonathc

Club, the Bonaventure Hotel, the Biltmore Hotel, the Grace

Baptist Church, and the County Law Library. possible mitigatior

measures for these land uses are discussed later in this sectior

For the Center of ?igueroa variation, la~d uses on t~e west

side of Figueroa would experience a decrease in construction

noise. Of the sensitive areas identified above, the Hotel

Figueroa and the Inn-"owne ~otel would be so affected. .n
creases in construction noise would ~e experienced by uses

on the east side of the street, including ~he Holiday Inn,

Belmont Apts., Kent Inn, and Finkle Arms.
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Table 5-11C

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY NOISE LEVELS AND DURATION
(Noise Level, dBA @ 50 Feet)

Activity Equipment LlO Leq Cumulative days of
Activity Per Typiaal Block

1- Locating/Relocating Jackhammer/
Utilities Pavement breaker 98 84

Backhoe 93 89 13
Truck 93 84
Composite 100 9I

2. Preparing Jackhammer 98 84
Column Backhoe 93 89 5
Foundations Truck 93 84

Compressor 87 79
Composite no 9f

3. Modifying Jackhammer 98 84
Restoring Streets Front Loader 84 82
and Sidewalks Truck 93 84 13

Light Crane 88 78
Paver 89 88
Composite I"Olf 9f

4. Demolishing Front Loader 84 82
Structures Truck 93 84 10/SITE

Composite 9t ~

5. Clearing and Tractor 96 92
Grading Grader 93 84

Front Loader 84 82 lO/SITE
Backhoe 93 89
Truck 93 84
Composite roo -n

6. Mobilizing Equipment Crane 88 78
at Excavations Truck 93 84

Generator 81 75 lO/SITE
Compressor 87 79
ComposJ.te 1'5" -n

Source: Kaiser Engineers/DMJM, 1978; City of Los Angeles
Department of Engineering
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• providing personal protective equipment, i.e. ear pro
.tectors and so~~d isolation booths, and

• arranging work schedule to correspond to OSP.A allowable
occupational noise-level duration limits.

Unmitigated Construction Noise Impacts. The degree of dis

turbance or annoyance resulting from construction of the DPM

system will be extremely difficult to mitigate to the satis

faction of every affected CBD resident or employee. Adverse

impacts on speech communication, telephone usage, and even

mental concentration cannot be completely avoided. Every

effort will be made, however, to keep adverse impacts to a

minimum. Cooperation between the City government, contractors,

and the private sector will help greatly in keeping unmiti-

gatable construction noise impacts to a minimum.

Vibration Methodology. Vibration impacts resulting from DPM

construction depend on many variable, including soil types,

soil-bearing values, building-foundation designs, proximity

to vibration sources, presence or absence of overburden,

natural frequency of vibration for affected structures, and

the measures used to reduce vibration sources and intensities.

Since these variables are numerous, difficult to document, and

will require individual monitoring during construction, this

discussion will focus on potential vibration sources, impacts,

and mitigation measures.

Noise Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures recommended

for the DPM construction period are divided into three cat

egories: measures to reduce noise impact upon the general

public both indoors and outdoors, and measures to ensure the

health and safety of the construction workers. Noise impacts

Ion the general public will be reduced, where appropriate, ~y:

• providing acoustical enclosures around stationary
construction equipment;

• scheduling equipment operations to maintain the lowest
possible overall noise levels, i.e. perform high-noise
level operations during peak ambient noise periods, and
maintain uniform operating noise levels;

• Modifying pedestrian access routes to provide a maximum
possible distance between pedestrians and construction
operations with high-noise-levels.

Noise impacts on interior noise levels ~t sensitive loc~tions

may be reduced by:

• replacing certain high-noise-generating equipment, such
as jackhammers, with lower noise equipment such as
concrete saws and pavement breakers.

• Placing exterior and/or interior noise barriers near
doors and windows of particularly sensitive buildings;

• scheduling construction activities to avoid high noise
levels during high use periods for individual buildings ..

The mitigation measures available for reducing occupational

noise levels are generally easier to enforce than for the

private sector, and include:

• substituting low-noise generating construction equip
ment whenever possible;

The contractor will also be required to adhere to the

visions and regulations of Los Angeles Municipal Code

IV, Section 41.40 and Chapter XL, and City Ordinance

331 and 148, 595.

pro

Chapter

Nos. 144,

• using prefabricated structures instead of assembling
on-site;

• using machinery with flexible mountings and shaft
couplings;

• including noise-level specifications when ordering new
equipment;

Construction Vibration Sources. The main source of vibration

associated with DPM construction will be the operation of

heavy equipment, such as dump trucks, caterpillar tractors, and

pavement breakers. No high-vibration-level generating operation:

such as pile driving or blasting are planned. Buildings planned

for demolition are not adjacent to occupied structures.



Mitigation The displacement of the businesses located on the
proposed DPM parking facility site will be partially mitigated
by the payment of fair market value for land and improvements
to individual property owners as well as the payment of busi

ness relocation costs to the tenants occupying the land and

buildings. Relocation assistance will also' involve the iden

tification of potential relocation sites in the vicinity of

the displaced business. Fair market values and relocation

costs would be determined during Phase IV, Final Design of
the DPM Program.

As discussed in Chapter 4, the proposed DPM system would require

the construction of a 7 level, 1750 space parking structure on
Figueroa Street, east of the Convention Center. The construction

of this parking structure would require the acquisition of one

vacant parcel, and the acquisition and removal of three bus

inesses located on the proposed site. (The Charter Auto

Park shown in Figure 5-l2A is not a currently operating bus
iness.) This business displacement is expected to have a

s~bstantial impact on the businesses involved (see Figure

5-l2A). A summary of the acreage and businesses to be dis

placed is shown on Table 5-12A. The vacant parcel on the

corner of Pico Boulevard and Figueroa Street on the map is

owned by the City of Los Angeles, and, therefore, does not
require acquisition and displacement of a current tenant.

The use of these parcels for the proposed parking facility
would pre-empt other long-term uses of this area.

5-10

5-120

5-121

Construction Impacts on Land Use and Urban Development

Construction Impacts on Land Use and Business D~velopment

annual net earnings of the business with minimum and maximum

amounts prescribed. Payments may also be allowed for actual,

direct losses of tangible personal property when a displaced
owner who is entitled to relocate chooses not to. Payments
may only be made after a bona fide effort has been made to

sell the items involved. Relocation counseling, including

technical and managerial assistance, assistance in obtaining

bank loans or Small Business Administration loans, will be
provided by the designated relocation agency.

Individual merchants may incur some non-reimbursible losses
as a result of displacement, including discontinuities, loss

of prior customers and/or costs of adopting to new quarters.

These may be partially or even totally offset by increased
efficiency in new quarters and new customers. During Final
Design a survey will be conducted to identify the availability

of suitable nearby replacement facilities for those displaced
businesses.

5-122 Construction Impacts on Community Services

5-122.1 Utilities

Construction of the DPM will require relocation, support across
excavation, or blanketing of telephone cable, sewer lines,

electrical cables, gas company lines and storm drains. Analy

sis of the degree of relocation required was completed in the
Preliminary Engineering Phase and is documented in Task ,Ter
mination report 4.04.

Relocation will be the responsibility of each of the utilities

involved and will not result in an interruption of customer
service.

Construction of the DPM system will result in an estimated
74,500 cubic yards of soil and debris from the project site.

When compared to annual solid waste production in Los Angeles

County, this is an insignificant amount. Further, there is suf

ficient capacity at any of the 54 approved land fill sites in
the County of Los Angeles to accept this amount of solid waste.

The provisions of the Uniform Relocation Assistance Act of
1970, provide for either a payment of actual, reasonable
moving expenses, including damage due to moving and expenses
in searching for a replacement location or, under certain

conditions, a fixed payment in lieu of the moving payment.
Under the fixed payment, the allowance is tied to the average

5-122.2 Solid Waste From Construct~on



Figure 5-l2A

BUSINESSES AND VACANT LAND TO BE
DISPLACED BY SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION

a
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Parcel
No Business

1 Sid Ostrow's Office
Equipment

1 Keiser Poster

2 Charter Auto
Parks

2 Pacific Outdoor
Poster

3 Sid Ostrow's
Furniture Storage

4 Kraus Original
Shoes

5 Kerman's Wholesale
Furniture

6 Vacant (City of
Los Angeles)

Source: CRA, 1978

ffj
Graphic Scale in Feet

IJ I~ Ig



Estiffiated Annual
Property Tax Losses

L.A. County L.A. City*
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TABLE 5-12A

BUSINESSES AND VACANT LAND TO BE DISPLACED

Map Key Building
Parcel No. Business Address Sq. Feet Acreage

1 Sid Ostrow's 1200 Figueroa St. 59,246 .37
Office Equipment

1 Keiser Poster. (Top of building N.A. N.A.
12th and Figueroa)

2 Charter Auto Parks Vacant .34

2 Pacific Outdoor N.A. N.A.
Poster

3 Sid Ostrow's 1228 Figueroa St. 15,000 .447
Furniture Storage

4 Kraus Original 1240 Figueroa St. 35,486 .34
Shoes

5 Kerman's Wholesale 1248 Figueroa St. 31,278 .36
Furniture Company

$ 4,260

1,269

1,841

2,824

2,636

$ 1,192

355

516

790

738

TOTALS

Source: CRA, 1978

*Includes bonded indebtedness tax to City.

141,000 sq. ft. 1.9 acres $12,830 $ 3,591
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The soil and solid waste material is generally desirable for

fill at other construction sites. Therefore, only a portion
of the solid waste produced by construction will be disposed
of at designated land fill sites.

The only other open space areas along the route ~hat could be

affected by construction are the lawn areas on the site of the
State building and City Hall south. Both of these are used
for pedestrian circulation and passive recreation, which uses

will be limited during the construction period.

During the approximately 39-month construction schedule, con
struction activities may temporarily impair vehicular .access

on certain streets, which could effect the delivery of both

police and fire services. Some ta~porary street closures and
lane reductions could delay emergency services unless approp
riate scheduling and planning is arranged. Therefore, close

coordination with both police and fire authorities will be

required. Some of the construction impacts can be mitigated
by scheduling some portion of the construction activity for
nights and weekends, thus lessening the impact on traffic
congestion.
5-123 Impacts on Parks and Open Space

Each of the parks along the route - Pershing Square, City Hall

lawn, and Father Serra Park - will be the site of construction

activity for the placement of column foundations. Although
the construction period will be temporary, the result will be
limitation on the use of park areas by the general public during
the construction period. For Father Serra park this is not a
serious impact since the park is not used for anything but car
parking at the present time. Portions of City Hall lawn will

not be available for pedestrian circulation during this period

and access to the south entrance of City Hall may be impeded.
The most significant effect on parks will occur at Pershing

Square where the northern portion of the park will not be
available either for pedestrian circulation or for other

passive forms of recreation such as sitting.

Compared to the visual impacts of the system in operation,

visual impacts during construction are o~ short duration but

high intensity.

Construction Visual Impacts5-124

Negative impacts include the unsightliness of torn up streets,

exposed utility conduits, uprooted or damaged trees and shrubs,

temporary plywood barriers, and the general visual disorder

that accompanies heavy construction. Trucks rumbling through

downtown streets have a jarring aesthetic impact. Temporary

street closures may cause visual disorientation, particularly

when circulation detours are involved.

Mitigating measures. These negative impacts are offset to

some degree by the fact that, for most people, heavy construct
ion is inherently fascinating. People like to watch earth

moving machines, stations coming together, columns going up,
cranes lifting giant guideway spans. This inherent mitigating

factor can be augmented by providing windows and peepholes in

construction screens and planning pedestrian circulation to take

advantage of interesting views.

The number of people visually impacted by construction
activities can be'reduced by performing the more disruptive

activities during off hours and by scheduling the work in a
manner that will shorten the construction period at any given

location.

Constructing the DPM in the center of Figueroa will have

different visual impacts. Views of major structures that

would be partially obstructed include St. Paul's Cathedral,

the Hilton Hotel, and the Jonathan Club. Additionally,

construction of the project in the middle of the street will
be more visible.

Law Enforcement and Fire Protection5-122.3

•
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of impact on nearby residents, ~s shown in Table 5-l3g. In-

Construction of the JP~ system wiii ~esul~ in varying d~grees

In addition to street lighting, street furniture (utility

covers, fire hydrants, bus benches, etc.) of historical signi

ficance will be removed and replaced in such a way that they

will be restored as nearly as possible, to their original
condition.

Residential buildings in the study area are shown in Figure

. 5-l3A and their characteristics are identified in Table 5-l3A.

The apartments and some hotels in the table are used as per-

manent residences, whereas the motels and larger hotels are

used by businessmen, tour groups; vacationers, and other

visitors on a short-term basis. In general, the least expen

sive residential units are rented on a long-term basis, and

some of them are occupied by elderly and handicapped indi

viduals. Some residential buildings have cooking facilities

in all their units. These are used primarily by families with

children. There are few of these types of units, and all are

located in older structures.

Residential Population

Construction Impacts en the Socio-Econemic
Environment:

5-130

5-131

5-125 Impacts on Historic Sites and Cultural Facilities

5-125.1 Historic Sites

5-125.2 Street Lighting/Street Furniture

An analysis has been conducted of the potential DPM impacts

on street lights along the route (Analysis of Street Lighting

Along DPM Route, eRA, January, 1980). The analysis consisted

of identifying the number and type of electroliers adjacent

to the route, assessing their historical significance (in

terms of age and integrity of design), and identifying the

potential impacts which the DPM would have upon them. This

inventory and analysis was reviewed by the SHPO, with regard

to significance and appropriate mitigation measures.

Historic sites along the route will suffer temporary construc

tion impacts concerning noise, dust and impeded access simila~

to those experienced by other buildings. The only historic

site that will be changed by construction is Union Station

where trackage at the back of the station will be removed for

the Transportation Center and columns will be placed along

the so~thern boundary of the station site froQ Al~meda Street

to the tracks behind the station.

Construction and other impacts on historic and archaeological

sites are more fully discussed Chapter 6 of this report.

The analysis identified four electroliers as being signifi

cant. Of these, two types would be affected, consisting of

the possible removal of 12 to 14 electroliers in three loca

tions: (1) one or two electroliers on the north side of First

Street, between Broadway and Hill, (2) 3 to 4 electroliers in

the vicinity of Union Station, and (3) 7 to 8 electroliers on

the north side of 5th Street, between Olive and Flower.

For the electroliers located on 5th Street, they will be re

moved if necessary, and placed in storage with the Bureau of

Street Lighting. For the electroliers located both on First

Street and in the vicinity of Union Station, they will be re

moved, if necessary, and the SHPO and Bureau of Street Light

ing will be consulted concerning possible relocation in the

area of Union Station.

creased noise and dust levels, visual unsightl~ness and im

paired accessibility during certain times of t~e day are the

types of impacts that can be ex?ected. No residential str~c

t~res ~ill be physically affected and no reloc~tion of resi

dents ~il: be required.
•

The most severe construction impact is the increased ~oise level

which will be felt by downtown residents. Construction noise

is expected to range from 86 to 95 dB(A)s, in terms of Leg

values measured at 50 feet from the construction site.

Interior noise levels will be 10 to 35 dB(A)s ~ower, depend-

ing upon distance from the construction site, structu=al char

acteristics of the building, the presence of landscaping or

walls, and whether windows are open or closed. For a detailed

discussion of construction noise impacts, see Section 5-118.
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Figure 5-13A

SURVEY OF RESIDENTIAL UNITS ADJACENT
TO THE PREFERRED D PM ALIGNMENT
_ Existing
~n Committed 1980/82

c,··· ...

,'..-'

Source: eRA, 1978
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Table 5-13A

SURVEY OF RESIDENTIAL UNITS ADJACENT TO THE DPM SYSTEM
"J :I: i:'l '"d

e. III I-' (1)
:3 0- g0- (1)

MAP NO. NA11E OF BLDG. NR. OF UNITS EST. RESIDENTS I-' fJ· 11 III
fJ· 0 I-' :3 WITH PRIVATE
(1) III '< (1)
Ul :g :3 COOKING BATHS

IT
(1)

1. Holiday Inn 192 202 0-
AllNo

2. Belmont Apartments 85 186 X X X All All

3. Figueroa Hotel 350 476 1 X X No Some

4. Gala Inn-Towne 170 179 No All

5. Kent Inn Motel 92 110 3 All

6. Finkle Arms Apts 50 88 X X All All

7. Clifton Hotel 162 191 X X No Most

8. Hilton ~ote1 1206 1435 No All

9. Jonathan Club 78 56 No All

10. Bonaventure Hotel 1500 1785 No All

11. Engstrum Apts 96 109 1 X X Most All

12. San Carlos Hotel 135 101 X X No Some

13. Biltmore Hotel 1072 1276 2 All

14. Hill Street Hotel 18 22 No Some

15. Clark Hotel 507 690 5 X X No Most

16. Myrick Hotel 48 43 X X No Few

17. Bunker Hill Towers (So) 244 358 X All All

18. Sr. Citizen Housing 1100 1525 180 X X Most All
200

19. Astor Apartments 116 125 3 X X No Some

20. New Otani Hotel 448 533 No All

Permanent = Over 25% of units rented to permanent resident (6 mos.).
Elderly More than 20% of residents are over 65 years of age.
Handicapped = Number of handicapped persons in building.
Families = More than 50% of families with children.

Source: CRA, June 1978



TABLE 5-13B

EFFECTS OF DPM CONSTRUCTION ON PERCEIVED INTERIOR NOISE LEVELS AT RESIDENTIAL LOCATIONS

5-17

WEST SIDE FIGUEROA ALIGNMENT ,CENTER OF FIGUEROA VARIATION
LOCATION

Holiday' Inn

Belmont Apartments

Hotel Figueroa

Inn-Towne Motor Hotel

Kent Inn

Finkle Arms

Clifton Hotel

lIil ton Hotel

Jonathan Club

Bonaventure Hotel
(swimming pool deck)

Engstrom Apartments

Biltmor~ Hotel

San Carlos Hotel

IIill Street Hotel

Clark Hotel

Bunker Hill Towers

Myrick lIotei

lIill St. Elderly Housing

Astor Apartments

New Otani Hotel

Distance to Nearest
Construction Site

(feet)

150

90

10

10
90

120

270

50

50

40

70

70

10

150

80

240

90

40

90

250

Increase in
Perceived
Interior Noise

Minor

Moderate

Most Significant
Most Significant

Moderate

Moderate

No Increase.

significant (1)

significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Most Significant

Minor

Significant

No Increase

Moderate

Significant

Moderate

No Increase

Distance to ~earest

Construction Site
(feet)

90

40

50

50

50

70

Increase in
Perceived
Interior :-loise

Moderate

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significan':.

Significa:lt

NOTE: The following perceived noise level increases correspond to the above criteria:

Minor: increase of 5 dB(A), or less
Moderate: increase of 6-10 dB(A)
Significant: increase of 11-15 dB(A)
Most Significant: increases of greater than 16 dB(A)

(1) The wing facing Figueroa contains office uses
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Construction in the center of Figueroa would produce some
additional traffic safety hazards, because of street widening
and construction activities in the ~edian, affecting the flow

of traffic in both directions. A more detailed site specific
analysis of safety and security impacts and appropriate reg
ulations will be conducted during the final engineering phase.

reduce them to the minimum degree practicable. Also, the

following mitigating measures have already been employed: the

use of multiple crews to reduce the length of time that a dis

ruptive impact is occurring, off-site prefabrication of guide

way sections, joint coordination of construction activities for

the DPM Hill Street guideway station and the Elderly Housing
Project, and the enforcement of other general criteria to assure
the use of mitigation techniques by contractors.

Public safety is a major concern during construction due to the
possibility of personal injury from the malfunction of heavy

equipment: either by mechanical or human cause. The movement

of construction vehicles such as dump trucks, concrete mixers,
large transporter trucks, and cranes into and out of the con

struction site(s) poses potential problems for motorists and

other vehicular traffic. Public safety is also of concern for

pedestrians and workers at all sites where the ground is being
opened.

To lessen the safety and security impacts, the contractor(s)

will be required to meet all of the requirements of, and to
establish construction procedures in accordance with, the
regulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA),

the State of Califo.rnia, Los Angeles County, and the City of
Los Angeles. These regulations include but are not limited to:

safe storage of equipment so as not to cause an obstruction,
provision of appropriate signs, lights, flares, construction,

barricades and other facilities for the safe guidance of public

traffic through or around the work area(s), and assignment of

,flagmen and guards for traffic control as. necessary.

Impacts of Construction on Safety and Security5-131.1

With the Center of Figueroa variation, six residential loca~

tions (see Table 5-13B) would experience construction noise

impacts that differ from those under the west side alignment.

Of these, four locations experience an increase in construc

tion noise, and two locations experience a decrease.

Increased noise levels will not be continuous throughout the
day, and construction activities will be scheduled to minimize

the increases to the greatest degree practicable. Further,
the greatest noise producing activities will not be conducted
during evening hours in locations near residences.

The following discussion summarizes the expected construction

noise impacts on residential locations along the route. The

analysis considered an average building attenuation value of

25 dB(A)s.

Residents will also be disrupted during construction by

additional dust, visual unsightliness, and impaired accessi
bility during certain times of the day. In addition to noise

differences which affect residential locations, the center of
Figueroa segment would result in additional access problems

during street widening activities. Particular attention will

be paid to these impacts, and contractors will be required to

Fourteen permanent and temporary residential locations would

experience a significant increase in interior noise levels
during construction of th~ DPM. These locations would have
'interior noise levels increased to beyond a recommended max-

imum. Of these, the most significant increases would occur

at the Hotel Figueroa, Inn-Towne Motor Hotel, Hilton Hotel,
Bonaventure Hotel (exterior swimming pool deck), Clark Hotel,

and the Hill Street Elderly Housing Project. The remaining

locations would experience a moderate increase in perceived
interior noise. An additional four residential locations

would experience increased noise levels, but not to a degree

that they would be readily perceived. Three locations would

not experience a perceptible increase.
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Step 1. Determination of the Geographic Distribution of
DPM Related Construction Expenditures.

Construction of any large transportation or public works pro
ject with federal funds provides an economic stimulus to the
local economy. The dollar expenditures for local purchas~s of
materials and labor/engineering represent "outside money" in
vested in the local economy. The direct income and employment

gains from the initial construction expenditures, in turn,

cause additional employment and business activity.

The cumulative regional impact of the new investment or expen
diture in a local economy is measured by a set of economic

indices called multipliers. The term "multiplier" refers to
the fact that the cumulative increase in output, employment, and

household income is greater than the direct gain attributable

to the initial purchases of labor and material required to
construct the project.

For example, the retail purchase of groceries and household

items by the construction workers produces wages and income
to retail clerks. These retail employees, in turn, make pur
chases with their wages derived from sales from the construc
tion workers.

The initial step in this regional economic impact evaluation

was to determine the distribution of the expenditures associ
ated with the construction of the Los Angeles DPM by labor

and material category as well as geographic areas.

As discussed in Section 4-500, the total capital costs of the
DPM project are estimated to be $175 million. It is assumed

that sources of "new money" to the region include UMTA Section

3 funds, Federal Aid Interstate Funds, and State SB 1879 funds.
For option 1 of the Financial Plan, these sum to about $145
million. This implies that the remaining $30 million would

not contribute to the regional multiplier effect.

Results

Based on an examination of (1) the expenditure profile of

other large scale fixed guideway projects throughout the

United States and (2) after provision for a higher proportion

of outside purchases of system hardware, it is estimated that
$91 million (Le. 63 %) of the total of $145 million in DPM

system construction costs would take place in the Los Angeles
Metropolitan area economy. The breakdown of this local ex

penditure by category is as follows:

A complete breakdown of the total $145 million in DPM con

struction expenditures that represent potential "new money"

to the local economy are presented in table 5-l3C.

In a large sophisticated regional economy such as Los Angeles,

new investments for "net sales" gains to the region stimulate
10 to 12 rounds of purchases or transactions before th~ effect

of the new "outside" money is completely diminished. (Source:

The Economic Base of U.S. Cities, University of Washington

Press, 1969). Under these circumstances $1,000 of new invest

ment generates approximately $2,500 in total direct and in

direct business activity. In this analysis of the regional
economic impacts of the Los Angeles DPM, estimates have been

made of three types of economic multipliers. These include:

(I) the business activity or output multiplier, (2) the house

hold income multiplier and (3) the employment multiplier.

$39
$21

$22

$ 9

million
million
million

million

for construction labor.
for materials and supplies
for engineering and management

reserved as contingencies
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TABLE 5-13C

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE LOS ANGELES DPM CONSTRUCTION EXPENDlTURESa )
(Millions of dollars)

Geographic Data

Los Angeles
Metropolitan Area

Outside of L.A.
within California

Outside California

TOTAL

Construction
Labor

39

4

18

61

Materials &
Supplies

21

4

19

44

Engineering &
Management

22

1

2

25

contingencyC)

9

1

5

15

Total

91(63%)

10 ( 7%)

44(30%)

a)Estimates based on expenditure profiles of large scale fixed guideway systems constructed
throughout the United States, modified to reflect a higher proportion of imported system
hardware costs. All estimates are rounded to the nearest $1 million and stated in 1981 .
dollars.

b)Includes UMTA Section 3~ Federal Aid Interstate, and SB 1879 funds.

c)Represents approximately 10 to 11% of total estimated construction costs.

Source: Robert J. Harmon & Associates, Inc., 1978



• Step 2. Estimate the Total Business Activity Multiplier
Effects of the Los Angeles DPM System.

TABLE 5-13D
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•
In the case of the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area, the output

multiplier for "net" sales or investment in the local economy

was estimated to be approximately 3.0 in 1970. More recent
estimates by the University of California and the Los Angeles

Planning Council indicate that, in 1975, the Los Angeles
region's multiplier is between 2.4 and 2.5.

Results
To maintain a conservative posture in the overall economic
evaluation, an output multiplier of approximately 2.5 (not

3.0) was applied for both the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area
and the State of California to the estimates of the Los

Angeles DPM system. The results of this analysis which are

presented in Table 5-130 indicated that:

• The economy of the State of California will receive
nearly 8 times (i.e. $253 million), the original
inves~~ent amounting to 20% of the total costs of
$175 million in cumulative economic activity,
measured in GNP terms.

• Approximately 90%, or $228 million,
of the economic activity gains generated directly
or indirectly by the system construction expendit
ures will occur in the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area.

• In dollar ratios this means that nearly $17 in new
economic activity'will be generated in Southern
California for every $1 invested by a 7.8% local
support of the total capital costs of the system.

•

TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE LOS ANGELES OPM SYSTEM
CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES ($ millions)

Geographic Areaa )
Indirect & b Total

Direct Impact Induced Impact ) :mpact

-Los Angeles Metro-
politan Area 91 137 228

Outside of Los
Angeles within
California 10 15 25

';roTAL 101 152 253

a)See distribution of construction expenditures,
Table 5-13C. Total impact would occur between
1980-1984.

b)Estimate based on an output multiplier of 2.5
for the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area and the
State of California. (It should be noted that
a 2.8 multiplier was estimated from the self
sufficiency analysis of the Metropolitan Area,
but the lowe~ multiplier was utilized to be
conservative. )

Source: Robert J. Harmon & Associ~tes, Inc., 1978



Of the $91 million in direct local purchases for the construc

tion of the Los Angeles DPM, approximately $67 million would
be in the form of wages, salaries and fringe benefits paid to

individuals. This total includes: (1) $39 million for labor,

(2) $21 million for engineering and management, and (3) $7

million allocated from the contingency budget. In order to
estimate the direct household income gain, this total of $67

million was reduced to $54 million to represent to 20% of non
income fringe benefit included in the total salary and wage

payments.

In the previous output multiplier analysis, it was estimated

that $137 million of indirect and induced business activity

would occur in the Los Angeles metropolitan region as a result

of the "new" money expenditures related to the Los Angeles DPM.

Approximately 70% of these purchases, or $96 million, would be

in the form of wages or salary payments to individuals. (The

figure of 70% is based on the most recent results of the econo

metric models of the University of Michigan and the Wharton

School of Business/Finance). Due to the lower proportion of

fringe benefits included in the average waqe earner's salary,

this total was only reduced by 15% to reflect "true" household
income. On this basis, $82 million of -indirect and induced

household income would be created by the construction of the
Los Angeles DPM system.

Step 4.
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Step 3. Calculate the Household Income Multiplier
Effect of the Los Angeles DPM System

scale construction projects. in the Los Angeles Metropolitan
. -

Area. (See for example, Measuring Development in Southern

California, Pasadena Research Institute, 1975).

Calculate the Employment Multiplier Effect
of the Los Angeles DPM System

The local DPM system expenditures for labor, engineering and

management including contingency will generate $67 million

in wages and salaries. These estimates of payroll and manage
ment expenditure take into account the cost inflation during
the construction period. On this basis, by 1981 (the midyear

of construction) the average hourly construction wage and
salary rate (i.e., including fringe benefits) wou~d be $21.50
(Source: Kaiser Engineers). Utilizing this average hourly

wage and salary rate, the DPM system would directly generate

nearly 1,600 man years of employment during its four year

construction period.

In the previous analysis of "household income" multiplier

effects of the DPM system, it was estimated that the induced/

indirect business activity generated by local expenditures

would create $82 million of additional "household income".

Assuming a median Southern Californian wage/salary rate of

$22,000 in 1981, it is estimated that this $82 million in new

wages/salaries would produce at least 3,700 additional man
years of employment in the Los Angeles metropolitan area.

Results

r

-
Results

Based on the foregoing analysis, the investment of $91 million
in local expenditure for DPM construction would generate $136

million in new household income in the economy of the Los

Angeles metropolitan area. The household income multiplier
for this project is therefore estimated to be 1.49 (i.e., $136

million divided by $91 million). This result compares favorably

with the household income multiplier estimated for other large

Based on the foregoing analysis the construction of the Los
Angeles DPM would produce a total of 5,300 man years of
employment (1,600 direct and 3,700 indirect and induced).

~hese employment gains would be generated by $91 million of

new local construction expendi~re supported by non-local
funding sources.



summary

The results of the regional economic impact analysis of DPM

construction are summarized in Table 5-13E. With an initial
investment in the local area of $91 million, the total effects
on the region's output of goods and services would be $2iS
million. An increase of $54 million in household income leads
to a $136 million total increase in regional household income.
1,600 person years of work would be created as a direct con
sequence of DPM construction expenditures. The multiplier
effect would create an additional 3,700 person-years in the
regional economy, for a total effect of 5,300 person-years.
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5-133 Construction Impacts on the Socio-Economic
Environment: Employment

Labor Force

Construction activities for the DPM are expected to generate
over $67 million in local wages during the 39-month construc
tion period. A labor force of about 1600 person-years would
be required for the project. Construction of the guideway,
stations, and other elements would require a labor force of
about 1150 person-years, and construction of the intercepts
and maintenance facility would require about 450 person-years,
over an estimated IS-month period.

Total
Indirect Effect

& 7
Direct Induced Total Direct
Effect Effect Effect Effect

91 137 228 2.5

TABLE 5-l3E
Direct, Indirect, and Induced Effects

of DPM Construction on the Economy of the
Los Angeles Metropolitan Area, 1980-1984

Regional Output
(sales in millions
of dollars)

Household Income .
(salaries and wages
in millions of 54
dollars)

Employment
(person years) 1,600

82

3,700

136

5,300

2.5

3.3

Estimates of wage costs are based on recent experience in
transportation construction projects.

Increased construction employment because of the DPM would
partially offset the current 7.5\ unemployment rate in the
Los Angeles-Long Beach area. In the construction trades, this
figure may be even higher. Currently, it is estimated that
80\ - 85\ of all union members in the twelve major construction
crafts are currently employed,with about 100,000 of these in
contract construction activities. (Calif. Dept. of Employment
Development, July,. 1978).

e
..-: Source:. Robert J. Harmon and.Associates, Inc., 1978



Overview

Construction of the DPM system carries with it the potential

for adverse impacts on existing businesses in the vicinity of
the guideway, stations,and/or construction staging areas. The
nature and severity of such impacts is a function of the align

ment, the timing and duration of construction and the con

struction techniques emp1oyed~ The potential for disruption

during construction is based on the possible occurrence of a

number of conditions which inhibit or degrade normal business

activities, deliveries of goods, and access (vehicular,

pedestrian and visual) by customers, employees, clients or

vendors.
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5-134 Minor Construction Impacts on the Socio-Economic
Environment: Business Disruption, Retail Sales
and Tax Base

Individual commercial enterprises will vary in their suscep

tibility to temporary disruption. The highest degree of sens

itivity would probably be: small convenience stores which
offer non-unique products and rely heavily on walk-in trade~

small specialty stores which rely on window displays and im

pulse shoppers; moderate-priced luncheon faci1ities~ and
hotels. The first three of these types of establishments tend

to have low customer loyalty and customers can easily shift
their patronage to similar establishments not affected by

construction. Therefore such establishments would be most

likely to experience temporary loss of business if the con
struction impacts on them are significant. Hotels would

probably suffer less financial loss from temporary impacts,

but would be subjected to higher levels of guest complaints

or dissatisfaction if mitigating measures as to hours or

construction activity are not implemented.

-

The major factors of concern include:

• Loss of parking - due to elimination of off-street
parking or temporary blockage of entrances to park
ing lots/structures

• Loss of pedestrian access (physical and visual) - due
to sidewalk closures, construction barriers, etc.

• Degradation of vehicle access - due to land or street
closures, detours, temporary pavement covers, etc.

• Degradation of goods movement (shipments and deliveries)
- due to re-routing of traffic, blockage of loading
ramps, etc.

• Potential for damage to storefronts or inventories due
to dust, vibration

• General inconvenience to customers, clients, and hotel
guests as a result of noise, traffic re-routing and per
ceptions of confusion, clutter, congestion, uncertainty,
etc.

• Disruption of businesses relocated as a result of
right-of-way property acquisitions

Office buildings, professional service establishments and

quality stores selling "unique" merchandise typically are
least sensitive to disruptive influence, although those that
rely heavily upon customers not residing or employed in the
western CBD may experience lower activity levels if parking
and traffic disruptions are severe and prolonged.

In general, the time period of disruption on any single block
along the route (4-5 months) is sufficiently short to pre

clude the likelihood of any permanent adverse impacts on any

established business operations. During the construction
period, continued customer access to businesses will be main

tained and there will be no interruption of utilities and
other public services.

(
••
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Source: Robert J. Harmon & Associates, 1978; CRA
Task 4.09

Approximately 60% of the CBO employment was in the DPM Cor

ridor in 1975, and this figure will be used as an approxima

tion for the expenditure pattern. Assuming a five month con

struction period (14-18 weeks) at each location for 60% of

the CBD yields a factor of .25 to be applied to annual expen

ditures that could be affected by DPM construction (or $143.8

million) •

Of the people who normally buy goods and services, some

would be more likely than others to shift their purchases
outside the CBD and the city during the construction period.

People who live and work outside the CBD would be most likely

to avoid shopping there during a period of perceived disrup

tion. CBD employees, visitors and residents are less likely
to shift their purchases. Even if they were shifted temp
orarily, the bulk of the expenditures would probably still
occur in the city, although outside the CBD.

Quantification of Impacts

While individual retail stores and businesses may experience a

temporary loss in customer and sales volume, the net effect on
the CBO will be reduced by internal transfers of sales. The
losses incurred by one establishment will yield gains to other

establishments not subject to disruption. The shift will be
virtually complete for eating establishments and others cater

ing primarily to downtown employees; employees will not stop

eating lunch because of DPM construction. Retail specialty

and department stores with clientele composed primarily of

non-CBO residents or employees could suffer temporary losses.

These losses plus some short-term decline in hotel guests may

yield net losses to the CBD sales volume. Given the small
magnitude of expected revenue losses and the short time period

involved, it is not anticipated that any employment loss in

continuing businesses would arise from the disruptions caused
by construction or that any business (other than the three to

be relocated) would move or cease to operate because of dis

ruption impacts.

The probable dollar volume of net CBO business losses has been
estimated by Robert J. Harmon & Associates based on case

studies of Metro construction in Washington, D.C., transit
construction in Baltimore, Md., and Market Street reconstruc
tion in San Francisco, Ca.

Total 1982 CBD sales were estimated at $573 million based on
expenditures in the following categories:

TABLE 5-13F
1982 CBD Expenditures

CBO Visi- CBD
Employees tors Resi-

Category Total Total Total dents

Eating/Drinking $110 $ 78 $20 $1

General Merchan-
dise 370 45 5 1

Convenience Goods 56 10 2 1

Other 37 4 1

Total $573 $137 $27, $4

Other

$11

319

43

32

$405
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The proportion of sales that would shift outside the CBD

during construction ranges from one to five percent for the

various shoppers and goods. The highest shifts are assumed

for non-CBD employees, visitors or residents eating and
drinking expenditures (see Task 4.09 for specific percen

tages) .
Applying the.25 factor described above for expenditures

that would be shifted during the five month construction

period yields the following:

Mitigation Measures to Reduce the Length of the Construction

Period

• Multiple crews working simultaneously at several
critical locations throughout the system.

• Careful scheduling to minimize time on location and
attention to reducing noise and dust impacts near

fast-food restaurants, small businesses and service

stores.

• Convenience retail expenditures $0.3525

1% of CBD employees and visitors •
3% of other (millions of $)

• General Merchandise expenditures $1. 8375
2% of CBD employees, residents and others
1% of visitors (millions of $) •

• Eating/Drinking expenditures $0.3875
1% of CBD employees and visitors

2% of CBD residents •5% of other (millions of $)

$2.5775
Source:" Robert J. Harmon & Associates, 1978

Of the potential $2.58 million sales shift, approximately 40%
($1.03 million) could shift to merchants outside the city.

(Robert J. Harmon estimate based on residences of CBD
employees reported in Wilbur Smith Associates 1976 CBD
employee survey).

A $1.03 million sales shift would result in a $10,300 loss in
sales tax receipts to the city.

Particular scheduling to minimize or limit the

restriction of pedestrian access to the guideway

side of the street •.

Merchant and media programs to indicate alternate
parking and approaches, special sales and events to

attract customers.

Scheduling to reduce uncertainties so that retailers'

plans for special sales, advertising or alternate
parking arrangements are coordinated effectively

with the construction schedule.
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5-141 Re~ional Transportation

construction of the DPM will have mi3imal effect on regiona~

transportation services. Some regional bus routes through

downtown may have to be temporarily rerouted if af~ected by

temporary street closures. Traffic congestion on the local

stree~ ne~work is not expected to have any effec~ on freeway

traffic flows.

Traffic on the Santa Ana Freeway will be limited during con

struction of the column~ on either side of the freeway and in

the freeway median. Placing the guideway atop the columns will

require closing northbound freeway lanes one night and the south

bound ~reeway lanes another night. (See Sec~ion 5-142 for

a more detailed discussion of traffic impacts on the Santa

Ana Freeway).

Regional rail service at Union Station will not be affected

by construction of the Transportation Center behind Union

Station. The tracks and platforms used by Amtrak will not be

affected by DPM construction activities.

Union Station has 16 tracks and 8 passenger platforms. Tracks

13-16 (on the east side of the complex) have been taken up but

the platforms for these tracks remain standing. The DPM main

tenance and storage area would extend as far west as T~ack 13;

thus, none of the existing tracks (1-12) would be affected.

Eight of the 12 existing tracks are currently operational.

According to the Los Angeles Union Passenger Terminal Agency

(LAUPT), capacity of the system is approximately 1 train in and

1 train out per track per hour, giving a current total opera

tional capacity of 192 arrivals and 192 departures for a 24

hour day.
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Even with only 8 tracks, a considerable amount of excess capa

city exists. &~TRAK currently operates six round trips to San

Diego daily. There ~s also one round trip to Seattle daily,

one to Chicago, and one to Las Vegas/Salt Lake City. Service

to New Orleans operates 3 times w~ekly. This means that on

any given day, there are 10 arrivals and 10 departures.

Some historical data may help to place these figures in per

spective. Peak utilization occured during World War II when

Union Station handled about 100 trains per day. The first

terminal time table, effective May 7, 1939, listed 33 arrivals

and 33 departures. The capacity estimates are therefore well

above any conceivable estimate of future demand.

5-142 Construction Impacts On Transportation: Traffic

Maintenance of normal traffic movement is of concern to the

DPM construction program. Even with careful planning, it is

anticipated that traffic congestion will be created at

various points along the DPM route. In this section, the street

segments most affected by DPM construction are identified.

The construction activities that will have the greatest impact

on traffic are discussed as are possible mitigation measures.

TO analyze traffic impacts caused by construction, the

project has been divided into four segments, as follows:

1. The elevated guideway from Union Station to the
tunnel section.

2. The tunnel section through Bunker Hill.

3. The remainder of the elevated guideway to the
Convention Center.

4•. The 5t~tions.

The first portion of the route is constructed, for the most

part, within private rights-of-way along the east side of Los
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Angeles Street, the north side of 1st Street, and the west

side of Hill Street. Therefore, utility relocations are

minimized and column placement or other construction activities

are removed from the traveled way. Disruption of traffic along

this portion of the route will, therefore, be minimal.

An exception occurs at the guideway passes over the Santa Ana

Freeway at Los Angeles Street. Three col~~s will be placed

close to the freeway, two near the northbound and southbound

on ramps and one in the median. Although most of the column

placement work can be performed from the surface street level,

it may be necessary to close one freeway lane southbound and one

freeway lane northbound for the column foundation placement.

The median col~~ foundation placement may require closure of

one lane in each direction. Each column placement will require

approximately thr~e to four weeks. Precast columns will be

used at these locations to minimize traffic disruption, The

column setting will take less than one day. The median column

setting will require freeway closure in both directions for

a few hours one night to ensure traffic ~~fety. Hoisting the

guideway sections into place over the freeway will also require

temporary closure of the freeway. The clos~e will be staged

so that the northbound lanes will be closed for a few hours one

night and the southbound lanes will be clos~d the next night.

Guideway finishing activity will not affect freeway traffic.

The tunnel section through Bunker Hill extends from Hill Street

along 3rd Place, turns northward crossing Olive Street, Grand

Avenue, and Hope Street to the portal in the Security Pacific

Bank at Flower Street. Since the Hope Street portion of the

tunnel is already built, construction of this segment will

affect only Olive Street, 3rd Place, and lower Grand Avenue.

These streets currently have low volumes of auto traffic.

From a construction standpoint, it is most desirable to close

3rd Place between Olive Street and Grand Avenue for the 9-12

month period during construction. If developments on the

adjacent lots eliminate this possibility, the street can be

decked over after excavation. Two lanes at a time on lower

Grand Avenue will be closed for approximately one week, for

excavation and covering. Temporary, marking would be provided

for two-way traffic flow on the remaining half of the street.

The construction activity associated with both the Union Station

and Convention Center intercept stations will be conducted on

vacant land away from the street and will cause negligible

traffic impacts. The traffic impacts during construction of the

other stations will depend on location. As wi~h construction
of the guideway, those stations located furthest from the road

way will have a minimum impact while those that extend over the

roadway will result in maximum traffic disruption.

Critical Construction Procedures

Those steps involving erecting and pouring guideway supports,

placing of guideway and similar activities associated with

aerial-station "construction will have the greatest impact on

traffic. These activities require large cranes, flatbed trucks,

and other heavy equipment that have large turning radii and slow

speeds. The equipment sometimes requires full street width.

These steps are also some of the most time consuming (see

construction schedule in Section 4-400).

The minimum impact for these construction steps would be the

closure of the curb lane during construction, while the worst

case would be complete street closure during guideway placement

at night. Intermediate steps might include the installation of

detour striping or extensive use of traffic cones.

Critical Street Segments

The critical street segments affected by the DPM construction

are 5th Street from Hill Street to Figueroa Street, and Figueroa

Street from 3rd street, to Olympic Blvd.



Utilities along 5th Street will be relocated from the curb area

to the center of the street over a period of one-to-two months

per block. During this period, one-to-two lanes will be closed

in each block with the resulting traffic rerouting and increas

ing congestion. A similar traffic disruption for utility relo

cation will occur along Figueroa Street portion.

Placement of column foundations where the guideway is over

the sidewalk will require excavations of up to six feet be

yond the curb line along 5th Street between Olive Street and

Grand Avenue, ten to fifteen feet beyond the curb between

Olive Street and Figueroa Street, and up to six feet along

Figueroa Street when the guideway is over the sidewalk.

These foundation excavations will cause a temporary loss of

one or two traffic lanes for a perioQ of about four weeks per

block. Along 5th Street between Hill Street and Olive Street,

the station and guideway are located to the south of 5th. To

minimize congestion, simultaneous work on both sides of 5th

Street will not be scheduled in the same time period.

5th Street is one-way westbound varying in width from 46 to

66 feet and is striped to accommodate four and five lanes of

traffic. The roadway provides direct access to the nor~hbound

and southbound Harbor Freeway on-ramps and carries almost

2,000 vehicles during the p.m. peak hour. Volumes ex=eeding

23,000 vehicles a day have been recorded, indicating constant

demand throughout most of the day.

The worst condition on 5th Street would occur between Grand

Avenue and Hill Street where the roadway is narrow and the

guideway shifts from the north to the south side of the street

towards the Pershing Square station. On 5th the erection of

guideway column supports will require the closure of at least

one lane of traffic during construction, thereby reducing the

through movement of traffic to a maximum of three lanes.
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Impacts on traffic may be increased by the construction of the

Pershing Square station, which will require closing one lane

on the south side of the street.

Figueroa Street is 56 feet wide from 7th Street to Olympic

Blvd. and is striped for three lanes of traffic in each direc

tion during the peak hours. Traffic volumes on this segment

approach 25,000 vehicles a day and operating speeds are less

than 10 mph for peak traffic periods.

The guideway construction of this section along Figueroa

Street would create severe impacts because of the high traffic

volumes on Figueroa and its narrow lane widths. The placement

of supports, the placement of elevated guideway and construc

tion of-the 9th Street station will necessitate closure of one

and possibly two southbound lanes.

The closure of traffic lanes on both 5th and Figueroa Streets

will cause traffic to seek out alternative routes, particularly

during the p.m. peak hour when the impacts are most severe.

To quantify those diversions, it was necessary to project

traffic volumes to the 1981 const~uction year. These projec

tions were determined by comparing 1975 volumes and 1990

projections contained in the Department of Traffic's Central

Area Transportation Study 1975-1990 to establish growth rates

for each street. Peak-hour volumes for 1981 were obtained from

1977 traffic count data expanded by the appropriate growth rate

and modified slightly to reflect a continuing tendency towards

"spreading" of the peak hour. Table 5~14A gives these 1981

projections for Average Daily Traffic (ADT) and for the after

noon peak direction.

The overall traffic congestion is also influenced by the esti

mated 1981 travel speeds. Department of Traffic Travel Speed

Studies for 1978, 1977, and 1976 were used to predict 1981

speeds in the peak hour considering traffic volume growth
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Northbound vehicles diverted from Figueroa Street between 3rd

Street and 7th Street would cause excessive congestion on the

northbound Harbor Freeway and on northbound Flower Street and

could result in diversion'to Beaudry Avenue, Boylston Street,

..
"M ......... 1I0u..Stl"edt S6~lIIent

I'ltOJEl:n:o TllAl'rlC VOLUHES. 1981

Table 5-l4A

Str ct:

5th lI~chor 1-l'uCW4V to' FlIJu.....oA )).800 2.,.0

YJ'Juurolo1l t.o t-lowuc 24 , 100 2.160

t'lo,",ul lo Gl·.t,.d 20,1100 1.900

G(an&J lo Ollv. 111,200 1.670

Olive to lUll 16.~OU 1.)20

t'J '.I'le t04 Illh to 01 uIIlplc: 21.100 1 ..200

Oly",.. lc to 9lh 2],5011 1.410

9th to 8th 21,800 1.240

8lh to 7th 20,100 1,170

7th to WlI ahl ..a 22,{00 1.290

1111 "hi .... to 6th 25.500 1,610

6th to 5th 2li.200 1.670

5th to 4th 211.100 1.820

4th to l .. d 29.201) 2,200

rates, improvements in level of traffic controls, potential

increased vehicle occupancy rate and spreading of peak-hour

demands. Based on these data, an estimation was made of 1981

p.m. peak-hour speeds on 5th and Figueroa Streets and on the

streets on which diversion would likely occur. Speeds on most

of Figueroa Street, on 5th Street between Hill Street and

Grand Avenue, and on some of the heavily traveled diversion

routes would be less than 10 mph. Traffic speeds on other

roadways along and adjacent to the route would vary from 10 mph

to 20 mph. It is reasonable to assume that diversion will

occur on all nearby roadways since block lengths are short and

density of developm~nt is high.

It was assumed that the worst case situation would be the

closure of a critical street segment during the p.m. peak hour

and the assignment of the projected 1981 p.m.. peak-hour volumes

to parallel streets. This assignment does not consider those

trips that would not be made at all because of construction

congestion. The results of the diversion analysis are given in

Table 5-14B.

The addition of diverted volumes from 5th Street would seri

ously affect traffic flow on 3rd, 7th and "Sth Streets si!1ce

these roadways will carry approximately 1,500 vehicles during

the 1981 p.m. peak. A ripple effect may occur as traffic

is diverted from one parallel street to the next. The most

critical avenues would be those leading to the Harbor Freeway

ramps at 3rd, 5th, and 8th Streets, and possibly at 11th Street.

Vehicles diverted from the southerly section of Figueroa

Street to the Harbor Freeway would increase the peak hour

congestion on the freeway. The streets to the east of

Figueroa Street (e.g. Flower, Hope, Olive), on the other hand,

could accommodate the projected diversions without exceeding

capacity limitations if diversion occurs south of 7th Street.
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Table 5-14B
ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC DIVERSION DURING DPM CONSTRUCTION

Principal
Critical Direction Diversion Diverted

Street Segment of Travel Routes Volumes

5th Olive to Westbound 1st 100
Grand 2nd 100

3rd 500

7th 370

Bth 400

Olympic 100

11th 100

---
1,670

Figueroa 9th to Southbound Union 100
Olympic Harbor Fwy 500

Flower 430

Hope 150

Grand 150

Olive 100

---
1,430

Figueroa 3rd to 5th Northbound Beaudry/

Boylston/

Lucas 300

Harbor Fwy BOO

Flower 500

Grand 400

Olive 100

---
2,100
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and Lucas Avenue to the west and Grand Avenue and Olive Street

to the east. It would appear that the disruption of traffic on

Figueroa Street would be greater than on 5th Street since Figueroa
Street traffic is two-directional and is the prime diversion

route when the Harbor Freeway is congested.

Curb parking is permitted on both sides of Figueroa Street from
8th Street to Olympic Blvd. during the hours of 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Parking meters have also been installed along this segment.

COnstruction activities in the west sidewalk would require the
elimination of parking on the west side of Figueroa Street. No

interference with parking on the east side of the street is

anticipated. There are sufficient off-street facilities to

accommodate the increased demand, although increased walking.
distances can be expected.

Traffic Impacts: Center of Figueroa Street Segment

COnstructing the DPM alignment in the center of Figueroa Street
from 3rd Street to 7th Street would result in severe disrup
tion to traffic. This section of Figueroa Street provides

access to and from- the Harbor Freeway at a number of locations,
the most critical of which are 3rd, 5th, and 6th Streets, where
ramp access is available directly west of Figueroa Street.
Therefore, there is a constant demand on both Figueroa Street
and these east-west streets. Any impedance to turning move

ments from Figueroa Street or through movements on the other

roadways would not only disrupt traffic on those arteries,

but would also impair circulation throughout the west side of
the CBD.

Due to changes in roadway geometry, an analysis of various

sections of Figueroa Street will be necessary. Included in

this discussion are current data regarding traffic volumes

and speeds based on Department of Traffic circulation distri-
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bution studies (1978), traffic flow maps (1977), and 1977

traffic counts (1978)~ Proposed mitigation measures are listed

at the end of·this section.

Between 3rd and 4th Streets, Figueroa Street is 80 feet wide.
Except for a 100-foot long island north of 4th Street, there is

no existing, raised median. South of 3rd Street, the roadway
is striped to provide three through lanes in each direction
during the peak hours, plus two northbound left-turn lanes,

which accommodate the heavy left-turn demand to the Harbor
Freeway ramps. By using bents, the DPM construction would
not affect traffic turning movements at 3rd Street or at 4th

Street. The most disruptive construction activities would be
the excavation for footings and the drilling of piles, since

these activities require the greatest width for a period of
about four weeks per block. One and possibly two through

lanes would be closed in each direction during construction.
This section of roadway carries 24,500 vehicles ?aily with. a

northbound p.m. peak-hour volume of 2,103 including 420 left

turners. The northbound p.m. peak hour speed was measured
at 12.9 mph in 1978. Southbound traffic is also heavy during

the a.m. peak with 1,662 vehicles operating at a speed of 12.3

mph. Construction disruption would~ cause considerable con
gestion at 3rd St~eet~ impede access to the Harbor Freeway~

divert vehicle trips to Flower Street, Grand Avenue, 5th
Street, and Temple Street~ and restrict access to the World
Trade Center parking facility for southbound motorists.

A raised median varying from four feet to fourteen feet in
width has been installed on Figueroa Street from 5th Street to

14th Street. Along this reach, the through-number and right

turning ~ovements'approach 2,000 vehicles per hour during the

A.~. and P.~. peaks for southbound and northbound traffic and
those ~otorists would be adversely affected by the closure of

one through lane in each direction while foundations and

footings were constructed. Also affected would be northbound

motorists desiring to turn left into the Union Bank parking
garage, which would be no longer accessible from the south.

Southbound vehicle speeds are currently less than 10 miles
per hour for both peaks and these values would be expected
to deteriorate during construction.

The next segment to discuss extends from 5th Street to 6th
Street. The roadway is 80 feet wide and is striped for peak
hour use of three through lanes of traffic and one left turn
lane north of 6th Street and three through lanes southbound,

two through lanes northbound, one left turn lane, and one

optional left turn/through lane south of 5th Street. The

striping would be modified to maintain the existing number of
lanes plus an eight-foot median without any street width

modifications. Disruption would be most critical for north

bound motorists endeavoring to reach the Harbor Freeway ramps.

The ADT is almost 26,000 vehicles with a p.m. peak hour volume

of 1,920 vehicles. Northbound traffic during the a.m. peak and
midday periods exceeds 1,000 vehicles per hour, an indication

of the importanqe of this access route. Northbound vehicle
speeds range from 7 mph during the p.m. peak to 14 mph during
the a.m. peak. Again it is anticipated that these speeds
would be reduced and congestion would increase in the area with

divers.ion routes, including discontinous local streets west of
the Harbor Freeway being used by some motorists. Also impacted
on this segment would be left turners to and from the Jonathan
Club.

...



From south of 6th Street to 7th Street the roadway width

of Figueroa St~eet is 56 feet with the exception of the block

between Wilshire Boulevard and 7th Street where there is an

additional 10 feet of roadway west of the center line of the

street. Peak st~iping provides three lanes of traffic in each

direction. To maintain a 56-foot minimum roadway, a four-foot

width of sidewalk would be converted to roadway use by street

modification and an eight-foot median would be installed.

The widening process will be accomplished first, using

doweled curbing and breaking out the sidewalk, then the old

curb, installing the new base. Since a portion of the work

can be accomplished behind the old curb, traffic will be

disrupted only for about one month per block. After comple

tion of the street widening, construction will begin on the

column foundations and center median. Six to eight weeks will

be required to complete the foundation work and median

construction for each block. An additional two weeks will be

required for major structural work at the stations. During

these periods traffic will be restricted to two lanes in each

direction.

As along other sections, installation of precast guideway

sections and pedways will be accomplished in the evening and

night-time hours and will requir~ closing of at least one side

of the street to provide access 'to the site and manuvering

room.

Station finishing will be completed on site and the only other

activities that could require temporary lane closure would be

installation of major equipment items such as escalators.

These would occur primarily in non-peak hours.
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Prohibition of left turns for Doth directions at Wilshire

Blvd. and 7th Street would probably be required during peak

traffic periods. Other turning prohibitions would be installed

for northbound traf~ic at 3th Street, southbound traffic at

9th Street, and southbound traffic at Olympic Boulevard.

These street sections currently are used by approximately

20,000 vehicles each day with typical peak hour volumes of

1,100 vehicles. The average p.m. peak hour speed is less

than 10 mph in each direction, an indication of the traffic

sensitivity to narrow lanes, turning movements, and heavy

vehicular volumes. After the street modification, four

feet of additional roadway would be available on each side

of the street. However, it would appear that the excavation

and drilling stages would require retention of turning pro

hibitions and a maximum of two lanes of traffic in each

direction. Disruption would be intense and motorists would

use diversion routes east of Figueroa Street that currently

provide relatively unimpeded flow south of 7th Street.

Once the existing curb is removed, parking will be prohibited.

Local businesses will experience some disruption, although

there are sufficient off-street facilities to accommodate t~e

increased demand. Dependent on the final striping scheme, the

parking probibition could continue t~rough the remainder of

the construction phase and during operation of the 8PM.

The final section for consideration extends from Olympic

Boulevard to the Convention Center intercept site south of

12th Street. The roadway width is a constant 82 feet and peak

hour striping accommodates three through lanes in eac~ direc

tion plus a continuous left-turn lane commencing approximately

100 feet south of Olympic Boulevard. By narrowing the existing

lanes, the eight-foot median can be installed wit~out widening

the roadway. It is anticipated that a minimum of one through

lane in each direction would be closed during excavation and

pile drilling. The longer block lengths, wider lanes, and
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lower volumes (less than 20,000 ADT) are qenerally responsible

for the increased vehicle speeds although the northbound
approach to Olympic Blvd. is still less than 10 mph during

the p.m. peak. In general, the disruption in this section
would be an order-of-magnit~de less than the preceding sections

provided that access to the Harbor Freeway via lith Street is
not impaired and congestion for northbound traffic north of
Olympic Boulevard does not extend for a considerable distance.

Mitigation Measures

There are a number of measures that can mitigate the disrup

tion to traffic flow. First, there should be no construction

activity in the moving traffic lanes during the hours of 7-9

a.m. and 4-6 p.m. Second, night and weekend construction

should be encouraged wherever feasible, particularly for those

activities that require full street width. Third, construc

tion can be expedited by the use of precast guideway sections.

Fourth, organization of the activities and the staging of the

construction equipment should be coordinated to minimize the
time between opening an excavation and closing it on instal

lating a temporary cover. Fifth, the use of bents where
possible for the center of the Figueroa Street segment would
reduce column placement within the traveled way. Any mitigat

ing measure employed will conform to local standards and codes.

I
Traffic mitigation measures will be developed in consultation

with the Los Angeles Department of Transportation and other
City agencies as appropriate.

In the vicinity of the Santa Ana Freeway, Aliso and Arcadia

Streets can be used as alternative bypass routes during periods
of freeway closure. Southbound traffic could exit on Broadway,

continue on Aliso Street, and re-enter the freeway via Los
Angeles Street. Northbound traffic could enter the freeway on

Broadway. Impacts would be reduced if the majority of the

work were conducted during night and early morning hours.

Mitigation measures for 5th and Figueroa Streets are more

difficult, especially on 5th. Traffic signs should be used to

alert motorists to the location and duration of construction
activities on 5th Street, Figueroa Street, and others, as

necessary. Specific detour routes are not anticipated due to

the number of nearby parallel streets to which traffic can be
diverted.

5.142.1 Construction Impacts On Transportation:

Pedestrian Movement

Construction Impacts On Pedestrian Movement.

The construction impact on pedestrian flow along the DPM route

would be most.noticeable during the excavation and pouring of
the guideway footings. This construction step would typically
take four weeks per block and could require some sidewalk

closure during that period.

The guideway-column foundations range from 9 feet by 9 feet to
14 feet by 14 feet, depending upon the guideway height and

deqree of eccentric loading. At those locations where sidewalk

widths are narrow and buildings are located on the property line,

the entire sidewalk area would be used during construction.

Each column and foundation will be specifically located during
the final design phase so that access to doorways can be main

tained during construction. Portions of the sidewalk in the

area of the foundation will be closed during excavation (approx
imately one day at each foundation). After the excavation is

completed, tempor~ry walk ways will be erected to allow pedes
trian movement around the excavations and to the doorways.

Those locations where pedestrian access would be most affected
are: Hill Street between 4th and 5th Streets; 5th Street
between Olive Street and Grand Avenue; and Figueroa Street



The DPM system will have no detrimental effect on the under

lying geologic and soils conditions, when it becomes opera

tional.

As discussed in Section 2-120, Southern California is a

seiswically hazardous area. Although it is not possible to

predict the degree of the hazard, because seismic activity is

typically quite erratic, it is known that in the event of an

earthquake, the downtown Los Angeles area would be particularly

sensitive to ground shaking, which could result in severe

damage to structures in the area.

between 7th and 11th Streets, for the west side of Figueroa

segment. The center of Figueroa segment would require side

walk modification from 5ch Street to Oll~picalvd. on both sides

of the street. Also, the location of bents south of 3rd Street

would disrupt pedestrian movement on both sides of Figueroa

Street.

I During ~eriods of closure, appropriate warning regulatory

signs will be installed and pedestrians will be diverted.

The impact of these closures would be mitigated by scheduling

excavation along each block in one period and bridging excava

tion sites to provide access.

Sidewalk closure would also be necessary while the guideway

is erected along each block, or while pedway connections at

the 5th, 7th, and 9th Street stations are installed. Since

this construction will be accomplished at night, this closure

should have minimal impact.

5-210

5-211

5-212

Operational Impacts On The Natural Environment

Topography, Geology, and Soil Characteristics

Seismicity
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I
Pedestrian activities will be limited from 6th Street to

Olympic Blvd. if the street is widened in the Center of

Figueroa variation.

The operating plan of the DPM is discussed in Section 4-300,

Project Description. The base operational year used in the

following analysis is 1990. Although the system would be in

operation by 1983, the full effects of the system on rider

ship and downtown development will not be felt for several

years. 1990 was chosen as the plan year because it represen

ted a good range for analysis and because it was the target

year for employment and population projections used in the

transportation needs analysis.

5-200 OPERATIONAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION

The DPM system, as a new structural element in. the downtown

area, would be particularly sensitive, because it uses an aerial

guideway system upon which will be transported large numbers

of people. The appropriate response to this risk, therefore,

is to ensure through system design that DPM structural facili

ties and operating components provide adequate safety in the

event of potential earthquakes of known behavior and magnitude.

As a result of the 1971 San Fernando earthquake experience,

design specifications prepared by various levels of govern

ment have been modified to provide for further structural

resistance, beyond those modifications resulting from the

experience of the 1933 Long Beach earthquake. Both the Los

Angeles City and County building codes have been so revised,

and revisions to structural design specifications have been

prepared by the American Association of State Highway and

Transportation officials. The DPM Structural Design Criteria

will reflect these latest standards.



Construction of the DPM would have an insignificant impact
on the runoff and storm drain systems in the area of the

project. Minor modifications of this system may ,be necessary
to accommodate the DPM. The minimum vertical clearance of

the DPM guideway structure will be 17'0". At this elevation,
any effects of flooding on the transit structure would be

insignificant. The DPM structures such as buildings, footings,
pedestals, and foundations will be constructed according to
the current Building Codes to accommodate drainage.

The potential impacts which could result from DPM operation

are two: (1) Permanent disruption of groundwater and thus
diversion and disruption of groundwater flows, and (2) In
creased urban storm water runoff from large, paved areas

associated with the stations, creating the potential for
increased flooding.

Increasing the areas of impervious surface could increase the
volume of storm runoff. Increases in impervious surface area

would be associated with new DPM stations and intercept faci
1itites. Because the degree of additional 'impervious surface

created by the DPM is minimal, additional runoff will also
be minL~al. COrnbin1ng this with the presently good water

quality of the Central Basin, the impact of the DPM system
on water quality is expected to be undetectable.
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tial list of such tz:ees). Animal life that is displaced dur
ing construction is expected to resume its former habitat

after the construction period is over.

5-216 Meteorology and Climate

Operation of the DPM system will have no detrimental effect

on meteorology and climate.

5-217 Air Quality

The air quality analysis conducted for purposes of this docu
ment consisted of two parts: (1) a burden analysis of air

pollution increments produced within the study area and (2)

a microscale analysis of carbon monoxide concentration in the
vicinity of each of the two proposed intercept facilities.

No attempt was made to quantify the potential effects on
secondary pollutants due to the complexity of photochemical

processes which produce such pollutants, and the uncertainty

of available estimation methods. The results of the analysis

demonstrate that incremental changes in emissi~ns resulting
from implementation of a DPM are nearly insignificant at the

regional scale and only minor at a more local scale. Carbon
monoxide concentrations at each of two proposed intercept

locations were found to be minor-to-insignificant, depending

upon receptor location. The following sections describe
briefly the methodology used and results of the analysis.

For a more detailed account of the analysis procedures,

the reader is referred to the Air Quality analysis technical
supplement.

Operation of the system is expected to have minimal effect

on the vegetation and wildlife along the route. Some trees
along Figueroa Street, First Street, Los Angeles Street and

Arcadia Street may have to be pruned at regular intervals to

maintain guideway clearance. (see Section 5-115 for the ini-

The Los Angeles Downtown People Mover has been included in

the regional Air Quality Maintenance Plan (AQMP) as a specific
tactic (#H-87) for implementation after 1982. The AQMP, and

its Environmental Impact Report, have been adopted by the
Southern California Association of Governments and the South

Coast Air Quality Management District. The AQMP is currently



under review by the California Air Resources Board, at the

completion of which (late April 1979) it will be submitted

to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for final approval.

Emissions analysis. For the purposes of estimating the pot

ential effects of a DPM system on emi.ssions, a study area

was chosen to fairly represent the extent of the potential

measurable effect upon transportation performance. Since
the automobile is the major source of emissions in a down

town area, a study area was defined beyond which the potential

changes in automobile use would not be noticeable. Figure

5-21A shows the air quality analysis study area, based on

estimated potential changes in traffic volumes by the Depart

ment of Traffic.

Individual 16 hour link volumes and 24 hour average speeds

were supplied by the Department of Traffic, for light duty

automobiles, for three conditions: 1977 (representing exist

ing conditions), 1990 no project, and 1990 with DPM system

in place. The link volumes and speeds were used to calculate

total daily vehicle miles of travel (VMT) and emissions for

light duty vehicles 'in the study area. Truck volumes were

excluded as operation of the DPM would not affect them, and

bus volumes were considered separately. Total daily VMT for

each of the three cases were adjusted to correspond with

cordon count information prepared by the Department of Traffic.

Bus volume information for 1978 was obtained from the SCRTD

Planning Department for the CBD. Study area bus-miles were

obtained by summing the SCRTD data according to census tract

totals. 1990 bus-miles were obtained by factoring 1978 data

by SCRTD expansion factors, which were based on anticipated

employment growth. 1990 bus-miles for the DPM case were

obtained using expected savings resulting from DPM usage

and intercept information. (see Section 5-240.)

FIGURE 5-21A

AIR QUALITY ANALYSIS
STUDY AREA

----

Source: CRA, 1978
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Emissions factors used were obtained from composite emissions
factor calculations conducted by the Southern California
Association of Governments, which in turn were derived from
factor data presented in Mobile Source Emission Factors, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, January 1978.

Emissions were calculated using the following procedure:
(1) Hot stabilized emissions were first calculated using

daily VMT figures. (2) Cold start emissions were calculated
by assuming that all outbound trips in the afternoon peak
period were operating in the cold start mode, as were a
proportion of all other types which corresponded to the
regional average. (3) Hot start emissions were calculated
assuming the regional proportion of all trips. (4) Hot soak
emissions were calculated for all inbound distribution trips.
(5) Diurnal emissions were calculated for all autos parked
in the CBD throughout the course of the day~

For the DPM system itself, emissions would be produced by the
electrical generation facility which produced its power.
Emissions factors for this were obtained from the EIR Manual
for Private Projects, City of Los Angeles, 1978.

The results of the emissions analysis are displayed in Table
5-21A, for each of the three cases. Several conclusions can
be drawn from this table. A dramatic improvement in emissions
results in 1990, irrespective of transportation system, due
to improvements in the technology of automobile emissions
control. Carbon monoxide emissions improve by 53% between
1977 and 1990 Null, for example. Secondly, 1990 DPM shows

a slight improvement over the Null case for every pollutant
type, except SUlfur oxides. Thirdly, the emissions pro-
duced by the DPM electrical power source doe& not have a
significant effect on to~al emissions production, with the
exception of sulfur oxides. As noted in the table, however,
these emissions would not be experienced within the downtown
area. At the regional scale, none of the three cases pro
duce emissions that can be considered more than a minor pro
portion. Table 5-21B compares study area emissions estimates
with estimates for the South Coast Air Basin. Data for the
air basin estimates were obtained from the Southern California
Association of Governments. The results of the macro scale
emissions analysis indicate that the DPM case produces an
insignificant effect on air quality in the study' area.

Microscale analysis. Microscale air quality analysis gener
ally refers to the estimation of emissions within close proxi
mity of a specific site or facility. Implementation of the
DPM system: as proposed, would result in two intercept/park
ing facilities - one at Union Station and the other at the
Convention Center. At each of the facilities there would be
parking spaces for a large number of automobiles; 2000 at
Union Station and 1750 at the Convention Center. In addition,
at the Union Station facility there would be provisions for
substantial bus activity from the El Monte busway. The pre
sence of these large numbers of vehicles could be of concern,
because of potential exposure to high concentrations of pollu
tants, particularly carbon monoxide. Therefore, a microscale
CO dispersion analysis was conducted at each facility.

The parking facility at the Convention Center would accommodate
approximately 1750 vehicles. Of these, 1500 are estimated to
be of long term use and 250 of short term use. The parking
structure is approximately 600 feet by 130 feet in size and
would have approximately seven parking levels. The structure
would be located on the east side of Figueroa Street, between
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TABLE 5-21A

STUDY AREA EtUSSIONS ES1'lItA'i'ES, BY STAGE: OF PRODUCTION
(Expressed in Tons per Day)

Particulates
Sulfur
Oxides

Nitrogen
Oxides

Total
Hvdro
carbons

Carbon
Monoxide

Automotive Emissions

1977--
Hot Stabilized 12.569 1.116 0.865 0.063 0.137

Cold Start 38.278 3.217 1. 804 0.065 0.2027

Hot Start 2.682 0.305 0.284 0.009 0.034

Hot Soak 0.921

Diurnal 0.338

TOTAL 53.529 5.897 2.953 0.137 0.398

Automotive Emissions

1990 nULL

Hot Stabilized 3.267 0.303 0.539 0.079 0.110

Cold Start 20.740 1. 60B 1.120 0.087 0.168

-lot Start 0.893 0.152 0.134 0.013 0.025

Hot Soak 0.372

Diurnal 0.045

TOTAL 24.900 2.480 1. 793 0.179 0.303

Automotive Emissions

1990 DPM

Hot Stabilized 2.972 0.275 0.5013 0.073 0.104

Cold Start 19.626 1. 521 1.059 0.082 0.159

Hot Start 0.834 0.142 0.125 0.011 0.023

Hot Soak 0.360

Diurnal ·0.048

DPM Emissions III 0.006 0.005 0.065 0.151 0.011

TOTAL 23.438 2.351 1. 757 0.318 0.297

(1) These emissions are actually produced outside the region, but are

included here to repres~nt the total quantity of emissions produced

by the system
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TABLE 5-21B

COUPARISOU OF SOUTH COAST AIR BASIt~ (SCAB) AUD STUDY AREA
MOBILE EHISSIONS
(Tons per Day)

Total
Carbon Hydro- Nitrogen Sulfur
Monoxide carbons Oxides Oxides Particulates

SCAB (1976) 7692.8

STUDY AREA (1977) 53.5

STUDY AREA AS PORTION 0.7\

OF SCAB

844.0

5.9

0.7\

693.6

2.9

0.4\

37.1

0.1

0.3\

93.9

0.4

0.4\

----------------------------------------------_.~-------------~----------

SCAB (1990)

STUDY. AREA (1990 NULL)

STUDY AREA (1990 DPM)

STUDY AREA (1990 DPM)

AS PORTION OF SCAB·

1594

24.9 .

23.4

1.5\

215

2.5

2.3

1.1%

267

1.8

1.8

o. "

23

0.2

0.3

0.8\

45

0.3

0.3

0.7\

Source of South Coast Air Basin oata - Southern California Association
of Governments, 1978.



Pico Boulevard and Twelfth Street. In addition to the parking

garage, a contribution would result from vehicular activity on

Figueroa, immediately adjacent to the west.

Receptor locations for the Convention Center facility (see

Figure 5-21B) corresponding to points of potential continued

human exposure were selec~ed as follows:

1. Middle of sidewalk on east side of Figueroa.

2. Mid point of parking garage interior.

3. Middle of alley to the east ~f parking garage.

4. Mid point of block between alley and Flower Street.

5. Middle of sidewalk on west side of Flower Street.

The Union Station parking facility lies in an area to the east

of the existing track area and to the north of the Santa Ana

freeway. Sources contributing to potentially increased car

bon monoxide include the freeway, the proposed extension of

the El Monte busway, and the automobile/bus intercept. Capa

city for the intercept facility, which comprises six levels,

is approximately 2000 spaces, 1500 of which are expected to

be of long term use and 500 of short term use. Also, bus

service extends to the intercept, with both local and express
routes discharging or accepting passengers at the intercept.

For the analysis, bus volumes were apportioned to both bus

way directions on the basis of data supplied by the SCRTD.

Receptor locations for the Union Station facility (see Figure

5-21C) were selected as follows:

1. A point located in the middle of the taxi waiting
area, in the southern portion of the structure, at
ground level.

2. A point located on the Macy Street sidewalk, at
ground level, to the north of the intercept.
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3. A midpoint of the maintenance yard employee/visitor
parking lot, to the west of the intercept, at ground
level.

4. A point 19cated at the public information counter,
at the southern end of the intercept, at the third
level.

5. A midpoint of the DPM platform area, at the south
ern end of the intercept, at the roof level.

In order to estimate expected carbon monoxide concentrations

at each of two parking intercepts, an analysis methodology

was required which considered line sources, representing

nearby arterial traffic, and an area source, representing

vehicular activity within the intercepts themselves. Contri

butions from each of the arterial sources were estimated

using the CALINE 2 line source model, developed by Caltrans.

Using this model, concentrations were estimated at each of

the receptors, for the contribution produced by each of the

relevant line sources.

To apply the CALINE 2 model, several assumptions were needed

regarding meteorology, emissions factors and volume of vehic

ular activity. In terms of meteorology, a prevailing wind

direction from the west was assumed at both Union Station

and the Convention Center. Wind speed was assumed to be 2

miles per hour and air stability was assumed to be Pasquill

Class D. Both of these are worst case assumptions.

Vehicular traffic on roadways adjacent to each facility were

obtained for 1977, 1990 Null, and 1990 DPM cases, for both

peak hour and a-hour average conditions. Both existing and

projected volumes for Figueroa Street were obtained from the

Department of Traffic. Traffic volumes for the Santa Ana

freeway were obtained from Caltrans, with a-hour averages

calculated using cordon count information. Bus activity on

~~e El Monte busway was obtained from the SCRTD Planning

Department.
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FIGURE 5-21B

CARBON MONOXIDE MICROSCALE ANALYSIS: CONVENTION CENTER SOURCE PRD RECEPTOR LOCATIONS
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FIGURE 5-21C

CARBON MONOXIDE MICROSCALE ANALYSIS: UNION STATION SOURCE AND RECEPTOR LOCATIONS
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FIGURE 5-21C (continued)

CARBON MONOXIDE MICROSCALE ANALYSIS: UNION STATION SOURCE AND RECEPTOR LOCATIONS
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To estimate the concentration attributable to the parking

intercept facilities, a line source model, such as CALINE 2,

was not completely appropriate, because a parking structure

would not behave strictly as a line source, and because of

differences relating to mixing cell definition and diffusion

characteristics. Similarly, an area source methodology

available for parking lots (EPA, Guidelines for Air Quality

Maintenance Planning and Analysis, Volume 9 (Revised), Evalu

ating Indirect Sources, September 1978) was also not completely

appropriate, due to its inability to represent the physical

characteristics of an enclosed structure.

For these reasons, a methodology was developed for the specific

characteristics of a parking structure design similar to that

being proposed for each of the two intercept sites, which

basically consists of ceiling and floor enclosures, with open

sides at each parking level. Therefore, for the estimation

of CO concentration attributable to the parking intercepts

the following procedure was used.

First, each of the parking structures was assumed to be a

closed box. This allowed the calculation of an initial con

centration, based on an hourly build-up of pollutants in an

initial volume of air. Emission factors were selected for

liqht duty vehicles, operating in an idling mode in 1990.

Vehicle usage for the intercepts was calculated in City

of Los Angeles Community Redevelopment Agency, Air Quality

Analysis, January 1979. Running time estimates were developed

using the previously-cited EPA publication.

After having calculated the initial concentration assuming

a closed box, the analysis then relaxed the closed box assump-.

tion and introduced the effects of meteorology through the

action of wind. A prevailing westerly wind of one meter per

second was assumed for this step of the analysis. This is

a conservative assumption, as actual mean wind speeds over

a recent twelve-month period have been measured between 1.4

and 2.2 meters per second.
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By applying the assumed wind speed to a perpendicular cross

section of the parking structure, at a thickness of one meter,

the volume of air displaced in one second could be calculated.

Dividing the total initial vOlume of the structure by the

volume displacement per unit of time yielded the time required

to totally displace one initial volume of air. This figure

was then converted into the number of initial volumes displaced

in one hours' time. In effect, this means that the actual

concentrations are present in the effective volume of the

structure, which is equivalent to the number of displaced

volumes in one hours' time. This then was the basis for

estimating CO concentrations in each of the parking structures.

A refinement to the analysis was obtained by performing the

analysis at each of the parking levels, rather than for the

structure as a whole. The procedure described above was

applied to each of the parking levels, with its proportionate

share of the total volume and degree of parking activity.

Ambient CO concentrations were estima~ed as follaws: Monthly

averages of one-hour maxima for a recent l2-month period were

obtained from a nearby Southern California Air Quality ~anage

ment District monitor point. The highest value (12.3 ?pm} ,

which occured in November 1977, was used to represent 2 worst

case ambient conditions, for both the one-hour and eight-hour

cases. This worst case ambient value was attenuated to 1990

based on expected improvements in automobile emission charac

teristics. It should be note that, even under worst case

conditions, (1990 ambient = 2.7 ppm), neither the one-hour

nor eight-hour federal standards will be violated.

A detailed description of the analysis methodology is provided

in Community Redevelopment Agency, Los Angeles Downtown

People Mover Proqram: Carbon Monoxide Concentration Analysis

at Parkinq Intercepts, February 1979.



TABLE 5-2lC

CARBON MONOXIDE CONCENTRATION ANALYSIS,

CONVENTION CENTER INTERCEPT

cq ~T RECEPTORS (Parts ?er Million)
1 2 3 4
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Tables 5-2lC and 5-210 present the results of the carbon

monoxide concentration analysis. Included in the tables are

the contributions at each of the receptor locations for the
parking intercepts, nearby line sources, and estimated 1990

ambient levels. Based on the information presented in these
tables, the following conclusions may be drawn:

• Between 1977 and 1990, technological improvements
in automobile emissions characteristics will be
such that significant reductions in carbon monoxide
concentrations result at both intercept facilities.

SOURCE CONTRIBUTION

1971

Figueroa Street - Peak Hour
tunbient
Total

Figueroa Street-8 Hr Average
tunbient
Total

2.0 1.5
12.9 12.9
IT:""9" 1"'1.4

1.2 0.9
12.9 12.9
I"4.T.~

1.4 1.3
12.9 12.9
r:r:J 1"4."7

0.8 0.8
12.9 12.9
:rJ."'f :rJ."'f

1.2
12.9
r<r:T

0.7
12.9
IT:b

I

I

4

I
• Neither peak hour nor a-hour federal standards are

violated under any conditions, in 1990.

• At the Convention Center intercept, between the 1990
Null and OPM cases, peak-hour CO concentrations are
increased at all receptors, although the increase
is so small as to be insignificant.

1990 NULL-----
Figueroa Street - Peak Hour
Ambient
Total

Figueroa Street-9 Hr Average
tunbient
Total

0.8 0.6
2.7 2.7
J:""5" 3."3

0.7 0.6
2.7 2.7
3.4 3."3

0.5 0.5
2.7 2.7
3."! 3."!

0.5 0.5
2.7 2.7
3."! J.2

0.5
2.7
3."!

0.4
2.7
3."1

I

I

•

•

At the Convention Center intercept, between the
1990 Null and OPM cases, a-hour CO concentrations
remain essentially unchanged.

At the Union Station intercept, between the 1990
Null and DPM cases, peak hour CO concentrations
increase at four out of five receptors, although
the increases are slight.

1990 OPM!PEAK HOU~

Figueroa
Parking Garage
Ambient
Total

1990 DPM/8 HOUR AVERAGE

Figueroa
Parking Garage
Ambient
Total

0.4
0.6
2.7
3.i

0.4
0.3
2.7
T.4

0.4
0.6
2.7
3:7

0.3
0.3
2.7
J:j

0.3
0.6
2.7
3.6

0.3
0.3
2.7
n

0.3 0.3
0.5(1) 0.3(1)
2.7 2.7
J:""5" 3."3

0.3 0.3
0.1(1) 0.1(1)
2.7 2.7
J.::r J.T

I

I
• At the Union Station intercept, between the 1990

Null and DPM cases, a-hour CO concentrations increase
at four out of five receptors, although the increases
are so small as to be insignificant.

NOTES:

(1) Concentrations at these receptors taken from Caline 2
output. These values are conservative estimates, as
diffusion of garage concentrations would be lower, by
virtue of their low~r initial values, compared with
Caline 2 values.
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TA8LE 5-210

~RBON ytON~~~DE cr)NCF:NT~~~~o\!~-\L'lstS:

UClIIJN S1'i\,'!:I,QN INTE:PCEPT

SOURCE CONTRI3UTION

19 12
Santa Ana Freeway - Peak Hour
Ambient
Total

Santa Ana fre~way - ~ Hr. Aver3ge
A.mbient
Total

1990 NULL/PEAK HOUR

S3nta Ana Freeway
El Monte Busway - west bound
El Mont~ Busway - ~ast bound
AmlJient
Total

CO AT RECE:RTORS (?3r+:s F~r :-1.i lJ:.~~r:l.
1 2 3 4 5

3.3 0 6.~ 6.5 6.4
12,9 12.9 12.9 12.9 12. 9 II'b:l IT:')' rr:J rq-:-;r rr:J

3.1 0 6.0 6.0 5.9
12.9 12.9 12.9 12.9 12.9 II6.IJ 12:9 rs:-g f3.9 rr;-g-

1.0 0 1.9 1.9 1.9
0 0 I) 0 0.1
0 0 0 0 0

2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 I3.7 '2.7 a 4-:6 4.7'

5-218 NOISE AND VIBRATION

DPMnoise impacts have been analyzed in several ways. Maxi

mum DPM noise production, controlled thr~ugh the System Speci

fication, was identified in apassby noise analysis. Second,

a detailed computer analysis was used to identify the result

ing noise levels, in terms of one-hour Leq , at various loca

tions in downtown. Third, an analysis was conducted to iden

tify the potential impacts on noise sensitive land uses along

the route. The following sections describe the analyses. A

final section discusses vibration impacts.

5-218.1 Passby Noise Levels

NO~~:

(1) Concentration at this receptor taken

from Caline 2 output. This value is

a conservative e~timate, as diffusion

of qarage concentration would be lower.

0.9 a
a 0
0 0

2.7 2.7
n 2:'i

1.0 0
a 0
a a

0.8 0
2.7 2. 1
4:5 '2:7

The DPM System Specification states that exterior passby

noise levels, measured at 50 feet from the guideway center

line, with auxiliaries and air conditioning operating, will

not exceed the following:

DPM equipment manufacturers must conform to these specifica- I
tions and therefore the specifications will become a part of

the equipment finally selected.

63 dB(A)
75 dB (A)

At 10 miles per hour
At 30 miles per hour

Two operating speeds have been postulated for the DPM.system,

namely 17 and 30 mph, the choice of which is dependent upon

guideway configuration and distance between stations. To

estimate the noise produced at 17 mph, the re~ationship be

tween speed and noise was assumed to be linear, resulting in

an interpolated noise level at 17 mph of 68 dB(A).

1.3 1.3 1.8
0 0 0
0 0 a

2.7 2.7 2.7 I40'" 4~:;- 4:>
-----~~~

1.9 1.9 1.9
a 0 0.1

0~6(l)
0 1~5(2)1.5

2.7 2.7 2,1 I5.2 '6.T 6.1

1.8 1.8 l.e
0 ,) U

O~l (1)
0 o0 ~ (2)0.4

2.7 2.7 2.7 IG 4.9 4.9
,--~~~-

o
o
o
o

2.7
'2.-=;

0.9
o
o

0.3
2.7
1":9

Santa Ana Freew~y

El Monte Busway - '.ow'F'~t bound
El 1"lonte Busw.'JY - e:J.~t bOlJnd
Parking Garage
Ambient
Total

1990 DPr-1/3 iI_~;EP",GE:

Santa Ana Fre~way

El Monte Busw~y - w~st bound
El Monte nusway - ",a~t bound
Park.ing r.arage
Ambient
rota1

1990 DRM/PEAK HQUR

!990 NuLL/8 yR. AvERAGe;

Santa Ana Freeway
El Monte Busway - west bound
£1 Monte Busw~y - east bound
Ambient
Total

(2) Box model analysis result for top in

terior floor. Actual concentration at

roof level would be lower, by virtue

of diffusion.

Using the above basic noise levels, noise contours have been

constructed for operating speeds of 17 and 30 mph, taking

into account the attenuation produced by increasing distance.

These are presented in Figures 5-21D and 5-21E, respectively.
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FIGURE 5-210

EXTERIOR NOISE CONTOURS FOR
DPM OPERATING AT 17 M.P.H.
Passby Duration 3.9-4.8 Seconds

74 )dBA

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Distance in Feet

FIGURE 5-21E

EXTERIOR NOISE CONTOURS FOR
DPM OPERATING AT 30 M.P.H.·
Pass by Duration 2.2-2.7 Seconds

62
dBA

90 100

69
dBA

Each of the noise contour figures also includes an estimated

passby duration. These estimates were developed assuming a

train length of between 97 and 120 feet. Thus at a speed of

17 mph, the passby duration would range between 3.9 and 4.8

seconds, whereas at a speed of 30 mph this range would be

reduced to between 2.2 and 2.7 seconds.

In addition to the above analysis, the effects of two trains

passing one another were also examined. The OPM alignment

has 7 two-way segments, on which two trains would pass one

another on the average of once every 108 seco~ds, or 33 times

per hour. T~e location of this occurrence would be randomly

determined and the duration would be between 2.7 and 4.8

seconds.

The effect of the double passby would be two equally contri

buting sources, which results in an increase of 3 dB(Al in

the overall noise level at a distance of 50 feet. This means

double passby noise levels of 71 dB(Al for a speed of 17 mph

and 78 dB(Al for a speed of 30 mph. Because the increase is

so small as to not be readily perceptible, and further be

cause of the randomness of this occurrence, double passby

noise impacts are concluded to be insignificant.

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Distance in Feet

5-218.2 Interior Vehicle Noise

The levels of interior noise which would be experienced by

OPM patrons are governed by the System Specification. The

specified OPM maximum interior noise level is 74 dB(A), for

the vehicle being either stationary or moving, with auxil

iaries and air conditioning operating.



•

5-218.3 Computer Analysis of Noise Impacts

Noise impacts resulting from operation of the DPM system were

evaluated using the following methodology.

A study area was first defined to include that portion of

downtown where DPM operation could have a direct and measur

able impact. This area is a corridor centered along the DPM

alignment and extending one-half block on either side of the

route.

An ambient noise survey was then conducted to describe exist

ing conditions and provide a reference for calibrating a

noise prediction model. Noise levels were determined at each

of the locations shown in Figure 5-21F, using two digital

Acoustics Model DA-100 Precision Sound Level Meters and a

Wang 600-l4TP calculator. The measurements were taken with

the meters set on the "A" weighting and fast response. The

measurement time was ten minutes minimum for peak traffic

condition and fifteen minutes minimum for ambient and light

traffic conditions .

The 1978 P.M. peak hour noise levels were calculated using a

noise prediction model and checked against the ambient noise

survey readings. The model was then calibrated so that cal

culated values would compare with measured levels. The noise

prediction model which was used for the analysis was adapted

by the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering from a model

developed by the Federal Trans?ortat~on Systems Center. (See

Re?ort No. DOT-TSC-FHWA-72-1, Manual for Highway Noise Pre

diction, March 1972.) The model (Program No. GFX091) was

approved by the Federal Highway Administration for use in

meeting requirement FHPM 7-7-3, "Noise Standards and Pro

cedures," at the time that the noise analysis was undertaken.

The ~odel was used to predict L~q noise levels for P.M. neak,
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FIGURE 5-21F

• NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO AMBIENT NOISE SURVEY POINTS.

• CIRCLED NUMBERS INDICATE INTERIOR BUILDING SURVEY
POINTS USED FOR ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS ON NOISE
SENSITJ:VE RECEPTORS.



midday, and nighttime conditions for 1978, 1990 Null, and

1990 OPM cases. Observer locations modelled in the computer

program corresponded to measurement locations in the ambient

noise surley.
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Existing traffic count information, supplied by the Traffic

Department of the City of Los Angeles, was used for automobile

volumes on all streets in the study area. SCRTO bus counts

were used to re9resent existing bus volumes on those same

streets.

One of the important inputs to the noise analysis was traffic

condition. The conditions assumed for the analysis were as

follows:

1990 OPM

City Traffic Department projections were used to represent

anticipated 1990 auto volumes on study area streets. Bus

volumes were derived from the SCRTD TSH plan, which would

expand both local and express bus service to the CBO.

••

For automobile volumes in the DPM case, DPM 9atronage analysis

results were used to calculate auto trip diversions to the

DPM. These auto diversions were removed from the 1990 Null

volumes, for the appropriate streets in the study area. Bus

volumes were calculated to conform to planned interception

of selected bus lines at Union Station and the Convention

Center.
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Table 5-21E presents the traffic data used for the peak hour

analysis.



5-218.4 Impacts on Noise Sensitive Land Uses:

West Side of Figueroa Alignment I
The Federal-Aid Highway Program Manual 7-7-3, July 28, 1976,

defines allowable L design noise levels on the basis ofeq
five activity categories. Based on these categories, a total

of 24 sensitive uses were identified adjacent to the DPM

alignment. As part of the noise impact analysis, an examina

tion was made of the potential impacts on each of these sensi

tive uses. To accomplish this, guideway distance, building

construction material, window configuration, and the presence

or absence of air conditioning were taken into account to

determine expected interior noise levels. The following

noise reduction factors, taken from FHPM 7-7-3, were applied.

clOISE REDUCTION ~ACTORS
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The results of the computer analysis are displayed in Tables

5-2lF, 5-21G and 5-21H, for the P.M. peak, noon, and night

time conditions.

NOTES FOR TABLES 5-21F, G, & H:

(1) Revised March 13, 1979

(2) The increase results from the observer being located

at nearly the same elevation as the DPM guideway, with

the horizontal distance from the guideway being approxi

mately 50 feet.

(3) The increase results from the observer being located

directly below the DPM guideway, in combination with a

projected increase in bus and auto traffic along the

adjacent street segment.

Building Type

All

Light Frame

Hasonry

Masonry

Window
~ondition

Open

Ordinary Sash
(closed)

Storm t'lindows

Single Glazed

Double Glazed

~oise reduction due to
exterior of tte structure

10 dB

20 dB

25 dB

25 dB

35 dB

The data, as presented in the Tables, indicate that the uPM

system would not have a significant impact on noise levels.

The general range of impact is between -3 and +3 dB(A), as

compared with the Null condition, with some specific excep

tions. The exceptions, as explained in the notes to the

Tables, result from the placement of observer locations in

close proximity to the DPM guideway. The likelihood that actual

observers would be located in such close proximity to the

~uideway for an appreciable length of time is very low.

The analysis consisted of a comparison of the interior noise

levels expected in 1990, both with and without the DPM.

The results of the analysis indicate that the presence of a

DPM system would produce changes in interior attenuated Leq
noise levels of from -3 to +3 dB(A), at all but two locations,

when compared to a Null condition. According to U.S.EPA,

Community Noise, December 1971, differences of less than

5 dB(A) would not be readily perceptible to building occupants.

Table 5-21I presents the estimated noise values at sensitive

receptors during the afternoon peak hour and nighttime con
ditions, as appropriate.



TABLE 5-21F

COMPARATIVE NOISE IMPACT ANALYSIS
P. M. Peak Hour Leq Noise Levels (dBA)

5-53

78 - W!S FIGUEIlOA, BET. TEIIRAIl & NAGOYA

1 - S!S TWELFTH, BET. FIGUEROA & FLOWER

- E!S FIGUEROA, BET. ELEVENTH & TWELFTH

- W/S FlGUEROA,~ BET. ELEVE!lTH " OLYMPIC

36 - E!S FIGUEItOA, BET. ELEVENTH & OLYMPIC

44 - SIS OLYMPIC, BET. FIGUEROA & FLOWER

43 - W!S OLYMPIC, BET. FlGUEIlOA & FRANCISCO

4 - W!S FlGUEIlOA, BET. OLYMPIC & NINTH

37 - E/S FIGUEROA, BET. OLYMPIC & NINTH

46 - SiS NINTH, BET. FIGUEROA & FLOWER

5 - W!S FlGUEIlOA, BET. NINTH & NINTH PL.

6 - E!S FIGUEROA, BET. NINTH & EIGHTH

77 - SiS EIGHTH, BET. FIGUEROA & FRANCISCO

7 - W/S FlGUEIlOA, BET. EIGHTH" EIGHTH PL.

8 - MIXED USE PARCEL, APPROX. MID-PARCEL

47 - N!S SEVENTH, BET. FIGUEROA & FRANCISCO

48 - S!S WILSHIRE, BET. FIGUEROA & FRANCISCO

49 - W!S FIGUEROA, BET. WILSHIRE & SIXTH

10 - S!S SIXTH, BET. FlGUEItOA & HARBOR FWY

50 - E~S FIGUEROA, BET. SIXTH & FIFTH

51 - N!S FIFTH, BET. FIGUEROA & HARBOR FWY

31 - W!S FlGUEItOA, BET. FIFTH " FOURTH

32 - E!S FIGUEROA, BET. FOURTH '" THIRD

33 - N!S THIRD, BET. FIGUEROA & FLOWER

34 - S!S THIRD, BET. FLOWER & HOPE

59 - B!S OLIVE, BET. THIRD & THIRD PL.

12 - S/S FIFTH, BET. FIGUEROA & FLOWER

79 - H!S FIFTH, BET. FIGUEROA & FLOWER

53 - W!S FLOWER, BET. FIFTH & FOURTH

13 - S!S FIFTH, BET. FLOWER & HOPE

35 - H!S FIFTH, BET. HOPE & GRAND

14 - S!S FIFTH. BET. HOPE & GRAND

54 - W!S GRAND, BET. FIFTH & SIXTH

SOURCE: City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Engir.eering

NO.
OBSERVER

lOCATION
1978

71

70

67

68

71

69

73

73

69

69

72

71

72

69

62

12

73

70

70

72

73

12

73

68

12

74

75

71

72

71

67

79

72

1990
NULL

72

11

68

69

72

70

74

74

71

70

73

73

11

11

63

73

74

11

71

74

75

74

74

69

72

76

76

72

73

72

68

80

73

1990
DPM

76

74

71

74

75

70

77

76

73

71

76

75

75

73

63

73 (1)

74

73 (1)

75 (1)

75 {ll

75

74

76

69

75

76

76

75 (1)

76

74

75 (2)

'30

74

OBSERVER 1978 1990 1990
NO. LOCATION NULL DPM

55 - E!S GRAND, BET. FIFTH & FOURTH 80 80 81

15 - S/W CORNER, OLIVE & FIFTH 77 79 76

56 - W!S OLIVE, BET. FIFTH & SIXTH 70 72 69

16 - SiS FIFTH, B~. OLIVE & HILL 74 75 75

57 - W/S HILL, BET. FIFTH & SIXTH 67 68 67

17 - E/S HILL, BET. FIFTH & FOURTH 78 79 83 (1l

58 - N!S FOURTH, BET. HILL & BIlOADWAY 73 74 .74

18 - E!S HILL, BET. FOURTH & THIRD 76 78 77

60 - N/S THIRD, BET. HILL & BIlOADWAY 69 70 70

19 - E/S HILL, BET. THIRD & SECOND 73 73 74

61 - S!S SECOND, BET. HILL & BROADWAY 76 78 77

20 - W!S HILL, BET. SECOND & FIRST 71 12 72

62 - N/S FIRST, BET. HILL & OLIVE 74 75 74
I

21 - N!S FIRST, BET. RILL" BllOADWAY 75 76 75

63 - W/S BROADWAY, BET. FIRST & SECOND 72 73 72

22 - N!S FIRST, BET. BIlOADWAY " SPRING 12 73 73

64 - E!S SPRING, BET. FIRST " SECOND 11 72 70

65 - E/S SPRING, BET. FIRST " TEMPLE 75 76 76

23 - N!S FIRST, BET. SPRING & MAIN 73 74 75

24 - N!S FIRST, BET. MAIN " LOS ANGELES 69 . 71 71

25 - S/E CORNER, FIRST & LOS ANGELES 72 73 73

67 - S!S FIRST, BET. WELLER & SAN PEDRO 72 74 74

26 - W/S LOS ANGELES, BET. FIRST " TEMPLE 70 71 72

66 - E!S !'lAIN, BET. FIRST & TEMPLE 77 79 79

68 - S!S TEMPLE, BET. LOS ANGELES " SAN PEDIlO 74 75 75

69 - N!S TEMPLE, BET. LOS ANGELES & MAIN 71 72 73

27 - E/S LOS ANGELES, BET. TEMPLE & ARCADIA 71 12 74

70 - S!S ARCADIA, BET. MAIN & LOS ANGELES 12 72 73

71- SiS ARCADIA, BET. LOS ANGELES & ALAMEDA 72 72 68

28 - N/E CORNER, ALISO & LOS ANGELES 74 76 74

29 - N!S ARCADIA, 2CJ F'l'. E!O ALAMEDA 68 69 70
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TABLE 5-21G

COMPARATIVE NOISE IMPACT ANALYSIS
Noon Hour Leq Noise Levels (dBA)

OBSERVER 1978 1990 1990 OBSERVER 1978 1990 1990
NO. LOCATION NULL DPM NO. !.OCATION /' NULL DPM

78 - W/S FIGUEROA, BET. TEHRAN .. NAGOYA 68 68 72 55 - E/S GRAND, BET. FIFTH .. FOURTH 70 71 71

1 - SiS TWELFTH, BET. FIGUEROA .. FLOWER 66 65 69 15 - S/W CORNER, OLIVE & FIFTH 73 75 73

2 - E/S PIGUEROA, BET. ELEVENTH .. TWELFTH 67 68 70 56 - W/S OLIVE, BET. FIFTH .. SIXTH 72 75 73

3 - W/S FlGUEROA,~ BET. ELEVENTH & OLYMPIC 68 69 72 16 - SIS FIFTH, B~. OLIVE & HILL 68 69 69
72 75

,
36 - E/S FIGUEROA, BET. ELEVENTH 6< OLYMPIC 71 57 - W/S HILL, BET. FIFTH & SIXTH 69 70. 69

44 - SiS OLYMPIC, BET. FIGUEROA & FLOWER 70 72 72 17 - E/S HILL, BET. FIFTH & FOURTH 72 73 76 (lJ

43 - W/S OLYMPIC, BET. FIGUEROA 6< FRANCISCO 67 69 71 58 - N/S FOURTH, BET. HILL 6< BROADWAY 70 71 71

4 - W/S FIGUEROA, BET. OLYMPIC 6< NINTH 70 72 72 18 - E/S HILL, BET. FOURTH 6< THIRD 70 72 71

37 - E/S FIGUEROA, BET. OLYMPIC 6< NINTH 69 71 73 60 - N/S THIRD, BET. HILL & BROADWAY 71 72 72

.46 - SIS NINTH, BET. FIGUEROA 6< FLqWER 71 72 73 19 - E/S HILL, BET. THIRD & SECOND 71 72 72

5 - W/S FIGUEROA, BET. NINTH .. NINTH PI.. 69 70 73 61 - SiS SECOND, BET. HILL & BROADWAY 70 72 71

6 - E/S FIGUEROA, BET. NINTH & EIGHTH 71 72 73 20 - W/S RILL, BET. SECOND .. FIRST 67 68 68

77 - SIS EIGHTH, BET. FIGUEROA .. FRANCISCO 67 69 72 62 - N/S FIRST, BET. RILL .. OLIVE 68 69 '68

7 - W/S FIGUEROA, BET. EIGHTH & EIGHTH PI.. 69 70 72 21 - M/S FIRST, BET. RILL & BROADWAY 71 72 71

8 - MIXED USE PARCEL, APPROX. MID-PARCEL 64 66 66 63 - W/S BROADWAY, BET. FIRST .. SECOND 73 74 73

47 - N/S SEVENTH, BET. FIGUEROA & FRANCISCO 71 73 73(11 22 - M/S FIRST, BET. BROADWAY & SPRING 71 72 72

48 - SIS WILSHIRE, BET. FIGUEROA 6< FRANCISCO 73 75 75 64 - E/S SPRING, BET. FIRST .. SECOND 70 71 70

49 - W/S FIGUEROA, BET. WILSHIRE 6< SIXTH 71 72 74 (1) 65 - E/S SPRING, BET. FIRST .. TEMPLE 70 71 70

10 - SIS SIXTH, BET. FIGUEROA .. HARBOR FWY 68 69 69 23 - M/S FIRST, BET. SPRING & MAIN 58 58 59

50 - E/S FIGUEROA, BET. SIXTH .. FIFTH 69 70 72 (1) 24 - M/S FIRST, BET. MAIN .. LOS ANGELES 69 70 70

51 - N/S FIFTH, BET. FIGUEROA 6< HARBOR FWY 75 76 77 25 - S/E CORNER, FIRST & LOS ANGELES 71 71 71

31 - W/S FIGUEROA, BET. FIFTH .. FOURTH 72 73 74 67 - SiS FIRST, BET. WEI.LEll .. SAN PEDRO 67 67 68

32 - "E/S FIGUEROA , BET. FOURTH 6< THIRD 71 72 73

I

26 - W/S LOS ANGELES, BET. FIRST .. TEMPLE 68 67 68

33 - N/S THIRD, BET. FIGUEROA .. FLOWER 70 71 72 66 - E/S MAIN, BET. FIRST & TEMPLE 71 71 72

34 - SiS THIRD, BET. FLOWER 6< HOPE 71 71 74
I 68 - SiS TEMPLE, BET. LOS ANGELES 6< SAN PEDRO 65 65 66

59 - E/S OLIVE, BET. THIRD .. THIRD PI.. 68 70 69 69 - N/S TEMPLE, BET. LOS ANGELES 6< MAIN 75 74 76

12 - SIS FIFTH, BET. FIGUEROA 6< FLOWER 75 76 76 27 - E/S LOS ,ANGELES, BET. TEMPLE 6< ARCADIA 70 69 72

79 - N/S FIFTH, BET. FIGUEROA 6< FLOWER 68 69 73(1) 70 - SiS ARCADIA, BET. MAIN 6< LOS ANGELES 71 70 71

53 - W/S FLOWER, BET. FIFTH 6< FOURTH 71 72 75 71- SiS ARCADIA, BET. LOS ANGELES 6< ALAMEDA 68 I 68 66

13 - SIS FIFTH, BET. FLOWER 6< HOPE 67 68 70 29 - NIE CORNER, ALISO 6< LOS ANGELES 73 I 74 73

35 - N/S FIFTH, BET. HOPE 6< GRAND 66 67 74(2) 29 - N/S ARCADIA, 200 FT. E/O ALAMEDA 6a I 69 63 I

14 - siS FIFTH, BET. HOPE 6< GRAND 74 75 75

54 - W/S GRAND, BET. FIFTH 6< SIXTH

SOURCE: City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Engineering

68 69 69



TABLE 5-21H

COMPARATIVE NOISE IMPACT ANALYSIS
Nighttime Leq Noise Levels (dBA)

5-55

OBSERVER 1978 1990 1990 OBSERVER 1978 1990 1990
NO. IDCATION NULL DPM NO. IDCATION NULL DPM

78 - WIS FIGUEl1OA, BET. TEHRAN , !lAGOYA 60 60 65 55 - EIS GRAND. BET. FIFTH & FOURTH 64 64 65

1 - SiS TWELFTH, BET. FIGUEROA' FLOWER 58 59 60 15 - S/W COIUlER. OLIVE & FIFTH 64 65 62
I

2 - EIS FIGUEROA, BET. ELEVENTH & TWELFTH 60 61 63 56 - WIS OLIVE, BET. FIFTH & SIXTH 54 55 49

3 - WIS FIGUEROA,~ BET. ELEVENTH & OLYMPIC 61 62 66 16 - SiS FIFTH, BE~. OLIVE & HILL 63 63 64

36 - EIS FIGUEROA, BET. ELEVENTH & OLYMPIC 65 66 68 57 - WIS HILL, BET. FIFTH & SIXTH 58 58 57

44 - SIS OLYMPIC, BET. FIGUEROA & FLOWER 60 61 57 17 - EIS HILL, BET. FIFTH & FOURTH 62 63 56 (1)

43 - WIS OLYMPIC, BET. FIGUEl10A & FRANCISCO 64 65 68 58 - !lIS FOURTH, BET. HILL & Bl10ADWAY 65 65 66

4 - WIS FIGUEROA, BET. OLYMPIC & NINTH 62 63 63 18 - EIS HILL, BET. FOURTH & THIRO 61 62 62

37 - EIS FIGUEROA, BET. OLYMPIC & NINTH 65 66 68 60 - NIS THlRO, BET. HILL & Bl10ADWAY 62 64 62

46 - SiS NINTH, BET. FIGUEROA & FLOWER 60 60 58 19 - EIS HILL, ·BET. THIRD & SECOND 59 60 60

5 - WIS FIGUEROA, BET. !lINTH & NINTH PL. 64 65 68 61 - SiS SECOND, BET. HILL & BROADWAY 65 66 66

6 - EIS FIGUEl1OA, BET. NINTH & EIGHTH 74 75 76 20 - WIS HILL, BET. SECOND & FIRST 63 64 64

77 - SiS EIGRTIl, BET. FIGUEROA & FRANCISCO 65 64 68 "62 - NIS FIRST, BET. HILL & OLIVE 61 61 61

7 - WIS FIGUEROA, BET. EIGHTH & EIGHTH PL. 64 66 68 21 - NIS FIRST, BET. HILL & BROADWAY 66 66 68

8 - MIXED USE PARCEL, APPROX. MID-PARCEL 55 56 56 63 - WIS BROADWAY, BET. FIRST & SECOND 61 62 58

47 - NIS SEVENTH, BET. FIGUEROA & FRANCISCO 59 61 62(11 22 - NIS FIRST, 8ET. Bl10ADWAY & SPRING 66 67 69

48 - SIS WILSHIRE, BET. FlGUEl10A & FRANCISCO 60 61 61 64 - EIS SPRING, BET. FIRST & SECOND 57 58 54

49 - WIS FIGUEROA, BET. WILSHIRE & SIXTH 66 67 69(1) 65 - EIS SPRING, BET. FIRST & TEMPLE 67 68 69

10 - SiS SIXTH, BET. FIGUEl10A & HARBOR FWY 57 58 58 23 - !lIS FIRST, BET. SPRING & MAIN 64 65 67

50 - EIS FIGUEROA, BET. SIXTH & FIFTH 62 63 67(1) 24 - !lIS FIRST, BET. MAIN & IDS ANGELES 63 64 66

51 - NIS FIFTH, BET. FIGUEl10A & HARBOR FWY 62 71 72 25 - SIE COIUlER, FIRST & LOS ANGELES 62 63 62 i
31 - WIS FIGUEl1OA, BET. FIFTH & FOURTH 64 65 66 67 - SiS FIRST, BET. WELLER & SAN PEDRO 61 62 63 I32 - Els FIGUEl1OA, BET. FOURTH & TlII1ID 64 65 66 26 - WIS IDS ANGELES, BET. FIRST & TEMPLE 60 61 64

I33 - !lIS THIRD, BET. FIGUEl10A & FLOWER 62 63 63 66 - EIS MAIN, BET. FIRST & TEMPLE 63 64 65

34 - SiS THIRD, BET. FLOWER & HOPE 63 64 67 68 - SiS TEMPLE, BET. LOS ANGELES & SAN PEDRO 61 62 62 I

59 - EIS OLIVE, BET. THIRD & THIRD PL. 65 66 67 69 - NIS TEMPLE, BET. IDS ANGELES & MAIN 58 59 62 I
12 - SiS FIFTH, BET. FIGUEROA & FLOWER 66 67 66 27 - EIS IDS ANGELES. BET. TEMPLE & ARCADIA 67 68 74(3)

79 - NIS FIFTH, BET. FIGUEROA & FLOWER 67 68 72 (1)· 70 - SiS ARCADIA. BET. MAIN & LOS ANGELES 60 61 64

53 - WIS FLOWER, BET. FIFTH & FOURTH 62 62 66 71 - SiS ARCADIA. BET. IDS ANGELES & ALAMEDA 54 56 55

13 - SiS FIFTH, BET. FLOWER & IIOPE 62 63 65 28 - NIE COIUlER. ALISO & IDS ANGELES 60 61 63
I35 - NIS FIFTH, BET. HOPE & GRAND 59 60 68(2) 29 - !lIS ARCADIA, 200 FT. EIO ALAMEDA 59 60 61

14 - SiS FIFTH, BET. HOPE & GRAND 66 66 67

54 - wlS GRAND, BET. FIFTH & SIXTH

SOURCE: City of Lo. Anqe1e_, Bureau of Engineering

64 64 65
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TABLE 5-ZlI

(1) At:tenuation ~actors specitied as a ranqe. unle•• otheroli... indic:&ted. eo refls:ct a. variecy
of bUilding conclit.ions (i.e. operable ~indow•• abaence ot .tir ccnditioni.nq).

(2) Building at.tenuation tae~or dete.rm.ined by field meoAsurement.

(3) Recommend.ed. :lccepta.ble noise levels, ':a."ten froll a number of sourc•• , .IS spec1.:ied 1:1 -rable
O-lJ, U.S.EPA, Information on :.e·/els of Envi.r~nmental ~ois. Re;uisi.tes l;~ ?:-ot:!ct ?'.;blic
:!ealth md 'Aelfare 'N'itb. .1.n AC.eguat~ :'!argin of Safety, 3'tarc!'l., 191~

f

"I !HOTEL. :-l.OT""'-L HOLIDAY INN 25 42 36
f

38 35-45

HO'l'EL FIGUEROA 21 (2' 53 42 55 42 !
INN-TOWNE-MOTOR HOTEr.. 25 43 32 45 32

,
I

HILTON HOTEL 25 (2) 46 42 49 44

= INN .5 42 37 H 39

BONAVENTlJRE HOTEL 25 38 34 41 38

BIL=n llTOE!. 20 (2) 52 48 59 45

NEW OTA:,I HOTEL 25 42 32 42 31

RES IDE:"CE !fOTEL BEI.'IONT >.PTS. 10-25 45-60 39-54 48-0$3 41-56 35-45

F U;KLE ARMS ROTEL 10-25 45-60 40-55 47-62 42-57

E:,GS'l'1lOM >.PTS. 10-25 37-52 29-44 44-59 37-52

I
SAN CAPJ.OS ?f0'1'E.L 10-25 49-64 41-56 S6-il 48-63

!fILL STREET ROTEL 10-25 46-61 36-51 45-60 35-50

I

CLAIU< !fOTEL 10-25 51-66 35-50 55.-70 38-53

Bm.'KER RILL TOWERS 25 38 32 38 32

MlrRICIV>WUQWl ROTELS 10-25 50-65 34-49 49-64 34-49

I !fILL ST. ELllE1lLY !lOUSING 25 59 I 41 5a 41

I

ASTOR >.PTS. 10-25 45-6Q I 32-47 46-61 32-47

iLIBRARY CENT!lAI. LIBlWlY 17(2) I 50

I
52 ! 40-45 I

I COUNT'! L>.W LIBAARY 16 (2) I 45 44 i I
I

,

!ClroRC!f ST. PAtlL' S c>.TKEDRAL 25 42 i I
I I I

45 I 35-40 II I

I=u: BAPTIST CEURC!I I 25 47 I -1 44 If f

,
I46-61 I II

:,1,UD!TORIi."M, '/ARrET'! AATS CENTER 10-25 44-59 ! 35-45

!?RIVAn C:'UB JONATHAN CLtlB 10-25 46-61 . ! 49-64 I l I
f

L

• At two locations (Engstrom Apts. and the San Carlos
Hotel), the DPM results in noise levels which would
be perceptible. However, the 1990 levels are
expected to exceed recommended values in the absence
of the DPM.

• At 14 locations, the DPM results in an insigni
ficant increase over 1990 Null noise levels.
(Seven of these locations will exceed recommended
levels in the absence of the DPM.)

In the previous conclusion, two locations are identified as

experiencing a perceptible increase in noise due to the DPM.
The following are explanatory notes for these two locations:

Engstrom Apts. - The analysis shows an increase of 7 dB(A)

for the peak hour and 8 dB(A) for the nighttime condition,
comparing the Null and DPM cases. The building is currently

being refurbished and will include air conditioning when the

improvements are completed. This being the case, the 25 dB{A)

attenuation factor will be more appropriate for the refur
bished building, which then results in interior noise levels

which are within recommended levels.

The analysis of impacts on noise sensitive land uses reveals

the following conclusions.

• At 8 of .the 24 locations, the DPM results in a
maintenance or reduction of expected 1990 noise
levels.

San Carlos Hotel - The analysis shows an increase of 7 dB(A)
for both the peak and nighttime conditions, comparing 1990
DPM to 1990 Null. Existing noise, as well as the 1990 cal

culated values, already exceed recommended levels. The

nearest observer location on the same side of the street is
in the next block to the west, and therefore may not ade

quately reflect expected noise values in the vicinity of the

hotel. However, as a perceptible impact has been identified,

the noise levels occurring at the hotel will be monitored
to establish the existence and extent of the potential im
pact during DPM operation.

RECOMHENllED
t.rn:LS (3)

dB (>'1

A'l'TElIOATED INT!:RIOR
AT'l'ENtIATION L NOISE LEVELS (4BA)

-ACroll 1~ NO'LL 1990 DP>l
~(A) '(1)- P~1I'r PEAK NIGHT

ESTI~TED ~OISE IMPACTS ON SENSITIVE ~~D USES

LOCATION



TABLE 5-21GG

COMPARATIVE NOISE IMPACT ANALYSIS - CENTER OF FIGUEROA
VARIATION NOON HOUR Leq NOISE LEVELS (dBA)

Noise Impacts: Center of Figueroa Variation

Noise impacts have also been estimated for the Center of

Figueroa variation. Leq noise levels for the relevant

observer location are shown in Tables 5-2IFF, GG, and HH.

Estimated noise impacts on sensitive land uses, for the

relevant uses along Figueroa, are shown in Table 5-2III.

Both in terms of L noise levels and impacts on sensitiveeq
uses, the DPM is not expected to produce a noticeable impact,

for the Center of Figueroa variation.

5-218.5 Vibration

Minimal vibration levels are expected from DP~ operation.

These levels will be several orders of magnitude below the

threshold of damage, similar to the vibration generated by

typical building mechanical equipment. The vibrations will

therefore not be perceptible.

Attempts have been made to measure the vehicle-induced vibra

tion to the SEATAC Airport Terminal Building, but they were

so small as to not be discernable. If subway rail data is

interpolated to correspond with DPM vehicle size, the vibra

tions calculated are similarly so small as to not be percep

tible_
NO. LOCATION

1990 1990
1978 NULL DPM

5-57

A third correlation can be obtained by comparing DPM vehicles

(36,000 lbs.) with trucks (up to ?O,OOO lbs.) and standard

city buses (40,000 lbs.). In the case of trucks and buses,

induced vibrations can be transmitted directly into the

ground adjacent to buildings. DPM vehicle-induced vibrations,

on the other hand, must first be transmitted through the guide

way structure and secondly through the massive guideway found

ations, before any residual vibrations would be transmitted

to adjacent buildings. On this basis, DPM-induced ground

borne vibrations are expected to be less than that produced

by trucks and bus traffic on adjacent streets.

3 - W/S Figueroa, BET. 11th' Olympic 68

36 - E/S Figueroa. BET. 11th' Olympic 71

43 - W/S Olympic. BET. Figueroa' Francisco 67

44 - SIS Olympic. BET. Figueroa' Flower 70

4 - W/S Figueroa, BET. Olympic' 9th 70

37 - E/S Figueroa. BET. Olympic , 9th 69

5 - W/S Figueroa. BET. 9th' 9th Pl. 69

46 - SiS 9th, BET. Figueroa' Flower 71

6 - E/S Figueroa, BET. 9th' 8th 71

77 - SiS 8th. BET. Figueroa' Francisco 67

7 - W/S Figueroa. BET. 8th' 8th Plo 69

8 - Mixed Use Parcel, Approx. Mid-Parcel 64

69

72

69

72

72

71

70

72

72

69
70

66

72

72

71

72

72

71

72

73

74

71

73

68
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T.llJ3LE 5- 21HH 5-219 Energy

•

(,

The DPM system will consume operati~g energy in terms of both

traction power and puwer to operate various subsystems.

Table 5-21J shows total 1990 annual DPM system power consump

tion, inclusive of traction, escalators, iighting, control

and yard operations, and maintenance. This table reveals

that in 1990, the DPM system as a whole will consume some

19 million kilowatt hours of electrical energy.

In 1976, the City of Los Angeles Depart:nent of Nater and

Power estimated its annual load at 18,548 x 10 6 kwh. Befor~

the Arab oil embargo of 1973, the Department reports that

growth in power consumption had been doubling every 10-12

years. Since that time, through various mandatorj and volun

tary conservation measures, the growth rate has been reduced

to approximately 3 percent per year. Applying this growth

rate to the 1976 load yields a 1990 load of approximately

26,300 x 106 kwh. The DPM system would require 18.9 x 10
6

kwh in 1990, or 0.087% of the total da~and, which is a very

small proportion and therefore would not produce a significant

impact. Communication with DWP staff has confirmed this con

clusion, as well as the local availability of such power

thr~ugh one of several downtown distribution stations.

It should be further noted tha~ the DPM system would result in

a regional savings of 11,100 vehicle miles of travel per day .

This figure is the net savings resulting from shorter wo~k

trips by CaD residents, intercepted auto trips, and diversion

of auto circulation trips, as measured against induced travel

resulting from new development. Assuming a 1990 average fuel

economy of 20 miles per gallon, the VMT savings would result

in about 162,600 gallons of gasoline a year.

1990 1990
1978 NULL DPM

61 62 65
65 66 69
64 65 67

60 61 57
62 63 62
65 66 69
64 65 67

60 60 58

74 75 77

65 64 66

64 66 67

55 56 59

,: j6 .to ;9

53 .:. 35 ..
.:3 J. ~3 Jl.:. .- ....3 .v

.~~~=zo ~m.U·:R

~~ :rOIS£ rrlt:.S :dS.A)

:~q0 :rtr~ 1~90 :;'PM
?~'l' ?~:f:

.-\.~T:::.f

:"~R.

:is:.;; '.,

3 - w/s Figueroa, BET. H th , Olympic

36 - E/5 Figueroa, BET. 11th , Olympic

43 - w/S Olympic. BET. Figueroa , Francisco

44 - SiS Olympic, BET. Figueroa , Flower

4 - W/S Figueroa, BET. Olympic .. 9th

37 - E/5 Figueroa, BET. Olympic .. 9th

5 - W/S Figueroa, BET. 9th , 9th Plo

46 - SIS 9th, BET. Figueroa , Flower

6 - E/S Figueroa, BET. 9th .. 8th

77 - SIS 8th, BET. Figueroa .. Francisco
7 - W/S Figueroa, BET. 8th .. 8th Pl.

8 - Mixed Use Parcel; Approx. Mid-Parcel
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TABLE 5-Z':J

1990 ANNUAL OPM POWER CONSUMPTION (in kwh)

5-220

5-221

Impacts on Land Use and Development

Land Use Changes

5-59

Traction Power(l)

Escalators (2)

Station Lighting(3)

Maintenance Building(4)

Control Center(5)

Miscellaneous (6)

SUBTOTAL

10% Contingency

TOTAL

12,249,600

2,811,840

1,483,500

525,600

91,800

14,300

17,176,600

1,717,600

18,894,200

Implementation of the proposed DPM system is expected to

produce changes in the nature and rate of land development

within the CBD. The primary and major impact area of these

changes will be within the 5 minute walkshed of the DPM system

or the "DPM Corridor" as defined in Section 5-000.

Projected DPM-induced land use changes are expected to be in

(1) the continuing viability and activity levels of existing

uses and facilities and (2) the rate, mix, density, timing,

and geographic distribution of new development. (The signifi

cance of both of these with regard to tax base, employment,

and land value terms are discussed in Section 5-234.) These

changes will occur primarily because the DPM will:

• Improve the absolute and/or relative access to
activity areas in the DPM corridor. (see Figure 5-22A).

(1) Based on vehicle consumption rate of 4.6 kwh vehicle
mile. Includes 8% line losses.

(2) Based on 58 escalators, operating at a rate of 7.5 kwh/
hour.

(3) Based on power consumption ranging from 5-11 kwh/hour
for a total of 13 stations.

(4) Based on consumption rate of 60 kwh/hour.

(5) Based on consumption rate of 12 kwh/hour.

(6) Includes subway ventilation requirements.

Source: CRA, 1978

• Increase the volumes and concentrations of people
moving past or through specific CBO locations.

• Improve the physical integration of a circulation/
distribution transportation system with existing and
proposed developments.

Changes in these parameters will in turn affect demand,

market conditions, comparative advantages of sites; and

perceived risk to alter development plans and activity

patterns. Specifically, induced land use and development

changes can take the form of:

• Creation of new projects not otherwise contempleted.

• Alteration in the timing and/or pace of development.

• Changes in the size and/or density of individual projects.

• Changes in the type/mix/configuration of projects.
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Figure 5-22A

TRAVEL TIMES BETWEEN DPM CORRIDOR
ACTIVITY AREAS
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• Changes in the geographic location of specific deve
lopment/redevelopment/rehabilitation for specific sites.

• Changes in the relative growth, distribution, and
market share of land use. Changes that occur within
the CBO in relationship to other areas in the region.

As discussed in Section 2-200, ~ommercial office space has

been the dominant factor in new CBO development. Represent

ing nearly 85% of all CBO construction since 1965, it con

stitutes the largest category of building use in the CBO.

In spite of the significant increases in the CBO's office

growth, its share of the Los Angeles/Orange Counties Office

market has been declining. Whereas the CBO accounted for

45% of this region, new high-rise office construction in the

1947-1965 period, this share dropped to 29% for the 1966-76
period. Over all, the CBO's share of the region's office

Between 1975 and 1985, the market demand for commercial
office space in the Los Angeles CBO is estimated to range

Baseline Forecasts

The vacancy rate for non-prime space is high, reaching 60%

for some sections of Spring Street. This contrasts with the

tight prime-space vacancy rates which, in recent months, have

ranged from 4.5% to 6.0% in areas west of Grand Avenue. Rental

rates in the CBO have increased significantly in the past two

years as a reflection of the tightening market. In 1975,

prime space was available in the $8.00 to $8.50 per square

foot range (with inducements added). By 1977, these rates

had risen to a $12 to $14 range (without inducements) and

currently prime space (where it is available) is going for

$14 to $16 per square foot. (Turpin, 1978).

da~nd in 1975 was estimated to be 32% (Urban Oevelopment

Group, 1976). The region's average annual absorption for

major new office space over the past decade has been at a

rate of 3.8 million 'net square f~et. CBO absorption has

accounted for about 30% of this, yielding a CBO average

annual absorption rate of 1.1 million net square feet.

The existing commercial office inventory in the CBD is esti

mated at 23 million net rentable square feet. Of this total,

some 16.2 million square feet (70%) are located in prime

high-rise structures. The remainder is scattered throughout

the CBO, especially in smaller, older, and deteriorating

buildings in the eastern sections of the CBO (i.e., along

Spring Street). Approximately 10 million of the 16.2 million

prime square footage (62%) is located in the western section

of the CBO, the focal point of new CBO development. An addi

tional 9.5 million square feet of CBO government office

space is located primarily in the Civic Center complex at the

northern end of the CBD.

Office Space Lmpacts

These factors in turn will affect land supplies, activity

levels, (retail sales, hotel occupancy and employment), and

tenant expansion/relocation decisions. They also will affect

developer-perceived risk which is a combination of anticipa

ted rental and occupancy rates, and reductions in non-rent

able space (e.g. parking); the ability to obtain competitive

financing; and the time period over which a development pro

ject can retain its prestigious market position. All of

these factors combine to create alterations in development

feasibility.

The nature of these potential impacts and the factors which

induce such effects are a function of the specific land use

under· consideration. The impact analyses which follow are

categorized in terms of office, hotel, residential, and re

tail activity, and represent a summary of the detailed analysis

presented in Task Termination Report 4.15.

5-221.'1
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from a low of 200,000 square feet a year to a high of
950,000 square feet a year (Property Evaluation Services,
1976). During this time period, about 450,000 .square feet

of new commercial office space is expected to be constructed
per year in the Los Angeles CBD for a total of four to five

million square feet. This average annual rate of market

absorption of commercial office space is expected to be less

than half (i.e. 42%) of that experienced during the 1970-75

period.

Major office development, committed for development and re
furbishment by 1980, will result in approximately 1.6 million

feet of net leasable area being added to the 1975 supply of
approximately 23.0 million net leasable square feet. Planned
development could add another 1.8 million net leasable square

feet to this total by the early 1980's.

Similar to the 1970-1975 experience, the estimated annual

construction cycle indicates that the pace of construction
will slow down after the peak estimated for 1985, and will

increase to another peak in 1990.

DPM Impact Measurement Parameters

The implementation of the Los Angeles DPM would reinforce
the existing concentration of high-use commercial office
space, most of which is concentrated in the western portion

of the Los Angeles CBD. By 1990, approximately 26 million
square feet of prime office space will be within the DPM
corridor under Baseline conditions. Within this Corridor,

over 85,000 office employees will be within a ten-minute
travel time to the major retailing, dining, entertainment,

and government centers in downtown Los Angeles.

The greatest impacts on office space because of DPM imple

mentation are expected in the areas of:

• Internally generated demand

• Regional headquarters demand

Internally Generated Demand

Firms located in the CBD currently generate a need for be

tween 640,000 and 800,000 square feet of additional office

space annually simply to meet their own internal expansion
needs. The CBD is currently meeting about 50% of this need.

Because of the higher level of satisfaction with a downtown
location with the DPM, it is estimated that the CBD would
increase its capture rate from 50% of this demand to 60%, or

a cumulative increase between 1978 and 1990 of 1.0 - 1.1

million incrementa~ square feet.

Regional Headquarters Demand

Baseline forecasts indicate that by 1990, the CBD will capture

about 28% of the regional office space. With the DPM pro

viding direct physical access to the city's financial, enter

tainment and retail centers and with the unique image value

of such a permanent guideway system, it is estimated that by
1990 the Los Angeles CBD will increase its share of the re
gional office market from 28% to 30%. In terms of leasable

office space, this increased demand would equal 700,000 

800,000 square feet by 1990.

A summary comparison of baseline and "with DPM" office space

projections is shown on Table 5-22A. As this table indicates,
the peak demand years will be in 1985 and 1990; the average

annual net increase, approximately 120,000 net s~uare feet.
Demand for approximately 43% or 750,000 square feet of DPM

induced office space will occur between 1980-1985; in the
1986-1990 period, demand is expected to occur for about 58%

or 1,000,000 square feet.



TABLE 5-22A
CmlPARISON OF DASELItU: AND ·WITII DPH· OFFICE SPACE PROJEC'l'IONS FOR TilE LOS ANGEL~S CBO
(1976-1990) •

Office Space Demand

(Square 1"eet:)

Year Balle Line With DPH Net Change

1976 350,000 350,000

1977 850,000 850,000

1978 550,000 550,000

1979 350,000 350,000

1980 • 225,000. .300,000 - .325,000 + 75,000- 100,000

1981 325,000 400,000 - .425,000 + 15,000- 100,000

1982 350,000 450,000 - 415,000 + 100,000- 125,000

1983 225,'OUO 325,000 - 350,000 + 100,000- 125,000

1984 275,000 315,000 - 425,000 + 100,000- 150,000

1985 1,000,000 1,200,000 - 1,250,000 ... 200,000- 250,000

1986 550,000 650,000 - 615,000 ... 100,000- 125,000

1981 350,000 415,000 500,000 ... 125,000- 150,000

1908 250,000 315,000 - 400,000 i- 125,000- 150,000

1989 350,000 415,000 - 500,000 ... 125,000- 150,000

1990 150,000 1,200,000 1,250,000 + 450,000- 500,000

TO'tAL 6,150,000 8,325,000 - 8,650,000 +1,515,000-1,900,000

Average
Annual Increase 450,000 555,000 - 516,000 ... 116,000

• Nottu Construction begins in 1980, following fOJ:Rl''ll approval

Source; Robert J. lIarmon and Associates, Inc., 1978
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Effects of the DPM on Office Space

Based on the DPM impact measurement parameters described in

the previous section, the following impacts on office space
in the CBD are expected to occur.

Internally Generated Office Market

In the Olive/Hill Street area between 5th and 7th Streets,

approximately 10% or 100,000 to 110,000 net square feet of

office space will be absorbed between 1980 and 1985. This
space will be located in refurbished buildings in the area.

The remaining demand (900,000 to 990,000 net square feet)

will result in an increase in the number of gross square feet
of office space in the Bunker Hill and Figueroa/Flower Street
area south of 8th Street. Based on the assumption that office

space occupancies will range from between 90-95% and that 85%
of the gross area of a commercial office building is leasable,

this internally generated office space demand will result in
an addition of approximately .95 to 1.05 million gross square
feet of office space in these areas. The following allocation
of this predicted gross square footage increase is expected:

• In the Bunker Hill area, about 60% or 600,000 gross
square feet will be added to projected baseline
office space between 1980 and 1985.

• In the Figueroa/Flower Street area south of 8th Street,
approximately 40% or 400,000 gross square feet will be
added between 1985 and 1990 (Robert J. Harmon and
Associates, 1978).

Regional Office Space Demand

Conservatively, it is estimated that there will be a demand

in the west side of the Los Angeles CBD for about 700,000 to
800,000 square feet regional office headquarters space. This
would be the equivalent level for incremental DPM-induced
office space demand from national firms seeking a prestige

location in Southern California. The major tenant of this
building would be a single firm involved in financial insur
ance, international trade, etc. Based upon simi~ar assumptions
made for internally generated office space demand (i.e. a 90%

to 95% office space occupancy rate ~nd 85% gross leasable
square feet for commercial office space), it is estimated

that:

• A 740,000 to 874,000 gross square foot regional head
quarters building will be built in the 1989-1990 per
iod in either the Bunker Hill area of the Figueroa/
Flower area south of 8th Street.

Net Effects of the DPM on Office Space

The implementation of the DPM system is expected to increase
the cumulative Los Angeles CBD demand for office space by 6%.

The net effect of the DPM system's potential positive in
fluence on both the internally generated and regional office
market segments will be that the 1990 office demand in the
Los Angeles CBD will increase by approximately 1.8 million
square feet.

Compared with baselin~ forecasts for 32.8 million gross square
feet of office space in the CBD by 1990, this increase would

represent a DPM-induced increment of 5.5%. Figure 5-22B shows
the probable location of this induced office growth.

Mitigation/Enhancement Measures

The potential office market attributable to the DPM system
can be enhanced by careful coordination of the urban integra

tion aspects of both the stations and pedway facilities.
Specifically, the direct pedestrian interface to the Bunker

Hill, 7th and Figueroa, and the Library stations from adjacent
office facilities should be implemented. Incremental invest
ment in permanent station improvements should receive careful
consideration.



Figure 5-22B
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From the standpoint of public development policy, additional

Floor Area Ratio (FAR) zoning at each DPM station area should

be considered, particularly if the private developers of these

sites fUlly participate in the parking, financial, and urban

integration aspects of the DPM system.

From the standpoint of potential negative impact, tenants of

second-story offices could view the guideway and moving

vehicles as an intrusion. A major portion of this negative

impact can be mitigated through urban design accommodations

and tenant space planning efforts. Examples of urban design

accommodations include promoting retail uses in to the guide

way, where appropriate. Examples of tenant space planning

efforts include the provision of computer, mail distribution,

and other support service for that portion of a building,

which would be adjacent to the guide~ay.

nights. Tourists made up the smallest segment of this market

or 10.3%, with business and government visitors accounting

for 65% and conventions/groups, approximately 25%. (Dark

and Higg±nbotham, 1978).

Baseline Forecasts 1990

Los Angeles CBD capture of county room nights is expected

to increase to 21.5% of the projected 1985 regional demand,

with convention/groups accounting for 43% of the demand in

that year. (Dark and Higginbotham, 1978). This increased

capture is attributed to an increased supply of quality

rooms and banquet faciltites at the Bonaventure, the New

Otani and the planned MAT Associates Hotel at 3rd and

Figueroa (to be completed in 1980), and to improvements in

marketing and physical amenities at the Convention Center.

At the same time the caD is expected to maintain its regional

share of business/government visitors (25%) and tourists (5%) .

Between 1970 and 1976, annual room night demand increased at

an average annual rate of 2-3%; from 1976 to 1977 this demand

increased 12%. However the opening of the Bonaventure Hotel

sent the CBD occupancy rates, which had risen ~rom 53.3% in

1974 to 62% in 1976, back down to 57% in 1977-1978.

Currently there are approximately 6100 guest rooms located

in the Los Angeles Central Business District that are classi

fied as Class A accommodations (competitive for business,

convention and tourists). Since 1970, nearly 2500 new hotel

rooms have been constructed in three new facilities: Hyatt

Regency (1973: 487 rooms), the New Otani (1976: 448 rooms),

and the Bonaventure (1977: 1544 rooms). ~11 three hotels

are located in the DPM corridor.

5-221.2 Hotel Facility Impacts
In order to establish baseline 1990 forecasts, the 1985 fore

casts for each segment of the regional hotel market were ex

trapolated for the 1985-1990 period. Therefore, in 1990 a

2,000,000 room night demand is projected for the Los Angeles

CBD, a net increase of 265,000 room nights between 1985 and

1990. Assuming an average occupancy rate of 75% for new

hotels and 65% for older hotels and taking into consideration

the overbuilt existing CBD hotel market (i.e. 57% occupancy

rate) with projected room additions at the MAT Hotel and a

proposed facility at 7th and Figueroa, yields an estimated

market demand for 100 additional luxury rooms in 1990.

DPM Impact Measurement Parameters

Implementation of the Los Angeles DPM would generate positive

effects on three major sources of hotel patronage:

In 1978, the Los Angeles CBD captured approximately 19% of

the total metropolitan room night demand, or 1,190,700 room

• The convention and convention delegate market

• The tourist market

• The business and government visitors market



Convention/Convention Delegate Market

The DPM would connect 80% of the existing and proposed Class

A hotel rooms, with the revitalized Convention Center, thus

improving the "packageability" of the Los Angeles CBD for

larger conventions (i.e. those over 2500 delega~es). The

combination of connected facilities at the Convention Center

and the hotels would make the Los Angeles CBD more attractive

to major conventions.

Tourist Market

The attraction of the Los Angeles CBD would be enhanced for

tourists with the advent of DPM. Quick, inexpensive, easy

to-use transportation would improve visitor satisfaction,

particularly for strangers unfamiliar with getting around

Los Angeles.

Business/Government Market

For the 50% of the visitors who come to Los Angeles on business,

direct linkages to potential business markets and .entertainment

facilities would be improved. The DPM system would reduce the

need for taxi cab or rental car expenses. The increase in

prestige office construction predicted with the DPM would ex

pand the overall market for business and government visitors.

Effects of the DPM on Hotel Facilities

The greatest effect on hotel facilities will occur in the con

vention/delegate demand for hotel rooms. With the DPM, the

Los Angeles CBD is predicted to increase its capture of the

regional convention market from 1-2%, or from 44-45% to 46%,

and to attract an additional 5-6 large conventions a year.

The annual 1990 business/government visitor trade is expected

to increase by 1-2% over the basecase conditions (or from

25% to 26-27%), and the tourist market is expected to increase

from the projected 5% to 6% of the regional market. The re

sults of the market segment analysis are shown in Table 5-22B.
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Compared with the 1990 baseline conditions (i.e. without the

DPM), the following "net" cumulative changes are expected to

occur:

• The annual 1990 room nights of hotel demand
generated by business/government visitors is
expected to increase from 1,087,000 to 1,152,220
representing a 6% DPM induced growth.

• The annual convention/group market demand
for hotel room nights is expected to increase
by 9.5%, from 730,150 to 806,742.

• The tourism segment of the 1990 demand is
expected to increase from 140,850 to 159,120
room nights, representing a 13% DPM induced
demand.

In total, the implementation of the DPM system is axpected to

increase the annual 1990 Los Angeles CSD hotel room night

demand by approximately 8%, or 160,000 room nights a year.

Such a demand would support the construction of one addition

al major 500-600 room hotel, possibly in the Convention Center

area where hotel development has been proposed. This analysis

assumes that new hotel rooms would not be constructed until

the annual demand supports the break-even levels in existing

and committed developments.

Mitigation/Enhancement Measures

In order to ensure that the potential hotel market benefits

related to the DPM system are realized by Los Angeles CBD,

careful attention must first be given to the urban integration

aspects of the system design. Specifically, direct pedestrian

interfaces from the stations to the planned MAT Associates

hotel (World Trade Center Station); the Hilton Hotel and pro

posed hotel at Mixed Use (7th Street Station); the Bonaventure

Hotel (Library Station), and the proposed hotel at the Con

vention Center (Convention Center Station) should be incor

porated into the final station designs. Also efforts should

be made to encourage completion of a pedway facility from the
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TABLE 5-228

NET EFFEC"S OF THE LOS ANGELES DPM ON H<)TEL DEMAND AND CONSTRUCTION: 1990

ALTERNATIVt:

SCI::IIAIIIOS

ROOK NIGIIT

MARKET DEMAND

IN TilE CBO

Seg,nent Annual Demand

NET ROO" DE/olAND

t~t Supportable RoolRS 680 - 100

Nat Supportable Roo-.d 100

Total d....and for
c

bc..ak-even occupancy 1,')0,904

Total d ....and for

break-even occupancy 1,930,904

Exec,;" Roo18 NiCJht ,

De~and 21,O~6

181,118

Excess Room Hight

DeMand

730,150

156,120
c

2,118,082

1,081,000

"40,050

1,958,000

1,152,22001

Busin..ss!
Government

Convention!
Groups

Tourist,,/
Visitocs
TO'rAL

Business!
Govt::cnment

Convention!
Groups

Tourists!
Visitors

"O'CIII.

With DPM

DoJ~ec4:1e

2.

1.

.. i66,082Demand

Total de.and fora

break-even occupancy 1,9)0,904

Excess Roo. Night

Ousiness!
Gou~rnmt:nt .. 65,220

Convention!
Gcoups .. 16,592

Tuur-ist"/
VbaitOlS .. 18,210

,'O'rA1. .. 11>0,0112

NE'r DUFEltENCE

1'OTA1.

Net Supportable Ro~s ..S80 - 600

aForecasted in~rease fro.. 251 to 26-21\ of the estimated 1990 re9ion,,1 (i,e" 1.os Angeles County) market.

b"orcasted increase from 42.51 to 44-451 of the 1990 regional (Le., 1.os Angeles County) market.
In addition 5-6 addi tiona1 2500 .. delegate conventions avecagin'l 4.3 visit.or nights and 2.4 room
occupancy will be attracted to the I.os Angeles COD.

cForcasteJ increase fro'D 5-61 of the estimated 1990 regional (Le., Los Angeles County) mar~et.

dNet Supportable rooms is defined as 7' of oxcess .rOOlR ni9ht demand.

eASsumes 651 occupancy requirement for older Class A hotels representing 4,571 roo'DS in 1978 and
3,092 new Class A hotel rooms which include the O,,"&ventuce, planned MA'r Associates, lIyatt Regency
anJ 751 p,-oposed Mixed Use 1I0tels.

SOlJHCf;: Roll(~rt J. IIclrmon ilnd AS90ciatps, Inc.
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Energy conservation and gasoline price increases
will make the downtown more attractive as a piace
to live and work.

Changing life styles including ~maller families, more
households without children, and increased numbers of
single people seeking investments requiring low main
tenance will also contribute to the attraction of
downtown residential living.

Single family housing costs have risen rapidly in the
Los Angeles area and created a high demand for condo
miniums.

7th Street Station to the Hyatt Regency Hotel at 7th and

Flower Streets, one from the Biltmore Hotel to the Pershing

Square Station, and one from the Little Tokyo Station to the

New Otani Hotel at 1st and Los Angeles Streets.

In addition to these urban integration aspects, other related

public information and promotional efforts need to be under

taken cooperatively with the Los Angeles Convention Center

and Visitors Bureau. In this regard, both consumer information

booklets and convention/tourism promotional packages need to

be formulated in advance of the system "opening". Cooperative

promotional efforts should be initiated with the hotel facility

owners and tourist center/entertainment facility operators.

•

•

•

• General housing shortages in Los Angeles
particularly acute in the rental. market.
apartments is high and downtown could be
option for some segments of this market.

have become
Demand for

a viable

There is a positive overall outlo9k for downtown residential

development because of the following factors:

Two additional CBO housing projects are planned for the Bunker

Sill Redevelopment Project Area. The first is an 1100 unit

elderly and handicapped housing project to be located on Hill

Street between 2nd and 4th S~reets (?arcels X/Y,) ,scheduled

for occupancy in 1980. The second project of at least 800

condominium units will be located on 1st Street between the

Har-bor Freeway and Hope Street and on Grand Avenue between

2nd and 3rd Streets (Bunker Hill Parcels A,E-3, E-4, Land M) •

Since 1960,. the 714-unit Bunker Hill Towers and the 301 unit

Little Tokyo Towers have been the only major residential com

plexes constructed in downtown Los Angeles. The remaining

CBO housing stock consists of older residential hotels, some

single-family and duplex housing units and a few aging apart

ments. After some initial difficulty in renting the Bunker

Hill Towers, current occupancy rates are exceeding 95%, with

over 90% of the 1200 residents working downtown in professional

fields. (Property Evaluation Services, 1977).

5-221. 3 Residential Land Use Impacts

Baseline 1990 Residential Development Forecasts

To evaluate the demand for future "market rate" CBO resi

dential development, it is important to distinguish among:

(1) effective sub-area market demand, (2) the supply of suit

able and available parcels, and (3) feasible construction

schedules and absorption rates. The demand for "in-city"

housing is most likely to come from a small segment of C30

employees with adequate income levels and compatible life

style needs. Effective housing market demand is the small

percentage of the total CBO employee-housing demand which

could be attracted to the type of residential environment

that could be provided in certain sub-areas of the CBO. Be

cause of the competition for other uses in the CBD, only a

portion of the effective market demand for housing could be

met in the CBO. Finally, the absorption rate (i.e., the pur

chase or leasing rate), for new "in-city" development has

traditionally been slow.

For the purpose of this analysis, effective market demand

is defined as unsubsidized housing renting for $250 or more

per month or condominium units selling for more than $30,000.

The two sub-areas of the Los Angeles CBD where residential

development is expected to occur are Bunker Hill and the

Convention Center/South Park area.
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Bunker Hill

Bunker Hill is the only Los Angeles CBD sub-area that has an

established market image and the existing infrastructure or
amenities to support near term development. The 1985 demand

for housing in this area has been estimated at 2600 additional
units; by 1990 an effective market demand for 4500 units has

been estimated. (Property Evaluation Services, 1977; Dark

and Higginbotham, 1978; and Robert J. Harmon Associates, 1978).

The maximum holding capacity of Bunker Hill is defined in the

Redevelopment Plan as 3750 units. There are 714 units in

Bunker Hill Towers, 1100 units under construction for the

elderly and handicapped on Hill Street and an additional 800+
condominium units planned by 1985 on Parcels A, E-3, E-4, L
and M. Another 250 condominium units are planned between 1985
and 1990. Counting just the 1814 units constructed or under
construction, Bunker Hill could accommodate 1936 additional
market rate units. With an effective 1990 market demand for
4500 additional units, only 200 of which could be accommodated
on Bunker Hill, there is a potential excess 1990 demand for

2500 units.

The 800 units now planned for Bunker Hill by 1985 will require
three to five years. to be completely sold. (Dark and Higgin

bothan, 1978) The 250 units planned for after 1985 under

baseline condition, are also expected to be fully occupied
by 1990.

In summary, even with allowances for slow absorption rates

and staggered construction, about 1050 new market-rate resi
dential units will be constructed and occupied between 1978

and 1990 in the Bunker Hill area under baseline conditions.

This would leave an excess demand for about 3350-3450 market
rate housing units in this sub-area.

South Park

South Park is the other sub-area of the Los Angeles CBD where

new market-rate residential development is planned. This area,

near the Convention Center, does not have an established
market image for residential development. An effective demand

for 360 residential units has been estimated for this area in
1980, and a cumulative 1990 demand of 1600 units is projected.

By 1990 total demand for subsidized and market rate housing

has been estimated to exceed 5000 units. (Property Evaluation
Services, 1977; Robert J. Harmon and Associates, 1978).

The supply of available parcels for residential construction

is not a critical factor in the development of South Park

because of the number of underdeveloped parcels and fully
depreciated buildings. However public and private invest
ments in physical amenities and facilities will be required
to make this area more attractive to investors. Currently
400 units of a "new town in-town" are planned, leaving a total
1990 demand in this area of 4600 units.

The 400 units planned for construction in the early 1980's

will require three to five years to be fully absorbed.

Assuming adequate public funds and private capital for infra
structure.and facility improvements, an additional 500-600

units of subsidized housing and 300-400 units of market rate
housing would be constructed by 1985. The market absorption
rate of the second stage of housing should be higher than the

first stage leading to the construction of 300-400 additional
market rate units between 1985 and 1990.

In summary, under baseline (i.e. without DPM conditions), it

is expected that 1000-1200 units of market rate housing would
be built and occupied in South Park bY 1990, leaving a poten
tial excess demand for 400-600 market rate residential units
and 2600-2700 subsidized units.

-



DPM Impact Measurement Parameters

Implementation of the DPM will increase the overall attract

iveness of in-city living. It will improve the proximity to

expanded work, entertainment and retail opportunities for

downtown residents. The need for a second car would be re

duced because weekday activities could be accomplished by

DPM or on foot. Reducing the need for a second car could

save an estimated $1000-$1200 a year (National Highway Users

Federation, 1977) and increase the amount a prospective renter

could pay by $50-$100 a month, with no increase in income.

These factors would combine to expand the market potential

and the effective market capture rate of one and two person

households from 5-7% to 7-10% (~stimate includes both primary

and secondary CBD residential areas). This would translate

into an effective market demand for 5,300-5,500 market

~ate residential units in Bunker Hill. Assuming 1,050-1,150

market-rate housing units under baseline conditions, excess

d~nand with the DPM would be 4,250-4,350 compared with a

baseline excess demand for 2500-3000 units.

Net Effect of DPM System on Residential Development

If the proposed DPM is implemented, increased market rate

development will first manifest itself in increased densities

on Bunker Hill parcels within two blocks of the DPM station,

already scheduled for residential development. Parcel A

density is projected to increase by 80 units and an additional

300 units would probably be built on Parcels Land M. Thus,

with the DPM, an additional 380"units are projected by 1985.

and an additional 250 are estimated by 1990. (rarcels U and

T) In summary, an additional 630 units over the baseline of

1050-1150 units would be built on Bunker Hill with the DPM.

However, even with this induced development there would still

be an additional demand for 3600-3800 market rate units in

the CBD. (Robert J. Harmon and Associates, 1978)
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With the development in Bunker Hill and assuming adequate

infrastructure development in South Park, the most likely

place for additional development would be South Park. Prior

to 1985, the effect of the DPM would be increased absorption

of the market rate units already planned and the probable

development of an additional 200-300 units. Between 1985 and

1990, because of the excess demand for in-city residential

units, an additional 100-1200 market rate units above the

300-450 already planned would be built near the 9th Street

DPM station (probably between 9th Street and the Convention

Center, west of Figueroa). Robert J. Harmon, Associates, 1978)

In summary, by 1990 the DPM will induce an additional 630 units

in Bunker Hill and an additional 1300-1450 units in South

Park for a total of 1930-2100 residential market rate units

over the baseline case. (see Table 5-22C)

Enhancement or Mitigati~g Measures

An increase in the allowable dwelling units on Parcels U and

T, and a reduction in the parking requirements are necessary

in Bunker Hill if the increased levels of potential DPM-induced

residential developments are to be achieved. In the case of

South Park a majority of the local and federal public sector

residential infrastructure/facility funds must be expended to

ensure that the proper transition of this segment of the

South Park/Convention Center area to a residential neighbor

hood occurs. This expenditure of public funds would not.re

present an increase generated by the DPM system; rather, such

funds would be necessary to achieve the baseline 1990 fore

casts of new market-rate residential development estL~ted to

occur in the South Park/Convention Center area.



The current retail space inventory is estimated at slightly

more than 5 million square feet. Occupancy rates vary from
. aO-90% in newer retail complexes to less than 50% in some of

the older buildings in the Broadway area. Retail sales per

square foot averages ran~e from $70-80 in the Broadway area
to $90-100 or higher in the newer successful CBD retail areas

and tourist areas such as Olvera Street. Department store

sales in the older stores range from $50-70 per square foot.

From an urban design integration perspective, a secured second

story pedestrian walkway system from the 9th Street Station

to the new residential development is very important. From
a systems operation stand point, in-city residents should
be able to use the DPM system between 6 or 7 AM and 12 mid

night if pedestrian access advantages, especially to South

Park,;'are not to be limited. Generally every aspect of urban

design integration recommended for office, hotel retail devel
opment along the DPM route would enhance the residential devel

opment potential of Bunker Hill and the South Park/Convention

Center area.

Total retail sales in the CBD for 1977 have been estimated

at $540 million, a 51% increase in current dollars over the

1972 level of $358 million (Dark and Higginbotham, 1978).
Estimates made for 1977 retail expenditures indicate that of
the total $540 million expended, general merchandise account

ed for 31%, eating/drinking for 19%, and apparel for 19%.
These estimates also indicated that 23% of retail sales were

made by CBD employees, 4.5% by visitors, and less than 1% by
local residents (Bunker Hill). The largest percentage of
retail purchases were made by residents living outside of

, downtown, an estimated 72%.
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TABLE 5-22C

ESTIMATED PACE OF MARKET RATE RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE
WITH DPM: 1978-1990

Construction Units Absorption Rate
Time Period Baseline DPM Increment Total .Low High

1978-1985 1500-1650 580-680 2080- 1250 1480
2330

Bunker 800-850 380 1180- 850 930
Hill 1230

South 700-800 200-300 900- 400 550
Park 1100

1986-1990 550-700 1350-1450 1990- 2730 3000
2150

Bunker 250-300 250 500- 830 850
Hill 550

South 300-400 1100-1200 1400- 1900 2150
Park 1600

TOTALS 2050-2350 1930-2130 3980- 3980 4480
4480

Source: Robert J. Harmon and Associates, Inc., 1978.

5-221.4 Retail Activity Impacts



Retail activity since 1970 has been increasing in the western

CBD, with new complexes such as the Broadway and ARCO Plazas

and retail outlets in new hotels and office buildings captur

ing the bulk of this increase. The DPM Corridor accounts

for about 60 percent of the 1975 retail space inventory and

55 percent of its retail employment (Wilbur Smith, 1978).
About one-third of the total CBD retail space inventory and

45% of sales are now concentrated in the newer (post-1970)

developments in the west CBD.

Baseline Forecast: 1990

A recent estimate of future retail sales in the western CBD

projects an increase from the current (1977) level of $247.5

million to a 1985 level of $281.3 millicn (Dark and Higgin

botham, 1978). The 1990 baseline (without DPM) projections

anticipate that the retail sales volume in the DPM Corridor

will approximate $330-350 million. This p~oject~vn assumes

that there would be an increase of about 1.0 million square

feet of additional retail space in the OPM Corridor by 1990

for a total of 4.1 million square feet.

Under baseline 1990 conditions, retail employment in the DPM

Corridor is estimated to be about 6,700, or a 14% increase

over 1975 levels. These employees in addition to employees

from other sectors - a projected DPM Corridor total of 147,000

- would account for 35-40% (about $125 million) of retail sales

being expended at eating and drinking establishments. -Overall

eating and drinking would account for 15-20% of western CBD

retail sales, while shoppers goods would comprise 70-75% of

such sales (Robert J. Harmon & Associates, 1978).

DPM Impact Measurement Parameters

Implementation of the DPM would generate increases in CBD

retail sales activity from three major sources of patronage:
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(1) the downtown employee market: (2) the local resident

market: and (3) the CBD visitor market. In each of these

markets, the DPM-induced sales growth would result from in

creases in the patronage base (i.e., the additional numbers

of people present in the CBO) and in the per capita expendi

tures of the baseline markets.

The increase in retail sales volume attributable to the DPM

will translate into: additional retail space demand: changes

in the baseline patterns of retail sales per square foot: addi

tional employment in the retail sector: increases in the City's

tax revenues derived from its share of the sales tax.

The rationale and basis for estimation of retail sales impacts

and the nature and magnitude of such impacts are briefly set

forth below and more fully discuss~d in Task Termination

Report 4.15. Employment and tax revenue impacts are discussed

in Sections 51-233 and 5-234.

Downtown Employee Market

In 1975, the annual per capita expenditure of all Los Angeles

CBD employees was estimated to be $825 (based on Dark and

Hi.gginbotham,1978). Office employees speITt an estimated

$880 per capita vs. $600 for non-office employees (Robert J.

Harmon & Associates, 1978). Under baseline (without DPM)

conditions, it is anticipated that the "market draw" of planned

retail facilities as well as the "net" increase in normal

~ncome will generate increased retail expenditures by employees

in the western CBD ranging from $100-$125 per capita (15%)

for office employees and $50-$75 per capita (10%) for non

office employees. (Dark and Higginbotham, 1978)

The OPM system would provide a rapid, dependable, and economic

internal circulation system that would link employees in the

OPM Corridor with retail facilities throughout the corridor.
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The resulting improvement in mobility would increase noontime
and afterwork shopping and dining expenditures by CBD employees.

By 1990, the per capita increases in retail sales attributable

to the DPM are expected to be 25%-30% for office workers ($1100
versus $1400) and 15%-20% for non-office workers ($750 versus

$900) (Robert J. Harmon & Associates, 1978). Most of this

increase is expected to be in the purchase of shoppers and

convenience goods.

Local Resident Market

Currently, CBD retail expenditures by upper and middle-income
residents (i.e. Bunker Hill) are $2597 per capita. Most of

this (83%) is spent on shoppers and convenience goods (Dark
and Higginbotham, 1378). The effect of baseline retail devel

opment is expected to be an increase in 1990 resident per capita
expenditures by 5-10% (from $2597 to $2800) (Robert J. Harmon
& Associates, 1978).

Rapid and convenient access to the entire DPM Corridor would

also increase resident expenditures in downtown by an estimated

5-10% over the 1990 baseline level ($2800 versus $3000) (Robert

J. Harmon & Associates, 1978).

Residents of subsidized units and in older existing housing

within the corridor have lower incomes and thus less discre
tionary income. Any DPM related impacts would be limited to

possible redistribution of spending wit~n the CBD, not an
increase. Therefore, the DPM has not been credited with any

increased spending by this market segment.

Although about 70% of current CBD sales are generated by

residents of, or visitors to the surrounding area, no credit
is taken for increased expenditures by retail customers not
residing, employed, or staying in the CBD.

caD Visitor Market

With the improved mobility provided ~y the DPM and the expand

ed retail facilities associated with its implementation, it is
expected that the expenditures of CBD hotel guests would in

crease from 25-30% above the baseline per capita level of
$24-$25 to $32 per day. (Robert J. Harmon & Associates, 1978;

Dark and Higginbotham, 1978).

Estimated Size of Market Segments

Th~ estimated size of each market is based on projections of

future development, with and without the DPM outlined in the
preceding sections and in section 5-231.1 for employment.

These projections indicate a net DPM induced increase in 1990
of 6,600 office employees, 1615 non-office employees, a
160,182 room night demand, and approximately 2800 residents

in that year. Table 5-220 provides a summary of per capita
expenditures, size of market segments, and projected levels

of retail activity with and without the DPM.

Net Bffects of DPM on Retail Activity

The incremental retail sales volume for each market sector

and the total impacts of the DPM are shown in Table 5-22E.
The dollar'volume for each segment is obtained by multiplying
the per capita expenditures by the number of individuals in

each segment. The totals, as shown in Table $-22E, indicate
that the DPM would yield a net increase in annual retail sales
of $93.024 million in 1990 when compared with the baseline.

This would constitute a net increase of 30% over the baseline

conditions in that year. The cumulative sales impact between

1983 and 1990 would be about $515 million. (see Table 5-22F)

This expected increase in retail sales volume will translate
into additional retail space and changes in the baseline
patterns of sales per square foot for (1) eating and drinking

establishments, (2) convenience goods stores, and (3) shoppers
goods stores.
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Table 5-22D
III'H- INl)llCEn 1tt::'I'A 1 t, ACTIVITY--HEASUIlEMENT PARAHETEIlS

BASE CONIU'flONS a

CRI'I'ICAr. PARAMETERS

I. elm ot tic~ t::ml'loy~es in OPM Corridor (Private .. Public)

1975 1985

1917 Dollars

1990

WTTU oPr" b

1985 1990

1977 Dollars

2.

A, Allnu~l per capita cno retail expenditures

n. N'UI,h~r of ~m(lloy~~s

C. Ectliny/dl'inking dS percent of retail expendi lures

o . Shupp~nl Goods

E. Convenience Goods

cun Nt)l\-ottic~ l-:nlpLoyees in OfH Corridor

A. AnOlldl pee cdpita CBO retelil expenditures

II. Numbee ot employetls

C. Eatintj/deinking as percent of retail expenditures

O. Shoppeni Goods,

t::. Cunveni"'llce Goods

$080

94,100

55Y.

40'

5'

$600

16,900

50Y.

45'

5Y.

$1,000

113,075

50'

45'

5Y.

$675

20,000

48V.

4H

5\
•

$1,100

125,700

45'

50'

5'6

$750

21,500

4H

51\

5Y.

$1,250

115,925

4H

4'H

5Y.

$800

20,270

44%

51\

5\

$1,400

132,300

4H

5H

5\

$900

23,115

42'

53%

5\

l. CUI) II...,::! identti--lIppec/Hiddle Incollltl in OPM Corridol'

/I. Alllllld L per capi ta enD retdi 1 ~xpendi tures

U, Numher ot eC>iidentti

C. Edtill<J/c1dnkiny as percent of retail expenditures

D. ShoPII" C s Coull::>

1::. Convenience Goodtl

4. 1I0iei Gllesl::>

$2,597

1,050

IH

47%

36'6

$2,800

2,415

lH

47%

36'6

$2,800

4,060

11'6

4n
36'6

$3,000

2.961

18'

4H

16%

$3,000

6,900

lln

4(.%

36~

A.

Ii.

c.
o.

Annual 1'00111 nights (1.4 occupants/room)

Odily p~r cdpila eetall expendilures of Lusine:>s,
convention dnd tourist visitors

I::ct li n'J/d L"i Ilk in'] as percent ot relail expendituees

Sh0I'I'CI-ti Guod::>

Convcn icnc~ Goods ':

961,400

$2:.!

68\

23\

9Y.

1,692,550

$24

68'4

23\

9'6

1,958,000

$25

64\

2H

9'

1,800,000

$30

60\

Hi

9\

2, ll8,oin

$32

60'

lU

•1
h

¥.~.

Hi ILmc SII,ith " A~socidtes, l~ntll' Rol>eet J. lIarmon " Associates, 19711; Park dnd lIi<J(linLotham, 1978 .
1l"l>c,-t .1. lI.tCUlol\ & As::>ociates, 970. ' .
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Table 5-22E
Ul'M- INUlJCIW IMPACTS ON
na::'I'A 11. SAI.Eli VOLUME
(Ill 'l'housands of 1977 Dollars)

I. Anllu<!l Iletail Sales Volume; a

Retail Sales Components

Hclail Sales froRI COO Office Employees

Hcldil Sales from ceD Nan-Office Employees

Helail Sales from CBn Residents

Htltail S4les from con notel Guests
b

lIotel Roqm Rental Charges

'rotal Annual Retai 1 Sales

Net Effect
Baseline With nPM of OPM

1985 1990 '1985 1990 1905 1990

$113,075 $138,270 $144,906 $1115,220 $31,831 $46,950

13,500 16,125 16,216 20,804 2,716 4,679

6,762 11,368 8,883 20,000 2,121 8,632

56,870 68,530 75,600 94,890 18,730 26,360

67,702 78,320 72,000 84,723 4,298 6,403

$257,909 $312,613 $317,605 $405,637 $59,696 $93,024

it Compulatiollli based on data from 1'aule IV-221.2 (per capitd expenditun::s multiplied by si:<:e of
IIIdl'keL sector) and as noted below.

1J "<Hied on constant average roam ral .. of $40 per night. 1'his is lower than avcl-age current
pUhli,;hcd rateli ($45), but the lower value is used to reflect discounts offered to tour
gUllIp:>, conventions', government tomployees, businessmen, etc.

::;uun:e; kobel"L 'J. t1annon (, Associate~, 1..978.



TABLE 5-22F

1983-1990 Cumulative Net Effect on Sales Increase
a

DPM-INDUCED IMPACTS ON RETAIL SALES VOLUME

(1977 Dollars)

Year End

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1983-1990 Cumulative

Total Impact

Annual Net of DPM

$ 19,185,000

37,877,000

59,696,000

66,362,000

73,028,000

79,694,000

86,360,000

93,024,000

$515,226,000
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Assuming that the restaurants and cocktail lounges would have

sufficient excess capacity to absorb about 33-40% of the in

creased 1990 demand, the DPM impacts on restaurant facilities

would be (1) an increase in gross sales of $9-9.5 million

for restaurants existing under baseline conditions, and (2)
creation of a demand for about 3,400 additional luncheon

seats, about 1,100 additional dinner seats, and about 250

additional cocktail lounge seats in new facilities. This

added demand would be equivalent to 6-10 new restaurants,

depending on their size and price range.

Convenience and Shoppers Goods Establishments

The DPM-induced impact on convenience and shoppers goods

retail in 1990 is projected at $60,000,000 a year, of which

shoppers goods would account for $51 million. Of the $9

million in increased convenience goods sales, it is assumed

that about 60% (or $5.4 million) would be absorbed by 1990

baseline stores in the DPM Corridor and the remainder would

occur at new facilities in the DPM stations. The DPM induced

impact on sales volumes per square foot would amount to an

increase of $10-$11.

aAssumes linear growth from 1983-1985 (at 20% of 1990 level)
and from 1985-1990 (at 6.6% of 1990 level).

Source: Robert J. Harmon & Associates, 1978.

Eating and Drinking Establishments

Because of the ihcreases in per capita expenditures, amounts

spent on eating/drinking, and the number of people in each

market segment, total expenditures in this category would

increase about $34,000,000 in 1990, or 37% of the DPM retail

impact.

Shoppers Goods: $51 million

Of the nearly $51 million in 1990 annual net DPM-induced

shoppers goods sales, it is estimated that 75% or $38 million
would accrue to 1990 baseline stores in the DPM Corridor;

25% or $13 million would create enough demand to support

additional or DPM-induced square footage. At $125 per square

foot, the demand for new shoppers goods would translate into

an additional 104,000 square feet of supportable specialty/

shoppers establishments within the DPM Corridor.
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Mitigation/Enhancement Measures

Based on the DPM-induced land use impacts predicted for office,
hotel, residential and retail use in the CBD, the DPM is ex-·

pected to increase the probability that the goals and objectives
outlined in the adopted land use plan for the CBD will be

realized. As discussed in Section 2-212, land use plans for

the CBD consist of the long-range policies and objectives

of the Central City Community Plan, and the short-range object

ives and development plans as specified in the Bunker Hill

Urban Renewal Project Redevelopment Plan, the Little Tokyo
Redevelopment Project: The Redevelopment Plan, and the

The proposed station locations have been chosen in order to
maximize the opportunity for integration with future office

or mixed use complexes which have significant retail space
or proximity to existing retail complexes. In virtually all

cases, access between stores/hotels and stations is relative
ly direct and should pose a minimum of problems. The dis
cussion of retail impacts has assumed the integration of
DPM stations into these major existing and planned retail

and hotel complexes, either directly or via accessible,
secure and attractive pedestrian linkages. One major example

is the potential connection of the 7th Street Station to the

Broadway Plaza. This Plaza, which contains about 366,000
square feet of retail space (including the Broadway depart

ment store and several dozen specialty shops), the Hyatt
Regency Hotel and an office tower, is separated from the 7th

and Figueroa DPM Station by the block-square Barker Bros.
building. A direct second-level covered passageway with

interior storefronts and other interesting spaces would be
a possible solution to this direct access problem. Failure
to provide such connections and to maintain their cleanliness
and security could degrade significantly the magnitude of

retail impacts.

Impacts on Police Protection Services .

Community Services and Cultural Facilities5-222

Major facilities providing social, public, community, or

municipal services are shown in Figure 5-22C. With some

exception~, the DPM system will generally have a positive
impact on community and social services by providing imp;oved

access.

Central Business District Redevelopment Project. The DPM is;.

in conformance with and furthers the goals of all of the above

plans.

A detailed analysis of the expected DPM-induced land use im

pacts and their conformance with adopted plans is shown in
Task Termination Report 4.15.

For those services which have a relatively elastic demand,

that is, where users have a great deal of choice as to whether
to use the services, the DPM is likely to produce an increase
in the amount of use. These include: the Terminal Annex, the
Music Center, the Law Library and the Central Library, the

three major churches (St. Vibiana's Cathedral, St. Paul's

Cathedral and the First Unite4 Methodist Church), the Post
Office in Arco Plaza, the University of California extension,
and. the Convention Center. Other facilities which would
benefit from improved ease of access, but not necessarily

significant increases in levels of use, are: Union Station,
most of the government buildings in the Civic Cenuer, and

California Hospital. Remaining services would not benefit
directly from the DPM because they are outside the convenient

DPM walkshed or they have little or no public visitor use.

Because the DPM intercept facilities will have high volumes

of automobiles, which may be unattended for some length of
time during the day, representatives of the Los Angeles Police
Department have suggested that additional foot patrols may
be desirable at both Union Station and the Convention Center.

Conformance With Adopted Land Use Plans5-221. 5



Figure 5-22C

PUBLIC AND SOCIAL SERVICES
INTHECBD

e

source:

t AgencY,
community Redeve10pmen
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1 Terminal Annex (P.O. ) X * X X

12 Union Station XXX ** XX
3 Board of Education X *
4 County Hall of Justice XX ** X

1
5 Federal Court XX *** XX
6 Federal Bldg. & P.O. XXX *** XXX
7 County Health Center XX
8 Dept. Water & Power XX *
9 Music Center XXX * X X

10 County Hall of Admin. XXX ** XX
11 County Court House XXX ** XX.
12 County Hall of Records XXX *** XX
13 Law Library XXX *** XX XXX
14 County Criminal Courts XX *** XX
15 Future State Building XXX *** XXX
16 City Hall XXXX *** XXX
17 City Hall East XX *** XXX
18 City Hall South XXX *** XXX
19 Parker Center (Police) XX *** XXX t:J
20 State Office Building XX *** XXX
21 Fire Station i3 Z
22 St. Vibiana's Cathedral X *"* X X
23 St. Paul's Cathedral X X X 0

***
24 Post Office (Arco) XXX *** X XX

I Z25 Central Library XXX *** XXX XXX
26 Central Police Facil.
27 Fire Station i9
28 Municipal Court XXX
29 1st Methodist Church X *** X X
30 Univ. of Calif. Exten. XX ** X X
31 Convention Center XXXX *** XXX XXX
32 Police Station (Georgia)
33 California Hospital XX * X34 Fire Station ilO
35 California High School XX
36 State Employment Office XX
37 Fire Station i30

-i..38 Police Station (Newton)
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Impacts on Fire Protection Services

The desire to serve certain sites and mitigate other types of
impacts has resulted in a recommended route alignment that

provides a minimum horizontal clearance of three feet to the
fronts of certain buildings. This situation interferes with

the use of external fire escapes in older buildings, and

presents the potential for limiting fire department capabili
ties to gain external access by means of ladder to rooms and/

or roofs, or to rescue occupants.

The six sites of particular concern,are those older unsealed
buildings which lack the modern internal pressurized smoke

proof stairs, and where the fire department is forced to rely
on external means for access and rescue operations, e.g. those
with only openable windows and/or external fire escapes.

These sites have been reviewed and discussed with fire depart
ment personnel. There appear to be alternatives for each
of the sites that can ameliorate the potential accessibility

restrictions and afford satisfactory life, safety, and fire
protection capabilities. These alternative include the con

sideration of smoke towers in certain sites, enclosing ex
ternal fire escapes, storing aerial ladders on guideway,

hydraulic a~rial ladder turntable on guideway, enclosing

certain internal stairs, etc., and will require coordination

with the Los Angeles Fire Prevention Bureau in the final design

phase, as for obtaining a~provals and/or the proper variances.

Alternatives have been selected for each of the sites of con

cern to the depar~~ent, consistent with the conceptual level

design of this phase, and included in ~he cost estimates.
The modifications suggested must meet the standards of the Los
Angeles Municipal Code before they can be considered feasible.

Impacts on Public Utilities

Implementation of the DPM would provide a stimulus to secondary

office and commercial development in the CBD. The capacities

of both the existing wastewater and utility systems for the

downtown area are sufficient to accommodate the increased de

mands resulting from this secondary development.

Overview of Impacts on Cultural Facilities

The major cultural facility immediately adjacent to the DPM
route is the Convention Center, discussed below. The Music
Center is the other major cultural facility in downtown, but
the DPM is expected to have little or no impact on this facil
ity beyond a marginal improvement in access.

Convention Ce~ter

This major Los Angeles cultural facility serves the entire

metropolitan area. Its accessibility by freeways and sUrface

streets is improved by the addition of a DPM station which
will establish a much-needed link between the Convention
Center and the remainder of downtown.' In addition, planned

parking garages will provide a park-and-ride opportunity

for people employed in the downtown area, thus significantly
reducing the congestion on the already overburdened streets.

The DPM station will either be located on the west side of

Figueroa Street in a large open space facing the main entry
of the Convention Center or in the center of Figueroa, also

opposite the Convention Center main entry. In either case,
the DPM will establish a strong pedestrian and visual link
between the Convention Center and the parking intercept,
thereby diminishing the impact of the DPM station in the

Convention Center.

The DPM station will substantially increase the use of the

Convention Center by creating a strong physical connection

between the facility and other downtown activitr centers.
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5-224 Visual and Aesthetics

Present and planned parks and open spaces in downtown Los

Angeles are shown and described in Figure 5-22D. The area

and uses of each one are given. The most important of these

open spaces are those which are available now and readily

accessible to pedestrians. Nineteen of the 44 areas total

ing 33.2 acres, meet these criteria. Total open space com

prises 70.3 acres. This total includes land that is purely

decorative in function as well as rough estimates for planned

and proposed open spaces. Approximately 40 acres of open

space are within relatively easy pedestrian access from the

DPM.

In General, open spaces in downtown Los Angeles will exper

ience the beneficial impact of improved accessibility. This

will be more true for those areas within a short distance

from DPM stations, and this should result in increased or

extended use of open space areas. Open space areas which

would be most directly affected include: Olvera Street and

the Pueblo de Los Angeles Park, City Hall Mall, Civic Center

Mall, the Music Center area, Pershing Square, the Central

Library grounds, and selected plaza areas in the financial

district.

The DPM system may present some degree of visual intrusion

on open space areas. However, with careful design, the DPM

guideway and stations could be made compatible with and even

enhance the appearance of adjacent open space.

A more detailed analysis of the impacts the DPM would have

on the three designated parks along the route -- Pershing

Square, City Hall lawn, and Father Serra -- are discussed

in Chapter 6.

The overall impact of the DPM, visually and aesthetically,

will depend upon the manner in which the system is designed

and integrated into the environment. Also, to some extent it

will depend upon the taste and attitudes of the observer.

The following pages discuss the DPM from both perspectives.

First there is a generalized discussion of the visual and

aesthetic considerations that were applied in analyzing the

downtown visual environment, the design responses to that

environment, and a more detailed description of tradeoffs

found in guideway, column and station design. This general

impact assessment is followed by a segment by segment analysis

of the visual impacts the guideway and stations are likely

to have at specific points along the route.

5-224.1 General Visual Impact

5-224.11 Urban Environment

There are several identifiable aspects of the urban environ

ment which have a bearing on the design of the people mover

system.

• Architectural environment: The service area of the
DPM system is mostly composed of buildings, streets,
viaducts, and other facilities characterized by hard
geometry that have been constructed of hard, durable
materials. Although Los Angeles began with a Spanish
motif in architecture and during the early decades of
this century changed to an Art Nouveau, in recent
years the downtown architectural "explosion" has been
distinguished by buildings in the contemporary manner,
many of which are tall high rise structures.

The modern lines of the DPM will be most compatible
with the newer buildings on the west side of the CBD,
e.g. Security Pacific Plaza and ARCO Towers, and least
compatible with older, smaller structures, e.g. buildings
on the west side of Figueroa Street, south of 8th Street.

• Landscape: A second aspect of the urban environment
is its soft landscaped quality. The DPM service area
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Figure 5-220
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STATUS, USE CHARACTERISTICS AND ACREAGE OF OPEN SPACES
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la Union Station X X X .5
Ib Plaza/Olvera St. X X X X X X 1.5 I
lc Plaza lawn X X X .7
Id City Parking X X .I..u
Ie Fort Moore X X 2.8

2 Federal Bldg. X X .3
3 Parker Center X X .5
4 Mall/Triforium X X X X 2.3

Ii City Hall mall X X X X X :l.0
Lawn, City Hal,.l South X X 2.0
Lawn, Main City Hall X X X 3.0

8 State Bldg. Site X X X X .1..0
9 New Otani X X X .5
10 Weller Street X X X X X X n/a
11 County Bldgs. X X I .5
12 County Mall, lower X X X i 2.5
13 County Mall, upper X X X 5.5
14 Music Center X X X X X X

\ .1..4
15 Dept. Water & Power X X 2.0
16 B.H. Tower Access X X .5
17 B.H.Tennis Courts X X X X j ;!. 0
18 Central Power Plant X X 1.0
19 Security Pacific X X X X 2.8
20 Bunker Hill X X X J.U
21 Retirement Housing X X X X X 1.0
22 Anqel's Fliqht X X X X X X .5
23 Publie Plaza Site X X .I\. X .I\. .I\. .:>
24 Broadway X X X X X X n/a
25 MAT Hotel Site X X X X X X 1.0
26 Union Bank X X X .l.0
27 Bonaventure Hotel X X X X X X .5
28 Areo Garaqe (Roof) X X X 2.2
29 Pershing Square X X X X J.U
30 Library Lawn X X X 2.0
31 Librarv parkinq X X 2.0
32 Areo Plaza X X X .L.tI

33 St. Paul's Courtyard X X X .5
34 Union Bank X X .5
35 Crocker Bank X X .5 .
36 Broadway Plaza X X X X X X X .5
37 South Park "park" X X X X 1.0
38 9th Street Triangle X X X .5
39 Hotel site X X 2.0
40 Convention Center X X 110.0
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contains several parks and tree planted streets.

The following considerations have been incorporated
in the designs to preserve as much of the existing
environment as possible: replacement of disturbed
plant material; the provision for addition landscaped
areas to complement existing "soft" areas; and the
creation of new landscaped station plazas.

• New development: The people mover corridor is in a
constant state of development and change. On balance,
the character of new developments is accelerating a
change to a more contemporary look. Whenever possible
efforts have been made to integrate station and build
ing design, e.g. the Elderly Housing Project on Hill
Street and the Wells Fargo building on Fifth Street.

• Pedway system: Provision of second-story pedway facili
ties is a distinguishing mark of this accelerating change.
The first stages of the pedway system are in place, and
many additional pedways are being planned. Existing and
future pedways were taken into consideration during desig~

of the station access plans, e.g. a pedway from the
Federal Building to the Civic Center Mall is incorporated
into the Federal Station plan and the Library Station
has been designed to allow a future pedway to be built
between the station and the Library.

• Historical Associations: Downtown Los Angeles had a
people mover system above ground for many years; today
steps are being taken to reinstall the famous "Angels'
Flight" on Bunker Hill.

Connections between the two systems will be possible;and
the visual juxtaposition of the Angel's Flight funicular
and the contemporary lines of the DPM will provide
an interesting visua~ contrast between traditional and
modern ways of moving people in Los Angeles.

vehicles will bid on provision of service. Consequently, it

is not possible at this time to identify the exact vehicle

(which may be modified slightly) to be used. The exterior and

interior colors of the vehicle will be selected to coordinate

with comprehensive color scheme for the entire system.

Guideway and Station Structure

The guideway and station structures consist of three common

elements: (1) foundations; (2) supporting columns; (3)

vehicle guideway. Other aspects of station design are dis

cussed in the next section.

It should be observed that Los Angeles is potentially subject

to severe seismic activity. Because of this, all structures

in downtown must reflect the same design requirements. There

will be no difficulty in relating the structural proportions

of the DPM system with adjacent buildings. (These heavier

proportions can be observed in the lower columns of the ARCO

Towers and other larger downtown structures.)

• Guideway foundations: In order to reduce the impact
on street traffic during construction, the location
of column foundations was carefully considered, along
with other factors such as interference with under
ground utilities. The basic concept of structural
design was to keep all foundation element, below
grade, so that the foundations would have no visual
impact.

L-
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5-224.12 Design Development of Vehicles, Guideway Structure
and Stations

The Vehicle System

Several vehicle systems can comply with the requirements of

the Los Angeles DPM. Candidate vehicles are illustrated in

Figure 4-25. Prior to final design, manufacturers of these

The Downtown People

physical elements:

structure; (3) The

Mover system consists of three major

(1) The vehicle system; (2) The guideway

stations.

• Supporting columns: Trade-off studies. Column location
planning and design involved a study of the trade-offs
among the number of columns, length of guideway span,
proximity of column locations to adjacent structures,
the division of city blocks into reasonably uniform
spans, and finally cost trade-offs between uniformity
in guideway beam lengths and variations to accommodate
minor elements of urban design. Basically, fewer col
umns and longer spans yield larger columns that require
space at the sidewalk level. Conversely, increasing
the number of columns to achieve a lighter cross section
and a more graceful slenderness ratio, both increases
the foundation and column costs and tends to produce
a "picket fence" appearance. One solution was to de
sign the structural cross section so that the column



In addition to the considerations discussed above, other de

sign refinements to minimize the visual impact of the DPM

have been or can be incorporated into the final design of

guideways and stations.

All guideways other than the single-beam type can be reduced

in visual impact by accenting the linear quality of the member.

This can be achieved by: careful attention to structural

requirements; breaking large surfaces into smaller faces;

accenting structural lines paralleling the guideway length

and other optical devices.

would be thinner in one dimension to take less of the
sidewalk width and wider in the dimension paralleling
the sidewalk length. To reduce the width of two columns
as seen from the street, it was divided into two coupled
columns.

Seismic design requirements requirements result in
making the columns heavier in cross section. Con
sequently, many optical refinements were considered
and can be applied in final design to increase the
slenderness effect. Various column shapes were con
sidered. See Figures 4-23A-E.

• Column Capitals: An item of major importance in the
design of the guideway structure is the juncture of
the top of the column with the vehicle guideway. A
careful transition of form is required in order to
enhance the linear quality of the guideway.

5-224.13 Other Design Refinements
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• Vehicle guideway - Guideway types: Of the many candidate
vehicle systems which could be selected for the DPM
system most are supported from the bottom. The dimension
al and technical requirements of the systems vary widely.
Some guidance systems require low sidewalls to give
guidance to the vehicles. Others require no sidewalls
but a steel beam on top of the guideway to secure and
guide the vehicles. Still others provide both support
and guidance for the vehicles by a single beam. Typical
guideways for these varied vehicle systems are illus
trated in Figures 4-23A-E.

In addition, the form integration of the top of the supporting

columns with the guideway will maintain, without visual inter

ruption, a continuous smooth flow of form along the entire

guideway. These mitigating measures, illustrated in the

preliminary baseline guideway structure design, can be applied

in the final design of the selected guideway structure.

On-line stations were designed as side platforms. This enabled

the guideway to be kept straight, so that the impact of the

guideway on the corridor would be kept to a minimum.

Station Types

Three transportation station types were designed:

line; (2) Transfer; (3) Terminal.

(1) On

The use of colors and materials can also minimize the impression

of size for both the stations and the guideways. Light colors

such as white, off-white, light beige, or light grey, are pro

posed for the guideways and stations. A transparent effect

can be achieved in the stations by opening mezzanines, glazing

elevator cars and keeping elevator shafts open.

Transfer stations were designed as center platforms, for ease

of transfer, but options were kept open for the side platform

type to reduce impact in a major traffic corridor.

Terminal stations were designed to be center platform types.
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5-224.2 Visual Impacts Segment Analysis:

• structures of historic or other interest of importance

-..

.....

(
\,

City of Los Angeles, Planning Dept.

Figure 5-22E

activity centers and areas of high pedestrian usage

street design; width, number of lanes, sidewalk width

visibility from adjacent building first, second and
third stories

•
•

•

• anticipated future development

• landscape characteristics, including major available
and potential open spaces

• proximity of buildings, landscaping, and setbacks
from projected guideway

• short, medium and long-range views: panoramic,
corridor, transitory

• general and unique visual characteristics;
factual and impressionistic aspects

• the visual definition of the segment, in terms of
edges, nodes, paths, landmarks, and legibility

• predominant building types and uses

• predominant building heights

For purposes of analysis, the alignment has been divided into
segments, as shown in Figure 5-22E. The following factors

were determined to be relevant in analyzing the visual setting

for DPM facilities:

The environmental setting of the DPM is defined, for purposes

of this section, as a corridor one-half block deep on either
side of the alignment. Also considered are short and signi
ficant long-distance views which the DPM would affect. The

viewpoints considered are those of the pedestrian on the street
and the observer from adjacent structures at the first, second,
and third level. Also considered is the quality and nature of

the city view to DPM passengers.
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• shadow characteristics; e.g., sunny vs. dark sides of
the street, existing shadow coverage

• present and potential view obstructions: pedways and
guideways

Segment 1: 11th and Figueroa to Convention Center Station

This segment is characterized by broad, flat spaces and low

structures. The Convention Center dominates the visual aspect

of the area, with its rectilinear modern architectural forms,

wide low profile, and deep setback. (1) In front of the Con

vention Center is a pedestrian plaza and fountain; (2) On the

east side of Figueroa are small commercial uses in low struc

tures; (3) To the northwest is an area composed of narrow

streets, considerable open parking, and marginal structures;

(4) The DPM Station planned for this location could be in

tegrated easily into the existing formal, modern design of

the Convention Center.

Figure 5-22F

• A a;ps: •
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The impact of the DPM station, guideway and vehicles on the

Convention Center environment would be positive due to the

nature of the activity there, the compatible building materials

and architectural forms, and the deep setbacks and generous

open spaces which would provide medium-range and panoramic

views both of and from the DPM.

The station would strengthen the general perception of the

area as an important node of activity, thus enhancing urban

legibility, or the image of the downtown. Provided the

station design is symmetrical and on the same axis as the

Convention Center and is constructed of modern compatible

materials, no mitigating measures will be necessary; the

overall aesthetic and visual impact will be positive.

Segment 'IA

In the Center of Figueroa variation, the guideway and station

would remain located over the centerline of the street. Be

cause of its increased separation from the Convention Center,

there should remain a positive impact on this facility. For

pedestrians and motorists however, the station would become

very prominent, and some may find this a negative experience.

On the other hand, placement of the gUideway and station in

the center of the street would act to provide a unifying

visual element to an area of downtown which presently does not

possess a s,trong identity.

Segm~nt 2: Figueroa Street from 11th Street to 7th Place

Figu~roa Street is both an important traffic artery and

part'of the western visual edge of downtown. It is bounded

by a mixture of low and medium-rise buildings with consider

able"open parking.
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The west side of Figueroa (1) is at times baked with strong
sunlight, while the east side (2) is in shadow until late

afternoon. The major open spaces at the Convention Center

(3) and to a much lesser degree at Ninth Street, only tend

to dilute the visual definition and legibility of the street.

The Convention Center is a monumental structure, but set so

far back from Figueroa as to appear low and wide, contributing
little to the spatial definition of the corridor. (3) The

other notable structure on the segment is of social but not
visual importance: the Pantry Cafe at Ninth Street is a family

style restaurant which has been a landmark in Los Angeles for

decades.

Figure 5-22G

To the north can be seen the Broadway Plaza high-rise complex

(4) and major new high-rise structures.

Traversing Segment 2, the ,dominant impression is of a wide,

long and noisy street with a jagged spatial definition, strong

contrasts of light and dark, and an approximately four-story

building height along much of the street, with many gaps due

to empty lots, lower buildings, and intersecting arterials.
(see Figure 5-22H)

This segment will benefit from the visual reinforcement and

definition provided by the DPM guideway which will create
a unifying visual element serving to strengthen the function

of the street.

While the DPM stations along this segment would serve to pro

vide visual focal points and upgrade the architectural mix,
guideways and columns would, at least initially, be out of

keeping and visually incompatible in scale, form and materials
with the existing small, older buildings. This is an instance

where the DPM would at first be somewhat inc~mpatible with its

surroundings but would later integrate well with the new devel
opment which it can be expected to stimulate. Along most of

this segment the narrow sidewalks and shallow setbacks present

a tight setting which would be further crowded by the DPM

guideway. In a high-rise setting this can be tolerated more

easily, as close-up and corridor views become more dramatic,

but in this segment of lower buildings and tight streetscape,
the column impingement, presence of the guideway and case
shadows would seem constricting and awkward.

" ...-
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FIGURE 5-22H /west side of Figueroa
FIGUEROA STREET, LOOKING NORTH AT NINTH STREET Alignment
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Segment 2A

In the Center of Figueroa variation, the stations at Fifth,

Seventh, and Ninth Streets would become very prominent visual

elements. These stations would be 120 feet long and 54 feet

wide. Suspended 20 to 25 feet above and nearly as wide as the

roadway, these stations will create significant shadows and

a quasi-tunnel effect for motorists and pedestrians beneath.

While some may find this intriguing, it is possible that others

will consider these stations as out-of-place, too large, and

oppressive. In any event, they will present downtown areas

with an entirely new experience. Mitigating measures include

the planned connecting pedways, escalators, and the use of de

sign materials that will soften the stations and blend them

into the surrounding buildings.

Segment 3: Figueroa Street from 7th Place to 5th Street

This segment passes through the most dense and highly develop

ed area in the Central Business District, the new financial

district. Adjacent buildings include: the 14-story, 1200

room Hilton Hotel with office tower (1); Barker Brothers, a

major multi-story quality furniture store (2); Saint Paul's

Cathedral, a designated historic and cultural site which in

cludes several courtyards which are always open to the public

and are used as meeting and relaxation areas (3)i The Jonathan

Club, one of the major private clubs of Los Angeles, an older,

ornate, brick building (4); and the Bank of America Towers,

a 2-1/2 million square foot twin tower office complex with

a major subterranean multi-level shopping center, generating

considerable pedestrian traffic, (5).

Figure 5-22I

DPM VISUAL IMPACT
ANALYSIS Segment 3

Trees are planted along the length of Figueroa on both sides

of the street. The south sun at certain times of the year

casts long shadows that reach over Figueroa Street to the

west side. However, the buildings on the west side (4) are

generally much lower than those on the east (5) and present

lower and less uniform visual definition. Projected develop

ment on the west side of the street at 7th, Wilshire, and

5th Streets may create more of a canyon-like visual character.

However, it is likely that Figueroa from 5th to 7th Streets

will continue to have a spatial and light-filled openness,

in contrast to the typical core-city "canyons" created by

high-rise buildings lining both sides of Flower Street.

The view north on Figueroa leads to the mountains, but is

interrupted by a recently constructed pedestrian bridge be

tween the Bonaventure Hotel and Union Bank (6) and by the

4th Street viaduct, further to the north.

At the northern end of this segment, the DPM would have a

positive impact. With three of the four corners at Fifth

- ...
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To the south is the massive, black granite and glass 52-story

north tower of the ARCO complex (1). A pedestrian bridge,

over which the DPM would pass, connects this area with the

sparkling silver glass towers of the Bonaventure Hotel (2).

The presence of the guideway and columns, however, will

strengthen the image of Figueroa as a major path of circula

tion, and will perhaps help to orient drivers. In general,

it must be conceded that the southern portion of this segment

is the most sensitive area that would be visually impacted by

and Figueroa Streets developed with impressive high-rise

buildings, and with the fourth likely for similar development

in the near futu~e, merging guideways at a mid-street aerial

station over Figueroa Street would present a striking complex

of aerial lines and forms, complementing the rising towers

and existing and future pedways. With the views of the free

way ramp system to the west, this could well be regarded as

the most visually exciting intersection in the city. Farther

to the south the impacts are more adverse. The guideway is

apt to be in marked contrast with both the semi-ornate brick

Jonathan Club or the modest neo-gothic St. Paul's Cathedral.

Users of the Cathedral courtyard would find the passing

vehicles distracting, as may the occupants. Placement of the

guideway in the street centerline will mitigate the impact

on building occupants almost completely, and it will do much

to lessen the visual impact upon the facades of the buildings
themselves. For motorists, however, it may be somewhat dis

tracting to have a row of columns down the centerline; which

may obscure visibility when sighting along the length of the

guideway. (see Figure 5-22K)

FIGURE 5-22J

While the impacts of the DPM on this segment are positive,

two possible negative effects should be mentioned. One is

the possible confusion to motorists approaching and turning

onto Fifth Street, who, seeing a DPM vehicle moving eastward,

might attempt an eastward turn, and encounter the rush of

oncoming traffic that continuously pours westerly along this

major one-way artery. Even if it does not represent a danger,

it could tend to confuse the perceived function of this cir

culation path. The other negative impact is the possible

visual intrusion upon the users of the open space on the

elevated terrace of the Bonaventure Hotel. Until final design

determines the height and lateral placement of the guideway

To the east, the vista is presently open, with the parking

and yard areas of the Central Library (3) and a vacant parcel

(4) providing sharp contrast to the high-rise office and hotel

uses at (1) and (2).

The view to the west (5) is broad, expansive, and dynamic,

owing to the freeway ramp activity, as traffic pours westerly

along 5th Street, onto and over the Harbor Freeway. The DPM

would serve to complement and intensify the modern, even

futuristic, urban character of this area.

Fifth street between Figueroa and Flower

shortest segment in the analysis but the most

terms of density of development and traffic and

activity:

the DPM.

Segment 4:

This is the

intense in

.... pedestrian
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FIGURE 5-22K

FIGUEROA STREET, LOOKING NORTH AT FIFTH STREET
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relative to this terrace, it cannot be said whether mitigation

measures will be necessary, such as heavy landscaping or

screening. It may even be discovered that the periodically

passing DPM vehicles introduce a charming atmosphere of

urbanity and modernity quite in keeping with outdoor lounging

at the foot of the gleaming glass towers.

Segment 5: Fifth Street from Flower to Grand

Looking westerly from this segment toward the Bonaventure and

ARea Towers, the view is interrupted by a connecting pedes

trian bridge spanning Fifth Street (1) The DPM guideway

would pass over this bridge at a higher elevation, and would

modify this view condition. The view of the freeway signs

from 5th Street to the west could be obstructed, depending

upon the size and location of the guideway. If this is the

case, the freeway signs could be moved to a more visible

location.

The lateral view along this segment is largely open, the

vacant parcel at (2) and the Library at (3) with its parking

and landscaped yard areas providing a low elevation frontage.

Portions of the library site may be used for expanded library

facilities; and designs for a high-rise office structure on

the vacant parcel integrate the DPM station into the design

of the building. The site reuses would yield more shadow and

landscaping than presently exist. The DPM guideway and

station would intensify this visual impression. (see Figure

5-22M)

The area at (4) is defined by an imposing buttressed earth

colored concrete retaining wall approximately 30 feet in

height with a concealed staircase leading up to Hope Street.

Between the wall and the street is a narrow landscaped area

(approximately 3 feet wide). The area above this retaining

wall is not visible from the street, but consists of a narrow
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Figure 5-22L

ramping street from Grand up to the continuation of Hope

Street and the paved, partially landscaped front reception

area of an older residential hotel. These unique features

will be visible from the guideway, enhancing the visual

experience for the rider of the People Mover.

The proposed station is located across 5th Street from the

historic Los Angeles Library (3) limiting the negative visual

impact. A proposed pedestrian bridge from the station to the

Library across 5th Street would facilitate access and patron

age from the Library to the DPM, with the least visual impact.

Pedestrian connections from the station to 5th Street incor

porate the historic staircase retaining wall on the north

side of 5th Street.

Segment 6: Fifth Street and Grand Avenue to Hill and Third
Streets

There is a slight jog in the alignment of Fifth Street at

Grand Avenue (1) which creates visual discontinuity as one

approaches this intersection from either direction.
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FIGURE 5-22M

PROPOSED DPM ALONG 5TH. STREET

SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN FINAL DESIGN

"'.
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Figure 5-22N

DPM VISUAL IMPACT
ANALYSIS Segment 6

The historic, brick Biltmore Hotel at (2) and the lower six

to ten story stores and offices on the north side of Fifth

Street (3) create a somewhat narrow passage both visually

and physically. This narrow slice of space connects the more

spacious areas around the Central Library and at Pershing

Square. There are narrow sidewalks in this passage, approxi

mately 8 to 10 feet, and there are some young street trees in

portable planters. (see Figure 5-220)

Pershing Square (4) is a large open area developed with walks,

statuary and landscaping and is a popular spot for gathering,

relaxing, and listening to the orations of informal, self

ordained urban philosophers. The Square is flanked on three

sides by substantial medium and high-rise structures. When

the marginal 3 and 4 story co~mercial uses on the east side

of the Square are redeveloped (5) to more appropriate densi

ties, the spatial enclosure and definition of Pershing Square

will be complete. There is relatively complete sign control

around Pershing Square except along the eastern frontage (5).
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Moving north along Hill Street, one traverses a minor "canyon

of older 8 to 10-story office and hotel buildings (6) with

the vista widening at Fourth Street where low structures and

open space predominate.

Continuing northward, the structures are smaller and of

marginal quality (7) on the east side of the street. The

west side is primarily vacant, along an embankment of Bunker

Hill (8). This area, too, will change dramatically in the

forseeable future with the completion of the retirement

housing project and the proposed development at the Angel's

Flight site.

The introduction of a DPM station in Pershing Square unques

tionably alters the visual environment. The location of the

station along the northern edge of the Square over a vehicu

lar ramp reduces the amount of land devoted to the station.

The station has been designed without a mezzanine to present

a minimum profile. This limits the visual impact of the

station on the row of buildings along the north side of 5th

Street. However, because the station does not have a

mezzanine, about 4800 square feet of the park would be used •

for the paid area. The overall visual design of Pershing

Square, as well as the statuary and existing trees will

remain undisturbed. The important and historically signifi

cant east facade of the Biltmore Hotel will remain unobstruc

ted to public view from Pershing Square. The vie~ of the

north facade will not be affected from the perspective of a

pedestrian on 5th Street, but the visual experience for

riders (patrons) of the DPM will be an extraordinary one.

The opportunity to view the Central Library from above the

street, then pass through a narrow slot of space which opens

dramatically to views of the Biltmore Hotel and Pershing

Square, will provide DPM ride~s with a unique visual exper

ience.
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FIGURE 5-22 0

PERSHING SQUARE: DPM GUIDEWAY AND STATION
IIII

SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN FINAL DESIGN



In general, this segment along 5th Street, through Pershing

Square, and up Hill Street will be the most difficult area

of the entire DPM route in which to achieve aesthetic com

patibility. The age of structures, their low heights, their

small scale detailing, their varied materials and closeness

to the streets are all inharmonious with the sleek, modern

forms of the DPM system. Short of tailoring the structural

designs to the scale and variety of the environment, little

other than landscaping can be done to mitigate the aesthetic

incompatibilities.

Segment 7: Fifth and Figueroa to Grand and 3rd Place

Between the Union Bank tower (1) and the Bonaventure Hotel (2)

a second story pedway spans Figueroa Street. The Union Bank

has a 2-story landscaped parking structure at its base and

the Bonaventure Hotel has a 3-story entrance structure

flanking the street, creating a defined rectangular slot of

space.

Figure 5-22P

DPM VISUAL IMPACT
ANALYSIS Segment7

The DPM guideway would integrate easily into this contemporary

architectural environment and would be high enough to afford

good views to the riders. The streamlined, modern character
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at (1) and (2) is reinforced by che 4th Street viaduct at (3)

and then is immediately dissipated by the expanse of open

space to the north of (3). A planned hotel of contemporary

design for this site would significantly alter the environ

mental setting, blocking the view of the freeway and complet

ing the structural definition of Figueroa Street.

Rounding the corner at 3rd Street one views the new, low

(approximately 3 and 4 story) World Trade Center on the right

(4) and the Bunker Hill Towers development on the left (5).

The ample landscaping and modern architecture with generous

setbacks, enhanced by gently rounded pedestrian bridges gives

a quiet but cosmopolitan feeling to 3rd Street. Sign control

is evident in the area. Passing Flower Street and looking

south (between 4 and 6) one briefly glimpses multiple pedway

and viaducts and the high-rise urban canyon of Flower Street.

The segment then enters the right-of-way through the base of

the 55-story Security Pacific Tower (6) and goes into tunnel

at Hope Street to the underground DPM station at Grand Avenue

(7). (see Figure 5-22Q)

The streamlined architectural forms, soaring pedways and via

ducts, and generally cosmopolitan character of this segment

render it perhaps the most suitable of all the segments in

the corridor for the construction of a DPM guideway. Such a

guideway could be easily integrated into the existing urban

scape, and far from being detrimental, would serve to rein

force the emerging futuristic lines and forms of the district.

Segment 8: Tunnel from Grand and 3rd Place to Hill Street

This segment would be in a tunnel, continuing from the under

ground DPM station at (2) and portaling through the embankment

on the west side of Hill Street just south of the existing

3rd Street tunnel at point (3).
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FIGURE 5-22Q

PROPOSED DPM AT WORLD TRADE CENTER

SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN FINAL DESIGN
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Figure 5-22R

DPM VISUAL IMPACT
ANALYSIS Segment a

While the DPM could have no impact on the existing under

ground, the tunnel environment thus created would be a sig

nificant aesthetic and visual factor in the perception of the

riders who would use the DPM. For some people, tunnels are

dramatic and exciting; for others, they are threatening or

oppressive. Probably one of the most exciting visual experi

ences for DPM riders will be the ride from the relatively

low-density historical environment of Hill Street through the

dark tunnel portaling out over the top of the World Trade

Center with dramatic views of the new Bunker Hill contempor

ary architecture.

Segment 9: Hill Street Subway Portal to First Street

The western side of Hill Street skirts a steep slope which

forms the eastern edge of Bunker Hill (1). A substantial

portion of this side of Hill Street is currently us~d for

parking, but is slated for a major 1200 unit complex for the

elderly. An existing fire station, of some historical impor

tance, located on the site will be removed for the housing

development. County property, at the intersection of First

and Hill Streets on the west side of Hill Street, is currently

empty and slated for eventual office uses (2). With the

exception of the very active Grand Central Market (3), the
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Figure 5-22S

entire length of the east side of Hill Street, from Fourth to

Second Streets, is deteriorating. Sites are either empty

or contain one - to four-story buildings occupied by such

marginal uses as small food stores, bars and old apartments.

There is little landscaping on the empty lots; the back side

of the buildings facing Broadway can be seen. The overall

impression is of litter and decay.

Looking west, the Security Pacific Tower and the Pacific

Telephone Microwave facility loom above the crest of Bunker

Hill. The view south towards Fifth Street (4) is of more

intense and substantial development, with correspondingly

greater shadows and landscaping. To the north, the fully

grown landscaping of First Street, and the mountains beyond,

are visible (5).

Between the older downtown uses of the east side of the street

and the newer (to-be-built) developments on Bunker Hill, the

DPM can and will serve as an important visual "edge". It will

provide a visual and psychological demarcation between the old

and the new, between the low and the elevated, between the

minor buildings crowding the street on the east and the soar

ing towers among green space to the west. The general impact

will be enhancing.
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The block between Second and First Streets on the easb side

of Hill Street (6) constitutes a major change in the character

of Hill Street, and signals the southern border of the Civic

Center. Here is the State office building, a governrr~ntal

structure of high-quality materials with appropriate land

scaping. As one moves north toward First Street, the land

scaping becomes more intense, and the quality and maintenance

of the buildings and sidewalks improves noticeably.

The turn of the guideway at this corner will signal this shift

in the character of the urban environment.

•
Segment 10: First Street from Hill Street to Los Angeles

Street

This segment is qualitatively different from all other sect

ions of the alignment. It is located along the southern

boundary of the governmental center of the Los Angeles region,

with its many major buildings and highly developed landscaping

and open space.

Figure 5-22T

Turning east on First Street from Hill Street (1) the environ

ment suddenly becomes lush with wide-spreading and fully grown

trees, modulating sunlight against a variety of elegant sur

face materials of governmental buildings. The many pedestrian

and waiting transit users contribute to the overall impression

of an attractive and busy urban scene. To the west (1) up the

hill, can be seen the Court House, Music Center, and the

Water and Power building. Moving east on First Street, the

view suddenly widens at Broadway into two full blocks of open

space bordering the north side of the street. Here are loca

ted the temporary park replacing the old State building (2),

the lawn area which serves as a setting for City Hall (3) and

the landscaping area in front of City Hall South (4). The

northern edge of First Street is defined by two rows of mature

trees. The visual impact of the Civic Center station will be

minimized by locating the guideway and the station itself
nor~n or tne rows or trees aLong F1rsb street. The government

buildings north of the station are set back so as not to be

adversely affected by the station itself. This open space

tends to attract the eye diagonally north from the narrow

corridor defined between Broadway and Hill Streets. The

south side of First Street is essentially a flat facade, which

serves as a visual foil to the open space opposite. The

facade is defined by the Times/Mirror Buildings (5), a series

of low buildings which contain various businesses and coffee

shops, and an open parking lot (6). These buildings, other

than the Times/Mirror complex, are not of the same visual

quality as the governmental buildings, nor do they have

significant landscaping.

The area is never entirely in shadow, due to the extensive

open space. It sustains a moderately intense level of pedes

trian activity, due to the many governmental center employees

and users, as well as the proximity to Little Tokyo (7).

The view east on First Street ends in a rather visually un

defined mound of reddish structures in the far distance -

industrial buildings of the eastern portion of the Central

Business District.



Also in this area (7) are Parker Center, the New Otani Hotel,

and Weller Street, the gateway to Little Tokyo, with its

many two-and three-story buildings.

The guideway and the Civic Center station will be set between

rows of trees on the north side of the street, thereby mini

mizing visual intrusion on the streetscape. However, the

presence of the guideway will also create a visual band

interrupting the view of the civic buildings, including

City Hall. Views of these buildings are now intermittently

available through;the trees; some close up and medium views

of these buildings would be affected. (see Figure 5-22U)

The opportunity to integrate the station at the site of the

new State Building into the designs for that structure should

take into consideration the need to tie the DPM and its rider

ship into the presently under-utilized County Mall.

In general this is one of the better segments along the route

from the standpoint of potential for aesthetic enhancement

via the DPM system.
Segment 11: First and Los Angeles Streets to Alameda Street

at the Hollywood Freeway (In front of the Federal
Buildi~

FIGURE 5- 22T-1

DPM VISUAL IMPACT
ANALYSIS

~ ~\\
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From the New Otani Hotel (1) the route proceeds northerly

between Parker Center (2) with its two-story parking structure,

main building, and attractive open space with landscaping

and memorial fountain on the east side, and the City Hall

complex on the west sid~ with its white granite theme.

Crossing Temple street, it passes between the City Hall Mall

(4) and the Federal Building (5) which present a modern,

streamlined appearance. With the exception of a sign an

nouncing the entrance to the public parking beneath the

Mall, the area is free of signs.

From this segment, looking northward across the Freeway, the

vista is generally broad and flat, but not unattractive, the

towers of Union Station (7) and Terminal Annex rise charm

ingly above the surrounding lush landscaping and palms, and,

on clear days, the San Gabriel Mountains provide a backdrop

in the distance. To the left are the restored three-story

brick buildings of the historic old plaza (6).
In general, it would appear that the DPM guideway will inte

grate well into the environmental setting of this segment,

with its freeway and open space character at the northern end

and the modern, monumental ~tructures flanking the portion

south of the Freeway to First Street. (see Figure 5-22W)

This is one of the few segments in the corridor which appears

relatively set; that is, no environmental changes are likely

in the forseeable future. The perception of the setting will

be appreciably altered for an assumed DPM rider: at a height

of thirty feet or more above the street level, the Mall (4)

and Triforium in particular become much more evident. People

using the Mall area would see the guideway as a slender spine

floating high above the street.

The DPM rider travelling southbound from Arcadia Street would

view the seven-story New Federal Building (5) and the sixteen

story Federal Court Building (9). These buildings appear

equal in height, owing to the differential distances, and as

one approaches the curve at Los Angeles Street, they part to

reveal a dramatic view of the 27-story City Hall. The ARCa
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FIGURE 5-22U

INTERSECTION OF FIRST AND BROADWAY STREET, LOOKING NORTHEAST



Towers are visible in the distance, hinting at the downtown

core yet to corne. Travelling in this direction would provide

an interesting portal to the central city for commuters

beginning their ride at Union Station.

The station at Parker Center will be integrated with the

second level pedestrian environment via a future pedway

bridge linking the station on the east side of Los Angeles

Street with the City Hall South pedestrian plaza and the City

Mall. The station at the Federal Building should be recti

linear in form, reflecting the lines of the massive building

it will flank, and perhaps, adorn. At the proposed location,

opportunity exists to tie in with the Plaza via a landscaped

deck which cOUld be constructed over the freeway.

Segment 12: Alameda Street to the Union Station Intercept

This segment proceeds from Alameda Street (1) to a station

at the eastern boundary of Union Station (2) terminating at

the Union Station bus-auto intercept and parking facility,

behind the rail yards (3).
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This is a segment lacking i~ visual definition and clarity

and dominated by the automobile, whether in the depressed

freeway and its approaches, or in the large parking areas

in front of Union Station (4). Beyond the intense green of

the street landscaping bordering the freeway and the entry

parking lots of Union Station, the colors seem washed out.

Union Station (5) is a tan color which seems to merge with

the sky and the parking at its base. Pedestrian and auto

access to the station is not visually clear, as the station

is set back behind a moat of green trees and cars. Farther

in the distance appear the Terminal Annex and the low build

ing of Chinatown, which also are visually indistinct.

The view south, back over the freeway, has much more defini

tion and strength. The intense development of the downtown

creates a skyline of great interest and drama, silhouetted

against the sky in comparison with the weaker visual contrast

of Union Station with its sky and ground planes.

Once beyond Union Station, a visual path is defined by the

high blank boundary wall of the Union Station yards, and the

freeway. Behind Union Station (3) are tracks, train sheds,

unused loading docks, and various other low utility and

industrial structures of functional but not architectural

or visual importance. (see Figure 4-22W)

Due to the freeway environment, it would not seem that the

DPM system would have an especially noticable impact on the

surroundings, although rider views would be interesting,

especially rounding the corner from Aliso Street onto Los

Angeles Street. At this location, the government buildings

seem to part to reveal distant views of the downtown core

high-rise buildings, presaging the highlights of the journey

yet to come.

The wall adjacent to Union Station is discussed in Chapter 6.
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FIGURE 5-22W

FEDERAL CENTER STATION, LOOKING NORTH ALONG LOS ANGELES STREET



As the system would run parallel to the freeway, any negative

impacts on Union Station would be mitigated to the point of

being negligible, particularly when one considers the effects

of intervening landscaping, most of which already exists.

Medium range views of Union Station and other historic build

ings in the area could be created by selective view cutting

through this landscaping.

In general, the impact on this area would be positive, most

particularly at the site of the station.

5-224.3 Other considerations: Shadow p.nalysis

In addition to the visual analysis previously presented, an

analysis was also conducted of the potential shadow impacts

of the DPM system (p.RCHI PLAN, "Downtown People Mover Shadow

3illalysis - Technical Memorandum," November 30, 1979), '",hich

is described in the following section. For the analysis

shade and shadow are defined as follows: Shadow is the dark

area resulting from placing a physical element between the

sun and the surface on which the shadow is cast. Shade means

the darker tones which result from the surface of a structure

being on the opposite side of a sunlit area. The analysis

dealt only with shadows, and not shade.

The mere fact that an impact analysis is being conducted con

notes a negative result. Shadows, however, are not inherently

negative, but in many cases can provide visual interest, serve

to accentuate areas, or, in warm climates such as Southern

California, provide welcome shade to pedestrian areas. Shad

ows are constantly changing, both during the course of the

day and according to the season of the year. The analysis

points out areas of concern during an assumed period. For

this analysis adverse impact is defined as the introduction

of new shadows in sensitive areas of downtown, such as open

spaces, sidewalk areas or historically noteworthy structures.
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The degree of severity is subject to a variety of special con

ditions at special locations. Therefore, the emphasis is

placed on discussion of DPM shadows in the context of the

urban environment in which they will be cast. The overall

conclusion of the study was that from the perspective of the

existing downtown urban environment the DPM will have a re

latively minor shadow impact.

Methodology

The procedure used to identify DPM shadow impacts was first

to map shadows in the morning and afternoon, both for the

DPM and surrounding structures. The second step was to

analyze: (1) areas of shadow overlap (DPM-and buildings),

(2) areas of shadow sensitivity, (3) sidewalk shadow impacts,

and (4) DPM station shadow impacts. A mid-November date was

chosen for the analysis, at which time the sun has a 25 0

altitude and an azimuth of 47 0 east of south in the morning,

and an azimuth of 45 0 west of south in the afternoon.

Impact Description

The DPM guideway structure is a large physical element and

will create shadow impacts throughout the length of the

aligr~ent. However, many of the shadows created by the gu~ae

way will overlap with shadows created by' surrounding bui~dings

and tend to nullify one another in terms of their impact.

The areas which have significant shadow overlap during. the

morning are as follows:

• Figueroa street, between 3rd and 7th

• 5th Street, between Figueroa and Hill

• Hill Street, between 4th and 5th

• Hill Street, between 1st and 2nd

• Los Angeles Street, between Temple and Arcadia
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The areas which have significant shadow overlap during the

afternoon are:

• 5th Street, between Figueroa and Flower

• 5th Street between Grand and Hill

• 1st Street, between Hill and Spring

The areas of significant shadow overla? tend to coincide with

canyon-like areas in downtown, such as along Figueroa (parti

cularly between 4th and 7th Streets), 5th Street, and portions

of Hill Street. In these areas, the DPM guideway and stations

will further reduce the amount of sunlight reaching. the ·street

level.

J?~ stations, ~ecause of the~r size anc mass, will ~ast

shadows of a greater magnitude than the quideway. 7hese

shadows will be at least as large as the station plan view,

and in some cases when the angle of the sun is lower in alti

~ude, will cast even larger or longer shadows. D?~ stations

-~hich are of particular concern are: 3th, 7~~, 3tj, :ivic

3ecause of its ele~at2j ?osition, the ~uidewa7 shadow will

~ove acrsss the gr-::;·J.:-~ci plane durir:g the course of the day.

Consequently, mor~ing shadows cast on pedestrian areas will

~ave moved to the area of the street py mid- to late after

noon. Sidewalk shadows are most prominent in those areas

where the guideway has a north-south orientation. The side

',;alk areas of concern i:1 the morning hours are: Figueroa,

cetween 7th and 12th, .and ~ill, between 1st and 5th, and Los

Angeles Street, between 1st and Temple. The sidewalk areas

of concern in the afternoon are 5th, between Hope and Olive

and 1st, between ~il1 and Los Angeles.

Two areas of particular sensitivity to shadow impacts have

been defined, :1amely (1) parks and open spaces and (2) his-·

tor ic builcHngs.

There are significant areas of open urban landscape which

will be impacted by the DPM shadow. The elevated position

of the guideway and its relatively narrow width will reduce

the impact considerably, however. Shadow impacts of some

significance have been defined for the following open space

areas: Pershing Square (a limited impact occurring primari:~'

in the morning) and Civic Center open spaces (an impact on

the grassy lawn areas in the afternoon hours).

Shadow impacts of some significance have been defined for the

following historic buildings: Barker Brothers (late after

~oon shadows across the arched facade of the lower floors),
Edison 3uilding (late afternoon shadows on the sidewal% and

part of the building facade), the Biltmore Hotel (minor

shadows on the northeast corner of the building in the ~arly

morning), Title Guarantee iconsiderable morning shadows on

,:l-~e :ac:ide), ?~(ier3.1 ~i+:.:= ·c:JDsiderable :norning 3hadcv..'s ,.)n

_.. '" 3~dewal" and lower ::acade), t::e :'lyrick and ~arkhaQ 2ote_.3

:TIl-nor shacio~Ns on the si~e~,...:alk, 0cc\:rring during late 3um.,,··ner

afternoons), Grand Central ~arket (minor sidewalk shadows

in late summer afternoons), and the Los Angeles Times Build

ing '(some sidewalk shadows, occurring only when sun angles

are very low) .

?otential ~itigation ~easures

The overall assessment of the impacts described above is that

given the shadow context of the surrounding urban environ

ment, shadows cast by the DPM should not be a serious problem.

However, since some of the impacts have been characterized

as significant, consideration should be given to ways of mini

mizing shadows, particularly at stations and in canyon-like

areas, during final design of the DPM system. The following

are possible mitigation measures that should be considered:



The land use analysis in Section 5-221.2 identified an in

crease of 630 housing units in Bunker Hill and 1300-1500

units in South Park because of DPM-induced market activity.

The resulting population increases would range from 2500

3300 additional CBD residents assuming 1.4 persons per unit

in Bunker Hill and 1.6 per unit in South Park. (The house

hold sizes differ slightly because more families are assumed

for South Park) •

(1) Lighting the underslae of selected
stations, including those at 9th
Street, 7th Street, and 5th Street.
This would be particularly success
ful in the canyon-like areas where
the station would tend to act as a
roof.

(2) The use of particular shapes for final
guideway design could help to reduce
the size of 8ast shadows.

(3) Separation of the two guideways in
double-guideway sections could break
up a larger, more solid shadow into
two smaller ones.
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Operational Impacts on the Socio Economic Environment

Residential Population

The original 1990 midrange population forecast projected a

CBO residential population of 25,000 (CRA, Task 19, 1975).

That forecast has been revised to approximately 20,000; later

analysis of the 1990 Bunker Hill population indicated that

the 1975 figure was about 4500 people too high (CRA, Task

4.01, 1978). The incremental population growth projected

with the DPM would constitute a 12 percent increase over the

revised 1990 baseline without the DPM. However, residential

development would st~ll be concentrated in the areas previously

predicted Bunker Hill, South Park and Little Tokyo.

More important, perhaps, than the actual numbers is the likely

change in the social and economic characteristics of the pop

ulation. Section 2-310 outlined the characteristics of the

1970 population -- a dominance of the elderly, the poor and

single men. In 1990 there will be a shift toward more middle

and upper-middle income people because of projected develop

ments in Bunker Hill, and South Park. DPM-induced develop

ment will reinforce that shift. Housing development in

Bunker Hill will be oriented to upper income professionals

and house-holds without children. The South Park development,

although market rate, is anticipated to be lower priced

housing than Bunker Hill. Increased development in this

area will give middle-income people an opportunity to live
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downtown, thereby increasing the diversity of downtown pop

ulation.

It is also likely that a higher percentage of CBO residents

will work in the CBO in 1990. In 1970 about 40 percent of

CBO residents were employed, almost two-thirds of them in the

CBO. The 1990 figure is likely to be higher because CBD

emp10yment opportunities will be greater and because of

proximity to work.

Hill Street project also contains 180 units specifically

designed for handicapped persons. With direct DPM connections

to this development, significant improvement in access will

accrue to the elderly and handicapped people re?iding in the

OPM corridor. A significant improvement in access will also

benefit those residing elsewhere who wish to use the Hill

Street facili~ies or other social, governmental, medical,

or commercial services along the corridor. The Hill Street

OPM station could also be linked with an underground tunnel

to Grand Central Market on the east side of Hill Street.

The proportion of children in the CBD could increase slightly.

In 1970, people under 18 accounted for seven percent of the

CBO population. By 1990 this percentage could increase to

10 or 12 percent, again depending on the number of family

units in South Park.

The numbers of elderly residents in the CBO in 1990 will

increase by almost 2000 whether or not the OPM is built.

The 1100-unit retirement housing development on Hill Street

and the 30e-unit elderly housing development in Little

Tokyo will increase an already substantial elderly popula

tion in the CBO (Section 2-310 reported almost 4000 persons

residing in the CBO in 1970 to be over the age of 62). The

Increased population growth normally requires an increase

in public services -- fire, police, schools, etc. The

population growth projected for Bunker Hill and South Park

is within the growth levels projected by the adopted plans.

It is likely that the new buildings will be more fireproof

than the buildings currently there and that the new population

will pose fewer police control problems than the old. The

numbers of children could increase slightly, depending on

the number of family units planned for South Park but that

will not be known until the South Park development is more

clearly defined.

When the OPM system becomes operational, personal safety

and security will be of major concern to patrons of the

system. Design specifications are being formulated which

attempt to minimize the potential for mishap, through secur

ity staff, audio-visual communication devices, visual sur

veillance by closed-circuit telev1sion, and system lighting

and vehicle design to make all parts of the system highly

visible.

Safety and Security

Regional Economy

5-231.2
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Implementation of the OPM is expected to have more effect on

the local (or downtown) economy than on the regional economy.

As the following analysis will show, the regional economy will

benefit from the attraction of a new headquarters building

and a ~ew 500-600 room hotel in the OPM corridor. Some of

the other benefits occurring in the corridor - increased CBO

capture of internally generated office demand, increase re

tail sales per square foot, and an increased market for resi

dential units in the downtown area will come at the expense

of development elsewhere in the region. However, over time,

the continued strength of the central business district is

important to the economic vitality of the region as a whole.

Social Services for Elderly and Handicapped5-231.1
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TABLE 5-23B

The western section·of the CBD (west of Hill Street) and the

northeastern section around the government/Civic Center com

plex are the focal points of recent office development, and

are generally in the DPM corridor. The 1975 employment in

this corridor was 110,995, a level which represents some

54 percent of the total CBD employment and 59 percent of

the employment in the 101 Zone area (CRA, Task 4.01, 1978).

The distribution by employment sector within the DPM corridor

is shown in Table 5-23A.

TABLE 5-23A

DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYMENT, BY SECTOR, IN DPM CORRIDOR, 1975

DISTRIBUTION OF &~PLOYMENT, BY SECTOR, IN DPM CORRIDOR, 1990

1990 Increase
Total in Over % DPM Corrido

Sector DPM Corridor 1975 Increase Employment

Private Office 86,385 27,225 46 59

Government Office 39,270 4,330 12 27

Retail 6,717 802 14 5

Service, Hotel, Inst'l 8,480 3,050 56 6

Manuf./Wholesale 6,340 790 14 4

TOTAL 147,192 36,197 33 101

Source: Wilbur Smith and Associates, 1978

Sector

Private Office

Government Office

Retail

Serv., Hotel, Inst'l

Manuf./Wholesale

TOTAL

Number of
Employees

59,160

34,940

5,915

5,430

5,550

110,995

% of
DPM Corridor

Employment

53

31

5

5

5

99

DPM Corrido:.
As % of CBD

Employment_

70

83

55

65

13

54

of use of existing office structures and construction of new

office space. The increase in govern2ent office employment

is predicated upon construction of a ~ajor new state office

building in the northern CBD during the 1985-1990 period.

This project has been placed in an uncertain position by the

recent passage of Proposition 13. If the new state office

building is not constructed prior to 1990, the baseline

government office employment would remain unchanged from

the 1978 levels.

Baseline Forecast 1990

The 1990 forecast of baseline employment (without DPM in the

corridor) reflects the continuing concentration of high rise

commercial office space in the western CEO. The anticipated

growth is shown in Table 5-23B below by sector and reflects

the new development activity described in Sect~on 5-221.

The private office employment increase reflects projected

expansion of operations of existing tenants and an influx of

additional professional banking and commercial enterprises.

It represents an increase in the occupancy rate and density

The projected increase in retail employment primarily reflects

new retail development (inclUding a major department store)

at 7th and Figueroa (mixed-use project), retail components

of the MAT Hotel and office towers at Bunker Hill and in

tensification of retail activity at ARCO Plaza. The increase

in the service and hotel sector consists primarily of em

ployment at the Bonaventure and New Otani Hotels (which have

opened since 1975) and at the MAT Associates Hotel scheduled

to be open before 1985. The net employment increase in the

manufacturing and whole sale sector is almost all associated

A 24 $ ,at
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with the planned revitalization of the Jewelry Mart in the

Pershing Square area.

DPM Construction EmplOyment

Temporary DPM construction employment is discussed in Section.

5-132.

TABLE 5-23C

SUMMARY OF DPM-INDUCED PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT, 1990

DPM Impacts

The permanent impacts attributable to the DPM system are

summarized in Table 5-23C.

The importance of the DPM Corridor as the focus of CBD growth

can be demonstrated by comparing the corridor growth projec

tions with those of the remainder of CBD. By 1990, the DPM

corridor is expected to account for 62 percent of total CBD

employment (versus 54 percent in 1975). Across all sectors

except private office, the DPM Corridor accounts for 79 per

cent of the new CBD employment (8,972 out of 11, 332 new

jobs). In the private sector, the corridor area is projected

to grow by 27,225 jobs, while office employment in the re

mainder of the CBD is expected to decline by about 4,700 jobs.

In terms of overall totals, the DPM Corridor will grow by

36,200 jobs (33 percent).

DPM Impact Measurement Parameters

Implementation of the DPM will increase commercial, office,

residential, hotel and retail development in the western CBD,

as well as the pace of retail activity. The nature and magni

tude of these impacts, as described in Section 5-221, will

determine the growth of permanent employment in the impact

areas. In addition, the employment impacts include permanent

jobs directly associated with the DPM system operation and

maintenance and the temporary employment associated with the

system construction and component fabrication. The basis

for calculation of each employment element is fully described

in Task Termination Report 4.13.

DPM System EmplOyment-Permanent

The operation and maintenance of the DPM system, including

vehicles, guideways, stations, intercept garages and other

facilities will create the equivalent of 80 permanent full

time jobs.

Office EmplOyment:

Service EmplOyment:

Residential

Office

Hotel

Existing Fast-Food Establishments

New Fast-Food Establishments

Existing Restaurants-

New Restaurants

Existing Cocktail Lounges

New Cocktail Lounges

Total Service

Retail Employment:

Existing Convenience Stores

New Convenience Stores

Existing Shoppers Goods Stores

New Shoppers Goods Stores

Total Retail

Total Private Employment

DPM System EmplOyment:

Total New Permanent Employment

140

40

450

11

39

45

160

6

18

88

138

191

194

6,603

909

611

8,123

80

8,203

Source: Robert J. Harmon & Associates, 1978
Task Termination Report 4.13



Introduction of the DPM system would create over 3,200 new

permanent jobs by 1990. About 80 percent of these would be

in the private office employment sector. The added employ

ment, all within the OPM Corridor, represents an overall

increase of 5.6 percent above the 1990 baseline employment

in the corridor (7.6 percent for the office, 10.7 percent for

the services sectors, 9 percent for the retail sector, and

no change in the government office and manufacturing/whole

saling sectors).

The increase in OPM Corridor employment from 1975 to 1990

under the baseline case was 33 percent (36,197 jobs). With

implementation of the OPM system, the increase from 1975 to

1990 would rise to 40 percent (44,400 jobs).

5-234 Tax Base and Revenues

Overview

Introduction of the DPM system into the CBO is expected to

produce a number of changes in the economic base of the down

town area. The projected effects are the result of the in

creases in development activity and use density discussed in

Section 5-221.1 These result in: (1) changes in property

values, economic activity levels, and the tax base; (2) changes

in the size, mix and growth rate of the CBO labor forces; and

(3) the short-term impacts of DPM construction activity with

respect to construction employment and disru~tion of the

economic activity levels at existing retail facilities.

The tax base impacts will result from OPM-induced development.

Such development typically yields:

• an acceleration and increase in new construction
activity;

• an increase in the comparative advantages of develop-
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able land at "prime" locations reSUlting in increased
land values at these sites;

• an extension of the geographic boundaries that define
prime locations resulting in inc~eased land values
for parcels now considered to be on the periphery of
the high-value sector, of the CBO;

• an increased rate of rehabilitation for older, marginal
buildings on the periphery of development zones;

• changes in the relative near-term value of property
outside the immediate impact shed; either positive,
if they can be reoriented toward specific functions
(e.g. as lower-rent "incubator" space), or negative,
if such demand cannot be .generated,;

• extension of the period of maximum economic value of
new and existing facilities; that is, a slower rate
of relative decline in assessed valuation for build
ings in the 10 to 20 year period after construction;

• increases in retail sales activity levels (dollar vol
ume per square foot) which produces: (1) a direct
increase in the City's share of retail sales taxes
and (2) increased property tax revenues (assessed
valuation for retail facilities is tied to lease rates
and gross dollar volume of sales);

• increases in hotel occupancy that produce direct in
creases in City revenues from the tax on hotel room
tariffs and increases in hotel valuation based on
higher occupancy factors.

The normal flow and interaction of the above factors to

determine tax base changes is altered, in the present in

stance, by the recent passage of Proposition 13 in the State

of California. This initiative, which became effective JUly

1, 1978; is still being interpreted by State 'officials and

will almost certainly be the subject of court challenges.

As it stands, the following constraints and conditions are

imposed upon property valuations and tax increases:

• The 1975/76 tax year becomes the base valuation year.
All property valuations are based on 1% of the full
fair market value in that year. The maximum permis
sible increase in this valuation without property im-
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pro~ements or transfer of ownership is 2% per year.

• 1978/1979 tax valuations for properties which have
not been improved or transferred since the 1975/76
tax year will be a maximum of 106% of the base-year
market value.

• Property improvements since 1975/76 and in future
years will be appraised at the current market value.

• Property transfers since 1975/76 and in future years
will be assessed on the basis of the actual sale price
(or the market value, if the sale price is demonstrably
below this level).

• There is presently no provision for reductions in
assessed valuation for depreciating property retained
by the same owner.

The overall near-term and long-term effects of Proposition

13 on CBO property tax revenues will be minimal, except for

Bunker Hill and Little Tokyo Redevelopment Areas. Except

for a few individual parcels (the areas outside these two

redevelopment areas) the growth in valuation of ~eveloped

parcels in the CBO over the past three years has been less

than the 2% per year, which is less than the maximum allowed

under the new regulations.

Property Valuation and Tax Base Trends

The total 1977/78 market value of all taxable secured prop

erties (land and improvements) in the CBO was $1.863 billion,

including $357 million for developed property on parcels in

the Bunker Hill and Little Tokyo Redevelopment projects. The

CBO currently accounts for 5% of the Los Angeles City prop

erty valuation and almost 2% of that for Los Angeles County.

CBO property taxes accounted for over 60% of all of the

revenues collected in the CBO in 1977. Of the total $23.9

million, the City received $15.4 million in property taxes,

$5 million in retail sales taxes, $3.2 million in hotel

taxes, and.$.3 million in miscellaneous taxes (see Section

2-333.2). With the passage of Proposition 13, other sources

of revenue become more important to taxing jurisdictions

formerly reliant on the property tax.

Anticipated 1990 baseline property tax revenues are shown in

Table 5-230. For the year 1990 without OPM, the total annual

CBO property tax levies would be $32.31 million, an increase

of 58% over the 1978 level. The cumulative property tax

revenues derived from the CBO between 1978 and 1990 would

amount to $345.67 million. Assuming that the City's share

of such revenues remains the same as at present (20.9%), the

baseline case would yield $6.75 million in annual CBO property

tax revenue to the City of Los Angeles in 1990 and cumulative

revenues of $72.25 million from this source between 1978 and

1990. (Robert J. Harmon Assoc., 1978).

Adding other City sources of tax revenue to the property tax

receipts, and eliminating intra-City transfers, yields a pro

jected City tax revenue from the CBO of $18,47 million in

1990 (an increase of 38% over 1978 levels) and a cumulative

1978-1990 total of $208 million under the baseline condition.

These other tax revenues include the City's share of CBO re

tail sales taxes, hotel room taxes, and miscellaneous business

taxes and fees.

DPM Impact Measurement Parameters

As noted in previous sections, implementation of ~~e DPM

systa~ would generate numerous economic effects on the City

of Los Angeles and its CBD. Those that would affect City

tax revenues include:

• additional private sector development (office, resi
dential, hot~l and retail)

• acceleration in the pace of planned development
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Residential: Additional demand for 2,000-2,100 market-rate
dwelling units in the 1978-1990 period.

Office: An additional demand for some 1.725-1.750
million square feet of office space in the
1978-1990 period.

The long-term development and activity impacts resulting

from the OPM have all been described in detail in Section

5-221.1. They are summarized below.

These calculations indicate that, with a DPM system, the

total annual property tax levy for the CBD in the year 1990

would be $34.74 million. This represents an increase of 70%.

over the 1978 level and of 7.5% over the 1990 baseline level.

On a cumulative basis, the property tax revenues derived from

The property tax revenues to be derived from the CBD with

implementation of the DPM system are shown in Table 5-23E.

The rationale and procedures used in this calculation are

the same as those used for the baseline case, but the size

and rate of DPM-induced demand/activity are added to the

baseline levels.

• increases in annual retail sales volume

• increases in annual hotel room demand

• construction employment of City residents and local
purchases of supplies and materials during construc
tion

• changes in the pattern of property value growth and
decline

TABLE 5-230

Projected CBD Baseline Property Tax Revenues, 1978-1990

(in millions of 1978 Constant Dollars)

Fiscal Yr. Total CBD property City Share
Beginning Tax Revenues (20.9%)

1978 $ 21.19 4.43

1979 21.98 4.59

1980 22.85 4.78

1981 23.63 4.94

1982 24.55 5.14

1983 25.35 5.30

• 1984 26.25 5.49

1985 27.76 5.80

1986 28.70 6.00

1987 29.55 6.17

1988 30.34 6.34

1989 31.21 6.52

1990 32.31 6.75

Cumulative Total $ 345.67 72.25

Average Annual Value 26.59 5.56

Source: Robert J. Harmon & Associates, 1978

Hotel:

Retail:

Construction
Employment

A11d
Purchases:

DPM Impacts

Additional demand sufficient to justify an
additional 500-600 room Class A hotel in the
CBO and an increase of over 160,000 occupied
room-nights in 1990.

Addi tional demand for 230-250,,000 square feet
of space by 1990. An increase in annual retail
sales which in 1990 would amount to $88.4
million (excluding intra-City transfers and
hotel room charges.)

Localized direct ex?enditures for labor, mater
ials, and engineering in the amount of $ 91
million and an additional 137 million as the
multiplier effect of these expenditures upon the
economy over the three-year construction period.
(see Section 5-132).
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TABLE 5-23E

Projected CBD Property Tax Revenues, with DPM, 1978-1990
(in millions of 1978 Constant Dollars)

Fiscal Yr. Total CBD Projects City Share
Beginning Tax Revenues (20.9%)

1978 $ 21.19 $ 4.43

1979 21.99 4.60

1980 22.97 4.80

1981 23.79 4.97

1982 24.87 5.20

1983 25.82 5.40

1984 26.89 5.62

1985 28.63 5.98

1986 29.78 6.22

1987 30.84 6.45

1988 31.85 6.66

1989 33.20 6.94

1990 34.74 7.26

Cumulative Total $ 356.56 $ 74.52

Average Annual Value 27.43 5.73

Source: Robert J. Harmon Assoc., 1978
CRA Task 4.15, 1978

the CBD with a DPM system between 1978 and 1990 would amount

to $356.56 million. This represents a 3.1% increase over

the cumulative baseline total for the same period. If the

City's share of property tax revenues remains constant at its

present level (20.9%) the with-DPM case would yield $7.26

million in CBD property tax revenues to the City in 1990 and

cumulative revenues of $74.52 million over the 1978-1990

period.

The addition of retail sales, hotel room and other sources

of tax revenues and deletion of transfer revenues indicates

that, with the DPM, the City's total tax receipts from the

CBD in 1990 would total $20.29 million. This reflects an

increase in retail sales of approximately $90 million in

sales volume (or about $800,000 in sales tax receipts to the

City), an increase of over two million room pights (or about

$300,000 in hotel tax revenues to the City), and an increase

in business taxes and fees collected by the City. (see

Task 4.30 for calculations by Robert J. Harmon & Associates.)

Table 5-23F summarizes the impacts on City tax revenues for

1990 and cumulatively from 1978.

TABLE 5-23F

SUMMARY OF NET DPM IMPACTS IN CITY TAX REVENUES

(millions of constant 1978 dollars)

1990 1990 Net DPM Impact
1978 Baseline with DPM vs 1990 Baseline

Annual Net Property Tax Re- , Change

venues to City from CBD l ) $ 4.26 $ 6.75 $ 7.18 0.43 6.4

Cumulative (1978-1990) Net

Property Tax Revenues
to City from CaD NIA 72.25 74.13 1.88 2.6'

Annua~ Net Retail Salesl )
Tax Revenues to City
from CBD 5.35 5.84 6.34 0.50 8.6'

Cumulative (1983-1990)
Net Retail Sales Tax
Revenues to City from CBD NIA 72.74 75.99 3.25 4.5'

Annual Hotel Tax Revenues
to City from CBD 3.42 5.75 6.17 0.42 7.n

Cumulative (1983-1990)
Hotel Tax Revenues
to City from caD NIA 59.61 62.34 2.73 4.6'

Annual MIsc. Tax Revenues
(Business Taxes and Fees)
to City from CBD .31 0.50 0.60 0.10 20'

Cumulative (1983-19990)
Misc. tax Revenues
to City from CBD 'N/A 6.2 7.1 0.9 .1-4.5'
Total Annual Net City1}
Revenues from CBD $13.34 $ 18.84 $ 20.29 $1.45 7. "

Cumulative (1978-1990) Net
City Revenues
from caD NIA $210.80 $219.56 $8.76 4.2'

1) "Net" City taxes are exclusive of intra-city transfers.

Source: Robert J. Harmon and Associates, 1978.



Tax Revenue Impacts on Other Major Taxing Jurisdictions

Los Angeles County

The County revenues from CBD activity currently include a

30.86 % share of property taxes and 0.25% of the sales tax.

Assuming that these values remain constant, and considering

no new revenue sources, the DPM-induced tax benefits to the

County are projected at $251,000 for the year 1990 and a

cumulative total of some $1.5 million for the 1978-1990

period, excluding estimated intra-county transfer of new

development.
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The former consists of the State's share of the tax levies

on an estimated $24 million of in-State construction material

purchases. At the current State tax rate of 4.75%, this

totals some $1,140,000. The latter is estimated to be $100,168

million in 1990 and at a cumulative total of $500,000 for

the 1978-1990 period. This is derived as follows:

DPM-Induced 1990 Retail Sales to Hotel Guests $26,360,000
(as per Section 5-221.24)

Estimated Proportion of Hotel Guests Derived x.40
From Convention/Groups

DPM-Induced 1990 Retail Sales From Convention/ $10,544,000
Group Visitors

Los ~~ge1es Unified School District

The School District revenues derived from the CBD currently

constitute a 39.41% share of property taxes. Application

of this rate to the DPM-induced increase in this source of

revenue yields an anti~ipated increase in 1990 annual revenue

of $288,600 and a cumulative 1978-1990 increment of $1.6 million.

State of California

Virtually all of the incremental sales tax revenues attribu

table to the introduction of the DPM System represent intra

State transfers insofar as the State of California is con

cerned; i.e., the bulk of additional retail activity in the

CED represents a transfer of purchases which would have been

made elsewhere in the State. The two exceptions are: (1)

the one-time State revenues derived from sales tax on supplies

and materials purchased in California as part of the DPM

construction program and (2) the State's continuing share

of CBD retail expenditures made by the increased number of

convention visitors attributed to the DPM who would otherwise

have attended conventions outside California.

Proportion of Convention/Group Sales Which
Represent State Increment

State Sales Tax Rate

Net Incremental Tax Revenues to California

x.20

$ 2,108,000

x.0475

$ 100,168
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5-240 Operational Impacts On Transportation

5-241 Regional Service

The DPM will have a significant impact on the level of trans

portation service in the downtown area. DPM travel times and
other service characteristics are discussed in Section 4-300.

The DPM will have a negligible impact on transportation facili

ties outside the downtown area. But the DPM will continue to
be an important consideration in planning for the downtown

portions of RTD and municipal bus lines, the Rapid Transit

Starter Line, and the Freeway Transit Program.

To a large degree, the impacts of the DPM on transportation

service will take the form of decisions and cooperative agree
ments ,by participating agencies, including CRA, SCRTD, Caltrans-

the primary goal being to develop a well-integrated circulation/
distribution system for downtown Los Angeles. Much progress
has already been made, for example, in integrating the plans
for the El Monte Busway Extension and the designs for the Union

Station Bus/DPM terminal.

I
See Section 4-330 for a description of the multi-modal ter

minal at Union Station and Section 5-141 for a description of
the long-term effects at Union Station.

In response to the DPM, decisions will be made regarding the
locatiqn and frequencies of downtown bus routes, including

the minibus line. SCRTD has worked closely with CRA in an

attempt to anticipate the types of changes in bus service
that would be beneficial to all concerned.

The purpose of the following sections is to describe poten

tial changes to th~ transportation system, and to discuss

the effects of those changes on travel patterns in the down

town area.

5-242 sensitivity Analysis--Impacts On Transportation In The
Study Area

A transportation impact analysis has been conducted for three
alternative 1990 scenarios. The scenarios--labeled "TSM",
"Freeway Transit", and "Starter Line"--are based on the
various elements of the Regional Transit Development Program.

(An overview of the RTDP can be found in the SCAG Draft 1978
Regional Transportation Plan). Assumptions regarding levels

of transit service were first carefully defined for each

scenario, and then put into a series of demand models for pre

dicting mode choices within the CBD. (A complete description

of the demand models is contained in Models and Estimates of
Los Angeles DPM Demand, Cambridge Systematics, Inc. 1978).

In all cases, it was assumed that DPM headways would be 1.5

minutes in the p.m. peak hour, and the DPM fare would be
15¢ per ride (in 1978 dollars). Travel times o~ the DPM

are shown in Table 4-31B.

Assumptions have been made about the location of RTD bus
stops, frequencies of service, bus fares, transfers, etc.
Nearly all of the assumptions about 1990 bus service were
developed by SCRTD staff, in support of the CRA modeling
effort. These assumptions, however, do not necessarily

reflect the official policies of the SCRTD. Major assumpt
ions for the three scenarios are listed below:

TSM

This scenario assumes an 11% increase in local bus frequen
cies by 1990 relative to present service levels, plus a
30% increase in express bus frequencies.



Freeway Transit
This scenario includes the Caltrans Freeway Transit Program.

Ten different freeway routes, shown in Figure 5-24A, would

serve the CBD with 5-minute headways during the peak hours.

Existing freeway flyers are assumed to operate also, but at

1978 service levels. Local bus frequencies are assumed to

be the same as in the TSM case.

Starter Line

This scenario includes the Wilshire/La Brea alignment of the

Rapid Transit Starter Line and the Freeway Transit Program-

with the exception of the Hollywood Busway. Local and express

bus frequencies have been reduced, especially on the west

side. Rapid transit stations were assumed to be located at

7th and Flower, 5th and Broadway, 1st and Broadway and

Union Station (see Figure 5-24A). Headways for the rail line

were assumed to be four minutes in the peak hour.

5-242.1 Impacts On Bus Service

under each scenario it was assumed that a certain number of

buses would be "intercepted" at the Convention Center and at·

Union Station. An example of an intercepted bus would be an

inbound El Monte freeway flyer that would terminate its route

at the Union Station Bus/DPM terminal. This is in contrast to
a bus that would continue on downtown after stopping at

Union Station. Similarly, an outbound freeway bus which

begins its route at Union Station can also be called inter

cepted. For each scenario, Tables 5-24A and 5-24B indicate
the number of buses serving each regional corridor in 1990,

and the number of outbound buses that are assumed to be inter

cepted. Table 5-24A also shows the number of buses that would

stop near DPM stations (excluding intercept buses). These

buses are designated as "interface".
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Figure 5-24A

STARTER LINE AND
FREEWAY TRANSIT
ROUTES

- Rapid Transit Starter
Line

---Freeway
Transit

""-Santa MoNc.
F",.~

Source: Southern California Rapid Transit District, 1978
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Table 5-24A
TRANSIT SERVICE FROM CBD TO REGIONAL CORRIDORS

Buses Per Hour, Outbound, P.M. Peak Hour

TSM (1990) FREEWAY TRANSIT (1990) STARTER LINE (1990)

Total 2 Per Total
l 2 Per Total

l 2 Per
Corridor Buses l Interface Cent Buses Interface Cent Buses Interface Cent

1. Harbor Freeway 78 68 87.2 95 81 85.3 91 77 84.6

2. Santa Monica Freeway 83 70 84.3 101 85 84.2 89 74 83.0

3. Wilshire/Olympic 97 66 68.0 97 66 68.0 70 60 85.7

4. Hollywood Freeway 115 99 86.1 126 98 77.8 60 50 83.3

5. Golden State Freeway 57 46 80.7 63 53 84.1 53 34 64.2

6. Pasadena Freeway 60 60 100.0 55 55 100.0 54 54 100.0

7. San Bernadino Freeway 133 95 71.4 140 no 78.6 129 75 58.1

8. Santa Ana Freeway 75 14 18.7 75 14 18.7 70 12 17.1

9. South Central 48 24 50.0 48 24 50.0 45 23 51.1

TOTAL 746 542 72.7 800 586 73.3 661 459 69.4

Source: Community Redevelopment Agency and Southern California Rapid Transit District, June 1978.

1 Total number of express and local buses serving the corridor.

2 Number of buses which "interface" at least one of the following DPM stations: Union Station,
Civic Center, 7th and Figueroa, Convention Center.

Note: PM Peak Hour is 4:30 - 5:30



Table 5-24B
TRANSIT SERVICE FROM CBD TO REGIONAL CORRIDORS

Buses Per Hour, Outbound, P.M. Peak Hour

Null (Dec. 1977) TSM (1990)

Corridor r Local Express Local Express Intercept %*

l. Harbo,r FreeVlilY 42 25 46 32 6 18.8

2. Santa Monica Freevlay 51 19 58 25 5 20.0

3. Wilshire/Oly~pic 83 0 97 0 0 0

4. Hollywood Freeway 57 40 62 53 0 0

5. Golden State Freeway I 29 17 34 23 0 0j

6. Pasadena Free'day 36 15 40 20 0 0

7. San Bernadino FreeHilY 58 52 64 69 32 46.3

8. Santa Ana FreeHay 22 39 24 51 0 0

9. SO'.2t:-: Central 43 0 48 0 0 0

TOTAL I 421 207 473 2'l3 43 115.8

Source: Community Redevelopment Agency and Southern California Rapid Transit District, June 1978

Notes: Figures for express buses include intercept buses.
P.M. Peak Hour is 4:30 - 5:30.
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* Intercept buses as % of express buses.

&
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Table 5-24B (Continued)
TRANSIT SERVICE FROM caD TO REGIONAL CORRIDORS

Buses per Hour, Outbound, P.M. Peak Hour

Freeway Transit (l990) Starter Line (1990)

Corridor Local Express Intercept %* Local Express Intercept %*

1. Harbor Freeway 46 49 10 20.4 42 49 10 20.4

2. Santa Monica Freeway 58 43 8 18.6 46 43 8 18.6

3. Wilshire/Oly~pic 97 0 0 0 70 0 0 0

4. Hollywood Freeway 62 64 0 0 38 22 0 8

5. Golden State Freeway 34 29 0 0 28 25 0 0

6. Pasadena Freeway 40 15 0 0 39 15 0 0

7. San Bernadino Freeway 64 76 24 31.6 53 76 24 31.6

8. Santa Ana Free"ay 24 51 0 0 19 51 0 0

9 • South Central 48 0 0 0 45 0 0 0

TOTAL 473 327 42 12.8 380 I 281 42 13.5

Source: Community Redevelopment Agency and Southern California Rapid Transit District, June 197B

Notes: Figures for express buses include intercept buses.
P.M. Peak Hour is 4:30 - 5:30.

* Intercept buses as % of express buses.
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As shown in Table 5-24B, it was assumed that about 43 out

bound buses/hour would be intercepted. In. the TSM case,

this represents about 16% of all outbound express buses in

the p.m. peak hour.

Table 5-24A shows that about 73% of all buses would stop

close to at least one of four major DPM stations: Union

Station, Civic Center, 7th and Figueroa, and the Convention

Center. All corridors except the Santa Ana Freeway corridor

show a high degree of interface between buses and the DPM.

Only 17% to 19% of the Santa Ana buses would be routed close

enough to DPM stations to allow transfers.

In the Freeway Transit case, it was assumed that there would

be considerably more express bus service (327 outbound buses

per hour, in contrast to 273 buses in the TSM case). It was

also assumed, however, that all of the new Freeway Transit

routes would be "through" routed; i.e., they would not be

intercepted at the Convention Center or Union Station. The

only buses that are ass~~ed to be intercepted in the Freeway

Transit case are 42 of the existing freeway flyer buses.

In all cases, some minor adjustments were made to certain

bus routes in order to increase transfer opportunities at

DPM stations. These adjustments usually involved adding

stops, or shifting the route one block in order to connect

with the DPM. Detailed maps of possible route and stop

modifications have been developed by RTD staff.

In the p.m. peak hour, intercepting 43 outbound buses would

result in a reduction of approximately 113 bus miles in the

downtown. Inbound intercepts would save an additional 40

bus miles in the same time period. The total savings of

153 bus miles in the p.m. peak hour in 1990 represents a 9.7%

reduction in bus miles in the study area.
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Bus tares d~d not vary from one scenario to the next. It

was assumed that the base RTD bus fare would be 40¢ (1~78

dollars) and that bus transfers would be 10¢.

5-242.2 Impacts On Minibus Service

The current minibus line (202) provides west side service

between Occidental Center and Chinatown (see Section 2-400).

SCRTD and CRA planners believe that it might be appropriate

to shift the minibus line to the east side of the CBD after

the DPM is built. Two alternate routing schemes are shown

in Figure 5-24B. Alternative 2 was assumed for all three

scenarios in the modeling analysis. The route operates

between the Convention Center and Union Station via Broadway.

Minibus headways were assumed to be three minutes in the

p.m. peak hour and the fare was assumed to be l5¢ (in 1978

dollars).

5-242.3 Impacts On Transit Patronage And Modal Shares

Once the assumptions about transit route location and levels

of service were defined, all of the necessary data were

coded into a series of computer models. The models predict

mode choice for trips made within the CBD. Internal CBD

trips can be divided into two major categories:

Distribution Trips

These are trips which have one end in the downtown, either

an origin or destination; for example, a peak hour trip

from office to home. The CRA demand models predict mode

choice for the CBD portion of these trips.
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Fi9ure 5-24B

ALTERNATE MINIBUS
ROUTES, 1990

----

Source: Community Redevelopment Agency and
Southern California Rapid Transit District

Circulation Trips

These are trips which both begin and end in the downtown;

for example, a noon hour trip from office to restaurant.

For distribution trips, available modes from CBD origin to
parking lot or transit stop are assumed to be: walk, mini

bus, DPM, and RTD (bus and/or rail). For circulation trips,

available modes are all of the above plus the automobile.

The results of the mode choice analysis for the TSM scenario

are shown in Tables 5-24C and 5-24D. An estimated 4,151

people will board the DPM in the p.m. peak hour and then

transfer to regional buses which will take them out of the

dbwntown area. An additional 911 people will transfer to the

DPM from inbound buses. Total bus/DPM transfers would amount

to 5,062 in the p.m. peak hour. Approximately 2,382 people

will ride the DPM to or from their parking lots in the p.m.

peak hour. It is estimated that about 1,840 of these trips

would be outbound.

Predictably, most of the trips to transit stops and parking

lots are made on foot (82.1% and 95.5% respectively). The

DPM attracts about 8.8% of all distribution trips by regional

transit users and about 3.7% of all distribution trips by

auto users. The average mode share for DPM in the p.m. peak

hour is 6.1%.

During the noon hour, 2,312 employees are predicted to board

the DPM. These are primarily workers on their lunch hour.

An additional 260 DPM trips are predicted for non-workers;

i.e., shoppers, visitors, etc. The DPM share for noon hour

trips by workers and non-workers is expected to be 5.4% and

1.3%, respectively. The average DPM share for noon hour

circulation trips is 4.1%.
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The CBD demand models predict that both Starter Line and the

Freeway Transit Program will have relatively insignificant

impact on DPM patronage. As shown in Table 5-24E, daily DPM

ridership for the Freeway Transit and Starter Line Scenarios

would be 73,200 and 72,500 respectively. Internal mode shares

for the two cases vary by only a few tenths of a percent from

the TSM scenario shown in Table 5-24C.

In the p.m. peak hour a total of 300 to 350 transfers are

expected between the Starter Line Station at 7th and Flower

and the DPM station at 7th and Figueroa. The models predict

that the vast majority of those passengers boarding the

Starter Line at 7th and Flower will walk to the station.

This station is strategically located, in that it is within

walking distance of a great many employment opportunities

in the financial district of Los Angeles. Thus, as shown

in Table 5-24F, the Starter Line has a relatively insignifi

cant effect on passenger volumes at DPM stations.

TABLE 5-240
MODE SHARES FOR TSM SCENARIO

NOON HOUR, 1990 - CIRCULATION TRIPS

Mode from CBD Origin to CBO Destination

Mini- RTD
Walk Auto bus DPM Bus ~

Workers 21,084 17,456 1,360 2,312 686 42,898
49.1% 40.7% 3.2% 5.4% 1. 6% 100.0%

Non-
Workers 13,05.8 6,582 114 260 251 20,266

64.L % 32.5% 0.6% 1. 3% 1. 2% 100.0%

TOTAL 34,143 24,038 1,474 2,572 937 63,164
54.1% 38.1% 2.3% 4.1% 1. 4% 100.0%

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 1978

TABLE 5-24E
ESTIMATED DPM RIDERSHIP

1990

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 1978

*Includes 4,151 DPM to bus transfers and 911 bus to DPM transfers

**Includes 1,840 DPM to auto transfers and 542 auto to DPM
transfers.

TABLE 5-24C
MODE SHARES FOR TSM SCENARIO

P.M. PEAK HOUR, 1990--DISTRIBUTION TRIPS

Mini RTD
Walk Bus DPM Bus TOTAL

Regional Transit Users 47,023 1,985 5,062* 3,194 57,264
82.1% 3.5% 8.8% 5.6% 100.0%

Regional Auto Users 62,145 164 2,382** 341 65,032
95.5% 0.3% 3.7% 0.5% 100.0%

Freeway Starter
Distribution Trips TSM Transit Line

PM Peak Hour 7,444 7,546 7,440

Noon Hour 1,820 1,851 1,829

Dai1y* 46,688 47,486 46,923
Circulation Trips

PM Peak Hour 1,777 1,777 1,762

Noon Hour 2,572 2,572 2,562

Daily* 25,720 25,720 25,620
Total Trips

PM Peak Hour 9,221 9,323 9,202

Noon Hour 4,392 4,423 4,391

Daily* 72,408 73,206 72,543
* Defined as 6:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc. , 1978

122,296
100.0%

3,535
2.8%

2,149 7,444
1.8% 6.1%

109,168
89.3 %

Total Distribution
Trips
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TABLE 5-24F

IMPACT OF STARTER LINE ON DPM STATION VOLUMES*

TABLE 5-24G
EFFECTS OF A DPM FARE INCREASE

ON DPM RIDERSHIP

Percent
15¢ Fare 25¢ Fare Change

Distribution Trips

P.M. Peak Hour 7,444 7,224 -3.0

Noon Hour 1,820 1,768 -2.9

Daily 46,688 45,363 -2.8

P.M. PEAK HOUR, 1990

TSM Starter Line %
DPM STATION Scenario Scenario Change

7th and Figueroa 1,970 2,068 +5.0

Civic Center 3,362 2,372 +0.4

Union Station 3,569 3,386 -5.1
Circulation Trips

P.M. Peak Hour

Noon Hour

Daily

1,777

2,572

25,720

1,695

2,453

24,530

-4.6

-4.6

-:4.6

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 1978

Volumes are total ONS and OFFS

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 1978

5-242.4 Impacts of a DPM Fare Increase

Total Trips

P.M. Peak Hour

Noon Hour

Daily

9,221

4,392 :
72,408

8,919

4,221

69,893

-3.3

-3.9

-3.5
(

-""--1978 dollars) for the

To test the effects

was run again with a

in Table 5-24G.

The DPM fare was assumed to be 15¢ (in

three scenarios previously discussed.

of a fare increase, the TSM scenario

25¢ DPM fare. The results are shown

The models predict that daily DPM ridership would drop by

3.5% in response to the fare increase. The change in fare

has a slightly greater impact on circulation trips than on

distribution trips.

In general, the models indicate that demand for the DPM is

relatively insensitive to an increase in fare. P.M. peak

hour ridership drops by 3.0%. The 7,224 distribution trips

in the p.m. peak hour are composed of 4,949 trips to or from

transit stops, and 2,275 trips to/from parking lots, repre
senting a 2.2% reduction in trips by regional transit users,

and a 4.5% reduction in trips by auto users.

W.", Q. 4$# ... &...£ ... ,$,3.4& L4&;



5-243 Operacional Impacts On ~ransportation: Traffic

There are three types of impacts to traffic flow that would

result from DPM operations. ?irst, street capacity will be

affected at specific locations due to the placement of DPM

support columns. Second, during the peak periods, traffic

volumes will be heavier in the general vicinity of the inter

cept parking facilities. Third, traffic volumes will be re

duced somewhat because trips will be diverted from the auto

mobile to the DPM.

Reductions in Street Capacitv

With the DPM in place, the width of 5th Street between Grand

Avenue and Figueroa Street would be reduced by approximately

six feet. The intersections most affected are 5th Street at

Flower Street and 5th Street at Figueroa Street. With the

DPM in place, the right turn lanes at these intersections

would be eliminated. Currently, these lanes have the impor

tant function of separating turning traffic from the through

traffic destined to the southbound and northbound Harbor.

Freeway on-ramps. The loss of capacity is somewhat mitigated

by the diversion of auto trips to the DPM. However, under

any possible scenario, congestion of Fifth Street between

Grand and Figueroa would be increased as a result of the C2~.

•
The west side of Figueroa alignment includes a center of

Figueroa segment from Third Street to Seventh Street. South

of Seventh Street the impacts of the DPM would be neglible

if the guideway columns were placed on the west sidewalk.

North of Seventh Street, the following impacts would occur.

(Impacts of the center of Figueroa variation south of Seventh

Street are discussed at the end of this section).

From Third Street to Fifth Street, Figueroa has been widened

to major highway standards. The DPM guideway could be lo

cated in the median without significantly affecting traffic
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or pedestrian movement if Dents are used at selected locations

north of Fourth Street.

From Fifth Street to south of Seventh Street, the DPM would

be supported by columns in the median of Figueroa Street.

The ~os Angeles Department of Transportation prepared an

analysis (LA DOT, January, 1980) of various striping alter

natives and concluded that the support columns should be

placed in a raised median, which would also include left-turn

lanes at i~tersections. This configuration would not require

prohibition of left turns at intersections (except southbound

at Seventh Street) and would best fit the ultimate roadway

cross section. Figueroa Street would be widened to a minimum

of 60 feet by narrowing sidewalks from 12 feet to 10 feet and

a ~inimum of two through lanes would be provided in each

direction, in addition to the left-turn lanes.

Although this median configuration is deemed to be the most

iesirable, it would result in reductions of intersection

~pproach capacities ranging from 8 to 28 percent. The higher

capacity losses would generally occur at intersections where

left-turn channelization cannot be utilized due to the direc

tion of flow of the intersecting one-way street, such as

northbound at Sixth Street. The less significant capacity

losses would occur at intersections where existing left-turn

demand is high and addition of the proposed left-turn lanes

will nearly offset the loss of a through lane. These condi

tions are not permanent and will exist only during an interi~

period following construction of the People Mover, until pro

perties along Figueroa Street are redeveloped and the street

is widened to ultimate width.

~orth of Seventh Street the highest capacity losses would

occur at Sixth Street, both northbound and southbound, ranging

from 24-26 percent. With the pending redevelo~ment of the
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St. Paul's si~e. the southbound approach capacity reductions

could be mitigated with street widening associated with the

new development. The LA DOT report has recommended that

existing easements on the east side of the street be exercised

and an additional easement acquired to widen Figueroa between

Wilshire and Sixth Street to its ultimate width, thereby in

creasing the northbound approach capacity at Sixth Street.

At Seventh and Figueroa, southbound left turns could be pro

vided in a left-turn lane if bents were used between Wilshire

and Seventh.

Insertion of the DPM support columns into the median area of

Figueroa Street would necessitate some compromises in the areas

of lane widths and left-turn visibility. The proposed lane

widths will typically be 10 feet, with an ll-foot curb lane,

rather than the preferred design, which would provide l2-foot

lanes adjacent to the median island and outside curb. Clear

ance to DPM collliT.ns would be the minimum acceptable.

Opposing left-turn lanes would be offset 8 feet, resulting

in reduced left turn visibility compared to the desirable

0-4 foot offset. While slightly higher left-turn and fixed

object acciden~ rates may be expected in future years, com

pared to other streets with less left-turn lane offset and

without median columns, it should be noted that installation

of the proposed left-turn lanes would be an improvement com

pared to existing conditions, and judicious placement of DP~l

columns would maximize visibility for turning vehicles.

The continuous raised median island will prevent left turns

to and from driveways (except entry to the Union Bank garage)

in all blocks where the guideway is supported on center

columns. This will actually improve traffic flow and reduce

midblock accident potential, but will require some circuitous

rerouting of driveway traffic and increase U-turns at signal

ized intersections. A continuous raised median would also

require the prohibition of stopping in the two-lane sections

between Sixth and Olympic Boulevard. The impa~ts of such a

prohibition would have more effects in the area south of

Seventh Street and these are discussed in more detail in the

following section. If the demand for curbside loading cannot

be met through the use of off-street parking facilities or

side street curb space,problems of enforcement and spot con

gestion may result from illegal parking or stopping.

Impacts of columns on ?edestrian congestion ~vere analyzed in

Task Termination Re?ort 2.04. The results of the analysis

indicated that resulting sidewalk widths will be adequate,

although narrower than ideal in certain locations. Also,

loading and unloading of pedestrians at station locations

could create some flow problems, but these can be mitigated

through further construction of the downtown pedway system.

Center of Figueroa Variation

The same impacts concerning lane widths, clearances and left

turn availability and accessibility would apply to the entire

reach of Fig~eroa with this alternative as apply to the area

north of Seventh ~treet with the preceding alternative. The

Los Angeles Department of Transportation conducted a detailed

study of the impacts of placing the guideway in the center of

Figueroa south of Seventh Street. (LA DOT, January, 1980)

The Department concluded that the center alignment ~ould be

acceptable, if bents and local widening were used at critical

locations to prevent significant increases in congestion.

Between Seventh and Eighth Streets, redevelopment of the

west side of Figueroa should result in street widening before

DPM implementation. The additional southbound lane provided

by the widening will be used as a right-turn-only lane, thereby

minimizing the reduction in southbound approach capacity to



11 percen~. Northbound ~pproach capacity at Seventh Street

will be reduced 16 percent when the DPM is ~onstructed. How

ever, developer plans for the east side of the street could

result in widening the street to ultimate width; and provid

ing increases in capacity to· mitigate this reduction.

Between Eighth and Ninth Streets there are no known plans for

redevelopment and most of the right-of-way needed to widen

to ultimate standards has not been dedicated. If the DPM

were constructed in the median with center support columns,

usable roadway would be reduced to two through lanes, plus

left turn pockets. This would result in an 8 percent reduc

tion in northbound approach capacity at Eighth Street and a

9 percent drop in southbound capacity at Ninth Street. Stop

ping would be prohibited on both sides of the entire block,

eliminating 24 metered parking spaces and two commercial

loading zones. These restrictions would impact several bus

inesses. However, off-street parking is available to most

of these businesses· and a loading bay could be constructed

within existing right-of-way in front of the Social Security

Office.

Between Ninth Street and Olympic Boulevard serious congestion

would occur if the DPM is placed in the median. Northbound

approach capacity at Ninth Street would be reduced by an

estimated 28 percent. This could be mitigated somewhat by

adjusting the traffic signal timing. Southbound traffic at

Olympic would also be seriously congested. This could be

mitigated by street widening on the west side. If the re

quired right-of-way were acquired, southbound approach capa

city at Olympic Boulevard would be increased by 16 percent.

Stopping along the curb would be curtailed in this block.

The impact of parking restrictions could be mitigated by

construction of a loading bay within axisting right-of-way

in front of the Kent Inn and passenger loading could be

allowed in front of the theater on nights and weekends.
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South of Olympic Boulevard the roadway has been improved to

ultimate standards. In this reach the DPM could be constructed

in the median area without reducing the number of traffic lanes.

However, the width of the lanes would be reduced. Northbound

approach capacity at Olympic Boulevard would be reduced 7 per

~ent and restricticn of midblock left turns could result ~n

less convenient access for Holiday Inn patrons.

Between 11th and 12th Streets the additional weight and space

required by the guideway switching tracks may require the use

of bents. South of 12th Street, LA DOT recommends using bents

spanning the entire roadway to support a Convention Center

Station in the middle of the street and to allow the addition

of a southbound left turn lane into the Convention Center

intercept.

Effects of Parking Demand for DPM Intercepts on the Adjacent

Street System

As discussed in Section 4-340, 3,750 parking spaces would

be provided for the DPM intercepts, 2,000 spaces at Union

Station, and 1,750 spaces at the Convention Center. Each

site would provide 750 spaces for carpools and 750 spaces

for long-term parking. Union Station would also provide 500

short-term spaces and the Convention Center, 250 short-term

spaces. Trips generated from these sites would have a sig

nificant impact on adjacent surface streets.

Union Station

Local street access would be located at driveways on Vignes

Street at Ramirez Street and at speed ramps on Vignes Street

north of Ramirez Street. Ramps to and from the El Monte

Busway extension would be constructed for carpools and buses.

Today, the critical intersections exhibiting capacity

restraints and congestion delays in the area are located

along Alameda Street between Aliso Street/Arcadia Street

IS I.. IN ; W 4 ,£4. U2 ; ,¢k'\
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and North Main Street and to the west. Specifically, the

intersection of Alameda Street and Macy Street is most sensi

tive during the p.m. peak hour. The construction of the

Plaza Technical Center and the DPM intercept would also

L~pact the intersections of Macy Street and Vignes Street

and Macy Street and Mission Road.

proceed to 11th Street, which forms the northerly border of

the Convention Center. These maneuvers would result in little

interference with existing traffic and by themselves would

have few impacts on the street system.

The Harbor Freeway option appears to be the worst because

traffic exiting on 9th Street would have to traverse three

lanes of traffic (carrying over 19,000 vehicles per day) to

turn right at Figueroa Street, a difficult and dangerous series

of lane changes. Traffic exiting at Grand Avenue or Soover

treet would encounter little opposition from traffic, but the

maneuvering to the intercept would be time consuming.

The eastbound Santa Monica Freeway currently has the most

difficult access route to the intercept. Eastbound traffic

has a choice of either taking the northbound Harbor Freeway

and exiting at 9th Street or continuing east on the Santa

Monic~ Freeway, exiting at Grand Avenue or Hoover Street and

using surface streets to return to the intercept.

The parking facility will be fully utilized .

60 to 65% of trips from the facility will occur during
the J?m. peak hour.

Direct connection to the £1 Monte Busway will be J?rovided
and used by 90% of all carpools.

..

..

..

..

However, since most of cne carpools would use the busway and

motor~sts would access the speed ramps via right turning

movements, it is anticipated that the street system would

accommodate the increased demand without exceeding capacity

under the following assumed conditions:

The westbound on-and-off ramps at Vignes Street will
remain oJ?en.

.. Trips generated by the Plaza Technical Center are
included, but no other development in the area has
been considered.

• Trip distribution from the intersection of Vignes
Street and Ramirez during the p.m. peak hour will
have the following directional. split: northbound-
50%; southbound--3S%; eastbound--15%.

Convention Center

Parking for this intercept would be located on the east side

of Figueroa Street north of Pico Boulevard. Approximacely

1,750 spaces would be provided.

In the morning peak, direct access to the Convention Center

from the westbound Santa Monica Freeway and the northbound

Harbor Freeway would be provided by off ramps to Pico Boul

evard opposite Sentous Street. Southbound Harbor Freeway

traffic would exit at a ramp labeled "Olympic Blvd." and

This access difficulty would be mitigated by the construction

of an off-ramp from the eastbound Santa ~onica Freeway ~o

join the other off-ramps opposite Sentous Street. The criti

cal a.m. peak hour approach to the parking facility then would

be eastbound Pico Boulevard at Figueroa Street. It is antic

ipated that a majority of the vehicles would be exiting the

ramp from the northbound Harbor Freeway and the eastbound and

westbound Santa Monica Freeway at Pico Boulevard, desiring to

travel east to the intercept. Although the volume/capacity

ratio only indicates a small capacity deficit, in reality, the

high volume of left turns on Figueroa Street could result in

a severe capacity problem.

The potential traffic difficulties for the p.m. peak hour

would depend on the ability to minimize left turn exiting

and to facilitate access to the freeway ramps at 11th Street



and southbound Figueroa Street, which have been identified

as the major demand routes.

The 44-foot width of 11th Street under the Harbor Freeway

currently acts as a capaci~y constraint resulting in periods

of severe congestion on this roadway. The addition of the

intercept traffic would exacerbate this problem.

Diversion of Auto Trips to DPM

It is predicted that there will be sufficient demand to fill

the intercept parking lots during the peak period (6:00-9:00

a.m.). This implies that 3,750 automobiles would be "inter

cepted" during the peak period, thus reducing traffic vo1urnes

on city streets. It is assumed that without the DPM and with

out the new parking structures, the 3,750 automobiles would

drive further into downtown and park at other lots.

The CBD demand models predict that the average length of a

trip made from the intercept parking lots to CBD destinations

would be about 0.8 miles. It is assumed that without the DPM

and without the intercept parking facilities .. each of the

3,750 cars would have to, travel an average of 0.8 miles fur

ther to reach a parking lot. This would i~ply that the DPM

and the intercept parking facilities could result in a re

duction of about 3,000 vehicle-miles-of-travel (VMT) in the

downtown area during the 3-hour peak period.

It is also assumed that there would be a total of 1,500 spaces

allocated to 3-person carpoots and 1,500 to other all-day

parkers. Each of these spaces are assumed to be used by one

car during the day. The remaining 750 spaces are to be allo

cated to short-term parkers. It is assumed that the short

term spaces would be curned over 3 times a day.
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As a result a daily total of 10,500 auto trips would not

be made on city streets because of the intercept parking

facilities (2 trips/day x * carpool spaces + 2 trips/day x

# other all-day spaces + 6 trips/day x ~ short-term spaces).

Assuming a cac trip length of 0.8 miles, the daily VMT reduc

tion would be about 8,400. This represents a 2.6% reduction

in daily VMT fa base case forecast for 1990 VMT within the

study area is 318,437 per day).

The reduction of 8,400 VMT per day represents distribution

trips only. It has been estimated that 45% of the DPM circu

lation trips during the noon hour represent diversions from

the automobile. Assuming an average occupancy of 1.56 (non

work trips) and an average circulation trip length of 1.2

miles, the DPM would result in a VMT savings of 900 miles

during the noon hour. Over an entire day, VMT reduction

could reach ten times this amount or about 9,000 miles, which

represents a reduction of 2.8% of total downtown VMT.

The combined savings from distribution trips and circulation

trips in 1990 would, therefore, be 17,400 auto VMT/dav a

reduction of 5.4% from the base 1990 case. correctin~'for
net induced VMT (estimated at 6,300 VMT per day) , total VMT

savings would be 11,100 per day--a reduction of 3.5%.

5-244 Conformance to Regional and Local Transportation Plans

Section 2-440 described the major transportation goals and

policies that have been adopted by key regional and local

agencies. The following plans were summarized in that sect

ion: the SCAG Regional TranSportation Plan (1978), the Los

Angeles Citywide Plan (1974), the Central City Community

Plan (1974), the Redevelopment Plan for the Central Business

District RedevelOpment Project (1975), and the Bunker Hill
Design for Development (1971).
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All of these plans recognize the need for improved pUblic

transportation in the CBD, including rapid transit and

"auxiliary" transit, or People Movers. They also'call for

additional parking capacity located at the periphery of down

town and other major developed areas. Reflecting a concern

for environmental quality, the plans also support preferential

treatment for high-occupancy vehicles, and other techniques.
for reducing vehicle-miles-of-travel. The construction of

pedway systems is also encouraged.

The People Mover is a major component of SCAG's four-part

Regional Transit Development Program. As such, the DPM be

comes an integral part of a "balanced transportation system",

involving coordinated service with buses, minibuses, auto

mobiles, and rail transit. Plan conformance is therefore

evident.

The project's conformance to adopted plans is clear with

respect to policies on carpooling and peripheral parking.

3,750 peripheral parking spaces would be provided - 2,000 at

Union Station and 1,750 at the Convention Cp.nter. In each

of these facilities, 750 spaces would be reserved for car

pools.

As described in Section 5-242 it is expected that the DPM

will result in fewer vehicular miles of travel by both

automobiles and buses, thus leading to reduced noise and

emission levels in the downtown area. The project is there

fore consistent with adopted transportation and environmental

goals.

Conformance to adopted land use policies is discussed in

Section 5-221.5.
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CHAPTER 6

HISTORIC PROPERTIES (SECTION 106) DETERMINATIONS AND PARKLAND

(SECTION 4(f) STATEMENTS

6-100 Introduction

This chapter assesses the impact of the project on certain

parklands, recreational areas, and historic properties. This

discussion is treated separately from the main chapter on

environmental impacts because it is responding to the specific

requirements of certain Federal laws. These laws recognize

the significant public values residing in certain open space

areas and historic and cultural resources.

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966,

as amended, directs Federal agencies to take into account the

effect of their undertakings on any district, site, building,

structure, or object which is included in the National Regis

ter of Historic Places. The 1970 amendments to the Act extend

this consideration to properties which are eligible for the

National Register of Historic Places. Federal agencies must

obtain the review and comment of the Advisory Council on His

toric Preservation prior to the approval of undertakings which

affect such properties. The Advisory Council, an independent

agency created to advise the President and Congress on matters

involving historic preservation, has established procedures

for the protection of historic and cultural properties in

cluded in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register

of Historic Places (36 CFR Part 800).

Sections 6-300 to 6-500 of this chapter have been structured

to meet the requirements of the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation with regard to historic and cultural properties.

Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966
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(49 USC 1653 (f)) declares a national policy that special

effort be made to preserve the natural beauty of the country

side, public park and recreation lands, wildlife and water

fowl refuges, and historic sites. Section 4(f) permits the

Secretary of Transportation to approve a project which requires

the use of publicly owned land from a park, recreation area,

or wildlife refuge of national, state, or local significance,

or any land from a historic site of national, state, or local

significance only if the following determinations have been

made: (1) there is no feasible and prudent alternative to the

use of such land; and (2) all possible planning has been

undertaken to minimize harm to the 4 (f) land(s) resulting from

such use. This 4 (f) analysis is presented in this chapter in

Section 6-200.

6-200 4(f) Analysis

Implementation of the DPM will require using land from the

following historic properties or parks, as identified in

Figure 6-20A: Union Station, Los Angeles City Hall, Pershing

Square Park, and Father Serra Park. Impacts on other his

toric properties along the DPM route where the use of land

is not required are discussed in Sections 6-300 to 6-500.
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FIGURE 6-20A
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"':'" L Union Station
, ~

2. Father Serra Park

3. City Hall Lawns

4. Pershing Square Park

.'

6-210 Union Passenger Terminal

• Description

Union Station and most of its associated structures were built

in 1938 and designed by a team of architects headed by John

and Donald Parkinson. First opened in 1939, it was one of the

last major passenger terminals to be built and one of the

latest examples of the Spanish Colonial architecture style.

Primary architectural interest is placed on the entrance facade

with the volume of the building's parts becoming greater to

wards the center and culminating in the central clock tower.

Decorative features include colored tile, red tile roof, and

inverted pyramid parking lot lights. Landscape features in

clude garden courtyards and a ring of Moreton bay figs sur

rounding the parking lot opposite the main entrance to the

station.

• Current Status

Union Station is currently used for AMTRAK passenger service.

Several of the tracks to the rear of the station, particularly

the three most easterly tracks, have been removed; passenger

service is now concentrated on the two central tracks. The

baggage terminal/parking structure to the east and south of

the station is currently vacant and in disrepair. Because

Union Station is a "stub" end station, there have been sug

gestions that tracks to the rear of the station might be ex

tended southerly across the freeway and the river to allow

the station to become an on-line station. The railroads that

own the station have not considered the investment worthwhile

enough to implement.

The passenger terminal and the parking lots in front of the

station were placed on the local register in 1972 (CHB 101).

In August, 1978, the Cultural Heritage Board forwarded a

National Register nomination by the Los Angeles City Planning

Department to the California State Historic Preservation Office.



In May, 1979, the Director of the California Department of

Transportation (Caltrans) announced that it was Caltrans'

intention to buy the entire Union Station property to facili

tate the orderly development of the area for multimodal trans

portation purposes. Cal trans has started appraisal activities

and is expected to complete acquisition by July, 1981.

•

FIGURE G-21~

UNION STATION
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The State Commission approved forwarding the nomination to

the National Register at the Commission meeting on July 12,

1979. Receipt of the nomination to the National Register was

reported in the Federal Register on September 11, 1979.

• Probable Effects of the Proposed Project

Implementation of the project as proposed will require alter

ation of a portion of the Union Station grounds. Guideway

supports will be constructed along the southern edge of the

parking lot along the sidewalk in front of the row of trees

adjacent to the sidewalk. Columns will be placed so that

none of the trees will have to be moved. The trees are

approximately 30-40 feet high now and will have to be pruned

to maintain this height in order to clear the guideway. Six

single columns and six double columns woulp also be dropped

through the upper level at the southern end of the track

platform just north of the existing wall. (see Figure 6-21B)

Construction of the Transportation Center, the Maintenance

Building and test track will require taking 3.48 acres of un

used track area in the most easterly portion of the station

grounds, or approximately 7% of the total Union Station prop

erty. Figure 6-21B shows the extent of right-of-way takings

required at Union Station.

There will be some visual impacts on Union Station if the

project is built, but the view of the main facade of Union

Station from Alameda Street will not be altered. Because

the guideway is situated on the edge of the grounds and the

Transportation Center and other supporting facilities will

I
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FIGURE 6-21B

PROPOSED ROW AND COLUMN LOCATIONS AT UNION STATION

SANTA ANA FWY.
Scale in feet: ------,~r"""-----...................::: :-
1 110---1110--11 ----- :-
o 200 400



FIGURE 6-21C
UNION STATION MAIN ENTRANCE DPM GUIDEWAY IN BACKGROUND
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be located behind the station, the negative ~isual impacts

are expected to be minor. Figure 4-43F shows Union Station

from the east and Figure 6-21C looks south from the main

entrance on the west towards the DPM guideway at the edge

of the parking lot.

Noise analysis (Section 5-218.3, Point 29, Tables 5-21 F,G,H)

shows an imperceptible (1 dBA) increase in P.M. peak hour and

nighttime L noise levels and a 6 dBA decrease in noontime
eq

noise levels with the DPM in operation. Noise from the DPM

yard and shop will be in keeping with the existing activities

at the railroad station.

With the DPM in place there would be increased vehicular and

pedestrian traffic in the vicinity of Union Station. Traffic

analysis has indicated increased vehicle traffic at several

intersections including Alameda/Main Streets, Macy/Vigness

Streets, and Macy Street/Mission Road. The analysis concluded

that the street system would be able to accommodate the in

creased traffic, much of which would be generated by autos

and buses entering or leaving the Transportation Center behind

Union Station, assuming that the Vigness Street freeway ramps

remained open and that a direct connection to the El Monte

busway would be available and used by 90% of all carpools.

(See Section 5-243 for a complete discussion of traffic im

pacts on Union Station). Increases in pedestrian traffic

would occur primarily within the Transportation Center as

people transfer from one mode to another. There could also

be a small increase in the number of pedestrians using the

historic Union Passenger Terminal.

Removal of four track beds for the DPM Maintenance Center

and storage area will have a negligible effect on the future

ability of Union Station to provide rail service. Of the

remaining twelve tracks, only eight are operational; these

eight tracks are estimated by Los Angeles Union Passenger

Terminal Agency to have a theoretical capacity of almost

200 arrivals and 200 departures a day, well in excess of the

current 10 arrivals and 10 departures per day. During World

War II, peak utilization was 100 trains per day. (see Section

5-241.) Rather than limiting the ability of Union Station to

provide rail service, the presence of a convenient intermodal

transfer facility may actually enhance the service that Union

Station will be able to provide the transportation user.

The Transportation Center that will be built behind Union

Station will be integrated with the proposed extension of

the El Monte busway; it will also provide facilities for

AMTRAK ticketing and baggaging, inter-city buses, and local

bus service in addition to parking for cars, carpools, and

van pools. The Transportation Center is also planned to

link with the northern terminus of the proposed Regional

Core Rapid Transit Line. The Transportation Center will thus

link the three major capital improvement projects of the Four

Part Regional Transportation Program, providing a unique and

valuable intermodal transfer point.

• Alternatives that would Avoid Adverse Impacts

The no-project alternative is discussed in Chapter 3. During

the planning phase of this project, a complete DPM network

was defined and separated into three corridors, for analysis

as discrete potential initial segments. (See Chapter 3 for

a description of these studies.) Corridor alternative C

avoided the Union Station site altogether, whereas both

Corridor alternatives A and B utilized Union Station as a

DPM terminus. Corridor alternative C was rejected, as a re

sult of the analysis, for the following reasons: it had the

lowest rating from the point of view of linking activity

centers; it had lower patronage than either alternative A or

B; it would have resulted in the greatest amount of housing

relocation; and it had the least potential for enhancing

economic development. The other alternative that would avoid



adverse impacts would require moving the guideway and stati~n

away from the Union Station area and finding an alternative

site for the northern terminus of the DPM. Alternative sites

were carefully analyzed and the results of that analysis are

reported in Section 3-420. Other sites were rejected because

of incompatible land uses, inadequate size, or negative

community reaction (Moving People in Los Angeles, eRA, 1977).

Siting the DPM in close proximity to the extension of the EI

Monte busway, to the proposed terminus for the rail starter

line, and to the termini of intercity rail and bus service

will create a convenient intermodal transfer point that does

not now exist anywhere close to downtown Los Angeles. Union

Station represents not only the opportunity to create such a

transfer point, but also the opportunity to take advantage

of the significant existing transportation investment in the

station and track facilities. Without convenient intermodal

transfer, the attractiveness and effectiveness of the DPM

and all the other modes will be decreased. Relocating exist

ing facilities, such as the AMTRAK plaforms, to an alternate

site would represent a considerable additional expense. In

addition to the expense, there is the practical difficulty

of revising plans that are in different stages of development

and finding an alternate site that each of the transportation

planning agencies could agree upon as suitable.

The Union Station site is currently in transportation use.

The proposed DPM facilities will significantly increase the

utilization of the site and thus make better use of existing

facilities. Development of the multimodal Transportation

Center could also encourage restoration and rehabilitation of

Union Station's physical plant which has fallen into some

disrepair over years of deferred maintenance. With the Trans

portation Center, Union Station will again become an important

transfer point among transportation modes.
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• Alternatives that would Mitigate Adverse Impacts/Planning

to Minimize Harm

During the route refinement analysis, moving the guideway to

the south of the freeway to minimize the use of land at Union

Station was considered. Under this option, the maintenance

facility and the Transportation Center would still be located

on the Union Station grounds. The guideway would cross from

the south side to the north side of the freeway at a point

behind the REA building, but west of the Transportation Center.

This alternative was rejected because of engineering diffi

culties in making the turn around the Federal Building on

Los Angeles Street and the complications of crossing the

freeway at a point where the DPM guideway could conflict

with the proposed extension of the EI Monte busway.

Moving the guideway to the median of the Santa Ana Freeway

from Los Angeles Street to a point behind Union Station would

eliminate the impacts on the parking lot area in front of the

station and would also eliminate the coIumns in Father Serra

Park. (This alternative also assumed that the Maintenance

Facility and Transportation Center would remain behind Union

Station). This alternative would have the following impacts:

it would create severe adverse traffic impacts on the Santa

Ana Freeway during construction; it would cost over $1,000,000

more to construct; it ·..lOuld' require very tall colLL"11ns on the

order of 50-60 feet in height; it would require bents at the

Los Angeles Street end and adjacent to the Alameda offramp

nosing. The most serious impact would be the traffic impact

during construction. In order to construct the DPM in the

middle of the freeway, it would be necessary to close at least

the two center lanes during column preparation and placement.

Even if all of the work were done at night, at least one free

way traffic lane would be required during the day for storage

of equipment. When the precast guideway segments are lowered

into place, all of the traffic lanes on one side of the free-
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way would have to be closed. Assuming this work was also done

at night, one half of the freeway would be closed for at least

16 nights. This portion of the Santa Ana Freeway carried

165,000 ADT in 1977 and is projected to have 197,000 ADT in

1990. A la~ge number of trucks use this section of the Santa

Ana Freeway as a major north-south truck route both during the

day and at night. Closing even one lane during the day and

two lanes at night, for approximately 6 months would be a

severe adverse impact by itself. Closing either the north

bound or southbound side for several weeks at night would be

an extremely severe adverse impact. The use of columns 50-60

feet in height creates some engineering difficulties but these

impacts are not as severe as the traffic impacts. Fifty to

sixty foot column~ would have to be larger to carry the addi

tional weight and to manage the extra-long span length required

in some places with this alternative. Firefighting and emer

gency evacuation procedures would be more difficult if such

a high guideway were in the middle of the freeway. In contrast

to the rest of the route, the guideway would not be as access

ible from the street or from the surrounding buildings. The

fire department would have to use extra-long ladders and

probably halt traffic on one side of the freeway in order to

provide assistance to vehicles and patrons on the guideway.

The additional cost and the need for additional bents are

less significant reasons for rejecting this alternative.

Since the proposed Transportation Center would be located

east of the existing track area, attention was focused on

alternative sites for the maintenance facility and test track

only. The possibility of moving these facilities off of the

Union Station property to a site south of the freeway was

studied. Location of the maintenance building and test track

at the Meier Brewery site would require building additional

DPM trackage across the freeway, and acquisition and demolition

of the brewery property. The minimum additional cost of this

alternative is estimated at $3.8 million. Constructing the

maintenance facility south of the freeway would cost approxi

mately $200,000 less than at the proposed site, but the acqui

sition costs of the brewery alternative are $4,000,000 greater

than the Union Station site. A maintenance facility south

of the freeway would create operational difficulties in hos

tling trains from the storage tracks to the intercept because

hostlers could not move easily between the two facilities.

A moving sidewalk above or below the freeway for the use of

hostlers would add to the estimated additional cost of this

alternative. Other considerations affecting this alternative

include acquisition difficulties; if this property had to be

condemned, acquisition could take longer and generate sub

stantial project delay costs. There is also the possibility

that the brewery may contain within it the remains of the

first winery ever constructed in Los Angeles. Documentary

evidence suggests that this was the site of the original Aliso

winery and that portions of the original winery may have been

surrounded by the present building. Since it has not been

possible to do an onsite survey of this property, the exis

tence of historic values has not been verified.

To minimize ~he impact on Union Station property, the guide

way has been planned to run along the edge of the UnionSta

tion grounds, and the Transportation Center and maint~nance

facility have been located in the eastern most area of unused

trackage behind the station. Location of the guideway and

the other facilities in this manner minimizes both the amount

of Union Station property required and the visual impacts on

the station itself. The DPM facilities behind the station

will be set low enough so that they will not change the pro

file of the visually important western facade of the station,

as viewed from Alameda Street.



• Coordination with Other Agencies

Numerous meetings among the various agencies concerned with

the future of Union Station have been held throughout the

planning period £or this project. The Interagency Technical

Committee composed of representatives from Caltrans, the DPM

Program, SCRTD, SCAG, and the Los Angeles City Planning De

partment have met frequently to coordinate plans for the

multimodal facilities at Union Station. This cooperative

planning effort is expected to continue through construction

of each of the proposed transportation improvements. Cal trans

has stated in its report on the acquisition of Union Station,

that one of the purposes of that action is to facilitate the

necessary right-of-way activities by each of the transporta

tion agencies planning improvements at Union Station and to

"ensure a coordinated interfacing of the transportation modes

expected to utilize the Union Station facility." (Los Angeles

Union Station Report: Caltrans, 1979, p. III).
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• Determination

Because of the lack of other appropriate sites and the posi

tive advantages to be gained from using the existing and pro

posed transportation ·facilities at Union Station, there is

no feasible and prudent alternative to the use of the Union

Station site. Alternatives that would mitigate adverse im

pacts to the Union Station property have been analyzed and

the project as proposed includes measures to minimize harm

to this National Register eligible property.

The Department of the Interior

EIS and asked to fulfi~l their

under the provisions of 4(f).

was sent a copy of the Draft

consultative requirements

In a letter dated August 30,

1979, the Department responded as follows:

"Our comments on section 4(f) information in a draft
environmental statement are usually preliminary in
nature. However, in this case we are willing to pro
vide comments satisfying the consultative requirements
of Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation
Act at this point. We concur that there is no feasible
and prudent alternative to the use of lands from
Union Station, Fire Station #3, Los Angeles City
Hall, Pershing Square and Father Serra Park for the
DPM route discussed in the environmental statement.
In addition, contingent on a commitment to imple-
ment all measures to minimize harm set forth in the
statement and developed with the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation, we concur that the second
proviso of Section 4(f) would be satisfied. Accord
ingly, we would pose no objection to Section 4(f)
approval of this project."
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6-220 Los Angeles City Hall

• Description

The Los Angeles City Hall was designed as a joint project by

three of the most prominent architects of the period: John

Parkinson, John Austin and Albert Martin. Built in 1926, it

is representative of the "modern" architecutral ideal common

to government buildings of the 1920's and a forerunner of

what has come to be known as WPA moderne. City Hall was for

many years the tallest structure in the city, serving as a

symbol of modernism and progressivism. The building is eclec

tic; the detail is neo-classic, combining low pitched tile

roofs, large scale and simply detailed cornices below attic

stories. The top of the building is seen a& a free inter

pretation of the Temple of Halicarnassus, with the battered

walls suggesting Egyptian influence. The stepped roof is

representative of the 1920's interest in antiquity and in

geometrically based primary forms.

• Current Status

City Hall is still the seat of municipal government and has

been expanded by the construction of City Hall South along

First Street and City Hall East along Los Angeles Street.

Only the latter is physically connected with the original

City Hall by means of a pedestrian bridge over Main Street.

• Probable Effects of the Project

Implementing the project as proposed will require alteration

of a portion of City Hall grounds along the First Street side

of the building. Five columns will be constructed approxi

mately 30 feet north of the sidewalk on the City Hall lawn.

(The City Hall lawn is officially designated a park). The

guideway columns will be placed between two rows of trees and

the taking for the column foundations will require approxi

mately 490 square feet, depending upon the guideway configura-

FIGURE 6-22A Los Angeles City Hall~

uln



,tion chosen during final engineering. (Figure 6-22B) The

top of the guideway will be approximately 30 feet above the

lawn level as it crosses in front of the First Street facade

of City Hall.

Running the guideway in front of City Hall will introduce a

visual element that will alter the visual environment of the

structure and will interrupt some short and medium range

views of the First Street facade. Figure 6-22C shows the

DPM guideway in front of City Hall from the sidewalk on the

south side of First Street.

Noise analysis (Section 5-218.3, Point 23, Tables 5-21 F.G,H)

indicates an imperceptible (1 DBA) increase in P.M. peak

hour and noontime L noise levels and an imperceptible (2 DBA)eq
increase in nighttime noise levels with the DPM in operation.

City Hall lawn is currently used for pedestrian circulation

and visual open space. There are no benches or other facili

ties to encourage anything but walking through to or from

City Hall. The lawn is sometimes used for sitting or ~apping

under the trees. Although the south facade of the building

is not the primary architectural entrance (that entrance is

on Spring Street), the southern entrance is functionally im

portant because it is closer to parking and bus stops along

First Street. Access to City Hall will not be affected by

the presence of DPM columns. The proposed DPM station, less

than half a block away, will improve access to City Hall.

• Alternatives that would Avoid Adverse Impacts

The no project alternative is discussed in Section 3-210.

Corridor Alternative C which would avoid First Street, is

described and the reasons for its rejection are discussed

in Sections ~-4JO and 6-210.
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The other alternatives that would avoid adverse impacts on

City Hall would be to shift the alignment either to the cen

ter of First Street or to the south side of First Street.

The latter could be done in one of two ways: the guideway

could be shifted to the south side of the street altogether

and the station placed on that side of the street or the guide

way could be swung to the south side of the street after it

exits the station on the north side of the street. Each of

these alternatives has been considered and each has engineer

ing, visual or traffic problems.

Placing the station on the south side of First Street would

raise the height of the guideway approximately ten feet to

provide for a mezzanine at the Civic Center Station. (The

Civic Center Station as proposed would not have a mezzanine

level; similar to the Pershing Square Station, this station

would use the ground level area adjacent to the sidewalk for

elevator and escalator access). A station on the south side

of First Street would be located in front of the Times

Mirror building, in order to maintain as much vertical in

tegration as possible with the proposed Starter Line Station

at Broadway and First Streets, and would be of a design similar

to that of the Ninth and Figueroa Street Station. A station

in this location would encroach over the Times Mirror property,

a historic landmark, and might require some remodelling of

the facade of the Times Mirror building to accommodate pede

strian access to the station. Between Los Angeles Street and

Main Street and Spring Street and Broadway, this alignment

would reduce the usable sidewalk area to less than the eight

feet minimum maintained elsewhere along the route. It would

require two bents at the First Street/Los Angeles Street in

tersection for an alignment on the east side of Los Angeles

Street, and at least one, possibly two bents, for either a

middle or west side of Los Angeles Street alignment. It

would also require extensive relocation or support of signi

ficant utility lines and would cost a minimum additional
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FIGURE 6-22B

R.O.W. AT CITY HALL

51:
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FIGURE 6-22C
LOS ANGELES CITY HALL WITH PROPOSED DPM IN FOREGROUND
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$386,000, not including land or building acquisition. In

creased costs over the baseline are largely due to the in

creased height of the columns, the additional (mezzanine)

station level, and the extensive utility work associated

with this alternative. The visual impacts on the Times

Mirror building would be significant. There would be no

impact on close up views of City Hall from the north side of

First Street, but there would be some interruption of medium

range and long range views from the south side of First Street.

Shifting the alignment to the center of First Street would

require construction of a median in the center the street,

similar to the median proposed for Figueroa. However, on

First Street the 100 foot street right-of-way is already

fully committed so that widening the street to replace the

traffic lane lost with the median would require acquisition

of new street right-of-way from adjacent properties to main

tain sidewalk widths,or reduction of sidewalks. If new right

of-way were acquired for-street purposes, the additional width

would most likely come from the north side of the street

where ~he setback is more uniform. If the sidewalk width

were to be maintained, and the eight foot right-of-way acquired

on the north side of First Street, City Hall lawn would be

reduced by approximately 2400 square feet. First Street is

a major east-west thoroughfare. In 1977 average daily traffic

volumes ranged from 18,700 at Los Angeles Street to 22,800 at

Broadway. Traffic volumes in 1990 with the DPM are estimated

to range from 23,900 at Los Angeles Street to 28,100 at Hill

Street. Removing a traffic lane would create a significant

traffic impact. Construction of the station in the middle of

the street would require additional sidewalk width in the

block between Broadway and Spring Streets to provide pedestri~~

access to ~tation elevators and escalators. With or without

street widening to replace the median, widening the sidewalk

in front of the Times Mirror building for pedestrian access

to the station would further reduce the capacity of First

Street. A station in this location would also require a

mezzanine, so that visual impacts on the Times Mirror building

would be significant and adverse. Since utilities are located

in the center and south sides of First Street, utility and

storm drain relocation would be required. Short range views

of City Hall from the north side of First Street would not

be adversely affected; medium and long range views from the

south side of First Street would be adversely affected. The

additional cost of this alternative would be $360,000, not

including additional right-of-way for street widening. The

factors that increase the cost of this alternative over the

baseline are the same as for the south side of First Street

alternative.

The final alternative studied to reduce the visual impact

on City Hall and the required taking of park area in front

would maintain the proposed station on the north side of

First Street, but swing the guideway to the south side of

First Street after it exits the station on the east. The

guideway could then either go in the center of First Street

or on the south side of First Street. The visual impacts

on City Hall would be similar to those outlined above for

either of these alternatives; short range views would not

be affected, medium or long range views would be affected

depending upon the alternative. Crossing the street at this

point would require bents at Spring Street and at Los Angeles

Street. The use of bents anywhere along the route has been

minimized in order to avoid the negative visual impacts and

the possible obstruction to drivers. Crossing to the south

side of First Street at Spring Street would juxtapose that

curve in close proximity to the curve required at Los Angeles

Street to round that corner, creating a series of S curves

that are imprudent from an engineering perspective and that

could create operational problems for the DPM.

In summary, moving the guideway and the station to the south



side of First Street would create significant adverse negative

impacts on another National Register eligible property, the

Times Mirror building; moving the guideway and station to the

middle of First Street would create severe negative traffic

impacts and adverse visual impacts on both the Times Mirror

building and City Hall; shifting the guideway to the center

of the street east of Spring Street would also create nega

tive visual impacts on City Hall, severe traffic impacts on

First Street, and operational problems for the DPM; and moving

to the south side of First Street east of Spring would create

a series of S curves that would not only be visually unappeal

ing but would create operational difficulties for the DPM.

• Alternatives that ,vould Mitigate Adverse Impacts/planning
to Minimize Harm

The guideway was originally planned for the north side of

First Street in order to integrate the DPM station with the

proposed Starter Line Station at the proposed new state office

building. This station would provide integrated access to

rail, DPM and bus service for the 42,000 employees in the

Civic Center area north of First Street and would allow the

design opportunity of linking with the new state buildin~ not

available with other locations on First Street. Keeping the

guideway behind the sidewalk on the north side of the street

was judged to have fewer visual impacts on the government

buildings facing the street, particularly City Hall, than an

alignment close to the street. During the route refinement

analysis, consideration was given to moving the guideway off

of City Hall lawn to the northern edge of the sidewalk or to

the sidewalk itself. Analysis of these alternatives suggested

that these would be more visually obtrusive than placing the

guideway between the two rows of trees so that the trees would

serve as a visual buffer on each side of the guideway. City

Hall is situated at an elevation approximately 14 feet above

that of the lawn area along First Street. With the guideway

between the trees, views of City Hall from either the north
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or south sides of First Street would be less affected than

with either of the other alternatives. From the standpoint

of the people who use City Hall lawn for sitting or napping,

placing the guideway columns on the lawn, as opposed to either

edge of the sidewalk, would have little effect on usable

lawn area.

• Coordination With Other Agencies

Meetings have been held with the general manager of the Parks

Department. The DPM Program Director made a presentation to

the Parks Commission on November 11, 1978. The Draft EIR and

Draft EIS have been furnished to the Parks Department for

comment. The Parks Department commented on the DEIR and

voiced no objection to the use of the lawn area; no comment

was received from them on the DEIS. The Department also

received notices of the public hearings on each of the environ

~ental documents and did not comment at either of them.

The Department of the Interior in a letter dated August 30,

1979, has concurred that there is no feasible and prudent

alternative to taking land at City Hall and that, contingent

on a commitment to implement all measures to minimize harm

set forth in the statement and developed with the Advisory

Council on Historic Preservation, they concur that the seconj

proviso of Section 4(f) would be satisfied (see Section

6-210, Coordination). In particular, the letter noted the

decision to use existing trees on City Hall lawn to screen

the DPM guideway as a measure to minimize harm to the park.

• Determination

Based on consideration of alternatives to avoid the use of

4(f) lands and the adverse impacts associated with these

alternatives, it has been determined that there is no feasible

and prudent alternative to the use of City Hall lawn and that

all possible planning to ~inimize harm to this property has

been undertaken as part of this project.
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6-230 Pershing Square Park

Once known as Central Park, Pershing Square was deeded to the

City of Los Angeles for park use in the 19th century. It

includes the entire city block bounded by Fifth Street on the

north, Hill Street on the east, Sixth Street on the south,

and Olive Street on the west. In the late 1950's a parking

garage was constructed under Pershing Square necessitating

the removal of trees and the imposition of a new landscaping

plan. Access to the parking garage is obtained from ramps

on all four sides of the park.

The park contains approximately three acres of landscaping

criss-crossed by pedestrian paths, with related statuary,

fountains, and lamp standards. It contains some benches but

no other recreational equipment. It is used for passive re

creation and pedestrian circulation. It.is the major green

space in the center of the city.

• Current Status

The park is well maintained by the City and the parking under

neath is extensively used, particularly for patrons of older

buildings in the area that lack parking facilities of their

own.

• Probable Effects of the Project

The DPM station platform at the northern edge of Pershing

Square would be elevated over the ramp entrance to the park

ing garage at approximately 26 feet from street level. Most

of the affected area at Pershing Square is the air space

above the parking garage access ramps. However, elevators

and escalators would descend from the platform into the

northern portion of the park in an area between the northern

sidewalk and the parking garage entrance. Figure 4-22G shows

the site plan for the Pershing Square Station in relationship

to the rest of the park. Figure 6-23A shows the specific

site plan for the portion of the park affected by the DPM.

Approximately 4800 square feet of parkland (approximately I
.llA) in the northern portion of the park would be fenced

off to create a paid area for the DPM. No structures would

be built; fare collection and escalators would be out in the

open. Landscaping would be installed in and around the DPM

"paid" area with appropriate lighting.

The proposed DPM station will create a new visual element in

the pershing Square area. The station will be 120 feet in

length and will extend from a height of 18 feet at the bottom

of the guideway/station to a height of 34 feet at the top of

the station. The guideway will create a visual band across

the northern edge of Pershing Square, but views of the Square

from most directions will be unaffected (see Figures 6-23

B and C).

Leq noise levels in the vicinity of Pershing Square (Point 16,

Tables 5-21 F, G, and H) are now and are expected to be appro

ximately 74-75 dBA (P.M. peak hour), 68-69 dBA (noon), and

63 dBA (nighttime), without the DPM. with the DPM in opera

tion, tHese noise levels are expected to increase by about

one dBA, which would be imperceptible.

A DPM station is planned at the northern edge of Pershing

Square. Three columns would be dropped into the Fifth Street

ramp entrance to the garage between the ramp and Fifth Street.

Another column would be placed at the edge of the sidewalk

in the northwest corner of the park at the intersection of

Fifth and Olive Streets. Column placement would not inter

fere with access to the park or to the parking garage under

neath.
Fencing off a paid area in the northern portion of the park

will remove that area from potential park use. However, the I



FIGURE 6-23A
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FIGURE 6-23B

SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN FINAL DESIGN



FIGURE 6-23C
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only use that area gets now is pedestrian circulation on the'

sidewalk. The area north of the current sidewalk is planted

in ivy; it contains no benches or other recreational equip

ment, no trees, bushes or flowers, and is not suitable for

sitting or walking. Its only function is visual open space.

Implementation of the DPM will add a fence, fare collection

equipment, escalators, elevators, lighting and landscaping

to this area. The station area will become a destination

and this will probably increase the use of the park. The

remainder of the park will not be physically changed by the

DPM station. The park will become more visible to office

workers and shoppers, most of whom simply walk through un

less there is a summer concert in progress.

• Alternatives that would Avoid Adverse Impacts

The No Project alternative is discussed in Chapter 3.

Corridor Alternatives Band C, evaluated during previous

studies, would avoid Hill Street. Corridor Alternative C

was rejected for the reasons described in Section 6-210.

Corridor Alternative B was rejected for the following reasons:

It had no effective linkage to redevelopment areas; it had

lesser patronage than Alternative A; it had the least favor

able costs; and it had less potential for promoting growth

in downtown.

As part of preliminary engineering studies, route refinement

alternatives were also evaluated. Of these alternatives

(described in Section 3-440), Alternatives A, B, D and E

avoided Fifth Street between Grand and Hill Streets; only

Alternative C incorporated the one-way loop through Bunker

Hill, including service to Pershing Square. As reported in

the Route Refinement Report (CRA, 1978), alternatives not

incorporating the loop and service to Pershing Square and the

east side of downtown, had lower performance ratings in terms

of patronage and link volumes and lesser economic benefits

to the central and east side portions of the CBD. Route

Alternative D ranked less favorably than C on four of the

five significant measures including service to activity cen

ters, private sector revenue potential to operate the system,

parking substitution potential, and service to residential

and hotel units. Of the factors judged moderately significant,

Route D did not have as high rankings as C on patronage esti

mates and operating to cost ratios. Route Alternatives A, B,

and E also ranked lower than C on the same four significant

factors as Route D (service to activity centers, private sector

revenue potential, parking substitution potential and service

to hotel units); in addition A, B, and E had higher capital

costs than Route C. Of the factors judged moderately signi

ficant, A, B, and E all ranked lower than C on patronage

estimates and operating revenue to cost ratios.

The location of a station at Pershing Square, if a one-way

loop was selected, was necessary as an intermediate location

between the Library and Hill Street/Elderly Housing Stations,

and to provide a connection with a proposed rail starter line

station at Broadway. A station in the Pershing Square area

is projected to have a beneficial economic effect on the older

office and hotel buildings in the Olive/Hill Street area (see

Section 5-221.1, DEIS). Many of the structures that would

benefit from the increased accessibility provided by the DPM

and the opportunity to park at the intercepts are themselves

historic structures including the Biltmore Hotel, the Title

Guarantee Building, Pershing Square Building, and Federal

Title Building. Some of these structures have been or will

be refurbished.

Several alternatives to avoid taking land in Pershing Square I
have been studied. These include: (1) a station on the

north side of Fifth Street with minimum street vacation;

(2) a station on the north side of Fifth Street with minimum

private acquisition; and (3) a station over the center of



Fifth Street, constructed on a media~. Fifth Street between

Hill and Olive Streets currently carries 17,400 vehicles a

day and is projected to carry 17,900 vehicles a day in 1990

with the DPM in operation. Fifth Street is now and will

continue to be an important feeder street to the freeways to

the west. Each of the alternatives that would avoid Pershing

Square assumes that the guideway would continue to be located

on the west side of Hill Street after it turns the corner

from Fifth Street. An east side of Hill Street option was

considered but rejected because it would create ~any other

problems. If the guideway were on the east side of Hill

Street it would adversely affect other ~ational Register

eligible buildings including the Pershing Square building,

the Myrick and Markham hotels and Grand Center Market. In

order to provide service to the elderly/handicapped housing

facility being built on the west side of Hill Street between

2nd and 4th Streets, the guideway would have to swing across

Hill Street fro~ east to west close to 4th Street. This would

require bents across the street, create another curve in the

alignment requiring reduced operating speeds, and would create

potential adverse visual impacts on Natio~al Register eligible

buildings on the west side of the street, including Subway

Terminal Building. Creating another curve about a block

north of the curve onto Hill Street would result in an S curve

that is judged to be visually more intrusive than a straight

line and imprudent from an engineering and operating perspec~

tive.

A station on the north side of Fifth Street would require a

mezzanine level, making the station substantially higher than

the station as proposed in Pershing Square. This would create

additional visual impacts. Each of the alternatives that would

avoid the use of Pershing Square is presented in more detail

below.
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(1) Station on north side of Fifth Street, with minimum

street vacation

This alternative would locate the station and guideway columns

in the sidewalk, reducing its usable width to nine (9) feet.

The station would be similar to the Ninth Street Station.

The sidewalk area on the north side of the street would have

to be completely reconstructed, between Hill and Olive Streets

including curb and gutter, sidewalk and street lights.

In order to maintain the present number of traffic lanes on

Fifth Street, the station would have to be constructed on

private property on the north side of the street. Acquisition

and demolition of either the Auditorium Building, Title

Guarantee or Wells Fargo buildings would be necessary. The

first is on the local historic register; the second has been

found eligible for the National Register. The most likely

site for the station on this alternative would be the Wells

Fargo building.

In order to retain the west side of Hill Street alignment,

the guideway would have to be realigned so as to make a double

reverse curve, immediately after leaving the station. One

'or two bents would be required for this. This guideway re

alignment could reduce ride comfort and effect overall opera

tions.

The additional cost of this alternative, including land and

building acquisition, would be approximately $2,900,000.

This additional cost is primarily due to estimated building

acquisition and demolition costs of $2,100,000. Other addi

tional construction costs occur because the station on the

north side of the street would have a mezzanine level.
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(2) Station on north side of Fifth Street, with minimum pri

vate land acquisition

This alternative would eliminate two lanes of traffic on the

north side of Fifth Street, to provide column and vertical

access areas for the station, which would be constructed over

the vacated street area, similar to the 7th Street Station.

In addition to a severe loss of traffic capacity on Fifth

Street, a wider sidewalk would have to be constructed to

accommodate vertical pedestrian access. Reconstruction of

curb and gutter, sidewalk, and street lights would be required.

In order to maintain the west side of Hill Street alignment,

the guideway would have to make a sharp double reverse curve

immediately after leaving the station. One or two bents

would be required.

The additional cost of this alternative, exclusive of land

and building acquisition, would be approximately $900,000.

(3) Station over center of Fifth Street

This alternative would require the construction of a median

island in the center of Fifth Street, wherein columns would

be located. One lane of traffic would thus be eliminated.

The station constructed above the median would be similar to

Fifth and Figueroa Street Station. Pedestrian access would

be accomplished from the north side of Fifth Street, but

placement of the elevators and escalator on that side of the

street would require widening the sidewalk and consequently

removing a second traffic lane from this block on Fifth

Street, a significant negative traffic impact. Additional

negative traffic impacts would also result from increased

pedestrian crossings at fifth Street intersections for DPM

patrons arriving from the south. This could be mitigated by

building a pedestrian bridge from the station to the south

side of Fifth Street,but such a bridge would require build

ing a sidewalk on the north side of Pershing Square (removing

yet another traffic lane) and would create pedestrian conflicts

with auto access to the ramps leading to Pershing Square gar

age.

As in the previous two alternatives, a sharp double reverse

curve would be required just as the guideway leaves the sta

tion. This would reduce ride comfort and affect operations.

One or two bents would be required.

The additional cost of this alternative, excluding the possible

pedestrian bridge to the south side of Fifth Street, would be

approximately $740,000. Construction of the median, recon

struction of sidewalks, and the addition of the mezzanine

level at the station are the primary components of this in

creased cost.

• Planning to Minimize Harm

The station has been located on the northern edge of Pershing

Square to minimize the amount of parkland that will be re

quired. Columns will be dropped in the parking ramp area,

an area that is not now available for park use in any case.

The station was designed without a mezzanine and the "paid"

area was placed in the northern portion of the park in order

to reduce the visual impacts of the station on the park. Use

of the park will probably increase because of the DPM station.

Lighting and security will improve in the entire park because

of the activity associated with the station. The station at

Pershing Square will be designed to be as compatible as pos

sible with its surroundings. In particular, landscaping will

be incorporated into the design so as to soften the perceived

contrast and to blend with the park-like setting.



• Coordination with Other Agencies

The City of Los Angeles Parks Department and the Parks Com

mission have been furnished information concerning the use

of Pershing Square for the site of a proposed DPM station

(see Section 6-220). In a letter of November, 1978, the De

partment of Recreation and Parks expressed concern that the

surface of the park was fragile, due to the underground park

ing, but did not object to the planned use of the park for a

DPM station. They had no comment on the DEIS.

A copy of the DEIS was sent to the Department of the Interior

for its review of 4(f) involvement. In a letter dated August

30, 1979, (quoted more fully in Section 6-210), the Depart

ment concurred that there was no prudent and feasible alter

native to taking land from Pershing Square Park and also

found, subject to fulfilling certain commitments, that the

second proviso to minimize harm had also been fulfilled.

The letter noted that "At Pershing Square, the plan to simply

fence off the tip of the park as a paid-passenger area is an

excellent way to blend the DPM station into the adjacent park,

altering the space's function but retaining its landscaping

and visual relationship to the park".

• Determination

It has been determined that there is no feasible and prudent

alternative to the use of Pershing Square property. This

determination has been made after consideration of the alter

natives to avoid the use of Pershing Square and the negative

impacts associated with these alternatives, including adverse

impacts on historic buildings, adverse traffic impacts, opera

tional difficulties, and increased costs. It has been further

determined that all possible planning to minimize harm has

been undertaken as part of this project. Planning to minimize

harm to Pershing Square has included minimizing the size of

the station, and thus the visual intrusion of the station on

the park, by eliminating the mezzanine level and using the

tip of the park

a small portion

creational use;

park use.
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for that purpose; fencing off and landscaPinl

of parkland that is not now available for re

and using airspace that is not currently in
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6-240 Father Serra Park

• Description

Father Serra Park is bounded by Alameda Street on the east,

Arcadia Street on the south and Los Angeles Street on the

west and north. This triangle of land comprises approximately

one acre and is part of the larger el Pueblo de Los Angeles

State Historic Park. The Pueblo is a 42 acre state historic

park bounded by Alameda Street on the east, Arcadia Street

on the south, Hill Street on the west and Sunset/Macy Streets

on the north. The focus of the Pueblo area is the plaza and

surrounding buildings, northwest of Father Serra Park and

separated from it by Los Angeles Street. No impacts of DPM

implementation on any other portion of the PuebLo except

Father Serra Park are anticipated.

Father Serra Park is made up of two sections. The northern

section (beyond the freeway on-ramps) is a grassy area which

is occasionally used for passive recreation. There are no

benches or recreational facilities. A statue of Father Juni

per Serra is located on the northern tip of the park. Sepa

rating this portion of the park (see Figure 6-24A) from the

remainder to the south is a row of large trees, which acts as

a buffer, located just to the north of the freeway on-ramps.

The southern portion of the park is made up of freeway on

ramps (from Alameda and Los Angeles Streets to the Hollywood

Freeway), and parking lots. Neither of these areas have

recreational use. It is in the area of the park which now

serves as a parking lot that the proposed DPM would be located.

• Current Status

Those areas of the park not covered by asphalt are fairly

well maintained with trees and grass.

FIGURE 6-24A
FATHER SERRA PARK NORTHERN PORTION



e Probable Effects of the Project

construction of the DPM will require dropping three colu~~s

along the northern edge of the sidewalk adjacent to Arcadia

Street. Since the sidewalk is part of the designated park

area, dropping the columns will require taking from 50 to

180 square feet of the park depending upon the column size

selected during final engineering. Figure 6-24B shows the

right-of-way required in the park. The top of the guideway

will be approximately 31 feet above street level at this

point. Visual impacts are expected to be minimal because

the guideway will be on the street side of the park, buffered

by the trees from the park itself. Noise levels in 1990 are

predicted to be 1-2 dBA less with the DPM than without it.

There is potential for archaeological remains in this area.

During the construction of the Hollywood Freeway on-ramps the

remains of a Chinese dump were collected. The archae,'l,gicaT

site was designated LAn-7. It is now under the freeway on

ramps. Inspection of historic Los Angeles maps also suggests

that the Zanja ~1adre ("mother ditch") may run through the site

in a north-south direction in two locations. (Lecouvrer,

1870; Kelleher, 1875)

• Alternatives That would Avoid Adverse Impacts

The no project and other route alternatives are discussed in

Chapter 3. This route alternative was chosen in order to

serve the el Pueblo Plaza and Olvera Street corr~ercial area

with the least amount of disturbance to the state historic

park. The station at the Federal Building is just across the

freeway and within walking distance of the plaza area.

Keeping the alignment on the south side of the freeway was

studied during preliminary engineering. This was not possible

from an engineering standpoint because of the radius required

to make the turn at the corner of the Federal Building. It
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would also have created engineering problems farther east

when the line crossed the freeway to Union Station because

of the proposed ramps for the El Monte busway extension.

Placing the guideway in the median of the Santa Ana Freeway

was also studied. (See Section 6-210 for a detailed discus

sion of this alternative.) This alternative was rejected

because of the severe traffic impacts during construction,

significantly increased time and costs for construction, and

the lesser margin of safety associated with such a high guide

way in the middle of a freeway.

• Planning to Minimize Harm

During preliminary engineering, column locations were moved

to the west of the park to the very edge of the sidewalk to

minimize the amount of land taken from the park. Shifting

the columns to the sidewalk edge should also increase the

likelihood that the final column locations will occur in an

area that has already been disturbed.

Because neither final column configuration or column location

has been determined at this stage, it is difficult to predict

precisely what measures will be necessary to minimize harm

to potential archaeological resources, if they are present.

Procedures to protect archaeological resources during final

engineering and constr~ction have been developed in consulta

tion with the State Historic Preservation Office, and the

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. The Memorandum

of Agr=e~ent o~tlining these procedures is presented in

Section 6-340 of this report.

• Coordination With Other Agencies

The California State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and

the State Department of Parks and Recreation have been con

sulted during the preliminary engineering phase of this ?ro

ject, as have the staff of the el Pueblo de Los Angeles/State
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Historic Park. Both the SHPO and the Parks Department are

aware of the potential for historic remains on this site and

will be consulted during continuing engineering on the pro

ject. The staff of the Pueblo commented on the DEIS in two

letters to Dr. Knox Mellon, State Historic Preservation

Officer, the first dated July 31, 1979, and the second on

August 17, 1979. The Pueblo staff expressed concern about

the archaeological resources in Father Serra Park and took

issue with the assertion that the noise levels (presumably

in Father Serra Park) would be less in 1990 than they are

today. Pueblo staff also expressed strong concerns about the

visual impact of the DPM on the National Register District

adjacent to Father Serra Park and questioned whether the DPM

would improve transportation service to the Plaza area. An

invitation has been extended to Pueblo staff to continue

discussions about Father Serra Park and the impacts of the DPM.

The Department of the Interior received a copy of the DEIS

and was asked to comment on the 4(f) implications of the pro

ject. Their letter, dated August 30, 1979, stated their

concurrence that there was no feasible and prudent alternative

to the use of Father Serra Park and noted that the require

ment to minimize harm would be satisfied if certain commit-
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• Determination

Based on consideration of alternatives to avoid the use of

4(f) land, it has been determined that there is no feasible

and prudent alternative to the use of a small portion of

Father Serra Park. The alternatives studied would have

created severe traffic impacts during construction, signifi

cantly increased time and costs of construction, and a lesser

margin of safety associated with a high guideway in the middle

of a freeway. It has also been determined that all planning

to minimize harm has been undertaken as part of the planning

for this project. These measures have included placing the

guideway columns in an area that is not used for recreational

purposes and which is screened by trees from the portion of

the park used as visual open space; placing the guideway

columns along the very edge of the park to minimize the

amount of parkland used; and locating the columns in an area

that has already been disturbed. Additionally, potential

archaeological resources will be protected by the terms of

the Memorandum of Agreement, Section 6-540.

ments contained in the DEIS were fulfilled. (For a more com-

plete discussion on this letter, see Section 6-210, Coordina

tion.) With reference to Father Serra Park their letter

stated: "We also concur that UMTA has done a11 possible

planning to minimize harm to the parks, as shown by the de

cision .... to take a small, unused strip of land from Father

Serra Park."

A copy of the Memorandum of Agreement, including a plan to

preserve potential archaeological resources, is presented

in Section 6-540.
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6-300 Inventory of Historic and Cultural Resources

In order to meet the requirements of the National Historic

Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, and other relevant

legislation and executive orders, it was necessary to deter

mine which historic and archaeological resources were already

known to exist within the area of environmental impact and

to identify those other resources that had not been previously

identified.

State, local and national registers of historic sites were

consulted. Figure 2-25A identifies all of the historic and

cultural resources in the Los Angeles CBD that had been

identified prior to the route refinement analysis portion of

the DPM planning program. This information was part. of the

analysis of route alternatives. Once a route was selected

for preliminary engineering and detailed environmental studies

in April, 1978, attention focused on identifying other his

toric and cultural re~ources within the area of potential

environmental impact. In consultation with the State His

toric Preservation Office, (SHPO) it was decided to perform

two surveys: the first to identify historic resources and

the other to identify potential archaeological resources.

6-310 Historic and Archaeological Surveys

The first step in performing the surveys was to select the

researchers, determine a survey area, and agree on a method

ology. The State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) was

apprised of each step and consulted continuously. Student

professionals performed the actual surveys and their work

was reviewed by professionals in their respective fields.

Working from a list supplied by SHPO, two UCLA graduate

students were selected to perform the architectural survey,

and Roberta Greenwood and Associates was selected to perform

the archaeological survey.

A 9anel was selected to review the results of both surveys.

The following people agreed to serve on the panel: Professor

Thomas Hines of UCLA's History and Architecture departments;

Ms. Margaret Bach, editor of L.A. Architect and Chairperson

of the Los Angeles Conservancy; and Roberta Greenwood,

archaeologist and principal of Roberta Greenwood and Assoc

iates.

6-311 Definition of Survey Area

The survey area was defined as a one-building band on either

side of the proposed DPM route, confirmed with the SHPO, and

approved by the review panel members. Within this band, the

architectural survey was confined to those buildings built

prior to 1940. Two properties within this band were already

on the National Register: the Los Angeles Central Library and

El Pueblo de Los Angeles.

6-312 Performance of Surveys

An inventory form for the architectural survey was adopted

and agreed to by the members of the review panel and the SHPO.

The form is a duplicate of a form used by the SHPO, "Historic

Resources Inventory" form (7/75). The archaeological survey

team members were consulted in the definition of the study

area but decided that the Historic Resources Inventory form

was not really suitable for their needs.

Each of the survey teams was furnished with plans and profiles

for the proposed route that included possible column placements

and locations of stations and maintenance facilities. In

addition, the historic/architectural survey team was furnished

with photographs of every building along the route and an

initial set of information about every building assembled from

the Land Use Planning and Management System (LUP&~S) file

maintained by the City Planning Department. This included



the name, address, owner, owner's adcress, building date,

current use, and parcel size for each property. These data

were entered on a Historic Resources Inventory form for each

property and then turned over to the survey team. At the

request of the historic/architectural survey team, Community

Redevelopment Agency and City Planning staff also procured

Sanborn maps, building permit file cards, copies of building

permits, assessor's maps, and district maps.

The archaeological survey team was furnished with the follow

ing materials: a list of every building along the route built

prior to 1940, an index to historic maps of Los Angeles, a

copy of the grading plan for Bunker Hill, and access to the

Sanborn maps available in CRA offices and City Hall. The

archaeological survey team also was given access to utility

maps, Wye maps (sewer maps), grading plans for the Route 101

freeway, and aerial photographs of downtown Los Angeles.

The surveys commenced on May 12, 1978. The survey reports

were delivered on June 12, 1978 and were forwarded to the

review panel on the same day.

6-313 Review Panel Activities

The review panel read the reports and then met to walk the

route on June 14, 1978. On June 15, 1978, they surveyed the

Eecondary areas of concern by car and then met in the eRA

office to frame their recommendations. The review panel's

recommendations, including buildings the review panel judged

worthy of the National Register consideration, are contained

in their Review Panel Report (June, 1978).

6-320 State Historic Preservation Office Actions

The Initial Architectural Survey, the Review Panel Report,

the Initial Archaeological Survey and the Historic Building

Survey Report (a summary of the historic process to that d~te
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prepared by CRA) were forwarded to the SHPO on July 6, 1978,

with a request for a determination of eligibility.

In a letter of October 24, 1978, the SHPO expressed the view

that 19 buildings were eligible for the National Register.

In subsequent conversations, the SHPO suggested that additional

research be performed on the Fifth Street retaining wall to

determine its eligibility. Supplementary material was trans

mitted to the SHPO and in a letter of February 8, 1979, the

SHPO expressed the view that the Fifth Street retaining wall

was eligible for the National Register.

6-330 Department of Interior Actions

A letter requesting a determination of eligibility for prop

erties 2-19 in Table 6-32A was forwarded to the Department of

the Interior on January 22, 1979. A request for a determina

tion for Union Passenger Terminal was forwarded to the Depart

ment of the Interior on February 1, 1979. All 19 properties

were found eligible for the National Register on March 28, 1979.

A letter requesting a determination of eligibility for the

Fifth Street retaining wall was submitted to the Department

of the Interior on March 19, 1979, and the Department declared

the wall eligible for the National Register on AprilS, 1979.

Table 6-33A lists the National Register and eligible properties

and figure 6-33A shows the location of these properties along

the route of the proposed Downtown People Mover Project.
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FIGURE 6-33A

NATIONAL REGISTER AND ELIGIBLE HISTORIC PROPERTIES

TABLE 6-24

---PEOPLE MOVER

a STATION

------ UNDERGROUND

) DIRECTION
(SPLITALI,GNME"!TJ

f~-

's t;

NATIONAL REGISTER AND ELIGIBLE HISTORIC PROPERTIES

in an action

9t. Paul's Cathedral

Fire Station No. 28

Barker Brothers Building
Brownstein-Louis Building

Friday Morning Club

**

**;1.8.

19.

20.

**21.

22.

Subway Terminal Building

Federal Title Building

Title Guarantee Building

Pershing Square Building

Biltmore Hotel

Los Angeles Central Library

Edison Building

Fifth Street Retaining Wall

California Clu\>

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

*14.
15.

16.

17.

Union Station

El Pueblo de los Angeles
Historic District
Los Angeles City Hall

Los Angeles Times Building

Fire Station No. 3

Home Telephone Building

Grand Central Market

Myrick and Markham Hotels

.,
~

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

1

·2.
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6-400 Application of Criteria of Effect

LIST OF PROPERTIES DETERMINED ELGIIBLE FOR THE ~ATIONAL

REGISTER BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

1. ~nlon Station, 800 ~orth Alameda

2. Los ~2geles City Hall, 200 North Spring Street

3. Los .;ngeles Times Building, 201 West First Street

4. Home Telephone Building, 246 South Hill Street

5. Grand Central ~arket, 31S South Broadway

6. Myrick and Markham Hotels, 324~ - 326~ So. Hill Street

7 Fire Station No.3, 219 South Hill Street

•a

8.

9.

10.

II.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

18.

19.

20"

Subway Terminal Building, 417 South Hill Street

Biltmore Hotel,SIS South Olive

Edison Building, 601 West Fifth Street

California Club, 538 South Flower

St. Paul's Cathedral, 615 South Figueroa

Friday Morning Club; 940 South Figueroa

Federal Title, 448 South Hill Street

Pershing Square Building, 427 South Hill Street

Title Guarantee Building; 401 West Fifth Street

Louis Brownstein and Company, 751 South Figueroa

Barker Brothers, 800 West Seventh Street

Fire Station No. 28, 644 South Figueroa

Fifth Street Retaining Wall

The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation have developed

criteria to deter~ine whether a proposed project will have an

eff~ct on a National Register or eligible h~stor~c property .

These ·criteria of effect are described in 36 CFR 800.3 (a).

The Criteria of Effect (36 .CFR 800.3(a)) were applied in con

sultation with the SHPO to the properties identified as on or

eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic

Places and it was determined that the project will have no

effect on the following properties:

TABLE 6-40A

PROPERTIES FOR WHICH A FINDING OF

NO EFFECT HAS BEEN ~1ADE

• California Club (Figure 6-33A, Number 17)

• El Pueblo de Los Angeles National Register
District (Figure 6-33A, Number 2)

The distance of the guideway to the California Club is approxi

mately 500 feet. The distance of the guideway to el Pueblo

National Register District is about 130 feet. The National

Register District is functionally separated from the DPM by

the presence of Los Angeles Street, a wide and very busy

street. No effect determinations were made because of the

absolute distances and the functional separations involved.
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6-500 Application of Criteria of Adverse Effect

The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation has developed

criteria to determine whether a proposed project will have

an adverse effect on a National Register or eligible historic

property. These Criteria of Adverse Effect are described in

36 CFR SOO.3(b) and include, but are not limited to:

(1) Destruction or alteration of all or part of
a property;

(2) Isolation from or alteration of the property's
surrounding environment;

(3) Introduction of visual, audible, or atmospheric
elements that are out of character with the
property or alter its setting;

(4) Neglect of a property resulting in its deteriora
tion or destruction;

(5) Transfer or sale of a property without adequate
conditions or restrictions regarding preserva
tion, maintenance, or use.

6-510 Documentation for Determinations of No Adverse Effect

intensity of the surrounding built environment
make the introduction of the DPM such a minimal
intrusion on these historic builjings that a
finding of no adverse effect is justified.

(3) The project will produce no atmospheric elements
that will be OUt of character with the property
or will alter its setting. The visual and noise
elements associated with implementation of the
DPM will be at sufficient distance from each of
the properties and will be of such a minimal
nature that they will also effect no change in
the character of the property or alter its setting.
A building by building discussion of this point
is presented below.

(4) The proposed project will not contribute to the
neglect of any of the properties resulting in
the property's deterioration or destruction.

(5) Implementation of the project does not require
transfer or sale of any of these properties,

The letter containing the views of the State Historic Pre

servation Officer is contained in Section 6-540.

TABLE 6-51A

PROPERTIES FOR WHICH A FINDING OF NO ADVERSE EFFECT IS MADE

Los Angeles Central Library 14

Friday Morning Club* 22

*Only for a West Side of Fkgueroa alignment. I
A complete physical description and discussion of the signi

ficance of each building is included in the Historic Building

The Criteria 0f Adverse Effect (36 CFR BOO.3(b)) have been

applied in consultation with the SHPO to the remaining prop

erties identified as on or eligible for inclusion on the

National Register of Historic Places. It has been determined

that there will be no adverse effect on the properties listed

in Table 6-51A for the following reasons:

(1) No part of any of the properties will be altered
or destroyed.

(2) The DPM guideway will be across the street from
each of the properties and will consequently
not alter or isolate the property from the
surrounding environment. The street creates a
functional barrier and visual edge that will not
be altered by having the DPM on the other side.
The distance of the guideway, the level of
activity on the highly urban streets, and the

Property

Los Angeles Times Bldg.

Home Telephone Bldg.

Grand Central Market

Myrick & Markh&~ Hotels

Pershing Square Bldg.

Biltmore Hotel

Map
Identification

4

6

7

8

12

13

.,
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Survey (CRA, January, 1979) submitted to the Department of

the Interior with the request for a determination of eligibility.

~ brief summary of that information is presented below, as

well as a more detailed documentation for the finding of no

adverse effect.

• Los Angeles Times Building: Built in 1934 and designed by

the prominent architect, Gordon B. Kaufman, the original

building is one of the finest examples of WPA Moderne in the

downtown. It is significant also as the horne of the largest

newspaper in Southern California.

The DPM guideway will be across the ~street and at least 150

feet from the Times Building and will not change or isolate

the visual setting of the build~ng. Noise analysis (Section

5-218.3, Point 22, Tables 5-21 F,G,H,) shows no change in

noon or P.M. peak hour L levels and an imperceptible (2 dBA)eq
increase in nighttime noise levels with the DPM in operation.

• Horne Telephone Building: This heavily ornamented eclectic

building was built in 1906 and designed by Traine and Williams.

Now vacant and deteriorating, the unusual facade is still

intact.

The DPM guideway will be across the street and at least 80

feet from Home Telephone Building and will not change or

isolate the visual setting of the building. Noise analysis

(Section 5-218.3, Point 19, Tables 5-21 F,G,H) shows no

change in noon or nighttime L levels and an imperceptibleeq
(1 dBA) increase in P.M. peak hour noise levels with the DPM

in operation.

• Grand Central Market: The market is composed of two struc

tures that extend from Hill Street on the west to Broadway

on the east. Although the original Hill Street facade is

obscured, the original building designed by John Parkinson
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in 1897 has been in continuous corr~ercial use since it was

built.

The DPM guideway will be across the street and at least 90

feet from'Grand Central Market and will not change or isolate

the visual setting of the building. ~oise analysis (Section

5-218.3, Point 18, Tables 5-21 F,G,H) shows no change in

nighttime L levels and an imperceptible (1 dBA) decreaseeq
in noon and P.M. peak hour noise levels with the DPM in opera-

tion.

• Myrick and Markham Hotels: Although slightly altered, these

adjacent bay window structures are two of the last of their

kind in downto~~ Los Angeles. The Myrick was built in 1893

and the Markham in 1897.

The Myrick and Markham hotels are directly adjacent to Grand

Central Market. The same visual and noise analysis would

apply to these structures as to Grand Central Market.

• Pershing Square Building: The prominent firm of Curlett &

Beelman designed this utilitarian 13 story office structure

in Italian Renaissance style in 1923.

The DPM guideway will be across the street and at least 60

feet from the Pershing Square Building and will not change

or isolate the visual setting of the building. ~oise analysis

(Section 5-218.3, Point 17, Tables 5-21 F,G,H) shows an im

perceptible (3 dBA) increase in noon and nighttime Leq noise

levels and a barely perceptible (4 dBAl increase in P.M. peak

hour noise levels with the DPM in operation.

• Biltmore Hotel: Recently restored, this Italian Renaissance

building designed by Schultze and Weaver has again taken its

place as one of the largest and most elegant hotels in the

city. Built in 1923 its interior spaces are as elegant as
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the exterior and include paintings by Giovanni B. Smeraldo.

The DPM guideway will be across the street and at least 50

feet from the Biltmore Hotel ~nd will not change or isolate

the visual setting of the building. The DPM was designed

to maintain maximum distance from the facade of the Biltmore.

Noise analysis (Section 5-218.3, Point 15, Tables 5-21 F,G,H)

shows an imperceptible (2 dBA) decrease in noon and nighttime

Leq noise levels and an imperceptible (3 dBA) decrease in

P.M. peak hour noise levels with the DPM in operation.

• Los Angeles Central Library: Designed in 1924 by Bertram

Goodhue and Carleton Winslow, this eclectic building was

nominated to the National Register of Historic Places in

1969. Plans are underway to refurbish the structure.

The DPM guideway will be across the street and at least 85

feet from the Los Angeles Central Library and will not change

or isolate the visual setting of the building. Noise an~lysis

(Section 5-218.3, Point 13, Tables 5-21 F,G,H) shows an im

perceptible (2 dBA) increase in noon, nighttime, and P.M. peak

hour Leq noise levels with the DPM in operation.

• Friaay Morning Club: Allison & Allison designed this club

house for the ladies of the Friday Morning Club in 1923. Re

cently it has been acquired and refurbished for the use of

the Society for the Preservation of Variety Arts, with rooms

set aside for the continued use of the Friday Morning Club.

IWith the DPM guideway on the west sidewalk and at least 80 feet

from the fac~de o~ the Friday Morning C~Ub, the visual setting

of the bu~ld~ng w~ll not be changed or ~solated. Noise analysis

(Section 5-21S.3, Point 37, Tables 5-21 F,G,H) shows an im-

perceptible (2 dBA) increase in noon, nighttime, and P.M.

peak hour Leq noise levels with the DPM in operation.

6-520 Preliminary Case Reports

The Criteria of Adverse Effect (36 CFR 800.3(b)) have been

applied in consultation with SHPO to the remaining properties

identified as on or eligible for inclusion in the National

Register of Historic Places and within the area of environ

mental impacts from this project. It has been determined

that the project will not create adverse impacts on any of

the properties according to criteria (4) and (5) of adverse

effect identified in Section 6-400 for the following reasons:

• The proposed project will not contribute to the
neglect of any of the properties resulting in the
property's deterioration or destruction. The
project could act as a stimulus in the rehabilita
tion or reuse of underutilized or vacant properties.

• Implementation of the project will not require
transfer or sale of any of these properties.

Criterion (1) of Adverse Effect (alteration or destruction

of all or part of a property) applies only to Union Station

and Los Angeles City Hall where a portion of the grounds

will be required for DPM facilities. (see Sections 6-210

and 6-220)

Criterion (2), isolation from or alteration of the property's

surrounding environment, has also been applied, and the pot

ential impacts of the project in this regard are discussed

on a building by building basis later in this chapter.

The project will not produce atmospheric elements that would

be out of character with any of the properties or alter their

settings (Criterion (3) 36 CFR 800.3(b)). Potential visual

and noise impacts from the proposed project are discussed on

a building by building basis, later in this chapter.

Comments of the State Historic Preservation Officer are con

tained in Section 6-540. Other information required by the
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Advisory Council on Historic Preserv~tion for inclusion in

a preliminary case report can be found in the Summary at the

beginning of this document and in Chapter 4, Project Des

cription.

6-521 Union Passenger Terminal

A complete discussion of the impacts of the DPM on Union Sta

tion is contained in Section 6-210.

A summary of the historic properties for which preliminary

case reports have been prepared is contained in Table 6-52A.

6-522 Los Angeles City Hall

A complete discussion of the impacts of the DPM is contained

in the 4(f) portion of this chapter in Section 6-220.

TABLE 6- 52A 6-523 Fire Station #3

When originally built in 1924, this was the headquarters of

the Los Angeles Fire Department. Designed by Rudolph Meier

in Italian Renaissance style modeled after a Florentine

Palazzi, the fire station was extended to the south by a build

ing addition in 1950. The addition was designed by Albert C.

Martin. Details of the original building include carriage

lamps, a decorative shield and the original wood doors. The

brass fire pole inside is said to be the longest in the city.

• Description

1

9

3

5

10

Subway Terminal Building

Federal Title Building

Union Station

Los Angeles City Hall

**Fire Station #3

Property

PROPERTIES FOR WHICH A FINDING OF ADVERSE EFFECT IS MADE

Map
Identification

Title Guarantee Building 11

Edison Building 15 • Current Status

A preliminary case report on the demolition of Fire Station I
#3 was prepared by the Community Redevelopment Agency of the

City of Los Angeles and the Department of Housing and Urban

Development and was submitted to the Advisory Council on His

toric Preservation in August, 1979. A letter of concurrence

The fire station was acquired by the Community Redevelopment

Agency in 1977 as part of the site for the second stage of

the senior citizen housing development currently being built

directly to the south on Hill Street. (Figure 6-52B) The

Fire Department plans to vacate the building as soon as new

facilities, currently being constructed on First and Hope

Streets, are completed.
22

20

21

19

18

16Fifth Street Retaining Wall

Barker Bros. Building

Brownstein-Louis Building

St. Paul's Cathedral

Fire Station #28

I
Friday MornJ.ng Club*

*Only for the Center of Figueroa variation.

** ~roposal for inclusion in a Memorandum of Agreement
LS currently being circulated.
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FIGURE 6-52A Fire Station #3

r-



FIGURE 6-52B ROW at Fire Station
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I
in the proposed demolition was sent by the State Historic

Preservation Officer to the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation on November 6, 1979. A Proposal for Inclusion

in a Memorandum of Agreement is currently being circulated.

The fire station is scheduled for demolition in September, 1980.

• Probable Effects of the Proposed Project

The DPM alignment along the west side of Hill Street was de

signed under the assumption that the Fire Station would al

ready have been demolished to clear a site for the elderly

housing project.

• Alternatives that would Avoid Adverse Impacts

The no project alternative and other route alternatives are

discussed in Chapter 3. Alternatives that WOuld avoid Hill

Street are discussed in Section 6-524. This route alternative

would serve the elderly/handicapped housing facility being

developed at Third and Hill Streets. A DPM station-will be

integrated into the structure. This facility will provide

housing, medical care, eating and recreational facilities

to over 1100 elderly and handicapped persons. All of the

facilities, except the housing, will be open to all elderly

or handicapped individuals who wish to use them. The DPM

will provide a significant improvement in access for resi

dents and non-residents alike to these facilities and other

medical, governmental, and social facilities along the DPM

route. Construction on the first phase of the housing develop

ment began in late 1978.

• Alternatives that would Mitigate Adverse Impacts

Moving the DPM line to the east side of Hill Street would

make the turn onto First Street almost impossible from an

engineering perspective, have negative visual and traffic

impacts associated with the use of bents, and would nega

tively affect historic structures identified on the east

side of Hill Street including Home Telephone Building, Grand

Central ~arket, the Myrick and Markham Hotels and the Persh

ing Square Building. An alignment on the east side of the

street would eliminate the advantages of a station integrated

into the elderly housing project and all the benefits that

would accrue to the elderly and handicapped people using the

station on that site.
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• Current Status

• Description

P.M. peak hour L noise levels along Hill Street are now and. eq
are projected to be approximately 78-79 dBA (see Section 5-218.3,

The building is in relatively good physical condition but is

essentially vacant. The ground floor is partially occupied

by the Veterans Administration. It has recently been sold to

a group of business men who are planning on restoring the

lobby area and refurbishing the office suites.

Implementation of the DPM will increase the accessibility of

the older office structures around Pershing Square, includ

ing those along Hill Street within a block of the Pershing

Square Station. Increased accessibility by public transpor

tation and the availability of competitively priced parking

at the intercepts is expected to increase the attractiveness

of these older office structures for rental and/or rehabilita

tion. (see Section 5-221.1) The Subway Terminal Building

may benefit from these market forces. It would not be in

appropriate for a building that was built to serve the needs

of an earlier transit system to be rescued from neglect be

cause of the effects of a new transit system.

Noon and nighttime L 's are projected to increase an imper-eq
ceptible 3 dBA with operation of the DPM. Because all but

three floors of the building are air conditioned, the effect

of DPM operations on interior noise levels should be neglible.

Because the centerline of the DPM guideway passes in front

of the building at a horizontal distance of approximately

10 feet, an additional noise analysis was conducted. The

analysis consisted of calculating the expected DPM passby

noise reaching the building facade, and further calculating

the resulting attenuated interior noise level. The analysis

showed that, with a DPM passby noise level of 68 dBA at 50

feet (vehicles operating at 17 mph) and a building attenuation

of 25 dBA, (assuming closed windows and air conditioning)

expected interior noise levels resulting from the DPM pass

ing by would be approximately 56 dBA, which is comparable to

the typical noise level encountered in a small office (EPA,

1974) It is therefore concluded that the DPM noise impact

on the Subway Terminal Building would be negligible.

Point 17, Tables 5-21 F,G,H,), without the DPM. With the DPM

peak noise levels are expected to increase approximately 4

dBA, an increment that is considered barely perceptible to

the human ear.

Subway Terminal Building

• Probable Effects of the Proposed Project

Column supports for the single lane guideway will be constructed

at the edge of the sidewalk in front of the Subway Terminal

Building. The center of the guideway will be approximately

10 feet from the face of the building. The height of the

guideway will range from 23 feet at the bottom of the structure

to 30 feet at the top, thus introducing a visual element that

will alter the visual setting of the building. (Figure 6-52D

shows the DPM in front of Subway Terminal, Federal Title and

Title Guarantee.)

Designed by Schultze and Weaver in the Italian Renaissance

style, the Subway Terminal building was hailed at its open

ing in 1925 as the start of a new transportation system in

Los Angeles. The l2-story office structure surmounted a net

work of underground rail lines linking the Pacific Electric's

downtown terminal with Santa Monica and HollYwood through a

tunnel under Bunker Hill. At the height of its use during

World War II, the Subway Terminal Building served 65,000

persons a day. The last train used its underground tunnel

in 1955 and portions of the tunnel were filled in in the

1960's.

6- 524....
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FIGURE 6-52C Subway Terminal from Mid-Block, East side of Hill, North of Fourth Street



FIGURE 6-52D
WEST SIDE OF HILL STREET AT FIFTH, LOOKING NORTH
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Hill street buildings, from left to right: Title Guarantee, Federal Title, Subway terminal
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• Alternatives that would Avoid Adverse Impacts

The No Project alternative is discussed in Chapter 3.

Corridor Alternatives Band C, evaluated during previous

studies, would avoid Hill Street. Corridor Alternative C

was rejected for the reasons described in Section 6-210.

Corridor Alternative B was rejected for the following reasons:

It had no effective linkage to redevelopment areas; it had

lesser patronage than Alternative A; it had the least favor

able costs; and it had less potential for promoting growth

in downtown.

As part of preliminary engineering studies, route refinement

alternatives were also evaluated. Of these alternatives

(described in Section 3-440), Alternatives A, B, and E avoided

Hill Street, between 4th and 5th Streets, and Alternative D

avoided Hill Street altogether. As reported in the Route

Refinement Report (CRA, 1978), alternatives not incorporating

the loop and service to Pershing Square and the east side of

downtown, had lower performance ratings in terms of patronage

and link volumes and lesser economic benefits to the central

and east side portions of the.CBD. Route Alternative D

ranked less favorably than C on four of the five significant

measures including service to activity centers, private sector

revenue potential to operate the system, parking substitution

potential, and service to residential and hotel units. Of

the factors judged moderately significant, Route D did not

have as high rankings as C on patronage estimates and opera

ting to cost ratios. Route Alternatives A, B, and E also

ranked lower than C on the same four significant factors as

Route D (service to activity centers, private sector revenue

potential, parking substitution potential and service to

hotel units); in addition A, B, and E had higher capital

costs than Route C. Of the factors judged moderately signi

ficant, A, B, and E all ranked lower than C on patronage

estimates and operating revenue to cost ratios.

• Alternatives that would Mitigate Adverse Impacts

Moving the DPM line to the east side of Hill Street would

make the turn onto First Street almost impossible from an

engineering perspective, have negative visual and traffic

impacts associated with the use of bents, and would nega

tively affect historic structures identified on the east

side of Hill Street including Home Telephone Building, Grand

Central Market, the Myrick and Markham Hotels and the Persh

ing Square Building. An alignment on the east side of the

street would eliminate the advantages of a station integrated

into the elderly housing project and all the benefits that

would accrue to the elderly and handicapped people using the

station on that site.
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• Description

A good example of zig zag moderne, this ten story building

was constructed in 1927 and designed by the prominent South

ern California architectural firm of Walker & Eisen. Major

architectural details include bas-relief panels at the second/

third story and arched window bays with keystones above at

the tenth floor. Originally designed as a bank building, it

incorporated some ingenious features to accommodate the extra

narrow lot size including a combination bank lobby that

could function separately for the building when the bank was

closed.

Current Status

The building is currently vacant; the facade is unaltered .

• Probable Effects of the Proposed Project

Placing the DPM guideway along Hill Street in front of the

Federal Title Building will have essentially the same effects

on that building as on the Subway Terminal Building. The

nearest edge of the guideway will be a horizontal distance of

12 feet from the building, at a height of from 21 feet (bottom

of guideway) to 28 feet (top of guideway), thus introducing

an element that will alter the visual setting of the building.

(See Figure 6-52D)

P.M. peak hour Leq noise levels along Hill Street are now and

are projected to be approximately 78-79 dBA (see Section 5-218.3.

Point 17, Tables 5-21 F,G,H,), without the DPM. Ivith the DPM,

peak noise levels are expected to increase approximately 4

dBA, an increment that is considered barely perceptible to

the human ear. Noon and nighttime L 's are projected to in-eq
crease an imperceptible 3 dBA with operation of the DPM.
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FIGURE 6-52E
Federal Title from the N.E. Corner of Fifth
and Hill Streets
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Because the centerline of the DPM guideway passes in front

of the building at a horizontal distance of approximately

18 feet, an additional noise analysis was conducted. The

analysis consisted of calculating the expected DPM passby

noise reaching the building facade, and further calculating

the resulting attenuated interior noise level. The analysis

showed that, with a DPM passby noise level of 68 dBA at 50

feet (vehicles operating at 17 mph) and a building attenuation

of 25 dBA, (assuming closed windows and air conditioning~

expected interior noise levels resulting from the DPM pass

ing by would be approximately 52 dBA, which is less than the

typical noise level encountered in a small office (EPA, 1974).

It is therefore concluded that the DPM noise impact on the

Federal Title Building would be negligible.

The building should benefit from the same economic incentives

for rental and rehabilitation as were discussed for the Sub

way Terminal Building (see Section 6-524).

• Alternatives that Would Avoid Adverse Impacts

Alternatives that would avoid adverse impacts on the Federal

Title Building are the same as for the Subway Terminal Build

ing discussed in Section 6-524.

• Alternatives that Would Mitigate Adverse Impacts

Alternatives that would mitigate adverse impacts on the Fed

eral Title Building are the same as those discussed in Section

6-524 for the Subway Terminal Building.

6-526 Title Guarantee Building

• Description

Built in 1930, this multi-story building was designed by

John and Donald Parkinson in a combination of Gothic and zig

zag moderne styles. Architectural details include zig zag

FIGURE 6-52F
Title Guarantee from S.E. Corner of Fifth and
Hill Streets
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time Leq
by the DPM.

P.M. peak hour L noise levels along 5th Street are now andeq
are projected to be approximately 74-75 dBA, both with and

without the DPM. Noon L noise levels (68-69 dBA) and nighteq
noise levels (63-64 dBA) will also not be affected

P.M. peak hour L noise levels along Hill Street are now andeq
are projected to be approximately 78-79 dBA (see Section 5-218.3,

Point 17, Tables 5-21 F,G,H), without the OPM. With the OPM,

peak noise levels are expected to increase approximately 4

dBA, an increment that is considered barely perceptible to

the human ear. Noon and mighttime Leq'S are projected to

increase an imperceptible 3 dBA with operation of the DPM.

Because the DPM guideway passes in close proximity to the

front of the building, a passby noise analysis was done •

The nature of this analysis was the same as that conducted

for both the Subway Terminal Building and the Federal Title

Building. The analysis indicated that the expected interior

passby noise from the DPM would be 52 dBA, which is less

than the typical noise level encountered in a small office.

It is therefore concluded that the noise impact in the Title

Guarantee Building would be negligible.

The anticipated revitalization of the buildings in the Per

shing Square area already seems to be underway for Title

Guarantee Building. The commitment of the Community Redevelop

ment Agency to development of the new Jewelry Mart across the

street from Title Guarantee has undoubtedly had some effect

on the interest shown in refurbishing the older building. In

turn, the probable implementation of the DPM has influenced

private investor decisions concerning the new Jewelry Mart,

Street. Figure 6-23B shows the Pershi~g Square area and the

corner of Fifth and Hill Street. Figure 6-520 shows the OP~

along Hill Street in front of Titl~ Guarantee r Federa: Title

and Subway Terminal Buildings.

ornament above the eleventh floor and flying butresses with

moderne grills flanking the stepped back tower. It is faced

in terra cotta and has relatively little ornamentation.

interior details include a set of six paintings by Hugo Ballin

depicting the history of Southern California from prehistoric

times.

The ground floor has been occupied by Thrifty Drug Store and

the upper stories are vacant. However, Thrifty has recently

sold the building to a group of investors involved in jewelry

merchandising. Although details are not clear, it appears

that the new owners are planning on refurbishing Title Guar

antee for use as a jewelry mart that would complement the

new Jewelry Mart soon to be constructed on the southeast cor

ner of Fifth and Hill Streets.

With the exception of alterations to the street level front

age, the building facade is intact.

Current Status

Because Title Guarantee is a corner building, implementation

of the DPM will affect views of two facades of the building

rather than one. Along the Hill Street frontage, the DPM

will have essentially the same visual effects on Title Guar

antee as on the Subway Terminal and Federal Title Buildings.

The nearest edge of the guideway will be at a horizontal dis

tance of 13 feet from the building, at a height of from 21

feet (bottom of guideway) to 28 feet (top of guideway), thus

introducing an element that will alter the visual setting of

the building.

On the Fifth Street side, the DPM will be on the other side of

the street from Title Guarantee, but views of the lower stories

of the building will be partially obscured from south of Fifth

• Probable Effects of the Proposed Project

• r
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and thus indirectly, in the rehabilitation of Title Guarantee

as a complementary jewelry mart.

• Alternatives that would Avoid Adverse Impacts

Alternatives that would avoid adverse impacts on the Title

Guarantee Building are the same as those discussed for the

Subway Terminal Building in Section 6-524 and Pershing Square

in Section 6-230.

• Alternative that would Mitigate Adverse Impact

Alternatives that would mitigate adverse impacts on Title

Guarantee are the same as those discussed for the Subway

Terminal Building in Section 6-524 and Pershing Square in

Section 6-230.

6-527 Edison Building

• Description

One of the first electrically heated and cooled buildings

in the western United States, the Edison Building was con

sidered both an engineering and architectural landmark when

it was opened in 1931. Allison & Allison designed this

fourteen story structure in a mixture of WPA and zig zag

moderne. The orientation of the building is to the corner

of Grand Avenue and Upper Fifth Street with a polygonal

corner entrance on the ground floor. The interior of the

building contains representative works by several prominent

artists, including Hugo Ballin, Barse Miller, Conrad Buff

and E. Batchelder.

• Current Status

Souther~ California Edison sold the building in 1971 when

the company moved its offices to Rosemead. The building is

currently occupied by the One Bunker Hill Company who have

made some minor alterations of the exterior of the building,

including the corner entrance.

• Probable Effects of the Proposed Project

The DPM guideway will be situated approximately 80 feet

south of the southern facade of the Edison Building, along

the sidewalk of lower Fifth Street. The single guideway

which passes in front of the Edison Building is at a height

of from 21 feet (bottom of guideway) to 28 feet (top of

guideway), thus introducing an element which alters the

visual setting of the building. This will affect the view

of the building from the south side of lower Fifth Street.

Views of the corner entrance of the building will be ob

scrued from the south side of the lower Fifth Street/Grand

Avenue intersection. Noise levels on the north side of Fifth

Street between Hope and Grand are projected to increase

approximately 7 dBA with implementation of the People Mover

(see Section 5-218.3 Tables 5-21 F,G,H). However,



FIGURE 6-52G Edison Building Facade
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impacts on the Edison Building are not considered significant

because of the distance of the building from the guideway

and the attentuation factors for an air-conditioned building.

Interior noise levels in the building will only be minimally

affected.

• Alternatives that wouid Avoid Adverse Impacts

The no project and other alternatives are discussed in Chapter

3. Specific alternatives that would avoid Fifth Street, in

the vicinity of the Edison Building include corridor alter

natives Band C. The reasons for rejecting these alternatives

are described in Section 3-430. Route refinement alternatives

that would similarly avoid the Edison Building include A, B,

and E (see Sections 3-440 and 6-230). The recommended route

alignment was selected over these alternatives because of the

superior joint development opportunities, particularly the

opportunity to integrate the Library Station with the new

Wells Fargo Building on the corner of Fifth and Flower Streets.

It also provides transit service to the Los Angeles Central

Library across the street, which is a National Register Pro

perty.

• Alternatives that would Mitigate Adverse Impacts

Placing the guideway either in the center or the south side

of Fifth Street would lessen the impacts on the Edison Building.

However, both of these options carry with them potentially

severe impacts as well. A center of Fifth Street alignment

would require a median. This would reduce traffic capacity

on a major artery that is currently carrying 20,000 vehicles

per day. This section of Fifth Street is also an important

feeder to the freeway network. Placing the guideway on the

south side of Fifth Street would avoid the traffic impacts,

but it would at the same time produce a visual obstruction

in front of the Central Library, which is a National Register

Property. It would further possibly produce adverse noise im

pacts, as the library is not air-conditioned, necessitating open

windows.
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6-528 Fifth Street Retaining Wall

• Description

The Fifth Street retaining wall is a concrete wall running

from the corner of Fifth and Grand to the west side of the

end of Hope Street. The wall is parallel to Fifth Street

on the north side of the street. It varies in height from

approximately four feet at the east end to approximately

twenty-five feet at the west end. At the foot of Hope

Street there is an arcaded double stairway. The detailing

of the majority of the wall consists of flat pilasters

attached to the wall surface; the scroll on top of the

pilaster is very similar to those on the Los Angeles Cen

tral Library across the street.

The wall was designed by the City of Los Angeles Bureau of

Public Works, with one bay serving the Edison Building

designed by the architects for that building, Allison &

Allison. There is evidence that Carleton Winslow, one of

the architects for the Library, prepared some sketches for

the wall although he is not credited on the as-built

drawings dated 1929.

• Current Status

The wall is deteriorating and it is becoming increasingly

difficult to keep pace in removing graffiti on the exterior

and in the staircases. It is ill-lighted and has become a

night-time refuge for derelicts.

• Probable Effects of the Proposed Project

With construction of the DPM, a single guideway would be

built approximately 20 feet in front of the wall at a

height of 28 feet to the top of the guideway. Because the

wall changes height from west to east and the guideway

stays at relatively the same height, the guideway would

partially obstruct the view of the wall at the west end.

(Figure 6-52I) The Library Station of the DPM will be on

the mezzanine level of the new Wells Fargo Building,

directly adjacent to the west end of the wall. The

staircases in the wall will be integrated with the station

and passengers will be able to use the stairs if they so

desire. Integrating the wall with the station will not

require changing or destroying the wall in any way; an

opening will be made in the barrier on the west side of

Hope Street to allow access to the sidewalk adjacent to

the top of the wall.

If the DPM is built and the staircase is thus used for

access to the station, the wall and the staircase will have

to be maintained in better condition than they are today,

repairs will have to be made, and lighting and security

improved.

• Alternatives that would Avoid Adverse Impacts

Alternatives that would avoid adverse impacts are the same

as those for the Edison Building, Section 6-527.

• Alternatives that would Mitigate Adverse Impacts

Alternatives that would mitigate adverse impacts are the

same as those for the Edison Building, Section 6-527.



FIGURE 6-52H Fifth Street Retaining Wall from S.E. Corner
of Fifth and Flower Streets, Los Angeles
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FIGURE 6-521

DPM GUIDEWAY ALONG 5TH STREET

SUBJECT TO CHAl'lGE IN FINAL DESIGN



6-529 St. Paul's Cathedral

• Description

St. Paul's Cathedral is the product of four prominent archi

tects of the 1920's: R. Coate, R. Johnson, G.B. Kaufman, and

C. Winslow. Built in 1923, it is an interesting combination

of Gothic and Spanish Colonial architecture. Major architec

tural features include shallow buttresses along longitudinal

sides, an arcade connecting the chapel and the cathedral, a

central compound arched entrance with a distinct motif imparted

to each archivolt, small medieval and pointed windows and a

stained glass window over the main entrance.. It received an

award from the American Institute of Architects in 1925 for

"Merit of Design and execution of Work i~ Architecture and

Fine Arts". Interior details include rather extensive use

of Batchelder tile. Exterior landscaping includes garden

patios and a forecourt area that is used for lunches by office

workers in surrounding high-rises.

• Current Status

St. Paul's has recently been sold to a group of businessmen

who plan to demolish the cathedral and erect a highrise office

on the site. A demolition permit was applied for in September,

1979, and blocked by the Cultural Heritage Board. However,

on November 13, 1979, the Cultural Heritage Board vacated the

block because no alternative buyer for the property was avail

able. The Los Angeles Conservancy had been consulted and

concurred in the vacation of the block. Demolition has been

scheduled for March, 1980.

• Probable Effects of the Proposed Project

The DPM should have no effect on St. Paul's because of the

scheduled demolition of the Cathedral. If the Cathedral is

not demolished, the DPM would have the effects described be

low.
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The DPM guideway will be constructed in a median in the middle

of Figueroa Street, approximately 50 feet from the facade of

St. Paul's. At a height of about 28 feet above street level,

the guideway will create a new visual element in the immediate

surroundings. In assessing the potential impacts on St. Paul's,

height relationships and pedestrian viewing angles were care

fully analyzed. Because the guideway is so high, there would

be a clear view of the facade from either side of Figueroa

with the guideway in place. From some vantage points on the

east side of Figueroa Street, pedestrian views of St. Paul's

would be interrupted by the guideway column supports.

Noise analysis (Section 5-218.3, Point 49, Tables 5-21 F,G,

and H) shows that existirj Leq noise levels for the P.M. peak,

noon, and nighttime, will increase by one or two dBA by 1990,

without the DPM. With the DPM in operation, an additional

two dBA is expected, for P.M. peak, noon, and nighttime. This

increase is considered imperceptible. The attenuation charac

teristics of the building are such that interior noise levels

would be on the order of 45 dBA, or less, and thus the ex

pected impact is insignificant.

The DPM would improve the accessibility of St. Paul's, parti

cularly on Sundays for. downtown residents who are beyond walk

ing distance of the Cathedral. Elderly residents of downtown,

for example those in the elderly housing development on Hill

Street, could find this an advantage in attending religious

services.

• Alternatives that w0uld Avoid Adverse Impacts

The no project and corridor alternatives are discussed in

Chapter 3. Two options were examined during the route refine

ment analysis (also discussed in Chapter 3) which would avoid

passing in front of St. Paul's. The first, Option F, would I
have gone behind both St. Paul's and the Hilton Hotel, along

Fremont Street. The second, Option B would have gone up
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Seventh Street Station would have to be relocated more than

100 feet to the south of its present location. This new

station location, which would be similar to the Ninth Street

Station, would necessitate the acquisition of an air space

easement or real property.

Because Fire Station No. 28 does not have a sufficient set

back, the sidewalk is not wide enough to allow column place

ment between the curb and the building. Therefore, either

the Fire Station would have to be demolished, or one lane of

traffic would have to be used.

There would be the loss of a right turn pocket on the east

side of Figueroa, due to the placement of corner columns,

and either the sidewalk width would be reduced below 8 feet,

or the street width would have to be reduced.

The estimated additional cost of the east side of Figueroa

alternative, compared with its present alignment, and exclu

sive of right-of-way acquisition, would be approximately

$3,340,000.

6-530 Fire Station No. 28

• Description

This fire-proof structure is a three-story reinforced

concrete building with a surface layer of brick on the

street facade. Major architectural features include twin

parapet towers with inset arches, capped by flagpoles.

The windows are contained within two-story arched bays.

The building has a cornice above the first and third

floors. The two central doorways are recessed and framed

by brackets. This structure, designed by the architec

tural firm of Krempel and Erkes, is an interesting and

unusual design in the central city. Surrounded by much

newer buildings, it is one of the first reinforced concrete

fire stations in the area.

• Current Status

The fire station is currently vacant, and has been so for

several years, ever since the Fire Department vacated the

premises. It has been offered for sale by the City of Los

Angeles on several occasions, and is currently being offeree

for sale again. It was nominated to the National Register I
of Historic Places in October, 1979 and entered on the Re

gister on November 16, 1979.

• Probable Effects of the Proposed Project

The DPM guideway will be constructed in a median in the

middle of Figueroa Street, approximately 40 feet from the

.fire station facade. At a height of between 21 feet

(bottom of guideway) and 28 feet (top of guideway), the

guideway will create a new element, thus altering the

visual setting of the building. In assessing the potential

visual impact on the fire station, both guideway height and

pedestrian viewing angl~s were analyzed. For an observer

standing across the street, the guideway would obstruct

approximately the top 8 feet of the building facade.

Thus, the first floor bays would be unobstructed. From

the same vantage points on the west side of Figueroa

Street, pedestrian views of the fire station would be

)



FIGURE 6-53A
FIRE STATIO~ #28 FROM rlliST SIDE OF FIGUEROA
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interrupted by the guideway column supports.

Noise analysis (Section 5-218.3, Point 49, Tables 5-21 F,G,

and H) shows that existing Leq noise levels for the P~

peak, noon, and nighttime, will increase by one or two dBA

by 1990, without the DPM. With the DPM in operation, an

additional two dBA is expected, for PM peak, noon, and

nighttime. This increase is considered imperceptible.

An additional passby noise analysis was conducted for the

fire station, which consisted of calculating the expected

DPM passby noise r~ching the building facade. The analy

sis showed that the DPM passby noise level reaching the

facade of the fire station would be approximately 70 dBA.

This is equivalent to the existing L noise level
eq

currently being experienced during the P.M. peak hour, at

that site.

• Alternatives that would Avoid Adverse Impacts

Alternatives that would avoid adverse impacts on Fire

Station No. 28 are the same as those for St. Paul's

Cathedral. See Section 6-529 for a discussion of these

alternatives.

• Alternatives that would Mitigate Adverse Impacts

The alternative that would mitigate adverse impacts on Fire

Station No. 28 is to place the guideway on the west side of

Figueroa Street. As discussed in Section 6-529, this

alternative was rejected because of the effect on St.

Paul's. The cathedral is across the street, approximately

one-half block to the north. An alternative which would

have placed the guideway on the east side of Figueroa was

considered, but rejected due to engineering difficulties

and the effect on the fire station. Thus, the location of

the guideway in the center of the street constitutes a

mitigation measure for both St. Paul's and Fire Station

No. 28.
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6-531 Barker Brothers

• Description

The family firm of Barker Brothers has been a commercial

enterprise in Los Angeles since the 1880's. The present

structure was built in 1925 and was one of the largest

furniture stores in the country at that time. Designed by

Curlett and Beelman in a style reminiscent of Italian

Renaissance, this eleven to thirteen story structure is

virtually unaltered on the exterior. Interior alterations

have been significant. Major architectural features on the

exterior include a rusticated top floor and lower stories,

a band of arched windows at the second story, and four cor

nices at various elevations on the building. Structural

details include a large central archway over the main en

trance on Seventh Street, a repeating ram's head motif and

decorative metal grillwork around the showcase windows on

the ground floor.

• Current Status

The first four stories are occupied by Barker Brothers

furniture store and the remaining stories have been

modified for office tenants.

• Probable Effects of the Project

The proposed project includes a station at Seventh and

Figueroa Streets, in the center of Figueroa Street. The

station and guideway would be placed just south of Seventh

Street, opposite the western facade of Barker Brothers.

There is an entrance to the store on Figueroa Street.

Views of the western facade of Barker Brothers would be

obscured by the station from points on the west side of

Figueroa. This is not the significant facade of the

building. The most important facade is the Seventh Street

side where the building stretches from Figueroa to Flower

Streets and where the main arched entrance is located.

Views of the Seventh Street facade would be affected by the

FIGURE G-53B

Barker Brothers from Mid-Block North Side of
7TH STREET



FIGURE 6-53C
Barker Brothers from West Side of Figueroa
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DPM, to an observer standing on the northwest corner of

7th and Figueroa.

L noise levels with and without the DPM would be the same
eq

in 1990 at various times of the day (see Tables 5-21 F,G,H).

Consequently, no significant noise impacts are expected on

Barker Brothers when the DPM is in operation.

Barker Brothers is one of the retail outlets that is expected

to benefit from increased sales because of the improved

accessibility for downtown workers and residents made

possible by the DPM (see Section 5-221.4).

• Alternatives that would Avoid Adverse Impacts

The no-project and other route alternatives are discussed

in Chapter 3. All of the route alternatives studied in

this phase of the analysis would affect either the east or

west facades of Barker Brothers. (A Flower Street

altern, tive would have had the same effects on the east

facade as a Figueroa alternative on the west facade).

All of the alternatives have included a station at Seventh

Street because it is now and is expected to be an important

employment and sales activity area. A Seventh Street

station would also allow connections between the DPM

station and the proposed rapid transit station, also

planned for the Seventh street/Flower Street area.

• Alternatives that would Mitigate Adverse Impacts

Shifting the line and the station to the west side of the

street would mitigate the visual impacts, but would create

others. There is not sufficient room in the projected

development across the street to build the station within

the development. The station would project over the street

in any case so that shifting the line would not change the

visual impacts substantially. If the line stayed on the

west side of the street at that point, the transition to
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the center of the street would occur at the intersection of

Seventh and Figueroa. Such a transition would require the

use of bents that would be visually unappealing and that

could require columns on the sidewalk adjacent to the

northwest corner of Barker Brothers. The transition from

the west side of Figueroa to the center of the street is

now planned to occur south of the proposed Seventh Street

Station.

6-532 Brownstein-Louis Building

• Description

Originally proposed in 1919, this manufacturing building

was designed as an ideal industrial community with employee

kitchens, hospital, recreation area and library. Designed

by John Parkinson, the building was opened in 1921 and

staffed by a labor force composed largely of women. Major

architectural features of the five story H-shaped structure

include a giant portico of composite order, engaged columns

raised above the first story attic, and a large glass and

metal screen between the second and fourth stories on all

but the western side of the building. This "screen"

provides a maximum amount of interior light, a design

feature related to the original industrial use and an early

example of a form of curtain wall design. The building is

basically neoclassical in style, with some Spanish

influences incorporated into it. One detail of particular

interest is the cap~tals above the Figueroa facade which

incorporate female figures, a possible comment by the

architect on the labor force working inside.

• Current Status

The Figueroa facade has been altered at ground level with

the addition of plate glass windows and red marble

exterior surface to the main entrance doorway. The

building is currently vacant and is scheduled for removal

as part of a two-phase office-retail development by

Metropolitan Structures, Inc. and Amoco Realty. Completion

of the first phase (a new Bullock's, retail mall, and office

tower is scheduled for Spring 1982. The Brownstein site is

to be the second phase of the development, and will consist

of approximately 500,000 square feet of office space. A

demolition permit for the entire block, including the Brown- I
stein Building, was issued on November 15, 1979. Scaffold-

ing has been erected at the Brownstein Building and demolition

work is underway.
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FIGURE 6-53D Facade of Brownstein Company
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• Probable Effects of the Proposed Project

I
The Brownstein Building, in an action unrelated to the DPM,

should be demolished by June, 1980. If the building were

still standing at the time this project is implemented, the

following effects would occur.

The DPM guideway would be cODstructed on the west side of

Figueroa and two to three columns would be placed in the side

walk approximately eight to ten feet in front of the build-

ing facade. The guideway would be about 50 feet above side

walk level and would create a new element that would alter

the visual setting of the building. The guideway is at this

height to maintain an even grade between the Seventh and Ninth

Street Stations. Views of the building from both the east and

west sides of the street would be obscured by this visual band.

Noise analysis indicates that noise levels with the DPM in

operation would increase approximately 2-3 dBA in 1990 at

this side, an insignificant increase (see Section 5-2l8.3).

Because the guideway centerline passes by the building at a

distance of approximately 20 feet, an additional noise anal

ysis was conducted. The analysis consisted of calculating

the expected DPM passby noise reaching the building facade,

and further calculating the resulting attenuated interior

noise level. The analysis showed that, with a DPM passby

noise level of 68 dBA, and assuming closed windows and air

conditioning, expected interior noise levels resulting from

the DPM passing by would be approximately 51 dBA, which is

less than the typical noise level encountered in a small

office, thus producing a negligible impact.

• Alternatives that would Avoid Adverse Impacts

The no-project and other route alternatives are discussed

in Chapter 3. The primary alternative that would avoid

the impact in the Brownstein Building is the Flower Street

option which was examined during the route refinement analysis.

The reasons for selecting the Figueroa alignment over the

Flower alignment are discussed in Section 6-529.

• Alternatives that would Mitigate Adverse Impacts

Alternatives that would mitigate the adverse impacts consist

of placing the guideway either in the center of the street

or on the east side of the street. The alternative of

placing the guideway in the center of the street, for the

entire legnth of Figueroa,was examined during preliminary

engineering. Because of traffic impacts, the alignment was

moved to the west side of the street wherever possible. North

of Seventh Street, the alignment is located in the median,

partially in response to the impacts on St. Paul's Cathedral.

Placing the guideway on the east side of Figueroa would also

mitigate the effects on the Brownstein Building, but it would

produce impacts on the F~iday Morning Club. Furthermore,

placement of the guideway on the east side of the street would

necessitate a guideway crossing in the vicinity of Eighth

Street. To accomplish this, it would be necessary to place a

column in the center of the street, which could result in nega

tive traffic impacts.



6-533 Friday Morning Club

• Description

FIGURE 6-53E
Friday 110rning Club
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Allison and Allison designed this five and seven story struc

ture for the ladies of the Friday ~orning Club. Constructed

in 1923, the buildinif contains an auditorium, dining room,

library, lounge, lecture hall and meeting rooms. The exterior

is of cast stone and cement plaster with a tile roof. The

style is influenced by Italian Renaissance architecture with

fairly austere wall and window surface treatment. Major

architectural features include a triple arch entrance supported

on columns. The balcony at third story level has an arched

cornice. A second story balcony is supported on an unusual

arrangement of beam ends supported by columns. The fourth

floor has a loggia which repeats the arches of the ground

flood and a snowflake pattern balustrade supported 'on two

tiered brackets. Other features include sash windows and a

corner tower with a continuous balcony at tower level.

• Current Status

With minor alterations to the exterior, the facade is intact.

In 1977 the Society for the Preservation of the Variety Arts

(SPVA) bought the structure with the intent of preserving and

using the building. The Friday Morning Club retained a lease

for their meeting rooms. The SPVA is a non-profit tax-exempt

organization whose activities include original and revival

theater presentations, lectures, and maintenance of a growing

archive of the theater arts.

• Probable Effects of the Project

If the guideway were constructed on the west sidewalk of

Figueroa Street, it would have no adverse effect on the Fri

day Morning Club. If the guideway were constructed in a cen

ter median, the following effects would occur.
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A guideway in the center of the street would be approximately

fifty feet away from the facade of the Friday Morning Club at

a height of approximately 30-32 feet above the street. The

guideway would create new visual element altering the visual

setting of the building. Views of the building from across

the street would be partially obscured by the presence of the

guideway in the middle of the street.

Noise analysis (Section 5-218.4 Point 37, Tables 5-21FF, GG,

and HH) shows that peak, noon, and nighttime Leq noise levels

will increase 2 dBA by 1990 without the DPM. With the DPM

in the center of the street an additional 3 dBA is expected

for PM peak and nighttime. Noontime L would remain theeq
same with the DPM as without. This increase is considered

imperceptible. Because of the auditorium and the library,

the Friday Morning Club is considered a noise sens~tive land

use. (See Section 5-218.4) Interior noise levels could

range from 44 dBA - 64 dBA, depending upon the time of day

and the number and location of open windows. However, since

interior noise levels are directly related to exterior noise

levels, the 0-3 dBA increase over present conditions at the

exterior is the same increase that would occur on the interior

with the DPM in the center of the street. The increase is

considered imperceptible and should have minimal adverse im

pact.

An additional passby noise analysis was conducted' for the

Friday Morning Club, which consisted of calculating the ex

pected DPM passby noise reaching the building facade. The

analysis showed that the DPM passby noise level at the facade

of the building would be approximately 68 dBA.

Access to the Friday Morning Club would improve with the DPM

in place. The proposed Ninth Street Station would be half

a block away and would help reduce some of the parking pro

blems currently being experienced.

• Alternatives that Would Avoid Adverse Impacts

The No Project alternative is discussed in Chapter 3; the

alternative of going up Flower Street (Option B) was also

studied in the route refinement phase of preliminary engin

eering. The reasons for selecting the Figueroa rather than

the Flower Street alternative are discussed in Section 6-529.

Placing the guideway on the west side of the street would be

another way of avoiding impacts on the Friday Morning Club.

The possibility of placing the guideway in the middle of the

street arose when the Convention Center Authority pointed

out that placing the DPM station on their property would

limit the development options for the parcels in front of the

Convention Center. If the Convention Center Station were

shifted to the center of the street an anomalous engineering

situation would be created. The guideway could be in the

center of the street at Convention Center Station and in the

center of the street at Seventh Street, but the guideway would

have to make a series of S curves to and from the west side

of the street between the two stations. It was because of

this anomaly khat consideration was given to placing the

guideway in the center of the street for the entire length of

Figueroa. Placing the guideway in the center of the street

would have the advantage of eliminating the S curves, reducing

station-to-station travel time,and reducing the visual impacts

of an alignment that could curve back and forth into the street

A center of the street alignment would have the advantage of

moving the guideway away from the front of the Figueroa Hotel

and the Pantry restaurant. Although neither of these buildings

are National Register eligible historic sites, they are both

downtown landmarks of some renown. Although this alignment

would have an adverse effect on the Friday Morning Club, the

adverse effects are minimal. The advantages to the Club of

having the area around the Convention Center revitalized with

hotels, office, commercial development or restaurants may off

set the anticipated 0-3 dBA increase in the noise level and I
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the change in the visual environment created by the DPM

structure in the middle of the street.

• Alternatives that Would Minimize Adverse Impacts

The only alternative that would minimize adverse impacts,

placing the guideway across the street, would also have the

effect of avoiding adverse impacts altogether. The disadvan

tages of an alignment across the street are discussed in the

previous section.

6-540 Consultation With the State Historic Preservation
Office
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FIGURE 6-54A

SHPO LETTER ON THE EFFECTS OF THE DPM ON HISTORIC AND CULTURAL

PROPERTIES

srAT~ Of (ALlfO~NIA-rM€ ~!5CUR(ES AGENC'!'

DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
PO i30X 2J90

SACRAMENTO ';1'811

316) ~45-8006

June 19, 1979

Mr. ~d~ard Fleisch~n, Chief
Planning and ~~lysis Division
Department of Transportation, 9305
Urban Mass Transportation Administration
400 7th Street, 3.~.

Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Mr. Fleis~~n:

RE: Los Anseles, California Downtown Peonle Mover

An initial consultation with the State Historic Preserva

tion Office, which included a site inspection, was con-

an official request was made for the State Historic

Preservation Officer's opinion of effect on the proper

ties identified in this chapter. That opinion has been

received and is shown in Figure 6-54A.

Representatives of the State Historic Preservation Office,

the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the Urban

Mass Transportation Administration, and the Community Re

development Agency met in Los Angeles on August 30, 1979,

for a site visit and further consultation. Information

responding to the points raised in the June, 1979, letter

from the SHPO was presented at that meeting. Further clari

fication was sent to the SHPO in a letter dated October 30,

1979. A proposal for inclusion in a Memorandum of Agreement

was circulated among all the signatory parties and the ap

proved version of that document is presented ~n Figure 6-548.

ducted in June, 1978. In a letter of November, 1978,

Pursuant to 36 CFR 800.4(b) of ~~e Advisory Council Procedures, I am providing
you with my determination of this undertaking's effects on properties included
in or eligible for inclusion in the National ~egister of Historic Places.
Definitive effect co~ents ~ere not al~ays possible due to the li~itations

of data provided. I r~ve asked for additional documentation i~ such casas
and will reserve.final jUdgment pending further review~

A. Structu!"es

1.· Union Station
a) Adverse visual effects on Union Station will occur throUgh

alteration of its setting.
b) Adverse atmospheric impacts may be possible due to the

construction of a major parking facility and necessary
appurtenances. Documentation discounting this possibility
or establishing its magnitude should be developed.

c) If construction in the area ~ere to limit or inhibit access
to the Station, an. adverse effect might occur. This
possibility should also be studied.

2. Los Angeles City Hall
a) Adverse visual effects will occur due to an alteratiJn 0:

the property's setting and the guideway's bisection cf a
views.~ed.

3. El Pueblo State Historic Park
a) I will reserve co~ent until all possible effects on this

National Register district perceived by its ow~ers and
operators rAVe been obtained and :o~arded to me. T~eir

views ~ay well be important in helping me to reach an
accurate decision.
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Sdward Fleischman
Page T>lo
June 19, 1979

4. Los Angeles Times Duilding
a) There a~nears to be no adverse visual impact.
b) There appears to be no significant, adverse audible impact.

5. Fire Station No. 3
a) The undertaking will r~ve an adverse visual effect on

tlris property.
b) Although a proposal to demolish this structure has been

made, demolition is not yet certain. For purposes of
discussion, I would ask you to consider the building as
a candidate for adaptive reuse. The close proximity of
the People Mover mi~~t act as a disincentive to prospective
purchasers, "developers or public agencies concerned about
the visual and, depending on the reuse proposed, the audible
effects of the system on this building. I believe the ~tter

should be studied to determine if the undertaking could
foreclose any viable option capable of preventing neglect
or deterioration of Fire Station No.3.

c) Has documentation been compiled which discounts adverse effects
due to construction or DPM induced vibrations?

6. Home Telephone Building
a) It appears that this building will not experience adverse

visual or si~ificant audible effects.
7. Grand Central l'.arket

a) It appears tr~t this building will not be subject to adverse
visual effects.

b) Construction activity could disrupt nor~.al customer access
to the Market. If this were left to occur unmitigated, an
adverse effect might result. The matter should be studied.

8. Myrick and Markham Hotels
a) It appears that these bUildings will not experience adverse

visual effects.
b) PM Peak and Noon Leq measurements yielded 76 and 70 db respectively.

The 1990 DPM figures were 77 and 71 db. Estimated attenuation
ranged from lC-25 db depending on whether windows were open
Or closed. Abated figues ranged from ~9-64 and 50-65.
UMTA considers this ~o be insi~i!icant. I am reluctant to
diBC~SS the possiblity of ~o adverse audible ef:ects until
cur~ent interior ~bient noise :evels ar~ measured and added
to attenuated =ea6ure~ents to yield a ~otal level. A:thoug~

the result ~y not oe significant~y ~ig~er (+3db) than
cur=ently =ecoried attenuated :evels, the matter should ~ot

be le:t to conjecture. T~e model fur~her appears to assume
that VM'!: wil::' be reduced by 2.6;6. ""1".at level of d':l attenuation
does this represent? ~he ~odel also appe3rs to assume a bus
traffic reduction. .~at assurances are there that this will
in fact happen? Jo the DPM fi~~res reflect the db contribution
of the partic~lar train technolo~J which ~ill be ~sed? "ould

Edward Fleischman
Page Three
June 19, 1979

other technologies being considered yield greater or
lesser sound pressure levels? These comments and Questions
also apply to the p&ssby peak noise levels provided.

c) Item 9-f applies.
9. Subway Terminal Building

a) This building will be subjected to an adverse visual impact.
bJ If this building is currently in use, the concerns I

expressed in l-c apply.
c) If the building is not currently in use, the COncerns

expresseu in 5-b apply.
d) The concerns set forth in 5-c apply here.
eO) The comments and question which appear in 8-b also apply

here. Db figures differ, of course.
f) If the building is currently in use, have the owners and

occupants stated on record after a briefing, that
their interests would not be adversely affected by the
DPM to the extent that they mi~~t relocate and possibly
contribute to the decline of this building?

10. Federal Title Building
a) All comments given in Item 9 apply.

11. Title Guarantee Building
a) All co~r.ents given in Item 9 apply.

12. Pershing Square Building
a) There will apparently be no adverse visual effects on this

building.
b) Am I correct in assuming that with respect to constr~ction

of a station there will be a 4f in Perahing Square?
13. Biltmore Hotel

a) There do not appear to be adverse visual effects on this
building.

b) The subject matter of 8-b and 9-f applies here.
14. Edison Building

a) This building will experience adverse visual effects.
b) Comments and questions appearing in l-c, 5-b, 5-c, 8-b and

9-f apply.
15. Fifth Street ~etaining Wall

a) This structure will be adversely affected.
16. Los Angeles ?ublic LibrarJ

a) There will apparently be no adverse visual ef:ec~s on :te
library.

b) Since the interior spI of libraries is generally ar~ur.d 35 db,
I am reluctant to concur with your determination of no .
significant audible effect ~~til additional interlor ~easure

ments show ~~t the +3db exterior s?l contributed by the JPM
does not result in a 3db or greater rise insi~e the LibrarJ.
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17. California Club
a) I concur with your determination of no adverse visual

effect.
18. Saint Paul' 5 Church

a) Visually, Saint Paul's will te adversely affected.
b) Items l-c, 5-c, 5-b, and 9-f, ~ith congregation substituted,

apply.
19. Fire Station ~o. 28

a) This building will be subject to an adverse visual effect.
b) If still in use, Items 1-c and 9-f, with appropriate changes

reflecting a public service function, would apply. If not
in use, Item 5-b would apply. Item 5-c would apply in either
case.

20. Barker Brothers
a) Barker Brothers will be adversely af~ected visually.
b) If currently in use, Item l-c, 9-f and 8-b apply. If not

in use, 5-b applies. Item 5-c applies in either case.
21. Louis Brownstein Building

a) Equivalent to Item 20.
22. Friday Morning Club

a) There will auoarently :e no adverse visual effect.
b) If in use, It~os l-c, 8-b and 9-f apply. Item 5-c also

applies. Item 5-b applies if not in use.

·The Agency has not yet addressed the possible impacts ~c any significant
str~et f~rniture located along the pref~rred corridor. I would hope proper
documentation listing such furniture could soon be assembled and evaluated
as part of the 106 process~

The DPM may carry with it a potential for affecting the value of National
Register and ~ational Register eligible properties, particularly those in
private oYnership or any in public ownership awaiting sale or transfer. I
can only speculate on whether s~ch effects would be beneficial or
adverse a.~d how significant they ~i~~t be. As a prospectivp seller or
purchaser of such p:operty, the presenc~ of the DFM in close ?roxi~ity

~ould be a factor in ~y fiscal and economic deliberations. I: ~ight O~ ~ight

not be the· determinative elemen~ in any decision~ Has the Agency cealt ~1~~

such con~icerations in its exploration of the DFMi S effec~s on historic
prope!"ties?

S. ArcheoloS'J

I fi~mly believe that any discussion 0: NatiorAl Reg~ster eligitli:y or
potential e:fects on archeologi:al values is unwa~~~~ted at ~~is ::me.
The data compiled so far si~ply do not pe~it it. Project desisn, incl~di~g :~e

location of ~ideway supports, has ~ot yet reached the level of detail needed
in defining speciiic impact areas or the nature of i~pacts. An inadequate
level of detail also precludes a really useful discussion of the archeological
values themselves.
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The work done to date does, however, permit some preliminary conclusions and
provides some basis for direction. It appears that several areas of ~otential

archeological sensitivity have been defined. They are:

1. The area east of the Union Station tracks.
2. The frontage area defined by Lyon to the east; the freeway

to the south, the Union Station tracKS to the north, and
Los Angeles Street to the west.

3. The area bounded by Temple and First Street on the east side
of Los Angeles Street.

4. The entire corridor from Los Angeles to Hill Street on the
north side of First Street.

5. The area fronting the west side of Hill Street froo Second
to Fifth.

Further documentary research is warranted for these areas to expand and
refine the information already developed. This should provide the basis :or
a meaningful and cost-effective testing prog=a~ in those potentially si~ifi

cant areas ~here ground disturbance is likely to occur. Seco~dlYt :~r~~e~

work is needed as part of an attempt to fill gaps in our daua base. Nithout
it, confident predictions and evaluations would be di:fic~::. :h:~dlYt ~n

archeological consultant and monitor should be retained :~r al~ areas
provisior~lly deemed non-sensitive. Our knowledge of prenlstoric cultural
re~ains in the central Los Angeles area is quite unreliable and so cr~nce

discoveries can aefinately not be discoQ~ted. Finally, it would be
appropriate for a professional archeologist to be in attendance at all
contemplated test borings.

r.. suggest t:--..at you seriously consider seeking the assistance of Interag,=r:cy
Arcbeological Serlices, Department of the I~te~ior, San :ranci3co, ~~ pl~~ing

your approaches to fur~~9r archeological studies~ ~e extent of t~eir

involvement, &~ould you wish to engage them would ~e a ~ntter of ~t~:
agreement. : have no doubt they can provide JOU with en excel:&n: ar~y

of services. :ontact either ~4rley 3rown or Garlar-d Gordon.

If you p~ve any questions regaring the topics discussed in :~is :e::er t

please contact ?~S K~eutzberg of ~y staif. I look :cr~ard :0 you~

continuing cooperation in this matter~

3incer~ly yours,
C.':6:"-~: ,,: :J

Jr. Knox Xellon
State Historic ?reserlation Officer
Office of Histo~ic Prese~{ation

HK:pbp
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cc: Advisory Council on Historic ?reservation
P.O. ilox 25085
Denver, CO 8c225

Daniel Tovnsend, Jirector
Circulation and Distribution Program
Community Redevelopment Agency
City of Los Angeles
727 West 7th Street, Suite 400
Los Angeles, CA 90017

Alan Steiner
Project Management Division
Urban Mass Transportation Administration
Region IX
Tvo Embarcadero Center, Suite 620
San Francisco, CA 94111

Interagency Archeological Services
Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service
Box 36062
San Francisco, CA 94102

FIGURE 6-54B

Advisory
Council On
Historic
Preservation

1522 K Street NW.
Washington D.G.
20005

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

WHEREAS, the Urban Mass Transportation Administration

(UMTA) proposes to assist the City of Los Angeles, California,

with the construction of the Los Angeles Downtown People

Mover Project; and,

WHEREAS, UMTA, in consultation with the California State

Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), has determined that this

undertaking as proposed would have an adverse effect upon

Union Station and other properties included in or eligible

for the NatiGnal Register of Historic Places; and,

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic

Preservation Act of 1966 (16 U.S.C. Sec. 470f, as amended,

90 Stat. 1320) Section 800.4(d) of the regulations of the

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (Council), "Pro

tection of Historic and Cultural Properties" '36 CFR Part 800),

UMTA has requested the comments of the Council; and,

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 800.6 of the Council's

regulations, representatives of the Council, UMTA, the Cali

fornia SHPO, and the Mayor, City of Los Angeles have consul

ted and reviewed the undertaking to consider feasible and

prudent alternatives to avoid or satisfactorily mitigate the

adverse effect;



NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed that the under

taking will be implemented in accordance with the attached

proposal from Edward R. Fleischman, Acting Director, Office

of Program Analysis, UMTA to satisfactorily mitigate or mini

mize adverse·effects on the above-mentioned properties.

(date)

Executive Director
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

BJ:u+-r (date,S"_"'''''''''
Chairman
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
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PROPOSAL FOR INCLUSION IN A

:1EMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

The City of Los Angeles (the City) proposes to constr~ct, with

assistance from the Urban Mass Transportation Administration

(UMTA), a Downtown People Mover transi~ system in Los Angeles.

UMTA will ensure that in the implementation of this project

the following stipulations will be met:

1. The City will prepare a recordation of the historic pro

perties adversely affected by the project according to the

standards of the National Architectural and Engineering

Record (NAER) of the Heritage Conservation and Recreation

Service. This recordation will be consistent with the

goal of documenting the current appearance of buildings or

properties or those elements of bUilaings or properties

that will be adversely affected by the proposed project.

In those instances where the project does not involve the

physical alteration of an historic property and the adverse

effect on buildings, properties or their settings will be

primarily visual, the recordation will be confined to a

photographic survey with appropriate documentation as de

termined by NAER. The City will make such a photographic

record with appropriate documentation as determined by

NAER of the 'following eleven (11) .properties:

City ~all, 200 :ror~:: 39r:':1C; .3':.::'ee~

(a£=ec~ed viewshed cn:y)

Su~way Terminal Buil~ing, 413-417 South Hill Stree~

Federal Title 3uild~ng, 437 South H~ll Stree~

Title Guarantee Building, 401 West Fifth Street

Edison 3uilding, 601 Nest F~=~~ Street

Fifth Street Retaining Wall, Fifth Street across
from Los Angeles Central Library

St. Paul's Cathedral, 615 South Figueroa Street

Fire Station No. 28, 644 South Figueroa Street

3arker Brothers Building, 800 West Seventh Street

Brownstein-Louis Building, 751 South Figueroa Stree~

Union Station, 300 North Alameda Street
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_~ ~~e i~5tance whe~e the 2roject will ~~~~i=~.~~e ~n!slc~_

al~era~i~n of the proper~YI i~e., Cnion Station laDO ~o~~h

A:ameda St~eet-), ~he recordation and ~cc~mentation will

~eet ~he appro~riate standards ~£ the ~JAER ~nd ~ay extend

The l~cation of the DP~ guideway ~n Fi;ueroa Street south of

Seventh Street may be changed from the west side of the street

to t~e center of the street. A guideway alignment in the

center of the street would have an adverse visual impac~ on

::he Friday ~10rIling Club, 940 Sout!1 Fi;ueroa Street. If the

center of Figueroa variation is adopted, recordation of the

Friday Morning Club will be done in the same manner as with

the aforementioned properties.

Documentation on each ad~ersell affected property will be pre-,

pared in accordance with ~~ER standards and submitted to NAER

by November 1, 1980. The City will prepare an RFP for the

photographic survey in consultation with the SHPO and release

the RFP by July 1, 1980. If the NAER has not commented by

sixty (60) days after receipt of the submission, UMTA and the

City may assume that the submission is acceptable.

2. With respect to design, configuration, color and material

of the guideway and support columns, the City will use

techniques such as light-colored materials, open stations,

transparent elevator shafts, and other optical devices to

reduce any adverse visual impact of the DPM. With respect

to placement of support columns, the objective will be to

locate columns so that they do not interfere with the

frontal view of the historic buildings listed in Item 1.

An effort will be made to place support columns so that

these historic buildings are located in mid-span between

columns. This will be done consistent with engineering

requirements and the overall visual appearance of the DPM

system.

Preservation Officer \SHFO) regarding the architec~u~al

elements of the system. The SHPO will be consulted at the

earliest possible time in the design process when the gen

eral architectural criteria for the system are being de

veloped. The SHPO will provide input to tne development

of the general architectural criteria as they relate to

historic EJroper"::ies. This consultation ·.vill occur prior

to the first scheduled meeting in t~e City's design review

?rocess. The SHPO will also be requested to ccrrmen":: during

regularly scheduled architectural design reviews of DPM

fixed facilities. The SHPO's comments will focus on ques

tions of design, shape and finishes of system elements as

they relate to historic properties. The SHPO will receive

timely notice of the design review meetings, will receive

preparatory materials, and will be given a level of docu

mentation sufficient to permit adequate review and cowment.

The SHPO will provide ,such comment within fifteen (15) da._

of each design review meeting, and will have its comments

recorded in the action memoranda prepared to document the

decis~on-making process for design considerations. The

SHPO reserves the right to request additional meetings

with project staff if it becomes necessary in the opinion

of the SHPO to do so.

Such review and comment pursuant to Stipulation 2 will

allow the SHPO and UMTA to determine whether there are de

sign alternatives that ,would avoid or satisfactorily miti

gate adverse effects of this project on historic properties,

or if not, whether adverse effects can be accepted. If

the City's preferred design alternative is not mutually

acceptable, the City and UMTA will request the review of

the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP). For

this purpose, the ACHP will be afforded thirty (30) days

from the date of receipt of adequate documentation.
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~. S?eci:~cations for JPM vehicles have been de'leloped ~o

limit the opera~i~g ~ai3e of ~he system to p~9scrib2d

levels. The City and UMTA will insure that the DPM system

is constructed in conformance with these vehicle specifi

cations.

4. The City will undertake to prepare and locate prominently

in the intercept facilities an interpretive historic dis

play consisting of an architectural/historical and archaeo

logical (if appropriate) narrative with profes3ionally

prepared visual aids describing the historic values along

the DPM route. The display will be prepared by the City

with the assistance of appropriate authorities. Inter

ested local historic preservation organizations authorities,

and SHPO will be consulted during the preparation of the

display. Consideration will be given to preparing a bro

chure to accompany the display. The City will inform SHPO

of the decision regarding the brochure by November 1, 1983.

5. The protection of archaeological resources will be accomp

lished under the following procedures:

a. A 3econd phase study, building upon conclusions

and recommendations of the first phase Archaeological

Resources Survey (June, 1978), will be undertaken

with the objective of identifying, as precisely as

possible, the location, type, extent, and signifi

cance of potential archaeological resources along

the route in the areas determined to be archaeologically

sensitive. The City consulted with the SHPO in de

veloping the scope of work and the intended research

questions to be addressed.

b. The City will retain a qualified archaeologist for a

third phase study to analyze the core samples taken

during final design to determine the presence or

absence of archaeological values at proposed column
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location.=;. .t-'JlI such values ~'lhici;. ~,.-o 2:D.co'-lntere:':: :c:i. .. ..:..

be described and evaluated.

c. Based on the results of the second and third phase

studies, and in consultation with the SHPO, the

City and UMTA will prepare doclli~entation on potentially

eligible sites for a deter~ination of eligibility

for the National Register of Historic Places. This

documentation will be submitted to the Department of
the Interior within thirty (30) days of the completion

of the third phase study.

d. At those sites determined eligible for the National

Register of Historic Places, the City and UMTA will

consult with the SHPO in determining the potential

effects of the undertaking on the historic properties

and in determining whether column locations or con

struction methods can be reasonably modified so that

archaeological resources are avoided.

e. If it is mutually agreed that there is ~o practicable

alternative to avoid the archaeological resources the

City and UMTA will consult "with the SHPO to decide an

an acceptable program for data recovery.

f. If it is determined necessary by the City, ur1TA, and

the SHPO, a qua~ified archaeologist will be retained

to monitor excavation and grading work during con

struction and to evaluate archaeological remains un

covered during construction. If the resources dis

covered are eligible for the National Register of

Historic Places, the City will follow the provisions

of the Council's regulations dealing with resources

discovered during constr~ction 136 CPR 800.7(a)).
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6. Modifications to the DPM Project which could require addi

tional findings of effect under the provisions of 36 CFR

BOO shall be submitted to the SHPO by the City and UMTA

for cons~ltation.

C:n~:~~H~storic
Preservation Officer

~:-;.i'_ /-;~,,--_.~':
C~ty of Los Angeles

~ (1) 100
Date

Date
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The proposed DPM alignment runs through some of the oldest

portions of Los Angeles. The area from Pershing Square to

Union Station has been an area of continuous development and

redevelopment of the urban core. The area from Pershing

Square to Convention Center was developed much later, pri

marily in the twentieth century, and thus has significantly

less potential for archaeological remains.

Generally, wherever the DPM is close to the street right-of

way, the lower the potential for archaeological remains.

However, early grading plans for many of the streets can not

be located and it is difficult to determine the extent of

previous disturbance because of street grading. Utility

lines generally run close to the edge of the streets and

the disturbance for their placement has been fairly substan

tial.
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north-south direction approximately in front of the Los Ange

les City Hall. Recent excavations for the Placita del

Dolores at el Pueblo de Los Angeles (just northeast of

the Plaza area) have confirmed the presence of the Zanja in

that location, and tend to substantiate the likelihood that

the Zanja may run through Father Serra Park. There is less

documentation for the other locations along First Street and

Los Angeles Street, but the possibility must be considered

in planning for column locations and excavations. (It should

be noted that the Zanja was not just one water distribution

line but was a network of lines serving both agricultural

and domestic uses in the 19th Century. The Zanja originated

at an old mill, whose location has not been firmly pinpointed

but which has been suggested as being northeast of the present

el Pueblo area. From the origin the water lines spread south

and west to serve the developing metropolis. It was aban

doned in the late 19th Century for health reasons and re

placed with an enclosed water system.)

Placing the DPM above ground limits the area of potential

effects on archeological resources to those sites where

columns will be placed. The cut and cover tunnel through

Bunker Hilt is in an area that has been thoroughly disturbed

already and where there is little likelihood of archaeologi

cal remains. If archaeological remains are found, it might

be possible to shift column locations to avoid them or to

follow agreed-upon procedures for excavation, salvage or

recordation. The map and literature search conducted during

preliminary engineering has suggested the possibility of

potential resources but the actual presence of those resources

has not been confirmed.

The UCLA Archaeological Survey was queried in April, 1978,

and responded in May, 1978, regarding the potential for

archaeological remains in the Bunker Hill area. They were

furnished with the grading plans for Bunker Hill, prepared

in 1969, which show approximately forty feet of excavation

at the top of the hill. The potential for archaeological

remains in the tunnel section of the DPM through Bunker Hill

is considered unlikely.

Old maps and directories were consulted regarding the devel

opment of Los Angeles in the 19th and early 20th centuries.

This map and literature search identified the possible posi

tions of the Zanja Madre ("mother ditch") at various loca

tions along the route, primarily at Father Serra ?ark (see

Section 6-240), possibly crossing Los Angeles Street in an

east-west direction roughly between the current Parker Center

and the Federal Building, and crossing First Street in a

• Probable Effects of the Project and Planning to Minimize
Harm
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Because final column locations and column configurations

will not be known until final engineering, effects of the DPM

on potential archaeological resources cannot be specified.

Areas of greater potential for archaeological remains have

been identified in Archaeological Resources Survey, Los

Angeles Downtown People Mover Project (Greenwood and Asso

ciates, June 1978). Procedures to further identify areas of

potential resources and protect those that might be found

have been developed in consultation with the SHPO and the

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. An additional

map and literature search to pinpoint the location of re

sources and archaeological monitoring of soil borings for

column location studies have been scheduled for early 1980.

Additional mitigation procedures for potential archaeological

resources are outlined in the Memorandum of Agreement re

produced in Section 6-540.
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DPM operations would also result in some unavoidable adverse

environmental impacts, including:

The proposed project would result in some adverse environ

mental effects which cannot be completely avoided or miti

gated. This applies to both the construction and operation

phases of the project. It is the purpose of this section

to summarize the nature and extent of these effects. A de

tailed description of individual impacts can be found in the

correspondinq impact sections of this report. (see Chapter 5)

Most construction impacts will be temporary and limited to

specific sites in the downtown area. Construction of the

proposed project would result in:

• the displacement of three busine~ses employing about
20-30 persons.

• estimated annual losses in property tax revenues re
sulting from business displacement of about $16,000
(City and County combined).

• temporary increase in noise levels near· construction
sites •

•. reduced sidewalk and street capacity, increased traffic
congestion, reduced travel speeds at certain locations.

• presence of unsightly construction equipment, contri
buting to a general sense of disorder.

• increased risk of traffic accidents.

• reduced accessibility to some residences and businesses
along the proposed route, resulting in minor losses in
retail sales.

• a minor increase in solid waste from the construction
program.

• a minor increase in air pollution from construction
vehicles.

• removal of several mature trees, and the pruning or
replacement of other trees and shrubs.

• constraints on emergency vehicle access.

• some view obstructions and other visual incompati
bilities due to the placement of the DPM guideway
and stations.

• increased traffic congestion in the general vicinity
of the intercept parking sites.

• reduced traffic capacity along certain segments of
Figueroa street.

• minor increase in carbon :r~onoxidz em:t5:;1.0nS near the
inte~ce2t parking facilities.

• a slight increase in the demand for electrical energy.

• potential for limiting emergency access and eqress
from certain buildings due to placement of the guide
way.

• acquisition of small ~~ounts of open space and park
land for right-of-way.





The long-term effects of system operation will be to encourage

implementation of the adopted plans for downtown Los Angeles~

including the Central City Community Plan, the Central Bus

iness District Redevelopment Plan (particularly the south

Park Plan), the Bunker Hill Redevelopment Plan, and the Little

Tokyo Redevelopment Plan. The most significant long-term

effects of DPM operation will be in the areas of economics,

transportation, and aesthetics.

The distinction between short and long-term effects of the

DPM is largely the distinction between its construction and

operation. Short-term effects are primari.ly confined- to the

39-month estimated construction schedule, whereas the effects

of a more lasting nature occur as the system becomes opera

tional. Throughout the environmental analysis, operational

effects and conditions have been evaluated for the year 1990.

This is sufficiently far into the future to assure that the

long-term trends have been established.

8-000 ·THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SHORT-TERM USES OF MAN'S
E~"IRONMENT AND THE MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF
LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY
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will be improved circulation/distribution service within down

town. Transit service will be faster, more predictable, and

more reliable. Travel times will therefore be lower. The

DPM system will encourage the use of peripheral parking

facilities and will reduce the number of bus miles and

auto miles of travel in the downtown area. Transit ridership

as a whole will increase, and operating costs per rider will

decrease. Thus, the downtown transportation system will be

more productive.

Another important long-term effect of DPM operation is visual.

The DPM guideway and stations will become an important archi

tectural element in the downtown cityscape--an element that

will influence the location and design of new buildings along

the route. This is most likely in areas such as Figueroa

Street, south of 7th, where the likelihood of new buildings

replacing older structures is fairly high. Design opportuni

ties for linking new structures visually and physically with

the DPM will be a long-term influence on the shape and style

of the cityscape. The visual effects will therefore contri

bute to the long-term productivity of the downtown area.

The long-range economic effects will be to encourage growth

in previously undeveloped or underdeveloped areas. Growth

will take the form of new building or increased use of older

structures. The DPM system will thus encourage rehabilitation

efforts currently underway.

The overall economic effect will be to reinforce the position

of the central business district vis-a-vis the city and the

region; to make downtown a place where more people live and

work; and to increase the attraction of the downtown area to

businesses, residents, and visitors. The long-term productiv

ity of the area will thus be improved.

The major long-term transportation effect of DPM operation

The treatment of short/long-term relationships presented in

this Section differs from the type normally found in Environ

mental Impact statements. Rather than using narrative, a sQmnary

chart has been prepared. This chart (Table 8-00A) identifies

impact categories--t.;le short-term effects which would be ex

perienced during the DPM construction phase and the long-term

effects which could be expected as the system becomes opera

tional. This format clearly and concisely identifies short

term/long-term relationships of the DPM system.
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'fABLE a-OOA

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SHORT TERM USES OF MAN'S ENVIRONMENT AND THE MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF LONG TERM PRODUCTIVITY

Transportation:

Regional transportation

Local traffic and

transportation service

SHORT TERM EFFECTS OF CONSTRUCTION

• Sli9ht decline in accessibility to
certain CBD bus destinations

• Some rerouting of CBD buses may be
required

• Some increase in internal CBD travel
time

• Reduced capacity, slower speeds, and
increased travel time for downtown
streets affected by construction

• Some rerouting of downtown trips
may occur

LONG TERM EFFECTS OF OPERATION

• Increased connection with other modes
of travel

• Improved CBD travel times for DPM and
bus patrons

• Enhanced capability of fostering car~

pools

• Increased efficiency of busway service

• Intercept concept fosters improved reg
ional bus efficiency

• Reduced bus miles in downtown area

• Potential for improving CBD bus and
minibus service

• Increased local transit ridership

• Reduced need for additional CBD park
ing capacity

• Reduced travel time for trips made in
the CBD

• Increased accessibility to CBD activity
centers

• Reduced auto trip miles in downtown area

•
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Economic Effects

Regional economy

Local Economy

TABLE 8-00A continued

SHORT TERM EFFECTS OF CONSTRUCTION

• Increased employment (1332 person
years) in construction trades

• Increased sales to regional materials
suppliers

• Increased business activity result
ing from multiplier effect

• Slignt decline in local business
activity resulting from disruption

• Local employment increased in con
struction trades

• CBD capture of some portion of con
struction worker spending

• Three businesses displaced
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LONG TERM EFFECTS OF OPERATION

• Increase in permanent employment
accruing to some regional residents

• Increase in tax revenues for city,
county state, and federal jurisdictions

• Increased employee spending induced
by DPM results in regional multiplier
effects

• Increase of $90 million in annual re
tail sales

• Increase of 100,000 sq. ft. in retail
floor space

• Increase in value of local land and
improvements

• Increases in payrolls and local per
capita spending

• Increases in sales, property, and hotel
tax receipts

• 8000 Additional employees in DPM corri
dor
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Land Use Changes:

TABLE 8-00A continued

SHORT TERM EFFECTS OF CONSTRUCTION

• Construction activities produce dis
ruption which has minor negative
effect on effective use of existing
improvements along route

LONG TERM EFFECTS OF OPERATION

• Office space increased by 1.0-1.1
million sq. ft.

• 700,000-800,000 sq. ft. of regional
office headquarters induced

• Accelerated development of several
proposed projects

• 160,000 hotel rooms per night demand
increase annually

• One additional 500-600 room hotel

• Increased occupancy of existing hotels

• Opportunities for physical link among
buildings and activities

• Additional 630 units of market rate
housing in Bunker Hill by 1990

• Addition 1300-1500 units of market rate
housing in South Park by 1990

• Increased absorption rate of housing
in Bunker Hill and South Park

• Two vacant parcels not available for
alternative use



Effects on Local Residents;

Visual and Aesthetics;

TABLE a-OOA continued

SHORT TERM EFFECTS OF CONSTRUCTION

• Some residential locations exper
ience disruption, in terms of in
creased noise, visual intrusjon,
and reduced access (applies to both
permanent residents and hotel guests)

• Substantial visual intrusion from
construction activities and equip
ment

• Perceived sense of disorder
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LONG TERM EFFECTS OF OPERATION

• Additional residential units made
available in Bunker and South Park

• Increased accessibility to activity
centers

• Additional 3300 permanent residents
induced by 1990

• Change in demographic and social mix
of downtown residents

• Increased access for elderly and handi
capped to special services at Bunker
Hill elderly housing project

• Barrier free system provides improved
mObility to all elderly and handicapped
residents

• Improved visual access to DPM corridor

• Change in city scape - opportunity to
use DPM as unifying architectural ele
ment as land uses are recycled

• New vistas for DPM passengers

• 'Some visual obstructions, produced by
guideway and stations located in close
proximity to some buildings and passing
over pedways

• Some visual incompatibilities, produced
by guideway in close proximity to certain
historic buildings
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Air Quality and £~~£gy:

Noise and Vibration:

TABLE 8-00A continued

SHORT TERM EFFECTS OF CONSTRUCTION

• Slight increase in emissions from
construction equipment and worker's
autos

• Slight increase in fugitive dust

• Minor energy consumption for manu
facture and installation of DPM
components

• Significant increases in perceived
noise levels during certain times
of the day

~ Noise levels at sensitive receptors
exceeding recommended maximum levels

~ Vibration not expected to be a problem

LONG TERM EFFECTS OF OPERATION

• Slight decrease in total daily emissions
in study area

• Carbon monoxide concentration slightly
higher at parking intercepts

• Slight increase in overall energy demand

• DPM provides for flexible energy source,
should shortages require shift to alter~

native fuel

• Minor changes in ambient noise levels

• No vibration impacts

• Increased visibility and new views of
·some sites

• Right of way required in vicinity of
some potential landmarks

Archaeological and Hiscoric
Sites:

• Potential for disturbing archaeolog
ical remains if they exist

• Visual obstruction of certain historic
sites

• Partial view obstruction of some build
ings

-
• Increased accessibility to some sites
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TABLE 8-00A conclusion

Other Local Conditions:

Community services

Parks and open space

~HORT TERM EFFECTS OF CONSTRUCTION

• Possible impedance to emergency
vehicles

• Some visual, noise and access
problems

LONG TERM EFFECTS OF OPERATION

• Additional police service reqnired.
Some fire access problems

• Increased accessibility. Some visual
intrusion

Safety and security

Vegetation and wildlife

• Increased vehicular accident potential • Minor increase in opportunity for
cri~es. I~prQved accident safety for
DPM patrons

• Some disturbance of plant life and _ Additional tree and shrub plantings
animal habitats



,
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The development and construction of a people mover system in

downtown Los Angeles represents the commitment of various
types of resources by several levels of government and portions
of the private sector. To the extent that these resources

cannot be readily renewed, their commitment may be considered

irretrievable. To the extent that the use of these resources

results in a perceived permanent addition to the downtown, the
commitment of these resources are irreversible. Neither term

is entirely appropriate, however, because permanency is a

relative term, and hence resources once committed may at least

be partially recycled to other uses at some point in the future.

Nevertheless, a commitment of some resources is required by

the project, and it is the purpose of this section to briefly

identify such commitments.

commitment is substantial, the resulting public service pro

duces benefits in terms of expanded employment, increased

mobility for users of downtown, improved travel times for
trips with downtown destinations, and monetary benefits in
terms of increased local spending and tax revenues.

Materials such as concrete aggregate, cement, lumber, steel,

and fabricated metals are all resources that would be irre

trievably committed with the construction of the proposed pro

ject. Some materials would be produced locally and others

would be produced elsewhere. Although these materials are

not necessarily in abundance, their use is in quantities which

will have little effect on their overall availability.

9-000

9-100

IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

LAND

9.300

9-400

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

MANPOWER

Labor which is expended in the design and construction of the
DPM cannot be recovered. However, ·the requirement for this
labor is, in itself, a benefit to members of the local con

struction trades. Secondary local and regional economic
benefits also result from this expenditure of labor.

Energy consumed both during construction and operation of the

DPM system constitutes an irretrievable commitment of resources.

Energy required for construction will be a combination of

electrical energy and energy derived from petroleum products.

Energy used for system operation will be primarily electrical,

supplied by the City of Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power.

A substantial portion of the proposed DPM system will be con
structed in public rights of way, ·primarily some portions of

the downtown street system. However, the taking of privately
owned land would be required for intercept facilities in the
vicinity of the Convention Center and Union Station. Also,

the use of a portion of certain other privately owned property

would be required for guideway or station uses along the route.

The proposed project therefore requires the commitment of a

resource which is becoming more scarce, in a general sense.

However, the use of land in a highly urbanized downtown area

also represents the latest in a series of reuses. It may

therefore be considered as part of the recycling process which
affects all urbanized land.

9-500 ENERGY

9-200 MONEY

The capital which would be committed to the construction of

the proposed project cannot be retrieved. Although this
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Energy used during construction would be partially expended
locally and partially expended outside the region, for the
manufacture and transportation of certain systems components.
Recent experience with other forms of transportation systems
has demonstrated that the energy used for construction, when

compared with the energy used during a system's useful life

time, can be as much as 20 percent of the total energy con
sumed by the system. According to energy estimates for DPM

construction and operation, this would appear not to be the

case, with DPM construction energy accounting for only 10

percent of total system energy consumed over a fifty-year

lifetime.

The greatest portion of energy consumed by DPM operation is

used for traction, or that power which directly operates the

vehicles. Far lesser portions of total energy consumption
are required for other elements of the system. This being

the case, the consumption of operation energy bears a direct
relationship to actual use-of the system. It should also be
recognized that the DPM is powered by electricity, which may

be generated by various fuels. The system therefore has the
flexibility to adapt to changing fuel supply conditions, such
that future changes in the teChnology of electrical power

generation can be easily accommodated by the system.



CHAPTER 10

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

STATEMENT

10-100 Introduction

The initial circulation period for the Draft EIS began on

July 20, 1979 and was scheduled to end on September 4, 1979.

Several requests were received to extend the circulation

period by 15 days and these were granted, resulting in the

official end of circulation on September 19, 1979. Thirty-five

commenting letters were received from federal, state and local

agencies, private organizations, and concerned citizens. The

official public hearing was held on August 28, 1979. After

noon and evening sessions were held in the auditorium of the

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power at 111 North Hope

Street, Los Angeles, California. Testimony was taken on this

date before an appointed hearing officer. During the hearing,

a total of 22 persons presented oral testimony. The tran

script of the public hearing may be inspected at the offices

of the Urban Mass Transportation Administration in Washington,

D.C. and locally at the offices of the Los Angeles Community

Redevelopment Agency.

All substantive comments are included in this chapter with a

response provided to each comment. In some cases the indi

vidual comments have not been reproduced verbatim. Public

hearing comments were treated the same as commenting letters.

To reproduce them in their entirety would have been too lengthy

and therefore excerpts and summaries were used, paying careful

attention to accurately and completely represent the original

comments. Notations identifying the commentor(s) appear after

each comment. The material provided in the Draft EIS has been

revised as necessary to adequately address the comments.

Changes in the text are identified by a vertical bar in the

mars-in.
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The following are the agencies, organizations and private

citizens who commented on the Los Angeles Downtwon People

Mover Project's Draft Environmental Impact Statement during

the circulation period.

Federal Agencies

• General Services Administration (GSAl

• U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service
(Agriculture)

• U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

• U.S. Department of the Interior, (Interior)

• U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Admini
stration (FHWA)

• U.S. Department of Transportation, Office of the Secretary
(DOT)

• U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

California State Agencies

• Air Resources Board (ARB)

• California Department of Transportation (CALTRANS)

• California Transportation Co~ission (CTC)

• Governor's Office, Office of Planning and Research (OPR)

• State Lands Commission (State Lands)

Regional Agencies

• Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)

• South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD)

County Agencies

• Los Angeles County Flood Control District (LACFCD)

• Los Angeles County Transportation Commission (LACTC)

City Agencies/Departments

• Los Angeles Department of City Planning (City Planning)

• Los Angeles Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
(City Engineering)
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• Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD)

• Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD)

Organizations

• California Mart (California Mart)

• California Paralyzed Veterans Association (Paralyzed Veterans)

• Coalition for Rapid Transit (CRT)

• Jonathan Club (John R. Shiner, Counsel)

• League of Women Voters, Los Angeles Chapter (LWV)

• Los Angeles Central City Association (CCA)

• Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce (Chamber)

• Los Angeles City Council for the Handicapped (Handicapped
Council)

• Los Angeles Conservancy (Conservancy)

• Los Angeles County Federation of Labor (Labor Federation)

• Los Angeles Visitors and Convention Bureau ( Visitors Bureau)

• National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP)

• Scenic Shoreline Preservation Conference (Shoreline)

• Sierra Club Los Angeles Chapter (Sierra)

• Society for California Archaeology (SCA)

Individuals

• Gregory Goldin

• Johnathan Hartman

• Natalyn Levin

• Richard Marvin

• Rodney E. Nelson

• T.A. Nelson

• Vince Petito

• Ronn S. Pickard

• Joy Picus, Los Angeles City Councilwoman, Third District

• Ray Ferny, Deputy Mayor, City of Los Angeles

• Pat Russell, Los Angeles City Councilwoman, Sixth District
member, Los Angeles County Transportation Commission

• Robert Sarnoff

• Samuel Schiffer

• David Seidman

• Richard A. Stromme

• Everett Welmers, Board Member, Community Redevelopment
Agency

• Michael Winn

• Julian Wolinsky



10-200 Comments and Responses by Topic

10-210 Alternatives

COMMENT 1:

The minibus system meets the transportation needs in downtown

now and could do so in the future. (R. Nelson, Wolinsky)

RESPONSE 1:

The minibus system fulfills a viable transportation function

in downtown and will continue to do so with the DPM in opera

tion. However, in terms of carrying capacity, comfort and

service frequency, the DPM provides improved service to a

level which would not be practical with the minibus system.

COMMENT 2:

Minibuses would cost less to operate than the DPM. (CRT,

Schiffer)

RESPONSE 2:

The current minibus service operates at approximately $3.30

per vehicle-mile, in contrast to DPM operating costs of $1.66

per vehicle-mile in 1978 dollars. If the minibus service

were expanded such that it would have the same passenger

carrying capacity as the DPM, it would cost about $13,827,000

annually to operate. This is in contrast to DPM operating

costs of $4,441,000 annually. The cost estimate for minibus

o?erations is based on the assumption that the minibus service

could accommodate the same maximum one-way link volume as the

DPM (3500 passengers/hour during the peak hour). It is further

assumed that the minibus could carry half this volume, or

1750 passengers, during the peak 20 minutes. For a minibus

route which roughly parallels the DPM route, this would re

quire 153 vehicles operating at average peak hour headways of

21 seconds. Both the DPM and minibus operating cost estimates
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~nclude intercept operating costs of $325,000.

COMMENT 3:

The rerouting of the minibus shown in the DEIS would bypass

the California Mart. (California Mart)

RESPONSE 3:

The alternative minibus routes in the DEIS should be regarded

as assumptions used only for estimating capital and operating

costs, patronage, and other factors. The actual routing that

will be in place in 1990 is largely a matter of speculation

at this stage. The SCRTD will be responsible for proposing

actual route changes.

COMMENT 4:

The DEIS does not present a convincing case for the superior

ity of the DPM over the improved bus system. (Conservancy)

RESPONSE 4:

The reasons for selecting the People Mover project are dis

cussed in Sections 3-320 and 3-410 of the DEIS (pages 3-19

through 3-24). The Improved Bus system was found to be not

competitive with the DPM for the following reasons.

(1) The Improved Bus alternative would not
markedly act to reinforce downtown growth
trends, particularly in terms of the sense of
permanency that the DPM provides.

(2) The Improved Bus alternative does not function
effectively with fringe parking facilities.

(3) The Improved Bus alternative cannot be auto
mated for increased efficiency.

(4) The Improved Bus alternative is not grade
separated, and therefore it must compete
with other street traffic.
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(5) The Improved Bus alternative does not
efficiently link downtown hotels with
the Convention Center.

(6) The Improved Bus alternative would not
have as marked an effect on downtown
retail sales.

(7) The Improved Bus alternative would likely
produce greater noise impacts.

(8) The Improved Bus alternative would produce
greater daily air pollutants, with the
exception of sulfur oxides.

COMMENT 5:

Buses would be more flexible than the DPM to meet future needs

to the USC campus, etc.

COMMENT 6:

There is insufficient basis for the statement in the DEIS

that the improved bus alternative would not contribute signi

ficantly toward reinforcing downtown growth trends. The DEIS

contains many subjective, questionable statements about the

ability of the bus system to function effectively with fringe

~=~king facilities and its inferiority in reinforcing growth

~rends because of its lack of per~anence. The flexibility

of a bus system (as demonstrated in other cities) could be

argued to make for greater growth potential. (Conservancy)

for expansion. (LWV, Picus)
RESPONSE 6:

RESPONSE 5:

One advantage of buses is route flexibility. As demand pat

terns shift, bus lines can be rerouted. But unless employ

ment and land use densities along the DPM corridor change

radically, route fl'exibility is not an issue. Travel demand

within the corridor is well established because of high den

sity, particularly in the financial district. And, as Bunker

Hill is developed, travel demand within the DPM corridor will

be reinforced. A fixed guideway makes sense in areas with

high density and stable development patterns, such as the

Wishire Core and downtown Los Angeles.

The DPM will be designed with the potential for growth and

expansion in mind. Depending on the level of demand, the

number of cars per train can be changed, and the number of

trains in service can be modified. Changes in consist and

headways provide a surprising degree of operational flexi

bility.

Furthermore, there are a number of options for extending the

DPM alignment; e.g., to the east side of downtown, or south

Economic impact analyses conducted during Phase II Alternatives

Analysis evaluated three system-level alternatives - the

"Nu~l" or no project alternative, the "Improved Bus" alter

native, and the "Improved Bus/DPM" alternative (see Section

3-200 for description). The evaluation of the economic

growth impacts were based on an assessment of the way in which

each alternative served to strengthen linkages between centers

of economic activity in the downtown and to improve personal

mobility for trips related to economic purposes. The basic

findings were that both the Improved Bus and Improved Bus/DPM

alternatives would reinforce downtown development and generate

additional retail sales above what was predicted under the

"Null" condition. However, the analysis concluded that the

Improved Bus/DPM alternative would have " .... a greater impact

on economic activity levels than the 'Bus' alternative does

because of the greater improvement in transit service .•. "

.and that the DPM, as a modern technology, would provide a

"visible" symbol of progress in downtown Los Angeles to help

" ... in efforts to werchandise downtown Los Angeles locations

to both office users and tourists from outside the Los Angeles

region ... " (Kahn, Kappe, Lotery, Boccato, Task Termination

Report on Economic and Social Evaluation, Circulation/Dis-



• tribution System Program: Tasks 60 and 61; August 25, 1976).

This evaluation estimated that the Improved Bus alternative

would generate an additional $9.9 million in 1990 annual re

tail sales and a cumulative (1976-1990) additional $80,000,000

in real estate development; by comparison, the Improved Bus/

DPM alternative would generate an additional $28.5 million in

1990 annual retail sales and a c~mulative (1976-1990) addi

tional $140,000,000 in real estate development.

In order to confirm these Phase II findings, an analysis was

conducted by Wilbur Smith and Associates during Phass III

analysis to evaluate the economic impact bus malls and semi

malls have had on the downtown areas of other cities, speci

fically Minneapolis (Nicol lett Mall), Portland (5th and 6th

Streets), Sacramento (K Street), Philadelphia (Chestnut Street),

and San Francisco (Market Street). It should be noted that

these bus-related improvements are more extensive than t~ose

which were outlined as part of the Improved Bus alternative.

General Economic Effects of Transit Malls

The Wilbur Smith and Associates study concluded that, gen

erally, the economic impacts of transit malls have been favor

able to CBD office and retail activity. However, the study

noted the following features:

"1. The City's commitment to build a transit mall
may be more important than its actual operation;

2. This commitment is always seen by merchants
and real estate people as a demonstration of
City Council support for downtown retailing;

3. This sYmbolic commitment by the City Coun9il
has influenced decisions by downtown retailers
in Portland and Chicago to retain their CBD
stores and in Portland brought an additional
department store (Nordstrom's) into the mall
area;
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4. Actual operation of the mall may be disappoint
ing in practice relative to the symbolic impact
of construction commitment;

5. It is practically impossible to identify tran
sit mall impacts clearly because of parallel
changes (e.g. new parking garages in Portland);
and

6. No auto-free zone type of improvement can by
itself reverse a long-term decline in CBD re
tail activity brought on by declining buying
power in residential areas accessible from
the CBD and by increasing competition from
outlying centers."

(Wilbur Smith and Associates, August 1, 1978. Memorandum:

"Economic Effects of Surface Bus Improvements.")

With respect to downtown Los Angeles, the Wilbur Smith and

Associates report concluded:

"1. The history of transit-preference improvements
in southern California suggests that exclusive
bus streets and reductions in motor vehicle
capacity will be approved only after thorough
citizen participation and design compromises.

2. The best potentials for such improvements
appear to be mainly on the east side of LACBD,
while the main land development potentials
are in Bunker Hill and along Flower and Figueroa
Streets.

3. The impact of such transit and pedestrian
preferences on surface streets will have a
generally favorable environmental impact
but only a limited economic impact. A
small net increase in retail employment might
be expected, but major developer commitments
to office buildings or stores cannot be ex
pected in the Los Angeles context."

Minibus service was established in December 1971 to provide

satellite parking at the Convention Center for recently com

pleted developments in the Bunker Hill/Financial District

area (from approximately 3rd Street south along Figueroa and
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Flower Streets to 6th Street). At that time, supporting high

rise parking structures associated with these new developments

had not as yet been constructed (e.g. ARCO garage). Initially,

the service was cost competitive, attaining a maximum patron

age of 740 monthly parkers in July 1973. Patronage dropped

to 120 in July 1976 and then to 59 in November 1976, after

the public transit strike. There was a further decline later

that year to an average of only 53 daily parkers during Jan

uary,1977 (Southern California Rapid Transit District, Board

Memorandum: "Proposed Discontinuance of Line 201 Convention

Center Park/Ride Service," January 24, 1977).

Among the major reasons cited by the Sou~hern California Rapid

Transit District (SCRTD) for the decline in patronage of the

Convention Center Park/Ride Service were the following:

(1) Subsidies provided for the service by many
tenants of the Bunker Hill/Financial District
area eroded as convenient on-site parking
became available;

(2) The District's overall service was improved
and Park/Ride services from outlying areas
were expanded;

(3) The Commuter Computer Van Pool Program was
expanded during and partially as the result
of the public transit strike.

(Southern California Rapid Transit District, Board Memorandum:

"Proposed Discontinuance of Line 201 Convention Center Park/

Ride Service," January 4, 1977).

This decline in patronage resulted in increased deficit fund

ing. As of November, 1976, the Convention Center Park/Ride

Service required an estimated annual subsidy by the SCRTD of

approximately $86,600. In consideration of the low-benefit

and low-cost effectiveness of this service, the SCRTD Board

discontinued the service on February 25, 1977.

The ge~eral conclusion which can be drawn is that a bus sys

tem can effectively function with fringe or peripheral park

ing facilities only if there is a shortage of available on

site parking, a private sector sUbsidy of the service, and

no other competing private and/or public transit service

which offers a more attractive alternative.

COMMENT 7:

The circulation/distribution functions of the people mover

could be performed just as well by a rapid transit system at

less cost. (CRT, LWV, Marvin, Stromme)

RESPONSE 7:

The proposed regional rail Starter Line has been designed to

provide regional line haul distribution service within a

specific corridor, in which is included the downtown portion

of the City of Los Angeles. As currently planned, the Starter

Line would have four stations operating in the downtown area,

as opposed to the thirteen stations planned for the DPM sys

tem. Thus, while the Starter Line, by virtue of its speed

and regional line haul capabilities, can provide efficient

distributor service, it cannot effectively provide circ~la

tion service without altering its functional design. As noted

in Section 3-410 of the DEIS, "from a design perspective, the

rail system cannot be adapted to fulfill the smaller scale

circulation/distribution needs of the downtown without nega

tively affecting its overall performance and cost. In order

to approach the scale of service needed for the downtown, the

rail station spacing would have to be reduced quite drama

tically, which would prevent it from achieving the travel

speeds which make it efficient from a line haul perspective."

COMMENT 8:

Certain configurations of rapid transit lines (e.g., a subway

"loop") can accomplish the same task as the DPM with a greater



degree of speed, convenience, and efficiency. This has been

independently confirmed in a memorandUm (FMT-79-8, July 16,

1979) by Cal trans. (NAACP)

RESPONSE 8:

The comment refers to a Cal trans memo which recommends that

the California Transportation Commission allocate $2.9 million

of state funds in FY 1979-80 toward the implementation of the

DP~. On page 2 of the memo, Caltrans states:

"An alternative to the DPM would be an extension
of the proposed Wilshire Rapid Transit line to
include a 2-3 mile segment of subway through
downtown to provide the necessary circulation
and distribution .... The principal disadvantage
of the subway extension alternative 'is the lack
of committed federal funding, which makes the
entire project uncertain."

The Cal trans memo hypothesizes that the subway loop alternative

"coul.d provide improved service over a DPM/Wilshire alternative,

by reducing total transfers and by avoidin~ different trans

portation technologies." This statement by no means "confirms"

that the subway loop alternative could accomplish the same

task as the DPM with "a greater degree of speed, convenience,

and efficiency," as claimed in the comment.

The issue of level of service must be viewed in the context

of the contrasting functions of the Wilshire subway and the

DPM. The Wilshire subway is a regional line haul mode, whose

function is to carry passengers at high speed over relatively

long distances. Maximum speed depends on the distance between

stations -- with shorter distances between stops, maximum de

sign speed cannot be attained. Subway trains are designed to,

reach a top speed of 70 miles per hour. The total trip time

for a commuter traveling from the Civic Center to North Holly

wood would be significantly increased, however, if the trains

had to loop around downtown, stopping every two or three blocks

to pick up other passengers. The slower speeds also mean re-
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duced operating efficiency for the subway, in terms of opera

ting cost per car-mile.

Similarly, express buses serve a line-haul function, and they

are more efficient than local buses when measured in ter~s of

operating cost per vehicle-mile. But their efficiency is re

duced when they have to pick up and discharge passengers in

a "local" mode at the beginning and end of the route. An ad

vantage of intercepting express buses at the Convention Center

and Union Station is that they can avoid a substantial amount

of the "stop-and-go" traffic in the CBD, thereby increasing

operating efficiency. The same principle applies to the sub

way. Thus, converting the line-haul function of the subway

into a local circulation/distribution function only reduces

the operating efficiency of the subway and increases travel

times for most subway patrons.

The issue of "convenience" usually relates to the need to

transfer from one mode to another; i.e. a trip that involves

a transfer is often considered less "convenient" than one

that does not. Considering that the DPM headway will be about

1.5 minutes in the peak period, the transfer time will be

minimal.

COMMENT 9:

supporting documentation for the automated people mover sug

gests that it would reduce bus operation costs from what other

wise would be necessary to accomplish the same distribution

functions.

However, this analysis did not consider an operating cost

comparison assuming that distribution is performed by the

Starter Line rather than the people mover. (LWV)
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RESPONSE 9:

The DEIS includes a cost analysis of five system alternatives,

including a "rail" alternative without the DPM. Costs of all

the alternatives include bus operations and are shown in

Table 3-31B of the DEIS.

COMMENT 10:

Construction of a DPM/subway route with subway trains running

on the DPM route would be economically more beneficial. (CRT,

Sierra)

RESPONSE 10:

The reasons for not selecting a downtown 'subway system with

many stops along the DPM corridor are described on page 3-24

of the DEIS.

COMMENT 11:

The DEIS does not seriously address alternatives to the DPM

for downtown circulation and distribution. (NAACP, LWV,

Pickard)

RESPONSE 11:

Various alternatives to the DPM have been analyzed throughout

the planning and engineering phases of the programs, including

alternative system, corridors, alignments and intercept sites.

A summary of these various analyses is provided in Chapter 3

of the DEIS.

COMMENT 12:

Electric buses were rejected in the alternatives analysis

~ecause of the visual impacts of overhead wires. (Wolinsky)

RESPONSE 12 :

Electric buses, or trolley coaches, are vehicles which draw

power from wires above street level. Because trolley coaches

have no capability to operate away from the power lines, their

movements can be blocked by minor accidents, fires, or other

temporary obstructions.

Size, speed, capacity, and many other components of trolley

coaches are similar to urban buses. Trolley coaches could

be substituted for buses to achieve quieter operation and

eliminate vehicle exhaust. However, a considerable capital

outlay would be necessary for vehicles and for the power

supply system, and electrical supply lines would likely be

criticized on aesthetic grounds.

It is for these reasons that trolley coaches were rejected as

part of a technology assessment conducted during early plan

ning studies.

COMMENT 13:

The DPM is not the only alternative that would increase

accessibility in the Pershing Square area. (Conservancy)

RESPONSE 13:

In addition to the DPM system, other modes can provide service

to the Pershing Square area including increased bus service on

several routes which currently serve the area, the introduc

tion of new bus routes to serve the area, and rerouting mini

bus service to better connect with the Pershing Square area.

Each of these potential improvements would increase accessi

bility to Pershing Square.

However, the DPM, with a station located at Pershing Square,

would also increase accessibility there, particularly when

coupled with fringe parking facilities. (The absence of

adequate parking in the Pershing Square area has been a major

factor preventing further commercial development in the area.)

(

•
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COMMENT 14:

The DPM/subway interface would be most awkward with the DPM

at 20 feet above ground and the subway 50 feet below. (CRT)

RESPONSE 14:

Vertical level changes of 50 to 150 feet are not unusual in

rapid transit subways and are accomplished by high speed

escalators. Washington and other cities have transfers from

buses and other modes occuring over this vertical distance;

the Moscow subway has a 200 foot long escalator. The vertical

distance between the DPM and subway would be traversed by

escalators and would require a minimum of movement along

sidewalks.

COMMENT 15 :

The people mover does not address the real transportation

needs of Los Angeles, which are regional. (NAACP, Winn, Goldin)

RESPONSE 15:

The DPM is part of the four-element Regional Transit Develop

ment Program, which includes in addition to the DPM, the re

gional rail Starter Line, the Transportation Systems Manage

ment Program, and freeway bus improvements. The DPM is there

fore part of an overall package designed to address regional

transportation needs.

COMMENT 16:

The People Mover would better serve the City if it were a

loop. (Picus)

RESPONSE 16:

As part of the Phase II studies of the program, a complete
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DPM network was defined, which would operate as a loop, con

sisting of three distinct segments. The presently proposed

DPM alignment was developed from the complete network as the

segment selected for initial implementation.

COMMENT 17:

The People Mover does not serve people from the Wilshire

0istrict, the Echo Park area, the central area, or the area

west of the Harbor Freeway. (Winn)

RESPONSE 17:

The People Mover system, as it is presently proposed, provides

links to public transportation services external to the CBD

in two ways. First, the location of intercept facilities at

Union Station and the Convention Center allows transfers from

bus routes approaching the CBD from several major corridors.

Second, with 13 DPM stations located throughout the CBD, trans

fers are possible from a great number of bus routes operating

both to and within the CBD. The DPM therefore provides im

proved overall public transportation service, through its

connectivity with the regional bus network, and the proposed

Starter Line, to the areas noted in the comment.

COMMENT 18:

The People Mover does not serve people in the area of the

California Mart. (California Mart)

RESPONSE 18:

The initial segment of the DPM will not directly serve the

area of the California Mart. However, the DPM will indirectly

improve transportation service to this area. By improving

general public transportation service in downtown, and by

reducing the need for buses along the DPM corridor, the DPM

can facilitate improved minibus and regular bus service to
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the garment district. An SCRTD supporting bus plan has been

developed, at a conceptual level, to complement DPM service.

Specific bus routes, assuming the DPM in operation, have not

yet been designed.

COMME~T 19:

The DPM does not serve the transit dependent or low income

workers in the garment district; it will serve the predominant

ly middle-high income people who work or have businesses on

the west side. (CRT, Ll4V)

RESPONSE 19:

The initial segment of the DPM will not directly serve the

low income worker in the garment district. It will serve

transit dependent persons either directly or indirectly. The

best example of potentially transit dependent persons that

will be served directly by the DPM are the estimated 1600

elderly or handicapped persons who will be living in the

Angeles Plaza development on Hill Street. Angeles Plaza will

be directly integrated into the Hill Street DPM Station.

Other transit dependent persons using the medical/social

services at Angeles Plaza or other community/government ser

vices along the route will also be served directly by the DPM.

Indirectly, by improving the general public transportation

service in downtown and by reducing the need for buses along

the DPM corridor, the DPM allows bus and minibus service in

other areas of downtown to be improved. An SCRTD bus support

plan has been developed at a conceptual level to complement

DPM service. Specific bus routes, assuming DPM in operation,

have not yet been designed.

COMMENT 20:

RESPONSE 2Q:

It is possible that having to transfer at the intercept sta

tions may discourage some travellers from using transit. On

the other hand, if the DPM brings a commuter closer to his

destination than the bus would, then he may prefer to make

the transfer to avoid a long walk at the end of the trip. If

the DPM results in a net reduction in total door-to-door tra

vel time, then bus ridership should actually increase. Fur

thermore, by intercepting buses SCRTD will not have to operate

as many bus-miles and bus-hours within the congested areas

of the CBD. These buses can then be used to increase bus

frequencies to and from downtown, thereby stimulating transit

demand.

The transfer time will also be much less than what is normally

experienced on bus to bus transfers. The DPM headway will be

about 1.8 minutes in the peak periods. This implies a wait

time of less than a minute, on the average. Escalator time

will be about one minute, making the total transfer time from

2 to 3 minutes.

It is also interesting to note that the success of the Starter

Line from Hollywood to downtown is dependent on passengers'

willingness to transfer. Depending on the station, from 43

to 76 percent of the Starter Line users will reach the MRT

stations via feeder bus. (Source: SCRTD, "Station Access

Mode Split Analysis", December 19, 1977)

•

Termination of bus lines at the two intercepts could

the use of public transit less attractive because of

to transfer. (Marvin)

make

the need.
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CO/1l·1E};T 21:

Building the DPM would use federal transit dollars and up to

$30 million in local matching funds that could be used for

other projects such as the Wilshire Starter Line or rapid

transit in transit dependent areas. (L~l, NAACP, Sierra, CRT,

Pieus, Goldin)

RESPC::lSE 2::

The federal transit dollars being used for the DPM are not

available for transit projects in Los Angeles other than the

downtown people mover. If the demonstration money that has

been committed to Los Angeles for development of a Downtown

People Mover is not used in Los Angeles, it will be used in

some other city for a downtown people mover. It cannot be

transferred to other transit projects in the area.

The local match for the LADPM is composed of $12.0 million

in local land contributions and $1.7 million in cash. The

land being contributed as part of the local match consists

of land along the DPM route; none of it could be used for

local match for the rapid transit line.

Local share monies for the Starter Line have already been

set aside by the Los Angeles County Transportation Commission

and the California State Transportation Commission. The

minimal amount of cash contributions req~ired for the DPM has

not affected and will not affect the local share set-asides

for the Starter Line. There are no other transit projects

requiring a local share commitment at this time.

COMMENT 22:

Construction cost inflation has been running at 13 percent in

Los Angeles, UMTA has agreed to pay for 80 percent of con

struction costs, under a formula using 7 percent inflation
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rates. However, the financial plan in the Draft EIS has no

alternative to pay for the almost certain cost overruns re

sulting from a 7 percent escalation of construction costs.

(OPR)

RESPONSE 22:

As with all major fixed guideway projects, the federal funding

limit may be raised to account for unusual cost of living

index escalation.

CO~1.'1ENT 23:

Reference is made to a Caltrans intergovernment memo which

states that the proposed sources of capital funds appear to

be extremely optimistic. (LI~T)

RESPONSE 23:

The referenced Caltrans memo, dated October 13, 1978, was

written over a year ago. Cal trans now supports the project

and agre7s to the funding mechanisms identified.

COMl1ENT 24:

We have carefully reviewed the eligibility of this project

for FAI funds and have found that only those features asso

ciated with the 1-10 busway extension are eligible. We de

tailed this issue in our August 1, 1979 letter to Caltrans,

copy enclosed for your ready reference. (FHWA)

RESPONSE 24:

The enclosed referenced letter includes the statement that

"features which we do not find eligible for FAI funds are

eligible for FAU funds under the provisions of 23 USC l42(c) 0"

The City of Los Angeles DPM Program will pursue funding from
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the Federal Highway Administration in accordance with the

commiL~en~ expressed in Sec~etary Coleman's letter of December

CO!·~1E"T 26 :

The cost of the People Mover is in excess of the per mile
22, 1976. cost of the BART system. (Sarnoff)

CO~1E,n 25: RESPONSE 26:

On pages ii and 4-55, there is reference to $25 million in

FAI funds. The Secretary's letter of December 22, 1976, did

1. The intercept facilities for which these funds
are proposed are a direct extension of the El
Monte busway which has been previously approved
for FAI funding.

The Se~~etary's letter referred to "fede;al-aid highway

sources;" it was not specific about which highway source.

The financial plan in Section 4-500 shows a range of funding

sources between full FAI funding at $25 million and no FAI

funding. The final financial plan will fall somewhere be

tween these two extremes, when the issue of federal funding

is finally resolved. The FAI funds are being proposed for

several reasons:

If the costs of the two systems are nevertheless compared, in

terms of costs escalated to the mid-point of DPM construction,

the comment is not correct. For a system of length of 2.9

miles (double lane guideway), the construction cost of the

DPM system (excluding intercepts) would be $48.3 million/mile.

A comparable cost for the 73.8 mile BART system would be $55.4

million/mile.

A comparison at the per~ile costs of the DPM with those of

the BART system is not entirely valid, because the two systems

diffe~ quite dramatically in several respects. The DPM sys

tem has a greater service frequency, has more stations, and

fulfills a much different function then the heavy rail dis

tribution service of the BART system. In addition, the amount

of DPM guideway is too small to yield economies of scale.

COM.'1E!\lT 27:

(FHWA)not refer specifically to FAI f~nds.

It seems possible that actual operating deficits will be

larger than predicted, especially during the early years of
2. The primary users of the facilities will be car,

vanpool, and bus passengers using the 1-10 corridor
busway and freeway. operation. (OPR)

RESPONSE 27:

A number of analyses of alternative operating scenarios, in

cluding higher and lower patronage estimates, have been pre

pared. The operating deficit presented in the DElS represents

a reasonable analysis of patronage, operating costs, and

operating revenues. Within various patronage parameters,

there are a number of steps that could be taken to maintain

the operating deficit at a level close to that predicted.

These include fare changes, increases in lease charges, in-



creases or decreases in parking charges at the interce?ts,

and operational changes to reduce costs (for example, in

creasing headways). The operating costs and revenues pre

sented in the DEIS are considered to be realistic projections.

In the first year of operation, Urban Mass Transportation

Administration funding will cover first year start-up ~~d

unusual operating costs.

Concern is expressed regarding the legali~y of the benefit

assessment district, in light of Proposition 13. (L~N)

RESPONSE 28:

The legality of benefit assessment districts under Article

XIII A of the California Constitution (Proposition 13) is

undergoing review by the State Courts. On July 12, 1979,

the Court of Appeals of the State of California Fifth Appellate

District ruled in "County of Fresno v James B. Malmstrom"

that Article XIII A does not apply to special assessments

and bonds levied pursuant to Streets and Highway Code Sections

5000 et seq, and 10,000 et seq., the Improvement Act of 1911

and the Municipal Improvement Act of 1913 respectively. The

basis of the Appellate Court's ruling was that special assess

ments are not general taxes (and therefore covered under

Article XIII A) because they are " .... used to confer special

benefits upon the parcels charged for the improvements."

COMMENT 29:

The issue of FAI funding availability was apparently clarified

at a recent California Transportation Commission meeting

(8/23/79) when UMTA committed to fund 80% of the total pro

ject cost. The total fundir.g package should also be updated

and clarified in the EIS. (Caltrans)
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RESPONSE 29:

The City of Los Angeles DPM Program is continuing discussions

with the Federal Highway Administration to procure the full

$25 million in federal-aid highway funding identified in

Secretary Coleman's letter of December 22, 1976. It is not

expected that that matter will be fully clarified until after

the FEIS has been published.

CO:1!-l.E:-lT 30:

:, formal request to FHWA for their determination of the extent

0= FAI participation is presently being pursued. Initial

indications are that FHWA will participate in $4.7 million

=or portions of the interface (loading platforms) between

the DPM and Busways. FAI funds will not be available for

parking structures. This should be clarified in the Final

E1S. (Caltrans)

:;'ESPONSE 30:

The initial indications from the Federal Highway Administra

tion regarding the availability of FAI funds are included in

the comments from the Federal Highway Administration reported

in the FEIS. See comment number 22.

COMi'1ENT 31:

Costs and benefits of the disputed segment have not been

balanced. No effort has been made to minimize cost.

(Jonathan)

RESPONSE 31:

During the route refinement analysis, a number of alternative

alignments were evaluated. For this evaluation, the costs

0f each of the alternatives were reduced as much as possible
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and particular design elements, such as column spaces, were

kept comparable between alternatives. Each of the alterna

tives was designed to include a minimum number of curves,

right-of-way requirements werekept to a minimum, and column

height was also kept to a minimum, consistent with grade con

siderations and other constraints.

security have been adequately addressed in the Final EIS.

These questions are identified in the appropriate EIS sections,

and responses to specific comments on these subjects are also

provided.

CO)~illNT 33:

The Final EIS should adequately address questions of financ

ing, construction and operations and of security. (CTC)

A discussion of the benefits of the center of Figueroa varia

tion, as compared with the west side alignment, is presented

in Section 6-529 of the FEIS. The costs of the center of

Figueroa variation, relative to the west side alignment, are

as follows:

Guideway

Switches

Street and Facilities Modification

Stations:

9th Street

7th Street

5th Street

Electrification

Program Administration

Escalation to 1982

Right-Of-Way

Total System Savings

CO~~ENT 32:

Increase

$665,000

40,000

Savings

$ 907,000

54,000

18,000

25,000

100,000

170,000

160,000

3,529,000

$4,626,000

The Environmental Impact Statement should examine the adequac}

of the assumed 7% inflation rate. (CTC)

RESPONSE 33:

It is the policy of the Depar~ment of Transportation to parti

cipate in 80% of the costs due to unusual cost of living in

dex escalations.

CO~~NT 34:

System secruity costs were not calculated as part of the

operating expenses. (Pickard)

RESPONSE 34:

The costs of various DPM system security components have been

included in the operating cost estimates. (e.g. closed circuit

television, communications and public address systems, remote

assistance devices, and intrusion detection alarms). In addi

tion, the Los Angeles Police Department has estimated addi

tional manpower requirements which could be necessary during

DPM and parking intercept operation. The cost of such addi

tional manpower, however, is a cost which would be borne by

the City of Los Angeles, because it constitutes a normal ex

pansion of police services resulting from an increase in CBD

population. See Section 4-360 for a description of DPM se

curity provisions.

RESPONSE 32:

Questions of financing, construction and operations and of

COMMENT 35:

Criticisms of the limited service of the proposed routes

have been repeatedly answered by promises of the addition of



twice again as much track later, but no evaluations have

been made for the costs or funding sources for those additions.

(Pickard)

RESPONSE 35:

Analysis performed during various DPM planning studies have

not demonstrated that it provides limited service. In fact,

these studies ahve demonstrated quite the opposite.

During early planning studies, the DPM was conceived as a

network consisting of three distinct segments. (See Moving

People in Los Angeles, the Community Redevelopment Agency of

the City of Los Angeles, June 1977.) Extensive evaluations

of these three segments were made, with the purpose of select

ing a segment for initial implementation. The recommended

project documented in the EIS is a direct result of these

evaluations. Costs were estimated for the three segments,

but federal funding limitations have precluded implementation

of all but the initial segment, at this time. Should addi

tional funding become available, it would then be possible

to complete the total network.
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10-240 Associated Improvements

CO~ffiNT 36:

On page 4-37 there is a description of proposed ramp rearrange

ments for 1-10, the Santa Monica Freeway, and for 1-11, the

Harbor Freeway. At this time there are no approved plans for

modifications of these interstate Freeways. It is our under

standing that costs for freeway modification are not included

in DPM costs. These extra costs should be shown in the EIS.

(FHWA)

RESPONSE 36:

The freeway ramp additions are needed to'improve access to

the Convention Center area whether or not the DPM is built.

Since the access ramps have a broader benefit than just the

DPM, they are not included as part of the DPM project. A

cost has not been estimated for these ramp modifications.

COMMENT 37:

The ramp modifications proposed (Section 4-332) for the Con

vention Center access will create a traffic impact on Pico

Boulevard. The addition of eastbound Santa Monica Freeway

traffic to the existing Pico Boulevard offramp opposite Sentous

Street is a very significant change. Concerns have been

raised as to the capacity of the Pico/Sentous intersection

in handling additional traffic.

In our review of the Downtown People Mover DEIR, it was sug

gested that an exit of Santa Monica Freeway traffic onto 12th

Street (and not directly into the Pico/Sentous intersection)

would be preferred. The 12th Street offramp will help to de

crease the severe capacity problem at the intersection of

Pico and Figueroa (Section 5-243). Cal trans continues to

support the 12th Street access to the proposed DPM!Convention
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Center parking as the preferred access.

RESPONSE 37:

(Caltrans) 10-250 Patronage

COMMENT 39:

The DEIS is highly speculative about patronage. The backup

materials and study on which the patronage and alternatives.
analysis have been based should be made available to a select

The demand estimating procedures used in Los Angeles have

been recommended by UMTA for use in other cities. The work

done in Los Angeles is the basis for UMTA's three-volume re

port on state-of-the-art methods (Planning for Downtown People

Movers, April 1979, Report No. DOT-TSC-UM-9l7-PP-79-8).

Backup materials are available upon request. The assumption

and analytical techniques used in the patronage analysis are

full documented in a report entitled r10dels and Estimates of

Los Angeles DPM Demand, Cambridge Systematics, Inc., October

1978. A comparison document, DPM Travel Prediction System:

User's Manual, also by Cambridge Systematics, fully describes

the computerized procedures used in forecasting DPM demand.

Cal trans noted in their comment on the DEIR that the "feasi

bility of the 12th Street off-ramp has not been, at this time,

supported by preliminary engineering." When such preliminary

engineering has been completed, further analysis of the traf

fic circulation to the intercept will be necessary. The DPM

Program looks forward to continued coordination with Cal trans

and with the Los Angeles Department of Transportation to

develop the best solution for improving access to the People

Mover from the eastbound Santa Monica Freeway.

COMMENT 38:

Cal trans is aware of and is participating in the ongoing in

teragency coordination efforts as the Union Station Trans

portation Center is being developed. Updated proposals for

the DPM!Transportation Center intercept should be included

and clarified in the Final EIS. (Caltrans)

RESPONSE 38:

committee for careful review.

RESPONSE 39:

(NAACP, Sierra)

Interagency coordination is an ongoing activity to assure

effec~ive coordination within agencies for the Union Station

~ransportacion Center. The Final EIS includes the latest

A few of the major assumptions used in the Los Angeles DPM

demand forecasting are as follows:

available revisions to the plans. (See Section 4-332.) • A "mid-level" forecast of 230,000 employees
in the downtown area in 1990.

• An 11% increase in local bus service and a
30% increase in express bus service to do~

town, between now and 1990.

• 16% of all express buses to downtown "inter
cepted" at either the Convention Center or
Union Station.

• Average auto accupancy in 1990 of 1.35 for
regional trips.

• A parking cost of $1.00 at the DPM intercepts.

• 15 cent fare for both the DPM and minibus,
40 cents for RTD bus (in 1978 dollars).



These are some of the most critical assumptions in the analy

sis. For further information, see the above-referenced reports.

COMMENT 40:

Lack of sufficient parking makes the patronage figures highly

suspect. (Wolinsky)

RESPONSE 40:

A total of 3,750 parking psaces will be constructed at the

two intercept facilities. It has been estimated that in the

peak hour in 1990, 2382 people would ride the DPM after park

ing at one of the two intercepts. Considering the capacity

of the lots, this does not appear to be an excessively high

number. On a daily basis, 12,500 DPM distribution trips are

expected to be made by regional auto users. This estimate

takes into account round trips, the average occupancy of the

cars, the number of spaces reserved for car-poolers, and the

turn-over rate for short-term parking spaces. On a daily

basis, 34,200 DPM distribution trips are expected to be made

by regional transit users, and 5,062 in the P.M. peak hour.

In the peak hour, the DPM is expected to "capture" about 8.8%

of all distribution trips by regional transit users, and 3.7%

of all distribution trips by regional auto users.

COMMENT 41:

Patronage is likely to differ if certain assumptions about

implementation of improved bus service or alternative config

urations of proposed rail service prove incorrect. (LWV)

RESPONSE 41:

It is agreed that alternative assumptions regarding bus and

rail service to downtown will have an effect on DPM ridership.

A critical assumption is the number of buses to be "intercepted"

at Union Station or the Convention Center. Clearly, the more

lines that terminate at the intercept ~tations, the higher
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JPM patronage ~ill be. The current patronage estimates are

based on the conservative assumption that 16% of all SCRTD

express buses to downtown terminate at the intercepts. These

estimates are also based on the assumption that the Trans

portation Systems Management (TSM) proposals will be imple

mented. The effect of TSM would be roughly an 11 percent in

crease in the frequency of local bus service to downtown and

a 30 percent increase in the frequency of express bus service

to downtown. Granted, if these improvements are not imple

mented, then DPM ridership will probably be lower. This is

because there is a greater likelihood that a bus passenger

will transfer to the DPM than an auto user, and with fewer

buses serving downtown, there are fewer opportunities to

transfer.

In a sensitivity analysis conducted during Preliminary Engin

eering, the effects of the Freeway Transit and the Starter

Line projects on DPM patronage were studied. The results are

described in Section 5-242 of the DEIS. It was assumed that

all of the Freeway Transit buses would be "through-routed;"

i.e., they would not be intercepted at Union Station or the

Cenvention Center. If these were intercepted, the effects

on DPM ridership would have been more significant.

Similarly, a different route for the Starter Line than the

one assumed in the sensitivity analysis would mean changes

in DPM ridership forecasts. If, for example, the Starter

Line intersected with the DPM at the Convention Center and

then proceeded east to, say, Broadway befOre swinging north,

the number of transfers to the DPM would be significantly

greater than with the currently planned alignment which has

a connection at 7th Street.

COMMENT 42:

The estimates of patronage are possibly to conservative. Al

though there are many side benefits, a fundamental objective
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of the project is to aid in the relief of traffic congestion

in the central business district. To this end, the patronage

figures reflect the anticipated distribution and circulation

~rips to be made by commuters, shoppers, noon-time diners,

etc. I suspect another category of rider should be added to

~his: Sightseer. Both residents and visitors would be at

~racted to this new, futuristic transportation mode which

affords elevated close-up and panoramic views of a dynamic

city. This pleasure-ride capability is evident from the

scenic descriptions included within the visual impact analysis

section of the EIS. Also, judging by the heavy lunch-hour

patronage on the present minibus service, shorter headways

than projected may be necessary at mid-day. (T.A. Nelson)

RESPONSE 42:

No response required.

COMMENT 43:

Criticisms of the patronage studies have forced the CRA into

re-evaluating its projections. (Pickard)

RESPONSE 43:

Travel surveys will be conducted in 1980 as part of the DPM

Evaluation Program, otherwise known as the "Before and After"

Study. A similar survey will be conducted after DPM operations

begin so that shifts in travel behavior can be analyzed.

It was felt that these surveys could also be used for recali

brating the travel demand models, thereby greatly increasing

the value of the surveys. Detailed patronage forecasts are

needed for the Final Design and Engineering Phase. Fleet

size, platform lengths and widths, the number of escalators,

fare gates, etc. all depend on the expected level of passenger

demand. Refinements to the patronage estimates made during

Preliminary Engineering are required partly because downtown

development is proceeding at a more rapid pace than previously

anticipated. For example, it is now expected that parcels in

the Bunker Hill area will be fully developed by 1985.

Furthermore, the demand models developed during Preliminary

Engineering are based on travel surveys conducted in 1975.

Increases in gasoline and parking prices since that time have

been significant. A re-examination of CBO travel patterns is

therefore warranted. In addition, major shifts in transit

services are expected. The SCRTD recently announced the 1980

Sector Improvements, the most extensive revision of bus ser

vice in RTD history. These new developments demand a revision

to the forecasts of economic growth, parking supply and costs,

transit service levels, and regional travel to downtown - all

of which are input variables to the DPM patronage models.

Patronage projections will continue to be refined and updated

during final design and engineering.
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AGT SYSTEM APPLICATIONS IN THE U.S.

(Existing or under construction)

COMMENT 44:

A discussion/evaluation should be included in the DEIS of

existing similar systems in use in the U.s. or world. This

discussion should deal with utilization rates, mechanical or

SYSTEM APPLICATION

Morgantown Personal
Rapid Transit

LOCATION

Morgantown, wv

SYSTEM
SUPPLIER

Boeing Aerospace
Company

Virtually all of the Automated Guideway Transit (AGT) systems

in operation today are in airports, shopping centers, univer

sity campuses, and recreational areas where riding is a

necessity, rather than a matter of discretion. Utilization

rates from these applications would have little bearing on

the LADPM, which will be ridden by choice.

Duke University
Hospital Peoplemover Durham, NC

other problems, and impact on their service area.

Lands)

RESPONSE 44:

(State

California State
Exposition

Hershey Park

Magic Mountain

Carowind

Kings Island

Sacramento, CA

Hershy, PA

Valencia, CA

Charlotte, NC

Kings Mills, OH

Otis Elevator
Company
(Transportation
Technology Division)

Universal Nobility,
Inc. (UHI)

UMI

UMI

UMI

UHI

Williamsburg, Va. WEC

With a few exceptions, existing AGT systems have been desig~ed

as a part of the larger complex to which they belong. Thus,

there has been little problem in blending the systems with

their environments and minimizing interference with the nor

mal activities of the area. By contrast, the LADPM must

blend with a wide range of architectural styles and perform

its function without interfering with a large variety of

urban activities. Recognizing the added challenge of meeting

these requirements, the LADPM program has been structured to

contain a series of reviews and to require approvals at criti

cal milestones of the program, assuring compatibility with

and integration into the existing urban environment.

In all probability, the single most important factor in public

accemptance of an AGT system is the perceived reliability of

service. Although a system will not be selected until the

completion of the environmental process, the LADPM will be

based upon a system which has a record of operation. It would

appear reasonable to expect system availability of the same

Kings Dominion

Minnesota Zoological
Gardens

AIRTRANS

Walt Disney World
WEDWAY People Mover

Tampa Airport

Seatac Airport

Busch Gardens

Niami Airport

Atlanta Airport

Ashland, VA

Kpple Valley, MN

Dallas/Ft. Worth
Airport, TX

Disney World, FL

Tampa, FL

Seattle, WA

Miami, FL

Atlanta, GA

UMI

urn

Vought
Corporation

Walt Disney
Community Trans
portation Services

\'1estinghouse
Electric Corpora
tion (WEC)

WEC

WEC

WEC
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order as the system upon which it is based. Most mature AGT

systems are reporting system availability of the order of

0.99, or higher. That is, these systems are inoperative less

than 1% of the time. The system supplier will be required to

demonstrate that the system he has furnished meets the system

availability and schedule adherence requirements of the system

specification.

There are a number of AGT systems either in operation or under

construction in the U.S. today. The accompanying table contains

a list of such systems, one of which may serve as the base-

line for the LADPM system.

COMMENT 45:

No prototype test has been specified before committing to

the project. (Schiffer)

RESPONSE 45:

The System Specification for the LADPM requires that proven

technology be used for its implementation. Given this re

quirement, there are no major technical issues to be resolved

through prototype testing prior to committing to the project.

The program is structured, however, to require prototype

testing of system elements which must be developed to adapt

the selected technology to the LADPM application. The amount

of prototype testing will depend upon the technology selected.

The table accompanying the response to Comment #44 contains

a list of AGT systems either in operation or under construc

tion in the u.S. today. Some of these systems have been in

operation since as long as 1969. There appears to be little

justification for requiring system level prototype tests

prior to selection of the technology.

COMMENT 46:

The spacing and design of the DPM has not been analyzed for

its convertibility to a PRT (Personal Rapid Transit) system.

(Pickard)

RESPONSE 46:

Because there are no current federal development efforts for

PRT systems, the characteristics of PRT systems are rather

nebulous, making the task of designing a DPM which could be

converted to a PRT somewhat problematical, at best. On the

other hand, the ongoing development of Automated Guideway

Rapid Transit (AGRT) has begun to define some general charac

teristics of these types of systems, allowing some judgments

to be made as to the convertibility of DPM to AGRT.

Assuming that an AGRT vehicle could be made to fit the LADPM

guideway, there is nothing in the LADPM system design to pre

clude conve~sion. Modifications would need to be made to

provide for offline stations and shorter headway operations,

but these could be made without having to raze the basic

physical structures. Judgments as to the desirability and

practicality of such a conversion must be withheld until

further data are available.

COMMENT 47:

The DPM columns should be made of steel to withstand earth

quakes and to allow recycling of the material when the People

Mover is dismantled. (Stromme)

RESPONSE 47:

All structures will be designed and will include sufficient

steel to meet earthquake conditions. No final decision can

be made regarding the guideway material until final design.

Other factors such as cost, maintenance, and aesthetics need

to be considered in addition to recycling.



COMMENT 48:

Technical questions remain about the DPM, such as "how is the

system cleared when it is shut down, and what happens if it

is too sensitive and shuts down too often", (Pickard)

RESPONSE 48:

Detailed responses to system failures are, to a degree, de

pendent upon the selected technology. Thus, these are con

sidered to be a part of the final design of the system. There

are several features, however, which are being required by the

System Specification to aid in system recovery. These include:

1. Remote restart capability from Central Control

2. The ability to push or tow stalled vehicles
with another vehicle

3. Manual operation by service personnel

4. Extensive diagnostic data to aid in implementing
quick restoration of system service

Existing systems, through combinations of these and other

features, are reporting system availability of 0.99 or more.

That is, the systems are inoperative less than 1% of the time

they are scheduled to be operating. Since the LADPM is to be

based upon an existing system, it would appear reasonable to

expect that it will achieve an availability of the same order

of magnitude.

COMMENT 49:

Emergency passenger exit from the DPM vehicles has not been

addressed in the DEIS. (Pickard)

RESPONSE 49:

The DPM System will include design features and special pro

cedures for the safe and efficient ha~dling of emergencies.
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The system design is to include provisions to enable the safe,

timely, and unassisted evacuation of patrons and personnel

from facilities and vehicles located in stations or at any

location on the guideway. The system design is to also in

clude provisions to safeguard patrons, system personnel, and

emergency forces anywhere on an evacuation or access route,

from hazards. These will include such provisions as emer

gency exits on vehicles, walkways on or adjacent to the guide

way, station stairs, telephones, and public address systems

for providing information and guidance.

CO~~NT so:

What are the special safety concerns of an elevated, automated

DPM system, (HUD)

RESPONSE SO:

For the most part, safety and security in conventional transit

systems have been dealt with by providing vehicle operators

and station attendants.· Both the transit industry and the

Urban Mass Transportation Administration recognize that auto

mated guideway transit (AGT) systems must provide the same

level of safety and security, in order for them to be accept

able.

The AGT technology involves the use of automated vehicles,

operating on an elevated guideway, in an urban setting. A

number of existing transit systems have automated vehicles

on an elevated guideway, and therefore the AGT safety con

siderations are not unique. Some of the specific concerns,

however, include emergency egress from the system, including

vehicles and fixed facilities, and communications between

passengers and the system operators, should some problem

arise. These are examples of problems which have been faced

in the past, and for which solutions are available.

In the case of the LADPM, some potential solutions to these
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problems have already been specified. Closed circuit tele

vision, for example, will be used to monitor the station and

platform areas for crowding, unusual activity, and identifying

an unsafe condition. Platform edges will be made easily

recognized, through the use of color, texture, and material.

In the case of emergency egress from the system, specific

measures cannot be stated at this time, due to the wide range

of systems being considered. However, it will be a require

ment of each system supplier to specify how emergency exit

from the system will be handled, for both a supervised and

unsupervised condition. In addition, fixed facilities will

be designed to satisfy all applicable fire and building and

safety codes.

There is an extensive body of knowledge on the subject of

safety and security which is being used for safety planning.

Two publications in particular, prepared by the Vought Cor

poration for UMTA, have provided useful information concerning

passenger safety, convenience services, and evacuation and

rescue services in AGT systems. (Vought Corporation, Guide

book for the Provision of Passenger Safety and Convenience

Services in Automated Guideway Transit and Guidebook for the

Provision of Evaluation and Rescue Services in Automated

Guideway Transit, 1978.) The current literature on the sub

ject will continue to be used in LADPM safety planning.

Early in the DPMsafety and security planning, a meeting was

held with the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD). The

discussion centered on specific security provisions, such as

the use of closed circuit television, communication and public

address systems, remote assistance devices, intrusion detection

alarms, and special assistance techniques for handicapped

patrons. The LAPD was of the opinion that although the ve

hicles and stations will be unattended, the security planning

and use of highly visible and well lighted areas and vehicles

will enable coverage by normal patrol car service. However,

the intercepts would necessitate foot patrols and added manpower.

In a letter of November 15, 1978, the LAPD noted that LADPM

security planning adequately addressed most of its concerns.

It was suggested that uniformed guards be used, in addition

to electronic monitoring devices, at the parking facilities.

If the LAPD provided this service, 12 additional officers

would be needed.

COMMENT 51:

The Police Department would like to be asked to supply an

estimate of the additional police officers required to meet

the policing needs of the DPM system. (LAPD)

RESPONSE 49:

Early in the DPM Preliminary Engineering studies, a general

security coordination and planning meeting was held with

Captain W. C. Swihart, Commanding Officer - Central Area LAPD.

The discussions centered on DPM personal security planning for

use of closed circuit television, communication and public

address systems, remote assistance devices, intrusion detec

tion alarms, and special assistance techniques for handicapped

patrons. Captain Swihart was of the opinion that although

the vehicles and stations will be unattended, the security

planning and use of highly visible and well lighted areas

and vehicles will enable LAPD coverage of the stations and

guideway by normal patrol car service. However, the inter

cepts would necessitate LAPD foot patrols and added manpower.

By letter of November 15, 1978, W. T. Burke, Captain - Command

ing Officer Planning and Research Division, LAPD, noted that

the DPM security planning adequately addressed most Police

Department concerns. Captain Burke went on to suggest the

use of uniformed guards in addition to the electronic monitor

ing devices at the parking facilities. If the LAPD provided

this service, 12 additional officers would be needed.



Coordination will be continued with the LAPD, as well as other

applicable regulatory and advisory agencies.

COt-1."1E~T 52 :

Concern has been expressed regarding the proxinity of the DPM

to buildings, the construction and operation of the subway

portion of the route, and other aspects of fire prevention

and fire safety. The Los Angeles Fire Department recommends

inserting pages 3-36-3-39 of the FEIR into the FEIS. (LAFD)

RESPONSE 52:

An organizational unit has been established to act as a

single point of contact for establishing and implementing a

system safety and fire protection program. This program is

vitally concerned with DPM system impacts on the LAFD fire

protection and fire-related services for the CBD and the

associated mitigating measures during the construction, imple

mentation and subsequent. operational phases of the program.

The safety and fire protection organization coordinated with

the LAFD and incorporated their recommendations in The Pre

liminary System Specifications and Draft Technical Statement

of Work for the System Contractor. These documents establish

the DPM technical and program requirements relative to pro

viding code and standard equivalencies for fire protection,

loss prevention, and life safety considerations for the unique

aspects of a downtown people mover system. By letter of Dec

ember 11, 1978, Battalion Chief D. F. Anthony - LAFD Planning

Section, concurred with the sections dealing with system safety

and fire protection and stated that no further modification

to these sections was necessary.

The safety and fire protection organization will continuously

coordinate the program efforts and mitigating measures with

the fire department, city building department, fire prevention
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bureau and other appropriate agencies to provide equitable

and timely agreements and approvals for building and occupancy

permits as well as safety approvals for opening of passenger

service. This unit will also coordinate the training of fire

department and emergency medical personnel relative to the

DPM system.

Summary of LAFD FEIR Comment

In a letter to the City Planning Department dated February

22, 1978, the Los Angeles Fire Department expressed the

following comments regarding subway, bus and aerial transit

systems.

. Subway

In order for the Fire Department to safely execute its re

sponsibilities during construction, several measures should

be tak-en.

1. Operational procedures, methods and equipment
should meet all applicable requirements for
tunnels, as covered by the following publi
cations: Department of Industrial Safety,
Electrical and General Safety Orders; Cali
fornia Labor Code; U.S. Department of Interior,
Bureau of Mines, Bulletin 644; OSHA Rules and
Regulations; Los Angeles Municipal Code; National
Fire Protection Handbook; and other applicable
safety orders.

2. Safety conditions during construction would be
dependent upon the degree of gassiness. Con
sideration should be given to the following:
(a) Gas Monitoring systems, (b) ventilation
systems, (c) fire suppression systems, (d)
explosion proof electrical systems, (e) permit
before flame producing operations are conducted,
(f) an approved tunnel-to-surface communications
system should be present, (g) vertical tubes for
emergency access should be provided at lOOO-foot
intervals, (h) an evacuation plan and procedures
should be developed, (i) rescue crews should be
trained in the use of breathing apparatus, and
(j) other applicable safety equipment and methods
should be used.
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Supplemental fire protection and rescue requirements to be

used when the system is operational should include the following:

1. Access for fire and rescue operations should be
provided to stations, parking structures and
subway sections of the system.

2. Fire protection systems should be well-planned.
(Examples given)

3. Consideration should be given to adequate
drainage facilities from subsurface areas.

4. The installation of under-train sprinkler systems
should be considered.

5. All vertical exitways, shafts, and subsurface
walkways should have automatic sprinkler systems,
as well as all waiting stations and other places
of assemblage.

6. Smoke removal systems, similar to those in high
rise buildings, will be necessary.

7. A Fire Department communications system shall be
incorporated into all vertical exitways, subsurface
walkways and similar areas.

8. A local fire warning system and automatic detection
system should be installed.

9. A fail-safe de-energization of the electrical
system must be designed.

10. An emergency electrical system throughout the
subway is recommended.

11. All subsurface exitways and vertical exit shafts
shall have approved exit illumination with a
secondary source of power.

Special Bus Lanes

Special bus lanes, currently in use, do not appear to be a

problem for providing adequate fire protection and safety for
bus occupants.

Aerial Rail Systems

The following are fire protection considerations for an aerial

transit system:

1. Access to aerial vehicles, at locations other
than loading platforms, is a primary consideration.
Special planning will be necessary to ensure the
Fire Department of adequate access for aerial ladders
and engine companies.

2. Dry standpipe inlets and outlets at elevated
passenger stations will be required to provide
a water system above ground.

3. A thorough evaluation of the aerial rail system
will be required to determine what effect the
aboveground rail will have on providing accessi
bility to multi-story buildings 'for fire protection
and rescue purposes.

Conclusion

Detailed descriptions and more specific conditions of the

above requirements could be established when actual plans be

come available. This Department will make an in-depth study

and specific recommendations on the type of mitigation measures

that will be required to ensure that adequate safety measures

are incorporated into the proposed program.

COMMENT 53:

If possible, the Final EIS should reflect a decision on the

technology to be used for the system. In particular, it should

reflect efforts to use a system which would permit thin guide

way designs in order to minimize the visual impacts of the

proj ect. (DOT)

:RESPONSE 53:

Choosing the final system will require competition among po

tential suppliers. That competition cannot be held until UMTA

funding for the system has been finally approved. UMTA cannot
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building codes and recent design specifications of the

American Association of State Highway and Transportation

approve f~nalfunding for the system until the Final EIS has

been approved. That is why the Final EIS cannot reflect a

decision on the technology to be used in the system. Officials. (T.A. Nelson)

The visual impact of the system is an important concern.

This concern is addressed in the System Specification by a

requirement that the visual impact of both the guideway and

the stations be minimized. In addition to the architect em

ployed by the system supplier, an architect will be engaged

by the DPM program to exercise overall responsibility for

design coordination. The Los Angeles Municipal Arts Com

mission must approve final design of all system facilities.

Finally, the visual impact and aesthetics of the proposed

design will be an important criterion used in the evaluation

of the proposals and the selection of the system supplier.

COMMENT 54:

The Environmental Impact Statement should examine the poten

tial for on-site sec~rity personnel to enhance ridership,

particularly for the elderly and handicapped. (CTC)

RESPONSE 54:

The latter portion of response 50 responds to this comment.

COMMENT 55:

To reduce disruptions to ground-level traffic patterns and

possible adverse visual impacts, DPM guideway structures

should incorporate single-column bent construction. However,

it must be realized that this type of construction is parti

cularly vulnerable to seismic action. Obviously, a more

slender column would be adequate to carry the load of the

DPM guideway compared to columns supporting the wider free

way decks. Because of the smaller column cross section, con

sideration should be given to increasing structural resis

tance to seismic forces even beyond that required by revised

RESPONSE 55:

Consideration will be given to this and a seismic dynamic

analysis will be conducted.

COMMENT 56:

The 5th and Figueroa station is to be a transfer point between

one-way sections of the DPM. Due to space limitations, a

center platform is not practical, so transfers will be made

via the mezzanine level. In planning the pedestrian flow on

the mezzanine of this station, consideration should be given

to assigning priority to the transferring passenger over the

entry passenger. Accordingly, the direction of movement of

the northeast escalator should be up instead of down. (T.A.

Nelson)

RESPONSE 56:

We agree with the basic principle. The actual elevator lo

cation will be determined as part of final design.

COMMENT 57:

The Urban Mass Transportation Administration has established

a policy of allowing no federal money to be spent on the

development of the PRT technology. Why is this so? (Pickard)

RESPONSE 57:

UMTA had decided to concentrate its resources on Shuttle Loop

Transit {SLT} and Group Rapid Transit (GRT), rather than Per

sonal Rapid Transit (PRT), for the following reasons:

(1) To fulfill its potential, a PRT system requires
many stations with an extensive network of
elevated guideways. This represents a large
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capital investment in an unproven technology.

(2) A true PRT system has off-line stations, very
close headways, and therefore, a complex
switching and automatic train control system.
This would need more development before it
could be employed in a dense urban environment.
There is no need for off-line stations to per
form a circulation/distribution function in
downtown Los Angeles.

(3) It is the feeling of UMTA that any time saving
that a PRT system could provide would not be
offset by its large capital cost. More importantly,
the objectives of a PRT system are more ambitious
than what is needed in Los Angeles. Therefore,
the rational approach is to try a simpler
technology first. Such an approach is being
employed with Shuttle Loop Transit in Los Angeles,
characterized by: relatively small vehicles;
close, but not impossibly so, headways; on-line
stations; proven technology; simpler switching.

UMTA does, however, continue to investigate the possibilities

of advanced Group Rapid Transit. Two private firms are moving

into prototype development with UMTA assistance. In addition,

UMTA is supporting the further development of certain components

of a PRT system, e.g. vehicle control, although it is not

supporting total system development.

10-270 Handicapped Provisions

COMMENT 58:

The DEIS was not circulated for comment to any organization

which directly represents the physically handicapped.

(Paralyzed Veterans)

RESPONSE 58:

The DEIS was circulated or distributed on request to the

following agencies and organizations having an interest in

the physically handicapped:

U.S. Department of Transportation

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

U.S. Department of Health Education & Welfare

California Department of Transportation

California Department of Public Health and Welfare

County of Los Angeles CommisSion for the Handicapped

City of Los Angeles, Mayor's Office for the Handicapped

COMMENT 59:

Site plans presented in the DEIS for the following stations

do not indicate the presence of elevators, and the stations

are therefore not fully accessible: Federal Bldg., Library,

Fifth and Figueroa. (Paralyzed Veterans)

RESPONSE 59:

Section 4-350 of the DEIS deals with the general provisions

for the elderly and handicapped. The DEIS and the LADPM

Elderly and Handicapped Plan were discussed at several plan

ning and coordination meetings held with the Mayor's Office

for the Handicapped. The DPM is fully committed to provide

designs of system facilities and vehicles which will safely

allow for full accessibility to the elderly and handicapped.

There is direct elevator access to each station platform level



from each public area in near proximity of the stations; i.e.

from street level areas, public mall levels, roof levels,

park levels, etc. Similar elevator access to the station

platforms is provided within the intercepts. "Future pedway,

escalators, and stairs by others" are shown for the purpose

of illustrating potential planning concepts only. The DPM

project will assure proper planning and coordination for

handicapped access when system facilities are actually being

implemented.

COMMENT 60:

Emphasis must be made that access to the DPM from all build

ings and structures must be barrier free. (Paralyzed Veterans)

RESPONSE 60:

See response 59.
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10-280 Impacts: Traffic and Transportation

COMMENT 61:

The People Mover will not discourage automobile use and not

relieve downtown congestion as claimed. (Hartman, Sarnoff)

RESPONSE 61:

Analysis performed for the DEIS has indicated that the DPM

will have a positive impact on automobile use, as it relates

to downtown. Moreover, the analysis has shown that a net

decrease of 11,000 daily regional VMT would be expected.

Within the CBD, it is expected that a 2.6% daily reduction

in VMT would result, which would have a 'positive impact on

traffic congestion.

COMMENT 62:

If the DPM is to relieve congestion, why are large support

structures being placed in already inadequate streets and

sidewalks? (LWV)

RESPONSE 62:

For purposes of the EIS, "Minimum acceptable sidewalk width"

is a term which relates to the quality of pedestrian flow

associated with a given segment of sidewalk, rather than a

specific sidewalk width.

Studies conducted for the DPt1 project have analyzed pedestrian

flow using a methodology that is comparable to vehicular

analysis. Various levels of service are developed.using the

parameter of "pedestrians per foot of width per minute" (PFM).

Pedestrian volumes recorded during a 1973 Department of Traf

fic Downtown Midblock Pedestrian Study were employed to exa

mine the impacts on pedestrian flow along the DPM route. Al

though this study does not reflect the impact of newer struc

tures on p~destrian movement on the west side of the CBD, it
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does include a majority of the area where DPM COlU~lS were

anticipated to be placed within the sidewalk a~ea.

For example, analyses of pedestrian flow on 5th Street and

on Hill Street indicate that there will be no constraints to

movement despite the presence of DPH columns within the side

walk. These analyses were based on sidewalk width, pedestrian

volumes and flow characteristics, for an assumed unconstrained

flow level of service C.

As more information concerning construction becomes available,

a more thorough analysis will be possible. However, using

currently available information, there appears to be no indi

cation that pedestrian flow will be adversely affected by the

DPM.

Furthermore, the ability to integrate some of the existing

street furniture (traffic signals, electroliers, signs, etc.)

into the DPM column structure will limit the effects on pedes

trian mobility. Also, the development of a pedway system on

the west side of the CBD will improve pedestrian flow to and

from newer structures and future developments.

COMMENT 63:

The DEIS contains a discrepancy regarding traffic impacts in

the vicinity of the Convention Center intercept. Section

3-420 indicates that no serious impacts on traffic congestion

will result, whereas Section 5-243 indicates a significant

impact on adjacent streets and that severe capacity problems

could result for left turn movements from Figueroa and at

the 11th Street/Harbor Freeway undercrossing. (City Engin

eering)

RESPONSE 63:

The statement in Section 3-420 referred to a systems analysis

of the contiguous street networks at the Convention Center

and Union Station intercepts. Using this qualitative form

of analysis, it is projected that trips to and from the in

tercepts will have a limited effect on total vehicle flow

throughout the individual networks. System-wide congestion,

therefore, will not be significantly increased. Section

5-243 contains a quantitative evaluation of individual in

tersectional approaches along routes to and from the inter

cept parking facilities. The evaluation consists of a pre

diction of future demands and the assessment of these demands

on intersectional capacity. For the Convention Center analy

sis, deficiencies in capacity were calculated for the inter

sections of Figueroa Street and Pico Boulevard and Eleventh

Street and Blaine Street. This worst case analysis did not

consider possible mitigation measures or changes in vehicle

routings, which could offset the capacity deficiencies. In

any event, the adjacent intersections will have sufficient

excess capacities to absorb the intercept demand without

affecting the entire street system.

COMMENT 64:

The center of Figueroa alignment was not recommended during

previous route refinement analysis and would result in safety

problems and substantial disruption to vehicular traffic dur

ing both construction and operation of the DPM. Street widen

ing necessary for this alignment would result in narrowed

sidewalks of barely acceptable width for the increased pedes

trian traffic associated with the DPM. (LWV)

RESPONSE 64:

The center of Figueroa Street alignment was recommended be

cause of its lower capital cost for both construction and

right-of-way and for its improved operating and service

characteristics. Sections 5-142 and 5-243 enumerate the con

struction and operation traffic impacts of this alignment.



With respect to pedestrian impacts, maintaining acceptable

minimum sidewalk width should be sufficient to accommodate

pedestrian activity in the area. See Comment 62 for a more

detailed discussion of this issue.

COMMENT 65:

If the DPM is to decrease vehicle-miles traveled for those

going to the CBD, why are parking spaces provided for 3750

vehicles? (LWV)

RESPONSE 65:

Analysis conducted for the DEIS has indicated that a net

daily reduction of 11,000 VMT in the region would result

from DPM implementation. Part of this reduction is due to

the diversion of auto trips to the DPM at each of the two

intercept facilities. As a result of the intercept concept,

which provides 3750 auto parking spaces at the two intercepts,

approximately 8,400 auto VMT will be saved each day.

COMMENT 66:

A regional goal is to reduce VMT, yet the DPM will increase

it. (Pickard)

RESPONSE 66:

The DPM will decrease the regional VMT, even with the in

creased office and residential uses in downtown that will

be induced by the DPM. The DPM will effect a gross savings

in vehicle miles travelled of 27,400 as follows:
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• 10,000 - due to shorter work trips and lower
auto use by the new residents of downtown

• 8,400 - due to intercepting regional auto
trips at Union Station and Convention
Center

• 9,000 - due to diversion of auto circulation
trips to the DPM

The DPM would result in 16,300 induced vehicle miles of

travel, as follows:

• 15,300 - due to increased distribution trips
associated with new office development
downtown

• 1,000 - due to increased circulation trips by
new residents of downtown

Thus the DPM would result in a net savings of 11,100 vehicle

miles of travel in the region.

COMMENT 67:

The system will rob some of the downtown streets of their ped

estrian traffic. (Sarnoff)

RESPONSE 67:

It is true that the DPM will attract some riders who would

have otherwise walked to their destination. This can be viewed

as a positive impact, in that auto/pedestrian conflicts are

reduced. This implies a reduction in traffic congestion on

City streets, and a reduction in the potential for traffic

accidents involving pedestrians.
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10-290 Impact·s: Historic and Cultural Resources

COMMENT 68:

Elimination-of at least six railroad tracks at Union Station,

about a third of the trackage, is a major impact deserving

further consideration. The tracks and platforms to be re

moved would be permanently unavailable for future or expanded

passenger service. (Shoreline, Conservancy, Stromme)

RESPONSE 68:

Both Caltrans and AMTRAK representatives have indicated at

interagency meetings that future expansion needs would not be

precluded by the takin~ of four track beds. For a detailed

discussion of the impacts on AMTRAK service, see Section 5-141.

COMMENT 69:

I am taking issue with the comments in section 5-125.1 which

states that the only historic site that will be impacted by

this project is Union Station.' (SCA)

RESPONSE 69:

The discussion in section 5-125.1 relates to construction

impacts and states that the only historic site to be changed

by construction is Union Station. Other historic sites are

impacted in various ways during DPM operation, and these

impacts are discussed in Chapter 6. However, the Union Sta

tion site is the only one that will be physically altered

by DPM construction.

COMMENT 70:

The DPM prGj~ct should be designed to allow for extension of

the tracks to the pouth and east, so that Union Station could

become a through rather than stub end station. (Shoreline,

Stromme)

RESPONSE 70:

The project is being designed to allow for extension of the

tracks.

COMMENT 71:

DPM intercept facilities and guideway will detract from the

architectural and historic unity of the Union Station site.

(Stromme)

RESPONSE 71:

The DPM intercept and guideway have been carefully planned

to minimize their effect on the architectural and historic

unity of. the Union Station site. As noted in Section 6-421:

Alternatives to Minimize Harm, the guideway has been placed

at the southern edge of the Union Station property; the inter

cept facilities have been placed in the easternmost track

area; and the intercept building will be low enough so that

the profile of Union Station as viewed from Alameda Street

will not be changed.

COMMENT 72:

The busway, people mover guideway, and intercept facilities

will block views of the cityscape to the south and views of

the Union Station buildings from the south and east. (Stromme)

RESPONSE 72:

The busway, people mover guideway, and intercept facilities

will block current views of the cityscape to the south and

views of the Union Station buildings from the south and the

east. The view to the south will be blocked for the rail

passenger but not for the people using the DPM intercept.

Views of Union Station from the south, presumably from across

the depressed freeway, would be blocked but there is a question

of how many people currently have a view of Union Station from

,
1
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the south now~ Views of the eastern facade, or the back of

the station, would be blocked from the east. However, these

views are seen only by drivers on the Santa Ana Freeway, who

would be passing by at high speeds on an intensely used seg

ment of that freeway. Views of the back of Union Station

would be increased for those people using the Transportation

Center.

CO~h~ENT 73:

The DEIS should clearly indicate sufficient interface between

the different modes of transport to justify the centraliza

tion of facilities at Union Station. (Stromme)

RESPONSE 73:
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3. Provide a convenient and efficient interface
between the train-bus passenger area and the
DPM, the Starter Line subway stop, metro
politan buses, tpxis, etc. (City Planning)

RESPONSE 74:

Final planning for the intercept will be carefully coordinated

with the other agencies and organizations that will use Union

Station. A number of interagency coordination meetings have

taken place and will continue to do so during the final engin

eering of the DPM system.

COMMENT 75:

The maintenance and storage facility would constitute a fire

hazard and a source of dirt and noise for train passengers

All modes of transportation are present in the Union Station

today with the exception of the DPM, the Starter Line, and

the El Monte busway extension.

using Union Station.

RESPONSE 75:

(Stromme)

The Union Station intercept plan is designed to improve the

integration of the modes and to provide an improved means of

distribution of transit passengers from Union Station through

the Central downtown area.

COMMENT 74:

Final design for the Union Station intercept should carefully

consider the space needs and operational characteristics of

each transportation mode. Specifically, the multi-modal trans

portation center should accomplish the following:

1. Provide for the handling of AMTRAK rail
passengers as one of its main components.

2. Provide a direct interface between AMTRAK
passenger trains and interstate buses, per
haps sharing the same passenger waiting area,
and permitting the coordination of schedules.

Section 4-360 of the DEIS deals with the general sUbject of

safety and security which includes fire protection. The system

safety and Fire Protection program has been carefully defined,

consistent with the conceptual project level being presently

pursued, and has been concurred in by the LAFD.

The DPM project will conform to the South Coast Air Quality

Management District regulations and obtain the proper approvals

and permits for maintenance operations. The maintenance and

storage facility will be subject to the CAL-OSHA noise limits

with regard to employees. These noise limits and distance

attenuation should result in little or no noise disturbance

to LAUPT patrons. All heavy vehicular maintenance and exterior

cleaning operations will be performed within fixed facility

buildings, which will preclude general pUblic exposure to dirt,

solvent, and nolse pollutants.

Unlike diesel trains, which produce a large amount of parti-
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culates, the DPM will not produce a measurable amount of parti

culates once it is in operation. Further, analysis has shown

that the DPM will not have a significant noise impact anywhere

along the route, least of all in the Union Station area, where

train and freeway noise will most certainly dominate. In the

context of a densely populated urban environment, Union Sta

tion is a good choice for the locatio~ of a mainatenance

facility of this type.

COMMENT 76:

Nomination of the Union Station property to the National Reg

ister of Historic Places has been forwarded to the Department

of the Interior. (Conservancy)
\

several factors influencing the choice of the preferred system.

The bus alternative was not selected because it could not

provide a level of transportation service, a degree of econo

mic development potential, or the amount of operating cost

savings comparable to the DPM. It therefore is not a practical

alternative for avoiding historic propeLties.

COMMENT 78:

The analysis of the impact of the DPM on the historic Plaza

area i's not adequate. The DPM will have a significant adverse

visual impact on the El Pueblo State Historic Park and will

be potentially distracting to Park visit~rs. The adjacent

Father Serra Park is also an area of extreme visual and

RESPONSE 76: archaeological sensitivity. (Conservancy)

Nominations to the National Register of the following two pro

perties along the DPM route h~ve been forwarded to the Depart

ment of the Interior since the DEIS was published: Union Sta

tion, Fire Station No. 28.

COMMENT 77:

The DEIS fails to discuss the improved bus system in the

"Alternatives that would Avoid Adverse Impacts" section of

the Parklands and Historic Properties Chapter. (Conservancy)

RESPONSE 77:

The impacts on historic properties of either the null alter

native or the improved bus alternative were analyzed during

Phase 2 of the Circulation/Distribution Program studies and

reported in the Environmental Impact Assessment, 1977, (Section

5.2.4) and in the Summary of Environmental Impact and Response

to Issues (August, 1977: pp. 26,30,37). Both of these docu

ments have been available to the public since 1977. The choice

of system alternatives included consideration of the impacts

on historic structures, but those impacts were only one of

-

RESPONSE 78:

The DPM will not require the use of any land from El pueblo,

de Los Angeles National Register District; it will be over

100 feet away and across a fairly busy street from the south

east corner of the National Register District. The locus of

activities in the National Register District and in the State

Historic Park is from the Plaza area northward. The DPM can

scarcely be seen from the Plaza and not at all from the Olvera

Street shopping area. The potential visual impacts on the

State Historic Park including Father Serra Park are fully dis

cussed in Section 6-240 and Figures 6-24A and 6-24B. The DPM,

because it will improve accessibility, will benefit park visi-
"tors and not detract from their enjoyment. It will also pro-

vide unique views of the park which are not now available.

It should be noted that the DPM is an elevated system which

will have minimal disruption to the ground surface. If, how

ever, archaeological resources are found, they will be fully

protected under the terms of the Memorandum of Agreement signed

by the State Histor-ic Preservation Officer, the Advisory Coun-



cil on Histori~ Preservation and the Urban Mass Transportation

Administration.

COMMENT 79:

The Federal Highway Administration is currently conducting

a Section 106 study for the El Monte busway extension. This

extension will also be using Union Station property. There

fore, coordination of the two proposals will be necessary for

a proper "effects" determination. (FHI'1A)

RESPONSE 79:

Contacts have been made with the California Department of

Transportation, FHWA division office and ,with the State His

toric Preservation Officer to coordinate the 106 activities

for the two projects. However, until plans for the busway

are finalized, a definitive finding of effect can only be made

for the DPM project.
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Also, indicate the Los Angeles City Hall as CHB monument No.

150. (City Engineering)

RESPONSE 81:

Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966

(49 USC 1653) requires that programs and projects assisted by

the Department of Transportation "avoid the use of land" from

publicly owned parks, recreation areas and wildlife refuges

and any historic properties, unless there is no feasible and

purdent alternative to the use of these lands. The proposed

Downtown People Mover would require the use of land only from

those properties identified in the DEIS, namely: Pershing

Square, City Hall lawns, Father Serra Park, and Union Station.

Los Angeles City Hall is identified as a local Cultural Heri

tage Board monument in Section 2-250, Figure 2-25A.

COMMENT 82:

COMMENT 80:

In the discussion of Section 4(f) properties,

has not been shown that there are no feasible

ternatives to the use of Section 4(f) lands.

in many cases it

and prudent al

(City Engineering)

The DEIS does not identify significant street furniture along

the proposed route, and therefore does not address impacts

and mitigation measures. (Conservancy)

RESPONSE 82:

RESPONSE 80:

Further analysis has been done with respect to properties pro

tected by Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act.

Section 6-200 of the FEIS contains documentation to support

the determinations required by Section 4(f).

COMMENT 81:

The following Cultural Heritage Board monuments should be in

cluqed in the Section 4(f) discussion:

SUbway Terminal Building (CHB No. 177)

St. Paul's Cathedral (CHB No. 66)

Subsequent to publishing the DEIS, an inventory has been taken

of street furniture along the DPM route, to identify in parti

cular street lighting standards of potential significance.

This information, together with information regarding potential

impacts and mitigation measures has been forwarded to the State

Historic Preservation Officer and has been incorporated as

necessary into Section 5-125.2 of the FEIS.

COMMENT 83:

The Draft EIS does not support a determination that alterna

tives which would avoid use of land from Pershing Square are

not feasible and prudent. It appears that a relocation of
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the People Mover station at Pershing Square, to the north

side of the street would be feasible. This would entail re

location of the Hill Street portion of the People Mover to

the west side (sic) of Hill Street and then a crossing of Hill

Street, but this approach does not appear to be infeasible

nor materially different from that suggested in the EIS for

Fifth Street. (DOT)

RESPONSE 83:

A discussion of alternatives in the Pershing Square area can

be found in Section 6-230 of the FEIS.

COMMENT 84:

The location of the People Mover in the middle of Figueroa

Street will have an adverse visual impact on St. Paul's Cathe

dral. Relocation of the People ~10ver to the east side of

Figueroa Street would significantly reduce tnat impact. It

appears that the final EIS should reflect detailed engineering

study of possible column placement integrated with the exist

ing structures on the east side of Figueroa Street to permit

the People Mover to be located there. (DOT)

RESPONSE 84:

A discussion of Figueroa Street alternatives can be found in

Section 6-529 of the FEIS.

enlarged if significant resources are found next to it. Care

should also be taken with the use of mechanical equipment in

areas around known cultural resources, as damage can be done

faster than realized. CSCA)

RESPONSE 85:

El Pueblo National Register Historic District is outside the

proposed route of the Los Angeles Downtown People Mover and

also outside of the construction area for the project. Father

Serra Park is part of the State Historic Park, but not part of

the National Register District. Construction of the columns

and column supports in Father Serra Park will be preceded by

additional archaeological research inclu~ing a Phase 2 Map

and Literature Survey and Phase 3 Core Borings Analysis. A

qualified archaeologist will be retained to monitor construc

tion activities., As stated in the DEIS, Father Serra Park

has been identified as having the potential for containing

archaeological remains. All of the above steps are part of

the Memorandum of Agreement signed by the Urban Mass Trans

portation Administration, the State Historic Preservation

Office, and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation to

protect historic and archaeological resources both known and

not yet identified. The Memorandum of Agreement is found in

Chapter 6 of this document.

COMMENT 86:

In Section 6-410 pertaining to 36 CFR 800.3(b), I do not feel

that the answers are given to substantiate the issue discussed

This comment does not specify a particular property, however,

in the context of the letter, it appears to relate to a con

cern for unidentified archaeological remains in the vicinity

of El Pueblo State Historic Park. The process for protecting -

COMMENT 85:

Sect ~ 6-300 implies that there will be no effect on the El

Pv .storic District. The use of heavy equipment for

•.:tion could produce disturbance of the current surface

.Irs could impact the historic district in many areas .•

,"" historic resources within the district have a degree of

protection that resources next to the district do not now

have, but may qualify for later. There is a very good prob

ability that the district boundaries should be or could be

in number (l).

RESPONSE 86:

(SCA)

Ir--------------------------------------, --
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archaeological resources is addressed in the Memorandum of

Agreement and is discussed in Response 82. If archaeological

remains are found during final engineering or construction, a

determination of eligibility will be sought and the regulations

of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation will be

followed.

COMMENT 87:

The Draft EIS would aid in the understanding of section 6-210

if the review panels' recommendations were reported. The SCA

has never received a copy of the Review Panel Report. (SCA)

RESPONSE 87:

The Review Panel's Report has been available from the DPM

Program. It was forwarded to the State Historic Preservation

Office as noted in Section 6-210, along with other reports

prepared on historic and archaeological matters. The SCA has

never requested a copy of this report. They requested, and

were sent in October, 1978, a copy of the Archaeological

Resources Survey.
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10-300 Impacts: Visual

COMMENT 88:

The DPM is a visual affront to the environment and would

create other negative impacts including noise, dirt; and crime,

similar to existing elevated rail lines elsewhere. (CRT,

Rodney Nelson, Wolinsky)

RESPONSE 88:

Perception of the DPM will depend upon the subjective judgment

of the viewer. However, as discussed in Section 5-224, a

significant effort has been and will be placed on the design

of the system and the system elements, inc"luding columns,

guideway,and stations, to enhance the aesthetic qualities of

the system. Because the system will not be a steel-wheel/

steel-rail system, as so many of the previous elevated systems

have been, the noise and dirt generated by the DPM will be in

significant in comparison to the older "els". The questions

of crime and security are discussed in sections 5-222 and

4-360. The DPM will be traversing an area with fairly low

crime rates and the system security plan is being developed

and updated in cooperation with the Los Angeles Police Depart

ment to minimize safety and security risks to patrons.

COMMENT 89:

The DEIS does not contain an analysis of the extent to which

shadows and obstruction of sunshine will be created along the

route. (Conservancy, Sarnoff, Wolinsky)

RESPONSE 89:

An analysis of shadows created by the DPM has been incorporated

into the visual impacts Section 5-224.14.

COMMENT 90:

The placement of the DPM guideway and station in front of the
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Federal Building would detract from easy recognition of the

Federal Building. (GSA, LWV)

Placing t~e station in front of the Federal Building will

obscure the front of the building and may make it har~er

for people driving down the street to recognize it as the

Federal Building. However, for people using the DPM, the

name of the station, Federal Building Station, will increase

recognition of the building and improve access for people

wishing to use federal services. The presence of the station

name on every route map throughout the system and on every

street map showing the transit system wilL substantially

increase the recognition value of the building, particularly

for people who have not previously had occasion to go there.

Access for both transit dependents and auto users will be

significantly improved.
,

COMMENT 91:

Visual presentations of the DPM are sometimes deceptive be

cause they are made from an aerial rather than ground level

view. Also, shadow impacts are also often ignored.

LConservancy)

RESPONSE 91:

Visual presentations of the DPM were presented in retouched

photographs to give as accurate an impression of the system

as possible. (It should be noted that the actual system to be

deployed has not yet been selected.) The photographs were

taken from a variety of positions both at street level and

from adjacent buildings to reflect the different perspectives

from which the system could be viewed. Of the 15 retouched

photographs, 9 are from street level and the remaining 6 are

elevated from the street. The photographs were taken at var

ious times of the day and thus reflect different positions of

the sun. The retouched photographs were carefully analyzed

and corrected so that shadows would be accurately represented.

COM.'1ENT 92:

If the DPM is the first segment of a total network, further

adverse visual impacts can be expected. (Conservancy)

RESPONSE 92:

If additional segments of a DPM network were to be constructed,

visual impacts would be similar; perception of the visual

character of an expanded system would be ,as dependent on the

subjective judgment of the viewer as is true for the initial

segment currently being proposed.

COMMENT 93:

It is questioned whether the visual impact of the DPM system,

in terms of scale and obstruction, can be reduced to a level

of acceptability, as it relates to the architecturally and

historically sensitive segments of the route. In particular,

the visual impacts are questioned on the following segments

analyzed in the DEIS: 3,5,6,9,10,11, and 12. (See Section

5-224.2) (Conservancy)

RESPONSE '93:

Perception of the DPM as being "acceptable" or "unacceptable"

in visual terms is a subjective judgment, as is pointed out

in Section 5-224 of the document. The purpose of the dis

cussion in the visual impacts section was to present enough

information so that the reader could form his or her own

opinions about the visual impacts of the DPM. The DPM will

present a contrast between it and many of the older buildings

and structures. This is discussed in some detail in the seg

ment analysis along the route. Whether this contrast is per-
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ceived as visually exciting or visually detrimental will de

pend upon the viewer. A number of design refinements have

been identified that will be included in final design to mini

mize the visual impacts. These are discussed in Section 4-231

of the FElS.

In addition to these points, the Memorandum o£ Agreement with

the State Historic Preservation Office and the Advisory Council

on Historic Preservation includes the commitment to locate

columns so as to "frame" building facades rather than inter

rupting them wherever this is possible, consistent with engin

eering considerations.

COMMENT 94:

Construction of the system, along with fringe parking facili

ties, will create secondary impacts, particularly in the older,

low income residential Pico/Olympic area. (Conservancy)

RESPONSE 94:

Secondary impacts of the DPM system have been discussed inso

far as they can be predicted at this time. Section 5-221.3

presents an analysis of probable effects in the South Park

area, with particular regard to the housing supply.

COMMENT 95:

Placement of the DPM guideway and station in front of the

Federal Building and on federal property is not acceptable to

the General Services Administration, for the following reasons:

1. Removal of trees in front of the building

2. Noise impacts of the proposed route

3. Visual impacts of the proposed route

Preliminary investigation by the General Services Administra

tion indicate~ the an alignment in the median or on the west

side of Los Angeles Street is feasible and would be prefer-
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able in its impact on the Federal Building.

The GSA will not approve an easement for such use unless it

can be proved that there are no other viable alternative

locations. (GSA)

RESPONSE 95:

Alternatives to the present DPM alignment in Los Angeles

Street have been defined and evaluated, in terms of cost,

feasib1lity, and potential impacts. The following is a

discussion of these alternatives.

Alternative No. I (Centerline - Los Ange~es Street)

This alternative ·would locate the DPM guideway and stations

on the street centerline, between First and Aliso Streets.

The alternative is about the same length and has the same

amount of curvature as the adopted alignment.

The existing islands in Los Angeles Street would have to be

extended to Temple Street to allow column placement. This

would require widening the street by 6 feet to retain the same

number of traffic lanes. A major portion of this widening

(or possibly all) would be on the east side of the street.

Additional cost to the DPM project would be approximately

$184,000 (1983 dollars). The additional street widening would

add to overall construction disruption.

This alternative would reguire relocation of existing tele

phone and water lines, which would result in an additional

cost of between $132,000 and $300,000 (1983 dollars), depend

ing upon available locations for the telephone line.

Placing columns in the median would result in permanent fixed

objects that may increase the frequency and severity of traffic

accidents. Left turn pockets at Temple Street would be off-
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set 8 feet, thereby increasing accident potential. Also,

permanent median islands would severely restrict the avail

able options for managing future traffic flow on Los Angeles

Street.

The right-of-way adjacent to Parker Center would no longer

be available as part of the local share in the financial plan.

This could increase the required cash contributions from the

City of Los Angeles.

Alternative No. 2 (West Side - Los Angeles Street)

This alternative would locate the DP11 guideway on the east

side of Los Angeles Street south of the Little Tokyo Station.

North of the station, the guideway would 'cross to the west

side of the street, adjacent to City Hall East. The guideway

would continue on the west sjde to the Federal Building Sta

tion at Aliso Street. The guideway would be about 110 feet

longer and more circuitous than the adopted alignment. DPM

columns and foundations would be located within the base-

ment of the Los Angeles Mall, which extends beyond the west

curb line of Los Angeles Street, at a depth of 50 feet. Be

cause the Mall and City Hall East were not designed to accom

modate the DPM, the guideway must be supported from the ground

below the buildings, making the effective height of the guide

way about 80 feet. The additional cost, including extra guide

way length, would be about $2,250,000 (1983 dollars). Column

placement would result in the loss of at least 80 Mall parking

spaces and a reduced rental value to some of the Mall commer

cial spaces.

Disruption to City Hall East and the Mall would be severe dur

ing construction, lasting as long as 6 months. One of the

entrances to Mal~ parking would be required for contractor

use, resulting in the loss of at least 240 parking spaces

during the construction period. Construction noise and vibra

tion would have a significant adverse impact on City Hall East

operation and the Mall commercial activity.

and the Mall commercial activity.

Right-of-way within City Hall East and the Mall would probably

be eligible as part of the local share in the financial plan.

City of Los Angeles cash contributions would be higher, how

ever, as 'the right-of-way value represents revenue losses to

the City from lost parking spaces and devalued commercial

spaces.

Alternative No. 3 (East Side of Los Angeles Street with

Federal Building Station on Street Centerline)

This alternative would locate the DPM guideway on the east

side of Los Angeles Street between First and Temple. North

of Temple, the guideway would cross to tne street centerline,

where the Federal Building Station is located. This would

allow the station to be placed so as not to require an ease

ment from the General Services Administration.

The guideway would be about 45 feet longer and more circuitous

than the adopted alignment. The additional cost would be

approximately $102,000 (1983 dollars). Construction disruption

would be slightly higher to the Los Angeles Mall and slightly

lower to the Federal Building.

Alternative No. 4 (East Side Los Angeles Street - Modified

Station Location)

This alternative would locate the DPM guideway on the east

side of Los Angeles Street between First and Aliso Streets.

The major difference between this alternative and number 3

would come in the relocation of the station northward, closer

to Aliso Street. The station would be located 20 feet west

and 95 feet north of the originally recommended location.

Shifting the station in this way would still require a slight

swing out into the street, but it would allow the station

to be placed so as not to require an easement from GSA.

The station would be supported on bents spanning Los Angeles

Street on either side of the freeway off-~arnp on the west side

-



of the street. On the east side of the street, the columns

supporting the bents would be located near the east property

line to allow for the future addition of a right turn lane

at Aliso Street. The guideway would be about 16 feet longer

and slightly more circuitous than the adopted alignment.

Shifting the station northward reduces the rad~us available

for the curve across the Santa Ana Freeway and results in

reduced operating speeds, and increased travel time. The

additional cost of this alternative, compared to the recom

mended alternative, would be approximately $36,000. Construc

tion disruption would be slightly higher to the Los Angeles

Mall and slightly lower for the Federal Building because of

the increased distance from the building.

Pedestrian access to this relocated stat~on would be by means

of pedway from the Los Angeles ~all. This pedway connect inn

is awkward, but feasible. A station located closer to the

northwest corner of Aliso and Los Angeles Streets would be

more accessible, but also more visible to the El Pueblo

National Register District. Pueblo staff have expressed

concern about the adverse impacts of DPM visibility on

visitors at the Pueblo.

After reviewing the four alternatives outlined above, the

original location of the Federal Building Station is still

considered superior by the City of Los Angeles. However,

after additional consultation with the GSA, the City has agreed

to shift the station northward to the location identified in

Alternative #4. The plans and profiles presented in Section

4-210 have been revised to reflect this change in station

location. (See Figure 4-22A) Comments from GSA architects

pertaining to design of this station will be solicited and

considered during final engineering.
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10-310 Impacts: Economic/Social

COMMENT 96:

If the DPM will revitalize downtown, why is it routed in an

area where property values have already begun to soar? (LIVV,

Picus)

RESPONSE 96:

The Downtown People Mover will reinforce current and projected

growth trends on the west side of downtown Los Angeles. (See

Section 2-210 "Development Trends".) It will connect the high

density activity centers in this area, thereby serving the

vast majority of the existing and projected downtown employee

population. (See Section 2-320.) It will also serve the grow

ing population of downtown residents projected for the west

side.

During Phase II of the DPM Program, three alternative corridors

were considered for the DPM route. Two of those alternatives,

namely Band C, served the eastside of downtown; corridor

alternative A served the westside. (See Figure 3-43A, p.3-28.)

The West Side corridor was superior to the other two in terms

of patronage, maintaining the economic vitality of downtown,

least need for residential relocation, least negative economic

impacts during construction and generation of more substantial

economic benefit. (See Section 3-430.) A more complete dis

cussion of the corridor-level alternatives analysis is con

tained in Moving People in Los Angeles; Community Redevelop

ment Agency of the City of Los Angeles, California, June 1977

(see pages 75-77). As development trends move eastward, the

opportunity will exist to extend the DPM system ~o more effec

tively serve these areas in the Central Business District.

COMMENT 97:

What will be the development impacts of the DPM on the east
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In this case, potentially reusable financial buildings along

Spring Street (from approximately 2nd Street to 6th Street)

would be included ~n the assessment district. (See accompany

ing map.)

To determine the benefits accruing to the private
sector as a basis for the assessment rate, major
consideration will be given to the properties'
distance from DPM stations with zones being esta
blished up to but not exceeding 1200 feet from each
station. (p-12)

side of downtown for example, Spring Street, as compared to

the extensive analysis of impacts on the west side? How is

this reflected in the proposed benefit assessment district?

(LWV)

RESPONSE 97:

Since the Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) was pub

lished in Novernber,1978, the area to be covered by the pro

posed benefit assessment district has been expanded to better

reflect benefits which will accrue to property as the result

of DPM system implementation. As stated in the Financial

Plan, the Los Angeles Downtown People Mover Program, March,

1979:

Although the DPM is expected to reinforce development trends

on the west side of downtown, the presence of stations at

Pershing Square and at Hill Street will provide some incentive

for east side development also. Both of these stations are

within a 1.5 minute walk of the Broadway retail area and with

in a five minute walk of the Spring Street office area.

Effects on the east side of downtown will not be as direct

as those on the westside; but this improved access to the

older, still active portions of the East Side of downtown,

particularly Broadway, will reinforce some of the filtering

effects of the West Side's economic growth.

•



COMMENT 98:

The DPM is part of an overall redevelopment process that has

shifted our City from the east side of downtown to the west

side, leaving us with a blighted east side. (Goldin)

RESPONSE 98:

In selecting the preferred DPM alignment, many different

evaluation factors were considered. One of these factors was

an ability to reinforce existing downtown growth trends, which

are currently being exhibited in the western portion of the

CBD. This strong growth on the west side is the result of

the interplay of market forces, and the DPM alignment in this

area is a response to those forces. For ·amore detailed dis

cussion of DPM development impacts on the east side of down

town, see response 97.

COMMENT 99:

Instead of creating incentives for rehabilitation and rental

of older office structures, the DPM could have the reverse

effect. The proximity of the DPM to the buildings on the

west side of Hill Street could create potentials for disrup

tion. (Conservancy)

RESPONSE 99:

Past experience with elevated transit systems has been negative

in a number of cases, because of the characteristics of the

systems which were installed. These systems are generally

order and are characterized by steel-wheeled vehicles opera

ting on steel rails in open track beds. These systems are

further supported on steel columns and, because they are high

capacity systems, operate at high speeds. Because of these

characteristics, these older systems produce a significant

amount of dirt, noise and vibration.

The proposed DPM system does not include any of the negative
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aspects of these older systems. It is much quieter, and be

cause of its electric power, does not produce dirt. Because

of its concrete guideway and column design, the DPM will not

produce a measurable amount of vibration. In short, the pro

posed DPM will not produce any of the negative effects gener

ally associated with older elevated systems.

COMMENT 100:

No consideration has been given to the desirability of forc

ing hundreds of thousands of people to commute to downtown

Los Angeles. (Stromme)

RESPONSE 100:

Implementation of the DPM, together with the intercept faci

lities, will not force people to commute to downtown Los

Angeles or to change modes to reach a destination within

downtown. Rather than reducing transportation choice, the

DPM system will increase the options available for trips

both to and within the CBD.

COMMENT 101:

The DEIS is highly speculative about increases in downtown

retail sales. (NAACP)

RESPONSE 101:

Although any forecast of future events involves some specu

lation, the validity of such forecasts rests upon the metho

dology utilized. The forecast of the DPM's impact on retail

sales in the Central Business District (CBD) was based on a

parametric analysis of each sub-market: office employees,

non-office employees, tourists, convention delegates, busi

ness/~overnment visitors and residents. Estimates were made

for each of these sub-markets in terms of increased numbers

and increased expenditures per capita as a result of DPM
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implementation (see Section 5-221, p. 5-57 through 5-76).

The increased per capita spending, as the DEIS analysis indi

cates, was the major factor producing the forecasted sales

increases. The DPM system's influence on expanding both the

"perceived" and actual pedestrian domain of employees, resi

dents and hotel guests will minimally produce the per capita

sales increases described in the document. Such expansion

in the range and magnitude of noontime activity has been a

major impact of the new Washington, D.C. rapid transit system

(Washington Metropolitan Area Transportation Authority, 1977

1978) and of the skyway system in Minnesota (James B. McComb

and Associates, 1976-1977). In fact, the percentage increase

in per capita sales rates in these two cases exceeds the in

creases forecasted for the Los Angeles DEIS report. It also

should be noted that no credit was taken in the DEIS for any

potential increases in the regional shopping portion of the

CBD retail sales market (see Section 5-221.4, p. 5-72).

COMMENT 102:

Various assumptions and projections regarding economics,

ridership, technology, etc. have been questioned. It is

further questioned whether these assumptions and projections

are sufficient to warrant the exp~tedenvironmentaldisrup

tion. (Conservancy}

RESPONSE 102:

The various assumptions and projections which have been used

in the course of the DPM analysis are conservative and are

not overly prejudiced in favor of the DPM. The environmental

effects of the project, although in some cases identified as

significant, are for the most part, minor.

COMMENT 103:

A discussion should be included in the DEIS of the impacts

of the project on existing downtown parking facilities, e.g.

economic, employment, availability of land presently used for

such purposes for other subsequent uses should the need for

parking be affected (reduced or eliminated) by the proposed

project. (State Lands)

RESPONSE 103:

The DPM would have a relatively small impact on existing

downtown parking facilities. The 3,750 spaces to be provided

at the DPM intercepts, however, will satisfy a portion of the

expected 1990 demand for 93,900 parking spaces in the Central

Business District. (Phase II, Task Termination Report 22,

Parking Supply Location, and Demand.) This will have the

effect of reducing the number of on-site parking spaces built

in conjunction with new buildings and of satisfying some addi

tional parking demand which cannot be met within the intensely

developed downtown core.

•



10-320 Impacts: Air Quality/Energy/Noise

COMMENT 104:

A comparative analysis of the air quality impacts of the DPM

versus the minibus should be presented. (DOT)

RESPONSE 104:

The macro scale air quality analysis which is presented in

the Draft EIS considers the contributions to study area emis

sions produced by all transportation modes operating in the

downtown area. The results of these collective contributions

are presented in Tables 5-21A and 5-21B.

However, a specific comparison of potential air quality im

pacts between the minibus system and the DPM system can be

made although this is not completely relevant in the context

of overall impacts in downtown. The expected emissions re

sUlting from the DPM system are shown in Table 1, below.
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TABLE 1

EXPECTED DPM EMISSIONS CHARACTERISTICS

ANNUAL VEHICLE-MILES: 2,438,200 (1990)

ANNUAL PASSENGERS: 21,213,200

E~PECTED EMISSIONS: THC CO NOX SOX PARTICULATES

ANNUAL (TONS) 2.19 1. 82 23.72 55.11 4.01

DAILY (TON) .006 .005 .065 .151 .Oll

PER PASSENGER
(GRAMS) .09 .08 1. 02 2.36 0.17

PER VEHICLE-MILE
(GRAMS) .82 .68 8.84 20.55 1. 49

For comparison purposes, emissions have also been calculated

for the present mini-bus system, using applicable emission

factors for heavy duty gasoline-powered vehicles. The results

. are displayed in Table 2.

TABLE 2

EXISTING MINIBUC EMISSIONS CHARACTERISTICS

ANNUAL VEHICLE-MILES: 260,433 (FY 1977-78)

ANNUAL PASSENGERS: 1,612,200

CALCULATED EMISSIONS: THC CO NOX SOX PARTICULATES

ANNUAL (TONS) 9.93 94.00 2.75 0.10 0.35

DAILY (TONS) .027 .257 .007 .0002 .0009

PER PASSENGER
(GRAMS) 11. 20 106.00 3.10 0.11 0.39

PER VEHICLE-MILE
(GRAMS) 34.68 328.13 9.62 0.36 1. 24
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A comparison of the two tables reveals the following con

clusions:

1. When compared in terms of both annual and
daily emissions generated, the DPM system
is superior to the minibus system for all
pollutants except sulfur oxides and parti
culates.

2. When compared in terms of emissions per
passenger carried, the DPM is superior to
the minibus for all pollutants except sul
fur oxides.

3. When compared in terms of emissions generated
per vehicle-mile of service, the DPM is
superior for total hydrocarbons, carbon
monoxide and nitrogen oxides: the minibus
is superior for sulfur oxides: and the two
systems are nearly equivalent for particu
lates.

The above analysis demonstrates that, in terms of a simple

comparison, the DPM system would produce generally lower

emissions than the existing minibus system. It should be

noted, however, that it is the overall emissions produced

by all modes operating in downtown that should be used for

assessing air quality impacts. It should further be noted

that the emissions produced by the DPM system, although

included in the analysis, would not be directly experienced

in the downtown area, due to the fact that it is electrically

powered, and therefore the emissions would be experienced at

the electrical power generating facility.

COMMENT 105:

Worst case data should be used to calculate ambient CO con

centrations. (SCAQMDl

RESPONSE 105:

The following changes have been made in response to the com

ment: ell On page 5-45., reference to the monthly average of

one-hour worst case CO ambient concentrations has been changed

to reflect the use of the annual worst case (12.9 ppm) to

represent the ambient condition.· (2) Tables 5-21C and 5-2lD,

on pages 5-46 and 5-47, respectively have been changed to re

flect the use of the worst case ambient CO concentration.

COMMENT 106:

The DEIS contains a discrepancy regarding air and noise im

pacts. Section 5-244 indicates reduced noise and emission

levels in the downtown area, whereas Sections 5-218.2 and

5-217 indicate an insignificant impact upon noise sensitive

receptors and air quality. (City Engineering)

RESPONSE 106:

The reference to air quality and noise consequences in Sec

tion 5-244 reads as follows:

...... it is expected that the DPM will result in fewer ve

hicular miles of travel by both automobile and buses, thus

leading to reduced noise and emission levels in the downtown

area."

Reference to Table 5-2lA (DEIS, page 5-38) reveals that the

expected em~ssions produced under the 1990 DPM Case are less

than those produced in the 1990 Null Case, with the exception

of sulfur oxides. The net reduction in emissions is small,

but a reduction, nevertheless, is expected. The statement

in Section 5-244 is therefore consistent with the analytical

results.

~ith respect to the suggested discrepancy regarding noise

impacts, examination of the noise impact (Tables 5-21F, 5-2lG,

5-2lH) reveals that the expected noise levels produced in the

1990 DPM Case are equal to or less than those produced in the

1990 Null Case at approximately one-half of the ambient survey

points. For the remaining survey points, increases are so



small as to not be readily perceptible. The analysis conducted

relative to noise sensitive receptors produced similar con

clusions for specific sites along the DPM route.

In the noise impact analysis, worst case assumptions regard

ing DPM noise prediction were used wherever possible. It is

therefore quite likely that the actual field noise experienced

after DPM installation will be less than the predicted values,

thus resulting in an improvement in noise levels at a majority

of survey points. For these reasons, the statement regarding

noise impacts in Section 5-244 is considered valid.

COMMENT 107:

What improvement in air quality does the DPM produce? Doesn't

it worsen air quality because it enables more automobiles to

reach downtown Los Angeles? (CRT, Marvin)

RESPONSE 107:

The analysis of air quality impacts is presented in Section

5-217 (DElS, pages 5-36 through 5-47). This analysis indi

cates that, with respect to the five major primary pollutants,

the DPM produces a slight improvement in daily emissions,

with the exception of sulfur oxides. In addition, the DPM

system has been shown to result. in a decrease in vehicle-miles

of travel within the CBD, and in the region. It cannot there

fore be concluded that the DPM would worsen air quality.

COMMENT 108:
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COMMENT 109:

What savings in energy does the DPM produce? (CRT)

RESPONSE 109:

The DPM system, once' it is in operation, will result in a net

saving to the region of 11,100 vehicle miles of travel, daily.

In addition, a total of 3,244 daily bus miles would be saved,

in the CBD. The calculated accompanying energy saving would

be equivalent to approximately 390,000 gallons of gasoline

annually. Because the DPM is one important link in the four

part Regional Transportation Development Program, it functions

together with the other elements to encourage additional re

gional trips by public transportation. This will undoubtedly

have additional energy benefit, but this cannot be readily

calculated.

Construction of the DPM would require some 107 x 10
6

KWH of

electrical energy. Annual DPM operation would require 18 x 10
6

KWH of electrical energy, which translates to approximately

501,000 gallons of gasoline per year. If the minibus system

was to provide a comparable level of service, which would be

impractical without grade separation, over 4 million vehicle

miles would be expended every year, resulting in an annual use

of 815,000 gallons of gasoline. This is a 63% greater energy

expenditure than that required by the DPM system.

COMMENT 110:

The final ElS should reflect commitment to all feasible

An AQMD permit may be required for selected activities at the

maintenance facility. (SCAQMD)

measures to minimize noise and visual impacts.

RESPONSE 110:

(DOT)

RESPONSE 108:

All federal, state and local regulatory requirements appli

cable to the DPM will be met. The permit referred to in this

comment concerns the use of certain fluids at the maintenance

facility.

The noise analysis performed for the DElS indicated that no

significant noise impacts would result. It is therefore not

expected that any mitigation measures, beyond those already

incorporated into the system specifications, will be necessary.
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A perceptible increase in noise may be experienced at two

noise sensitive land uses. However, the 1990 noise levels

expected at these locations will exceed recommended levels,

in the absence of the DPM. (See Section 5-218 of the FElS.)

COMMENT 111:

The final EIS should reflect a firm commitment that the sys

tem will meet the established noise specifications (page 5-54).

If the project will not meet these specifications at any signi

ficant location, detailed discussion of noise abatement mea

sures at such locations should be included. (DOT)

RESPONSE 111:

The noise criteria noted on page 5-54 of the DElS are taken

from the system specifications for the project. DPM equip

ment manufacturers must conform to these specifications, and

therefore the noise criteria will be enforced through the

specifications and will become a part of the DPM equipment

finally selected for implementation.

COMMENT 112:

The ARB is supportive of the local planning and prioritiza

tion process for transit projects and encourages thorough

objectives analysis of all transportation measures. The

May 10, 1979 ARB Resolution adopting the Air Quality Manage

ment Plan for this region included the Los Angeles Downtown

People Mover (DPM) as a specific tactic. It would be a part

of the regional planning process with implementation after

1982. The DPM has been subject to significant public review

as a component of the four-part Regional Transit Development

Program and is a major objective of the Regional Transporta

tion Plan. (ARB)

RESPONSE 112:

No response required.

COMMENT 113:

The Community Redevelopment Agency has admitted at their pub

lic hearings that there will be more energy expended and more

pollution emitted if the DPM is built than if it is not.

(Pickard)

RESPONSE 113:

The DPM system, once it is in operation, will result in a net

saving of 11,100 daily regional auto VMT and 3,244 daily bus

VMT. This translates into an annual saving of 9285 equivalent

barrels of oil. Furthermore. because the DPM is an important

element of the four-part Regional Transportation Development

Program, it acts together with the other elements to encourage

the increased use of regional public transportation facilities.

This will undoubtedly have an additional energy benefit, but

this cannot be readily calculated.

Construction of the DPM system, including the manufacture,

transport, and installation of all system components, would

consume some 107 x 10
6

KWH of electrical energy, which translates

into approximately 63,900 equivalent barrels of oil. The DPM

system is expected to consume approximately 18 x 10 6 KWH of

electrical energy per year, or 35 equivalent barrels of oil

per day. If the minibus system could be improved to provide

comparable service, which would be impractical without grade

separation, over 4 million annual vehicle miles would be ex

pended by minibuses operating at 21 second headways. This

would translate into approximately 63 equivalent barrels of

oil per day -- nearly 63% greater than the energy expenditure

of the DPM system.

With respect to air quality, Section 5-217 of the ElS points

out that the DPM system would result in a net reduction in

emissions produced by the downtwon area. Although the re

duction produced by the DPM system alone is small, it is
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reasonable to expect that, as time goes on, regional emissions

could be significantly reduced through patronage of the

regional system improvements programmed as part of the four

part program.

COMMENT 114:

The ambient air quality data presented in the DEIS should be

updated to reflect the most current information. (SCAQMD)

RESPONSE 114:

The appropriate air quality data have been updated in Table

2-17C, as per the data transmitted by the Southern California

Air Quality Management District.
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10-330 Impacts: Open Space and Vegetation

COMMENT 115:

No analysis of street tree removal associated with widening

Figueroa Street is presented. (Conservancy)

RESPONSE 115:

An inventory of trees along the DPM route was prepared during

the Preliminary Engineering phase of the project. Trees along

Figueroa Street that might have to be relocated because of the

proposed widening are neither rare or endangered. These trees

are small and do not provide valuable shade. No special diffi

culty in relocating or replacing such affected trees is anti

cipated and all such work will be coordinated with the Street

Tree Division of the Department of Public Works.

COMMENT 116:

The People Mover runs over some of the few green space areas

in downtown Los Angeles. (Pickard)

RESPONSE 116:

The anticipated impacts of the DPM on open space areas are dis

cussed in Section 5-223 (DEIS, page 5-79). As noted in this

discussion, the DPM has direct impact on two currently used

open spaces - Pershing Square and City Hall lawn. In both of

these cases there is a minimal loss of physical space and the

presence of a new visual element. The DPM also provides in

creased accessibility to both of these open spaces and a num

ber of others, as well. Of the 70.3 existing and planned

acres of CBD open space, the DPM provides easy pedestrian

access to 40 acres of this total. On balance, the DPM would

therefore have a beneficial impact on the usefulness of CBD

open spaces .
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10-340 Impacts: Geology/Water Quality

COMMENT 117:

A statement should be added to the water quality section which

discusses the significance of the erosion of excavated soil

and debris during storm periods. (Interior)

RESPONSE 117:

Because excavated soil and debris will be expeditiously re

moved during construction, the erosion of this material will

not present a runoff problem during storm periods. A state

ment has been added to Section 5-114 (page 5-4) to clarify

this concern.

COMMENT 118:

The Department has reviewed the Draft EIS and concludes that

there are no adverse impacts upon any of the concerns of the

Soil Conservation Service. (Agriculture)

RESrONSE 118:

No response required.

COMMENT 119:

The Downtown People Mover, when constructed, will have very

little effect on the operation and effectiveness of the drain

age facilities in the CBD. During construction, some existing

facilities may be affected since present drains are within

the path of the proposed project. However, depending on the

time of the year construction is occurring, the impact will

vary from moderate to none at all. (LACFCD)

RESPONSE 119:

No response required.

10-350 Coordination/Plan Conformance

COMMENT 120:

Goals and objectives of the DPM should be explicitly stated

in the EIS. (City Engineering)

RESPONSE 120:

Both regional and local goals and objectives for transporta

tion are discussed in Section 2-440 of the DEIS. DPM confor

mance to these goals and to the plans which incorporated them

is described in section 5-244 of the DEIS. In addition to

these, specific goals and objectives for the circulation/dis

tribution program were developed in Phase" I of the program

and addressed in terms of planning studies in Phase II of

the program. Specific documents produced during these pro

gram phases contain this material and have been available

throughout the program.

COMMENT 121:

The DEIS does not indicate coordination with the Southern Cali

fornia Association of Governments, with respect to the Area

Wide Water Quality Management Plan (AWQMP). Consistency with

AWQMP should be discussed, in terms of:

1. erosion and sedimentation due to construction
related activities, and implementation of appro
priate control/mitigation measures.

2. operational project related surface runoff and
implementation of appropriate control/mitigation
measures.

(EPA)

RESPONSE 121:

As the ~EIS points out in Section 5-214, the effect of DPM

operation on water quality would be undetectable. This re

view was coordinated with both the State Water Resources

-
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Agency apd the· appropriate State Water Resources Control

Boards. Further, because amounts of excavated materials will

not be great, there will be no significant erosion or runoff

problems during storm periods.

COMMENT 122:

An inter-agency task force should be established for early

review of planned construction activities within the Caltrans

right-of-way. The task force will provide additional traffic

construction mitigation measures for short-term interruption

of transportation system (i.e. freeway lane closures and

traffic re-routing) during construction stages. A discussion

of the task force and mitigation measures should be included

in the Final EIS. (Caltrans)

RESPONSE 122:

Since close coordination and cooperation between Caltrans and

the DPM Program is an absolute necessity, we can only agree

that inter-agency communication a~d cooperation continue and

that jointly agreed-to plans concerning mitigation measures

relating to traffic interruptions be included in the plans

~or final project implementation.

The only Cal trans right-of-way which may be impacted by DPM

construction activities is in the area of Union Station. An

interagency task force which includes Caltrans has been func

tioning during the current planning process and will continue

to function throughout the implementation phase. In addition

to this task force activity there is daily communication with

Cal trans staff working on the project to extend the El Monte

Busway to the intercept at Union Station. In January, 1980,

a Task Force composed of all of the parties involved in plan

ning for Union Station was formed. This Task Force will de

velop an integrated approach for the total development of the

Transportation Center. This approach will include all con

struction activities, operation and future development. with
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regard to the DPM, specifically, the approach will meet DPM

construction requirements in a timely fashion as well as the

requirements of the integrated transportation program projected

for Union Station.

CO~~NT 123:

The Downtown People Mover project is either irrelevant or

contradictory to principal goals for future transportation 

energy conservation, air quality, and general mobility. It

is also contradictory to the stated goals for Downtown Los

Angeles. (Pickard)

RESPONSE 123:

Planning of the DPM system has been cognizant of the various- .
goals and pplicies operative in the downtown area since its

inception. In fact, the applicable goals and policies at all

levels have been part of the evaluation criteria of the whole

range of planning .studies for the project, to the end that

the DPM would be planned so as to be responsive to them. For

a description of these goals, policies and plans, see Section

2-440 of the EIS.

In the course of the review of the Draft EIS, the document

has been circulated to all agencies and jurisdictions which

have responsibility for the various transportation goals,

policies and plans which are addressed in Section 2-440.

Taken together, these various plans are fairly complete in

their attention to energy, air quality and mobility. In all

cases, and in particular for the topics raised in the comment,

the DPM system has been found to be in conformance with the

following plans:

• Air Quality Maintenance Plan (SCAQMD, 1978)

• Regional Transportation Plan (SCAG, 1978)

• Central City Community Plan (L.A. Planning Dept., 1974)

• Los Angeles Citywide Plan (L.A. Planning Dept., 1974)
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• Redevelopment Plan for the Central Business District
(CRA, 1975)

• Bunker Hill Design for Development (CRA, 1971)

• Little Tokyo Redevelopment Project Plan (CRA, 1970)

COMMENT 124:

Both the SCRTD and the City Planning Department have been

left out of the planning for the DPM project. (Schiffer)

RESPONSE 124:

The Southern California Rapid Transit District has been con

tinuously consulted throughout the DPM planning process, with

respect to issues of coordinated service, both for the bus

DPM interface and the interface with the proposed Starter

Line. This consultation has included such topics as: bus

route planning, schedules, Starter Line station location

and interface, and patronage assumptions. The SCRTD will

continue to be consulted as the DPM proceeds toward imple

mentation.

The Los Angeles City Planning Department has been similarly

consulted during DPM planning, both in terms of a review

capacity and direct staff input. Several members of the

Planning Department acted as staff to the DPM .during the

Route Refinement and Preliminary Engineering studies.

lO-~60 Procedure

In their commenting letter on the DEIS, the Jonathan Club

incorporated, by reference, comments which had been made con

cerning the EIR. The Jonathan Club comments addressed in

this section therefore refer to the EIR. These comments are

numbers 125-127 and 129-132.

COM:1E:-lT 125:

The Environmental Impact Report (EIR) fails to fully identify

or treat significant environmental effects of the disputed

segment (i.e. Figueroa 5creec from Fifth to Seventh S~=ee~s, :

1. Visual impacts are presented in narrative form,
rather than pictorial. Visual impacts editor
ialize rather than present facts.

2. Demand studies were not reported.

3. Noise impact studies were not reported.

4. Analysis of long term effects is .abbreviated
and narrow.

(Jonathan Club)

RESPONSE 125:

1. Visual impacts are largely based on subjective response,

as identified in the document. The visual impact analysis

emphasizes that point. However, there is no legal require

ment for a pictorial representation, although several such

representations were made available to the City Council at

the time that it made its decision.

I

2. The DEIR states in Section IV-241,

"If the Center of Figueroa variation were selected,
there would be a slight increase in DPM patronage,
on the order of 1 to 2 percent. This increase would
occur because of a slight decrease in travel time
between stations on Figueroa and because the station
at 5th Street would be more accessible."

3. Section IV-212.2 of the DEIR states that the findings

of the noise analysis (namely no significant impact) apply

to both the west side of Figueroa Street alignment and the

center of Figueroa variation. The computer analysis which

sup~orts :his statement was n~ver requested. Alsc, otter

-

-



references to· noise impacts summarize the analysis and charac

terize the impacts as not significant.

not been included in the EIS.

RESPONSE 128:

(Schiffer)
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4. Chapter VI of the DEIR (16 pages in length) discusses

short-term versus long-term effects according to City of

Los Angeles guidelines, prepared in response to the Calif

ornia Environmental Quality Act.

COMMENT 126:

The EIR fails to meaningfully discuss possible alternatives

or mitigation measures that would reduce or eliminate ad

verse noise, visual, traffic and safety impacts on the dis-

All of the comments received during the circulation of the

Environmental Impact Report were responded to in the Final

EIR. Some of these comments resulted in changes to the docu

ment. These changes were carried forward into the Draft En

vironmental Impact Statement. Because the two documents are

distinct and separate as to their circulation and other pro

cedures, only those comments received specifically on the

Draft EIS are responded to in the Final EIS.

puted segment.

RESPONSE 126:

(Jonathan Club) COMMENT 129:

The City Council has abandoned its duty to make findings by

adopting CRA findings. (Jonathan Club)

From the comment, it cannot be ascertained which alternatives

were not meaningfully discussed. Both Chapter IV ar.,' VII of

the DEIR discuss alternatives at some length.

With respect to noise, the EIR states that no mitigation is

needed. With respect to visual and traffic impacts, the EIR

identifies mitigation measures. With respect to safety, the

EIR identifies mitigation measures which have already been

incorporated into the project.

COMMENT 127:

The EIR fails to give meaningful responses to major issues

raised in the comments. (Jonathan Club)

RESPONSE 127:

The comment does not identify which major issues were not

re~ponded to.

COM.'1ENT 128:

:·lan:l critical comments which have been made on the EIR have

RESPONSE 129:

The City Council had at its disposal, in addition to DPM

staff documentation, reports prepared by the Ad Hoc Technical

Committee, the Traffic and Transportation Committee, and the

Grants, Housing, and Community Development Committee. The

Chief Legislative Analyst's Office and the Chi€f Administra

tive Officer also reported to the Council on this project.

These reports were made available to the City Council, along

with the FEIR, from December 12, 1978 until its decision on

lo1arch 27, 1979.

COMMENT 130:

The City Council did not allow itself adequate time for re

view. (Jonathan Club)

RESPONSE 130:

See response 129:
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COMMENT 131:

The EIR fails to cite specific economic, social, or other

reasons to support the determination that significant impacts

are mitigated to the extent feasible. (Jonathan Club)

RESPONSE 131:

The comment appears to confuse the Findings with the State

~ent of Overriding Considerations. The Findings identify

mitigation measures; the determination portion of the State

ment of Overriding Considerations identifies the social,

economic and other reasons for making the Statement of Over

riding Considerations.

COMMENT 132:

A decision has been made which is not supported by substantial

evidence.

1. Environmental studies demonstrate the superiority
of the original over the Figueroa alignment.

2. The findings fail to mention the effects of the
disputed segment on traffic congestion, safety
and noise levels.

3. The findings treatment of visual impact is based
upon a deficient analysis.

(Jonathan Club)

RESPONSE '132:

1. This is overstating the case. Detailed environmental

studies demonstrated advantages and disadvantages of both

routes - they did not recommend one route over the other.

Preliminary environmental studies in the route refinemen~

analysis led to the recommendation of a west of Figueroa

alignment in April, 1978. Detailed engineering and environ

mental studies after that date raised additional questions

about the jog behind the Hilton, including cost, ride per

formance, engineering feasibility and station access, which

in turn led to another look at the center of Figueroa varia

tion. In July, 1978, the center of Figueroa variation was

included in the on-going environmental studies. In September,

1978, both alternatives were presented in the DEIR.

2. The Findings do mention the effects of construction on

traffic congestion, safety and noise levels. The impacts. of

operation on traffic congestion, safety and noise levels

were characterized as minor impacts in the EIR and consequently

not cited in the Findings.

3. In the absence of further evidence to support the comment,

it is disputed that the visual analysis was deficient.

COMMENT 133:

Is the Citizens Advisory Panel (CAP) report included in the

FEIS? (Pickard)

RESPONSE 133:

The CAP report has been available to the public, upon request,

since its publication in July, 1976. It has not been included

in the FEIS.
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COMMENT 134:

concerns in the Final EIS.

RESPONSE 136:

(Cal trans)
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The Los Angeles Downtown People Mover Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) contains the following crime data

errors. In Section 2-221, the number of arrests for homi

cide, rape, and aggravated assault in the Central Area in

1977 should be 463 rather than 11,577. Central Area had

939 reported homicides, rapes, and aggravated assaults in

1977. The EIS correctly reflects the statistics for crimes

against property.

Pertinent Central Area statistics for 1978 are 1,112 reported

crimes and 471 arrests for homicides, rapes, and aggravated

assaults and 12,336 crimes and 2,943 arrests for property

related offenses. Central Area experienced a 16.2% increase

in serious crimes in 1978 over 1977. (LAPD)

RESPONSE 134:

The noted errors in data regarding CBD crimes have been

corrected.

COMMENT 135:

A number of typographical and grammatical errors are contained

in the DEIS. (City Engineering)

RESPONSE 135:

The errors noted in the comment have been corrected.

COMMENT 136:

Following our A-95 review of the Downtown People Mover DEIR,

Caltrans received responses from the CRA regarding our specific

concerns. We feel the comments and response generated by the '

A-95 review should have been included in the DEIS, and there

fore further request the inclusion and clarification of those

The Caltrans comments received during the A-95 review of the

DEIR, and the responses to those comments, are reprinted in

the FEIS, as the comment requested.

Summary of Cal trans FEIR Comments

In a memorandum to the Cal trans Department A-95 Coordinator,

District 07 transmitted several comments. These comments

and their responses, are summarized as follows:

Funding

Comment 1: A Table in the EIR Executive Summary shows five

sources of capital funds. These sources should be discussed.

Response 1: UMTA funds are proposed to be derived from the

Section 3, discretionary program. FHWA funds are proposed

to be derived from the Federal Aid Interstate program. FHWA

has informally advised that the City should pursue both FAI

and FAU funding options. Los Angeles City and County funds

could come from several sources including Proposition 5, gen

eral funds, tax increment funds, land contributions, parking

revenue funds, and others.

Comment la: Interstate funds could not be used for the guide

way and vehicles. Possibly the interface between the DPM and,
and Interstate freeway or busway at the terminals could be

eligible. The proposed sources of Capital funds appear to be

extremely optimistic. The source of $25 million in FHWA

funds is unknown.

Response la: The proposal to use FHWA funds came from the

Secretary of the U.S. Department of Transportation.
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Comment Ib: The possibility appears remote that the Federal

and State agencies involved will contribute over 93% of the

cost of the project and not expect the local share to consist

of more than donated County and City rights-of-way.

Response Ib: The financial plan calls for Federal and State

agencies to contribute 92% toward the cost of the project.

The City, County and private sector will.contribute 8%. The

value of land donated to the project represents a real cost

to local entities. The use of land already owned represents

a potential savings in total project cost and reduction in

State and Federal funding requirements.

Union Station Intercept

Comment 2: The DEIR does not discuss the most current plan

being considered which is a reduced transportation center

with an on-line bus station situated on the busway extension.

Response 2: A change has been made to reflect the revised

configuration of the intercept facility at Union Station.

Proposed Improvement at the Convention Center

Comment 3: The DEIR discussed one possible modification

to the LA-IO/ll connections to northbound Route 11. Poten

tially significant additional traffic due to the modification

and added off-ramp to Pico Boulevard was not considered. We

have studied an alternative eastbound Santa Monica Freeway

off-ramp to the Convention Center and suggest widening the

existing N/B connectors to provide an off-ramp to 12th Street.

Response 3: The traffic impacts section contains a discussion

of the impacts near the Convention Center. This assumes that

access is provided from the eastbound Santa Monica Freeway

to Pico Boulevard. If the proposed ramp were to be located

at 12th Street, further analysis of the traffic circulation

would be necessary.

Coordination and Consultation

Comment 4: Because of some short-term service facility inter

ruptions during construction, Caltrans recommends that an in

ter-agency task force be established to provide additional

traffic mitigation plans or measures for inclusion in the

FElS.

Response 4: Since close coordination and cooperation between

Cal trans and the DPM Program is an absolute necessity we can

only agree that inter-agency communication and cooperation

continue and that jointly agreed-to plans be included in the

plans for final project implementation.

Patronage

Comment 5: A sub-committee of the LARTS/SCAG modeling Task

Force reviewed preliminary CDS modeling assumptions. Two

concerns have not been resolved: (1) an assumption that noon

hour and peak-hour trips are similar and (2) that patronage

is relatively insensitive to fare.

Response 5: There is no question that trip purposes change

between noon-hour and P.M. peak-hour. That is why separate

models were developed for each time period. During the Pre

liminary Engineering Phase of the DPM project, a major effort

was made to refine the DPM demand models. Special attention

was given to refining time and cost coefficients to present

the appropriate sensitivity to fares.

T
I
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